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Relation of the Directors to the
Work and Publications of the 
National Bureau of Economic Research

1. The object of the NBER is to ascertain and present to the economics profession, and to
the public more generally, important economic facts and their interpretation in a scientific
manner without policy recommendations. The Board of Directors is charged with the respon-
sibility of ensuring that the work of the NBER is carried on in strict conformity with this ob-
ject.
2. The President shall establish an internal review process to ensure that book manuscripts

proposed for publication DO NOT contain policy recommendations. This shall apply both to
the proceedings of conferences and to manuscripts by a single author or by one or more co-
authors but shall not apply to authors of comments at NBER conferences who are not NBER
affiliates.
3. No book manuscript reporting research shall be published by the NBER until the Presi-

dent has sent to each member of the Board a notice that a manuscript is recommended for pub-
lication and that in the President’s opinion it is suitable for publication in accordance with the
above principles of the NBER. Such notification will include a table of contents and an ab-
stract or summary of the manuscript’s content, a list of contributors if applicable, and a re-
sponse form for use by Directors who desire a copy of the manuscript for review. Each manu-
script shall contain a summary drawing attention to the nature and treatment of the problem
studied and the main conclusions reached.
4. No volume shall be published until forty-five days have elapsed from the above notifica-

tion of intention to publish it. During this period a copy shall be sent to any Director request-
ing it, and if any Director objects to publication on the grounds that the manuscript contains
policy recommendations, the objection will be presented to the author(s) or editor(s). In case
of dispute, all members of the Board shall be notified, and the President shall appoint an ad
hoc committee of the Board to decide the matter; thirty days additional shall be granted for
this purpose.
5. The President shall present annually to the Board a report describing the internal manu-

script review process, any objections made by Directors before publication or by anyone after
publication, any disputes about such matters, and how they were handled. 
6. Publications of the NBER issued for informational purposes concerning the work of the

Bureau, or issued to inform the public of the activities at the Bureau, including but not limited
to the NBER Digest and Reporter, shall be consistent with the object stated in paragraph 1.
They shall contain a specific disclaimer noting that they have not passed through the review
procedures required in this resolution. The Executive Committee of the Board is charged with
the review of all such publications from time to time.
7. NBER working papers and manuscripts distributed on the Bureau’s web site are not

deemed to be publications for the purpose of this resolution, but they shall be consistent with
the object stated in paragraph 1. Working papers shall contain a specific disclaimer noting that
they have not passed through the review procedures required in this resolution. The NBER’s
web site shall contain a similar disclaimer. The President shall establish an internal review pro-
cess to ensure that the working papers and the web site do not contain policy recommenda-
tions, and shall report annually to the Board on this process and any concerns raised in con-
nection with it.
8. Unless otherwise determined by the Board or exempted by the terms of paragraphs 6 and

7, a copy of this resolution shall be printed in each NBER publication as described in para-
graph 2 above. 
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Corruption and Reform:
Introduction

Edward L. Glaeser and Claudia Goldin

3

Political Corruption: Today and Yesterday

International measures of corruption rank the United States today
among the lowest 10 percent of countries worldwide. To most Americans,
corruption is something that happens to less fortunate people in poor na-
tions and transition economies.1 But America’s reputation as an untar-
nished republic is a modern phenomenon.

Conventional histories of nineteenth- and early twentieth-century
America portray its corrupt elements as similar, and at times equal, to
those found in many of today’s modern transition economies and develop-
ing regions. Nineteenth-century American urban governments vastly over-
paid for basic services, such as street cleaning and construction, in ex-
change for kickbacks garnered by elected officials. Governments gave away
public services for nominal official fees and healthy bribes.2 As late as the
1950s, reports Robert A. Caro (2002, pp. 403–13), cash-filled envelopes
floated in the hallowed halls of the U.S. Senate. Harry Truman made it into

Edward L. Glaeser is a professor of economics at Harvard University and a research asso-
ciate of the National Bureau of Economic Research. Claudia Goldin is the Henry Lee Pro-
fessor of Economics at Harvard University and director of the Development of the American
Economy program and a research associate of the National Bureau of Economic Research.

1. A growing literature in economic development has documented the extent of corruption
in transition economies and poorer nations and its role in reducing economic growth. The lit-
erature begins with Mauro (1995) and includes, for example, Hellman, Jones, and Kaufman
(2003) and Leite and Weidmann (2002). On the extent and consequences of corruption within
a country, see, for example, Di Tella and Schargrodsky (2003), Gaviria (2002), McMillan and
Zoido (2004), and Svensson (2003). These empirical papers give support to a theoretical lit-
erature (e.g., Rose-Ackerman 1975; Shleifer and Vishny 1993) about the negative conse-
quences of corruption.

2. See, for example, Glaeser (2003), Menes (this volume), and Steffens (1904).



the Senate as an agent of the notoriously corrupt Pendergast machine
(McCullough 1992). Some of the greatest U.S. universities were funded by
individuals infamous for their roles in extracting public resources through
allegedly corrupt political influence—Leland Stanford and George D.
Widener, whose surname adorns Harvard’s largest library, come to mind.
The presidential legacies of Ulysses Grant and Warren Harding were for-
ever marred by the Crédit Mobilier and Teapot Dome scandals, respec-
tively. The list could go on and on.

If the United States was once more corrupt than it is today, then Amer-
ica’s history should offer lessons about how to reduce corruption. After all,
the dominant political movement of the early twentieth century—Pro-
gressivism—was dedicated to the elimination of corruption. From 1901 to
1917, under Presidents T. Roosevelt, Taft, and Wilson, a national legisla-
tive and administrative agenda was justified in part by a perceived need to
reduce corruption. Municipalities and states throughout the twentieth
century regularly elected reform slates that promised to exercise a strong
hand to root out corruption. Crusading journalists and ambitious prose-
cutors have frequently taken aim at corruption. While scholars can debate
the impact of these various forces, there is no doubt that U.S. history offers
many examples of reform movements that claimed as a primary goal to re-
duce corruption, similar to the stated goals of reformers in developing
countries today.

In this volume we take stock of corruption and reform in American his-
tory. Because conceptual clarity is a precondition for measuring the level
of and temporal change in corruption, the first three chapters—this intro-
duction, the essay by John Joseph Wallis, and that by Rebecca Menes—
each squarely confront what is meant by corruption.

Because corruption is generally illegal, or at least embarrassing, it tends
to be hidden and, understandably, as the modern cross-national empirical
literature has found, difficult to measure. Time series measurement is yet
more difficult. Despite these problems there is great value in searching U.S.
history for evidence on corruption and its time trend. Several of the chap-
ters address the measurement of corruption over time. The Menes essay
uses information on the number of corrupt mayors and municipal adminis-
trations. That by Stanley L. Engerman and Kenneth L. Sokoloff uses evi-
dence on cost overruns for major governmental projects. This introductory
essay uses data on the reporting of corruption by hundreds of news-
papers for the 160-year period from 1815 to 1975. The contributions by
Howard Bodenhorn and Wallis, Price V. Fishback, and Shawn Kantor add
evidence on the time path but focus on shorter time periods.

After the discussion of the meaning and measurement of corruption,
two of the essays in this volume address the consequences of corruption or
of weak legal regimes more generally. Naomi R. Lamoreaux and Jean-
Laurent Rosenthal discuss the rise of corporations during the late nine-
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teenth century and how their emergence was accompanied by decreased
protection of minority shareholder rights. David Cutler and Grant Miller
examine the diffusion of plentiful water in America’s cities during an era of
legendary municipal corruption. Clearly corruption does not alone deter-
mine the extent of public good formation.

According to Lamoreaux and Rosenthal, the number of corporations in
the late nineteenth century exploded, despite inadequate protection of mi-
nority shareholders, because returns to scale in production increased. Cut-
ler and Miller argue, in a somewhat similar manner, that despite the cor-
ruption of municipal governments the increasing availability of municipal
credit during the Gilded Age made large-scale water projects feasible. Of
course, the increase in municipal credit availability must have had some-
thing to do with improvements in accountability, suggesting that some
forms of corruption had been curtailed. Both essays suggest that despite
substantial corruption in government and fraud in private dealings eco-
nomic growth was curtailed far less in America than in today’s developing
economies.

The volume then turns to the causes and consequences of reform. Re-
form and regulation were often rationalized as tools to protect consumers
and workers, but as three of the essays—by Fishback, Bodenhorn, and
Marc T. Law and Gary D. Libecap—note, the actual situation was often
more complex. Fishback suggests the importance of a Stiglerian view of
workplace safety regulation. Workplace safety regulations in the manufac-
turing and mining industries, he finds, were supported by unions and op-
posed by certain manufacturers. Because workplace safety laws in manu-
facturing disproportionately raised costs for small firms, the laws were
championed by large firms. Because they were perceived as protecting
workers, the laws were supported by unions.

Bodenhorn’s essay emphasizes that reform can be the result of self-
interested, competing politicians. He analyzes one of the first episodes of
anticorruption reform in U.S. history—the fight against corruption in the
chartering of New York State banks during the late 1830s. Bodenhorn
argues that reform emerged from the Whigs’ desire to deprive their op-
ponents—Van Buren’s Democratic Regency—of the rents of patronage.
Deregulation was the weapon of choice against corruption since reducing
chartering requirements limited the ability of government to manage their
monopoly in a corrupt manner.

Law and Libecap analyze the origins of today’s Food and Drug Admin-
istration (FDA) and also emphasize the political roots of reform. Passage
of the Pure Food and Drugs Act (1906), which gave rise to the FDA, was
driven by a combination of producer interests and consumer concerns
about food quality. But concerns about food quality were based more on
stories promulgated by political entrepreneurs and the press than on any
objective reality. Moreover, political entrepreneurs appear to have manip-

Corruption and Reform: Introduction 5



ulated consumer outrage to produce institutions that were, at least in the
short run, only moderately aimed at protecting consumer interests.

Corruption is often kept in check by the media, and the role of the press
is directly confronted in the chapter by Matthew Gentzkow, Glaeser, and
Goldin. In 1870, the press was partisan, histrionic, and prone to omit facts
that went against acknowledged political biases. But by 1920, most news-
papers eschewed party affiliations, used more moderate and civil language,
and made at least a pretense of reporting the facts of the day without spin.
The chapter argues that the rise of the independent press and the remark-
able transformation in U.S. newspapers between 1870 and 1920 was fun-
damentally the result of the increasing financial returns to selling newspa-
pers rather than placating politicians for patronage and other reasons.
While the essay does not document the impact that the press may have had
on corruption, it does discuss circumstantial evidence suggesting that the
rise of the independent press was an important factor in movements to re-
form American political corruption.

A particular outcome of these reform movements—the public owner-
ship of utilities, specifically water provision—is examined by Werner
Troesken. Troesken’s evidence suggests, paradoxically, that the move to
public ownership in the early twentieth century and the move away from
public ownership seventy-five years later were both associated with gains
in service quality. As Troesken notes, the evidence is consistent either with
the view that ownership was productive during the earlier corruption but
less productive today, or with Mancur Olson’s (1982) view that change in
any direction reduces corruption, at least in the short run, because of the
ossification that all bureaucracies incur after some time.3

Wallis, Fishback, and Kantor, in the last chapter of the volume, look
specifically at the presence of corruption in the provision of public relief,
such as welfare and unemployment insurance. The move to federal provi-
sion in public relief, they argue, played a major role in reducing corruption
in the welfare system. The institutional change occurred because the effec-
tiveness and credibility of the Roosevelt administration would have been
seriously hampered by allegations of corruption. While those in the Roo-
sevelt administration would not have enjoyed the benefits that local lead-
ers would from a corrupt welfare system, they would have incurred most of
the costs. Because of the separation between national and local authority,
Franklin Roosevelt had a strong incentive to place checks on corruption.
These checks, it appears, substantially reduced the amount of corruption
that developed. This chapter, and that by Bodenhorn, suggest the roles that
separation of powers and intergovernmental competition can play in
bringing about effective reform.

6 Edward L. Glaeser and Claudia Goldin
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Corruption: Definitions and Theory

As Wallis’s essay makes clear, the term corruption has its origins in an
analogy between the state and the human body. In its first incarnation, cor-
ruption referred to the process by which a well-functioning system of gov-
ernment decays into one that fails to deliver and maltreats its citizens.
According to the Greek historian Polybius (c. 200–120 BCE), monarchy
corrupts into tyranny, aristocracy into oligarchy, and democracy into mob
rule.

During the nineteenth century, the definition of corruption morphed
into one specifically related to the bribery of public officials by private
agents. Bribery was generally an illicit payment in exchange for some gov-
ernment controlled resource, such as a service, a public property, or an ex-
emption from government regulation. These forms of bribery, detailed in
the chapter by Menes, form the lion’s share of what is known about nine-
teenth-century municipal corruption. City governments were corrupt in
the purchase of inputs, such as street cleaning or construction services, and
bribes were routinely given in exchange for overpayment for these inputs.
City governments were corrupt in the distribution of publicly owned prop-
erty—land or access to a port—that was sold, not to the highest bidder
for the good of the citizens, but to the most generous briber for the benefit
of the few. Finally, city governments were corrupt in the administration of
rules, such as prohibitions on gambling and prostitution, and officials ac-
cepted bribes for leniency in the administration of such regulations.

In this volume we will use the word corruption to refer to what Wallis
terms “venal corruption.” We view corruption to have three central ele-
ments: (a) payments to public officials beyond their salaries; (b) an action
associated with these payments that violates either explicit laws or implicit
social norms; and (c) losses to the public either from that action or from a
system that renders it necessary for actions to arise only from such pay-
ment. Two examples from the volume illustrate how these elements de-
scribe corruption.

Engerman and Sokoloff discuss overpayment in the construction of an-
tebellum U.S. canals. Corruption, if it occurred, would take the form of ex-
cessively large government payments for inputs that would be accompa-
nied by bribes to legislators and a waste of government funding. Notably,
if government pays too much for a project relative to a private purchaser
but the overpayment was not accompanied by payments to government
officials, corruption (according to the definition) has not occurred. Gov-
ernment inefficiency and bureaucratic stupidity are not equivalent to cor-
ruption. We believe this definition of corruption accords well with com-
mon usage.

The Bodenhorn essay discusses how state banks received charters in the
1830s after paying bribes to the New York Regency machine. In this case,

Corruption and Reform: Introduction 7



payments were made to public officials. Although the actions taken did not
violate any existing law, they did, it appears, infringe upon a social norm
concerning quid pro quo exchanges of cash for licenses. The social losses
did not, it appears, come from the act of chartering, which was probably
beneficial, but from the system that made charters valuable by limiting en-
try into the banking sector.

Within this broad definition are a number of different types of corrup-
tion. Most modern corruption is illegal, but there are forms of legal cor-
ruption. One prominent example of the latter is given by George Washing-
ton Plunkitt’s description of honest graft (see Riordon 1905). Honest graft,
in Plunkitt’s terminology, is the gain of wealth by public officials through
private information, such as the proposed route of a new highway. The ex-
propriation of this information involved a loss of wealth to the public, but
it was not necessarily illegal. However, as shown by Plunkitt’s need to de-
fend his actions and by Progressive Era outrage at actions of this nature,
Plunkitt’s dealings were in conflict with social norms. Plunkitt’s form of
corruption involved payments to public officials, losses to the general
public (if Plunkitt had not bought the property, its prior owner would have
benefited from the public purchase), and a violation of a social norm. In
general, as societies develop and as social norms get transformed into for-
mal rules, we expect the share of corruption that is illegal to rise.

While the three-part characterization—excessive payments, violation of
a law or social convention, and social losses—may serve as a reasonable
definition of corruption, it is only a beginning in helping us measure cor-
ruption. The definition suggests ways of measuring the extent of corrup-
tion. First, in principle, one can measure corruption by the payments to
public officials, perhaps relative to the formal payments received by the
same officials. McMillan and Zoido (2004) use this type of methodology in
their study of corruption in Peru. This measure would provide some sense
about the importance of corruption in the public sector, but it might cor-
relate only weakly with the social costs of corruption.

A second method of measuring corruption would focus on the frequency
with which laws are violated. Studies that focus on corruption convictions
(such as Glaeser and Saks 2004) attempt to measure corruption by count-
ing the number of times a court finds that corruption laws have been vio-
lated. Since we have no natural measure of the number of possible oppor-
tunities to be corrupt, the measure lacks a natural denominator, although
the size of government might be used.

A third approach is to focus on the social costs of corruption. Even
though the social costs from corruption are potentially quite large, mea-
suring them is near impossible. In the developing world, for example, cor-
ruption in the education sector may retard long-run economic growth
(Reinikka and Svensson 2004). Corruption of the political system may
lead to a breakdown in property rights enforcement causing enormous

8 Edward L. Glaeser and Claudia Goldin



social losses. Payments to officials may be measurable, but those payments
are generally transfers, not social costs, and losses to the public coffers may
be offset by the payment of lower salaries to officials (as in Becker and
Stigler 1974). And even if the social costs of corruption could be measured,
one must decide whether to deflate by the size of the economy, the poten-
tial size of the economy, or the size of the government, among other rea-
sonable deflators.

A difficult question that reappears throughout this volume, but which is
still inadequately answered in the literature, is what the full cost was of cor-
ruption in U.S. history. The irony may be that corruption was large as a
fraction of government, particularly in the late nineteenth century, but that
the economy prospered nationally and locally.

The Determinants of Corruption

The economic approach to corruption (as in Rose-Ackerman 1975)
starts with the costs and benefits facing potentially corrupt public officials.
Since economics predicts that we should expect to see corruption when the
benefits are high and costs are low, it is worth analyzing what factors
should impact the benefits and costs of corrupt behavior by a government
official. The benefits from being corrupt are determined by the ability of a
government official to increase someone’s private wealth; the costs come
from the expected penalties from being caught.

What determines the ability of a government official to increase some-
one’s private wealth? The most obvious means is to pay the person out of
the public purse. In extreme circumstances, the person can just be the offi-
cial himself; embezzlement is one example of corrupt behavior. More usu-
ally, paying someone out of the public purse occurs in exchange for services
of some form, either labor or subcontracting. If fees are close to the costs
of contracting firms or the opportunity costs of workers, then the oppor-
tunities for corruption are limited. If fees are significantly above free mar-
ket prices, then there is opportunity for corruption in the assignment of
work. High public-sector wages and discretion over hiring have tradition-
ally created some of the best opportunities for corrupt earnings.

This simple analysis helps us to understand some of the most popular
reforms attempted to arrest corruption. Civil service reform that would
take patronage out of the hands of politicians and replace discretion with
test-based rules would naturally serve limit the opportunity for corrup-
tion, especially when combined with a rigid pay scale for civil servants.4

Rules concerning procurement fees have also tended to be a popular tool
against corruption. Competitive bids for public projects linked to the re-
quirement that the government accept the low cost bid is one of the sim-

Corruption and Reform: Introduction 9
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plest means of limiting corruption in administration of government proj-
ects. The approach relies on the existence of a competitive supply of con-
tractors.

The second means that public officials have to create private wealth is to
transfer government property to private individuals for their own profit.
The transfer of government land to traction companies was a popular form
of corruption in the nineteenth century. Information about future govern-
ment actions is a more subtle form of in-kind transfer. The returns to cor-
ruption in these cases depend on the size of the assets at the government’s
disposal and the discretion that individuals have in the distribution of these
assets.

The third primary means that governments have to create private wealth
is the manipulation of legal rulings or the enforcement of rules, such as
regulations. Rules banning gambling and prostitution, for example, create
the opportunity to extract bribes from potential providers. These bribes
can be extracted by any and all members in the chain of enforcement. As
the amount of regulation increases, the opportunity to extract bribes also
rises and leads reformers to fight against regulation and government mo-
nopoly (as in Bodenhorn’s essay). Conversely, the connection between the
intrusiveness of regulation and the ability to extract bribes creates an in-
centive for politicians to push for further regulation.

Even in a libertarian’s dream world where government is restricted to re-
solving disputes over property rights, there would still be considerable
scope for corruption in the arbitration of these disputes. Every dispute over
ownership creates the possibility for a corrupt ruling. After all, a corrupt
judge can extract bribes even when he rules in favor of the rightful owner.
As the legal system has the ability to redistribute all of the wealth in soci-
ety, the opportunities for corruption within the system are enormous. As
corruption within the courts destroys the clear definition of property
rights, this corruption has the potential to turn the libertarian dream into
a Hobbesian nightmare. In practice, this ability may be limited by the abil-
ity of private litigants to rely on private arbitration and avoid a corrupt le-
gal system.

Together these factors suggest that the benefits from corrupt practices
for bribe-taking politicians or bribe-giving businessmen will rise with the
size and discretion of the government and the amount of social and eco-
nomic regulation. Benefits from corruption will also rise when the size of
assets or damages involved in property rights disputes increases (Glaeser
and Shleifer 2003). The late nineteenth century was a period of increas-
ingly larger governments, more valuable public assets, more aggressive reg-
ulation, and bigger-stakes litigation. The potential benefits from corrup-
tion rose along almost every conceivable dimension. The prediction is an
absolute increase in the total amount of corruption (measured in either
bribes given or in social losses). But the increase in corruption might not

10 Edward L. Glaeser and Claudia Goldin



translate into an increase relative to the size of government or the size of
the economy.

The limits on corruption have customarily come from three sources: le-
gal penalties, career or social costs, and internal psychic pain. Thus, the
overall costs of corruption come from the size of the potential penalties
and the probability that these costs are imposed that are in turn a function
of information flows, social opprobrium, and the legal system.

The most obvious parameter influencing the cost of illegal corruption is
the stated legal penalty for corrupt practices (the cost of corruption that
violates social norms, but not laws, will not be connected to legal penal-
ties). While this is certainly obvious, it is also important to remember that
these penalties have changed significantly over time. For example, while
Plunkitt’s honest graft—the use of insider information by politicians to en-
rich themselves—was surely corruption, at least by our definition, it was
fully legal during Plunkitt’s time. Even the gifts of railway stock given to
congressmen and others during the Crédit Mobilier scandal were perfectly
legal at the time. In the 1790s, the number of laws regarding corruption was
so modest that legal penalties against corruption were often negligible.
Since that time, there has been a steady increase in the range of behaviors
by public officials that are punishable by law and a steady increase in the
attempt to craft laws, such as the RICO statute, that render illegal as yet
unspecified forms of corrupt behavior.5

Although the number of political activities proscribed by law has gener-
ally increased with time, the trend of enforcement is less clear. We do not
know the probability of being convicted for a corrupt practice in the past
as well as today. Even when we know the number of convictions, we do not
know the number of corrupt actions that could have led to a conviction.
Enforcement requires both an initial report informing the police or the
public about the corrupt action and a legal proceeding that responds to the
report. Initial reports informing the public about corruption have been
made mainly by third parties or by investigators from some branch of gov-
ernment separated from the actual corruption. As the Gentzkow, Glaeser,
and Goldin chapter reminds us, the press played a major role in exposing
scandals like Crédit Mobilier and Teapot Dome. However, in some cases,
such as the famous exposure of the Tweed Ring’s corruption by the press,
exposure was initiated by a rival politician. In the more modern era, jour-
nalistic careers, such as those of investigative reporters Robert Woodward
and Carl Bernstein, writing for the Washington Post, have been made
through intrepid uncovering of governmental malfeasance.

Government does, however, occasionally police itself. Today there are
hundreds of prosecutions of state and local officials by federal investiga-
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tors under the national Corrupt Practices Act. The Tweed Ring faced legal
prosecution not by local city police, who were often part of the ring, but
rather through prosecution by officials of New York State. Today, perhaps
80 percent of public corruption prosecutions are brought by federal offi-
cials (Corporate Crime Reporter 2004). Separation of powers and federal-
ism create rivalries between different government actors, and these rival-
ries create incentives to uncover and prosecute corruption. Of course, the
true importance of self-policing is understated because in cases where in-
ternal monitoring functions well, corruption is unlikely to occur.

To generate legal penalties, the uncovering of corruption must be fol-
lowed by successful legal prosecution, which in turn requires an indepen-
dent judiciary and judges who are willing to convict officials found guilty
of corruption. Conviction will occur if the legal system is itself free from
corruption. But even if judges are themselves corrupt, they may still be
willing to convict corrupt politicians if their political interests conflict with
those of the accused politicians. Judges appointed by a Republican ma-
chine, even if they were completely complicit in that machine’s corruption,
would still be willing to convict a corrupt representative of an urban De-
mocratic machine. The rise of professionalism in the judiciary has meant
that it is increasingly less likely that a corrupt politician can count on a
friendly judge to be lenient.

Even if the judicial system is dormant, the revelation of corruption can
still create costs if the exposure damages a politician’s career or social
standing. For a politician, career costs typically depend on the willingness
of voters to oust corrupt officials. The track record of the electorate is
mixed in this area. Many notoriously corrupt officials have been re-elected,
perhaps because the corruption is funneled back to voters or because vot-
ers are sufficiently cynical (or realistic) that they think that political chal-
lengers are likely to be no less corrupt than the incumbent. The political ca-
reer of James Michael Curley, whose corrupt actions eventually landed him
in jail, was in real danger only when he faced political challengers who
combined a clean image with the same aggressive Hibernianism—Irish-
Catholic jingoism—that Curley championed. Naturally, the role of career
concerns suggests that corruption will be more costly in areas with robust
competition between two or more political parties.

The Time Path of Corruption in the United States

Because it is important to have a sense of the time trend, we offer our as-
sessment of the relative magnitude of corruption across U.S. history. We
know that the evidence we employ is open to discussion and will be subject
to debate. But we will argue from several sources that there is reason to be-
lieve that corruption increased during the first three-quarters of the nine-
teenth century or was at a high level in the antebellum era with much tem-
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poral variance. The most important of our findings is the decline in Amer-
ican corruption from the mid-1870s to the 1920s.

Our measure uses public documents—newspapers—to proxy for re-
ported crimes. Although there are no historical victimization surveys or
crime reports, corruption was reported in the press. There are reasons to
question newspaper reporting as an indicator of the underlying facts (the
Gentzkow, Glaeser, and Goldin chapter emphasizes the changing bias of
the media), but given the absence of other measures, media coverage of
corruption offers one possible means of assessing the amount of reported
corruption.

With the advent of optical scanning technology, there are now a large
number of digitally searchable newspapers published in the United States,
some going back to the late eighteenth century. The drawback of using
newspapers is that reporting often differs from the underlying reality.
Changes in reporting can reflect changes in the newspaper market rather
than actual changes in corrupt activity.

Our approach is to search for the words “corruption” and “fraud” (and
their variants, such as “corrupt” and “fraudulent”) and to count the ap-
pearance of articles (or pages) containing these words. This count gives us
a measure of the amount of space newspapers gave to stories about cor-
ruption and fraud. We then deflate these counts by the number of articles
(or pages) containing the words “January” or “political” (and its variants).
This count gives us a measure of the overall size of the newspaper (in the
case of “January”) or the overall amount of attention given to politically
relevant stories (in the case of “political”). Our results are not particularly
sensitive to the exact choice of deflator words.6 Deflating by the word “po-
litical” might be seen as a word count equivalent of trying to measure 
corruption divided by the size of government. Deflating by the word “Jan-
uary” might be seen as a word count analogy of trying to measure cor-
ruption divided by the size of the overall economy.

We use two sources that are available electronically online in fully
searchable editions: the New York Times (available from Proquest) and a
large group of small-town newspapers (available from Ancestry.com).7 The
New York Times has several advantages. Because it is a single newspaper,
the series does not have a changing composition of papers. The Times is
among the most serious American papers historically, and by the late nine-
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PA), the Janesville Gazette (Janesville, WI), the Morning Oregonian (Portland, OR), and the
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teenth century it was unlikely to have made unsubstantiated claims about
corruption or knowingly omitted major stories on corruption.

Relying on the Times has the disadvantages that it affords us primarily a
picture of New York City. Furthermore, its reporting begins in 1851 with
the establishment of the paper. To supplement the evidence from the Times,
we use a large collection of newspapers available from www.ancestry.com,
a website containing sources including the U.S. population censuses and
immigration records of particular value to genealogists.8 The papers are
geographically spread throughout the United States mainly from small
cities and towns and have fairly good coverage by the early nineteenth cen-
tury. The disadvantage is that the composition of papers changes over time.
Although neither series is perfect, they yield a remarkably similar picture
for the century of overlap.

We have presented in figure 1 three series given as three-year centered
moving averages to smooth the data. The series that are deflated by “polit-
ical” are remarkably close in the period of overlap (the correlation coeffi-
cient between the two series is 0.943 for the period 1852 to 1960).9 If the
variation in corruption reporting were caused by reporting fads or changes
in the market for news, these fads and market changes must have had a re-
markable consistency between New York City and small-town America.

One check on the series is to see whether the reporting corresponds well
with known facts about corruption. Do peaks in the series occur during
periods known to have contained considerable corruption? Table 1 gives
thumbnail sketches of the stories during the local peaks in “corruption”
and “fraud” in figure 1.

The first great boom in corruption reporting occurred around the 1840
election. Stories of corruption during this period focused on Tammany
Hall and also Martin Van Buren, the first president who owed his success
to a political machine (for a description of Van Buren’s activities in the
banking sector, see the Bodenhorn essay).10 The next peak in corruption re-
porting occurred between 1857 and 1861 and focused on voting irregular-
ities in Kansas. There is a global peak in the 1870s during the Grant ad-
ministration. Top stories concerned Crédit Mobilier, the Whiskey Ring,
and southern Reconstruction and the Ku Klux Klan. Finally, there is a
small local peak in the late 1920s during the era of prohibition and the
Teapot Dome scandal. The New York Times series is similar and shows
basic patterns that conform to our notions about periods of major corrup-
tion in U.S. history.

Both series reveal one major trend: reporting on corruption declined be-
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tween 1870s and the 1920s. The decline, moreover, is concentrated in both
series from the mid-1870s to 1890 and in the 1910s. In the 1870s our index
(deflated by “political”) was greater than 0.8, but ever since 1930, the index
has hovered around 0.2. If these series reflect anything about reality then it
is hard not to conclude that there was a significant secular decline in cor-
ruption.

The earliest period of a sustained decline in reporting on corruption and
fraud occurred from the mid-1870s to 1890. At the national level, the pe-
riod begins at the end of the scandal-ridden Grant administration. At the
local level, the period was one of reform in New York city under “Honest”
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Fig. 1 Indexes of corruption and fraud: 1815–1975
Sources: NYTimes: online, fully searchable edition of the New York Times from ProQuest In-
formation and Learning Company, Ann Arbor, Michigan. Ancestry: Ancestry.com, part of
MyFamily.com, Inc., Provo, Utah.
Notes: The series for the New York Times gives counts of the words “corrupt∗” and “fraud∗”
divided by counts of the word “political,” where an asterisk (∗) indicates that all variants are
selected. The search engine (Proquest) gives the number of separate articles containing at least
one “hit.” The series for Ancestry gives counts of the words “corrupt∗” and “fraud∗” divided
by counts of the word “politic∗.” The search engine (Ancestry.com) gives the number of news-
paper pages containing at least one hit. The number of separate newspapers changes over
time, as does the mix of papers. For example, the numbers at five-year intervals from 1820 to
1935 are
1820 3 1850 10 1880 42 1910 48
1825 3 1855 16 1885 46 1915 51
1830 10 1860 18 1890 53 1920 47
1835 4 1865 18 1895 53 1925 41
1840 6 1870 19 1900 45 1930 37
1845 8 1875 33 1905 50 1935 33
Because newspapers are constantly added at Ancestry.com, the numbers apply to those as of
July 2004. All series in figure 1 are expressed as three-year centered moving averages.



Table 1 Thumbnail sketches of events during local time series peaks in corruption and
fraud activity

Time 
period Index Corruption and fraud events

1820 0.567 Impeachment proceedings against the governor of Pennsylvania (most of
the available newspapers in Ancestry.com were from PA).

1837–45 0.611 to 0.870 Whig accusations of corruption by the Van Buren administration,
particularly in 1840 (election year). After Harrison died in office, the Tyler
assumption of the presidency brought charges of corruption by those who
thought he should be an interim president. Tammany Hall corruption
scandals also dotted the news.

1857–59 0.711 to 0.837 Voting irregularities after the Kansas-Nebraska Act. The pro-slave voting
by Missourians in the Kansas elections and the “Lecompton
Constitution” were deemed fraudulent and corrupt.

1870–79 0.876 to 1.03 Voter intimidation in the South by the Ku Klux Klan. Various aspects of
Reconstruction (including carpetbaggers, use of federal money by the
Radicals, and the Freedmen’s Bureau) were deemed corrupt. The 1872
election, Greeley’s alleged connections to Tammany Hall. The Crédit
Mobilier corruption scandal and various criticisms of the Union Pacific
Railroad. Other corruption during the Grant administration, including
the Whiskey Ring. The 1876 Democratic candidate, Tilden, was known
for breaking the Tweed Ring and the Canal Ring, and this made
corruption a major issue in the presidential election. The election was
heavily contested, and although Tilden appears to have won the popular
vote a senatorial committee awarded the disputed electoral votes to
Hayes.

1893 0.635 No single or major issue. Financial panic appears to have led people to
place blame. Three major railroads collapsed, and stock fraud was
discussed. Land grant fraud in the Northern Great Plains was alleged.
Corrupt appointments in the Cleveland administration were discussed, as
were claims that continued exclusion of southern Democrats from
Congress would lead to corruption.

1925–28 0.264 to 0.274 The Teapot Dome scandal of the early 1920s was raised during the 1928
presidential election as an indication of Coolidge’s corruption. Albert Fall
was tried for his involvement in Teapot Dome. Andrew Mellon, treasury
secretary, was investigated. Also the barring and subsequent
reinstatement of Alfred Smith from his Senate seat for corrupt
fundraising. Speakeasies and other “corrupt” ways to get around
Prohibition and the power of organized crime. Congress passed the
Corrupt Practices Act in 1925 governing campaign expenditures.

1951–52 0.269 Scandal in the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) led to the dismissal of
many people and the discovery of misuse of funds in the Reconstruction
Finance Corporation. Kefauver headed Senate committee to examine
influence of organized crime in the government and exposed many.



John Kelly, whose administration was far cleaner than that of Boss Tweed.
It seems reasonable that the decline in our index reflects a cleansing of pol-
itics, even though the decline occurred during the heart of the Gilded Age.

The first period of decline in our index is followed by one of stability
from about 1895 to 1908. The period—a high point of the Progressive
Era—does not seem likely to have been a moment when reform stood still.
Instead, a more reasonable reading of the evidence is that even if reform
continued, the vast attention paid to corruption by muckraking journalists
meant that our series is stable despite continuing reductions in corruption.
Perhaps it is worthwhile noting that, contrary to the view that Progressive
Era muckrakers brought to the media a new awareness of corruption, our
series suggests that such attention was much higher before. Our series,
however, cannot reveal whether the informational content of the Progres-
sive Era muckrakers was substantially higher than the more histrionic re-
porting of the earlier era.

The second period of decline occurs between 1908 and 1917. This period
was legitimately one of significant reform, and it is certainly possible that
corruption dropped greatly during this era. It is also conceivable that in-
creasing coverage of the Great War may well have pushed corruption off of
the front pages. After this period, there is a rise in the late 1920s, but even
during that period, reporting on corruption never approaches the levels
of the middle nineteenth century. By the 1930s corruption in the United
States was far lower than in the nineteenth century, if the content of the
press is any indication.

The time path shown by these series is compatible with mainstream his-
tories of the period. The traditional view of much of the nineteenth century
is that it was replete with great corruption, and the traditional view of the
early twentieth century (see, for example, Hofstadter 1955) is that Progres-
sive Era reforms were effective and that corruption actually fell. Further-
more, scattered evidence on conviction in high places also supports the
downward trend observed in the index. For example, while charges of
venal corruption were regularly leveled against nineteenth-century New
York City mayors like Fernando Wood, Oakey Hall (a member of the
Tweed Ring), and Robert Van Wyck, no New York City mayor since Wil-
liam O’Dwyer, fifty years ago, has been seriously accused of corrupt activ-
ity. Indeed, since Van Wyck more than 100 years ago, only O’Dwyer and
James Walker seem to have been notably corrupt.

The time series gives clear evidence for a decline in corruption since the
mid-1870s, but the evidence on the early part of the nineteenth century is
more mixed. Our point estimates for the antebellum and immediate post-
bellum era indicate a steady rise in reporting about corruption between
1815 and 1850 and no change from about 1850 to 1870. The pattern is con-
sistent with the rise in government budgets and the scale of the economy
(as argued by Glaeser and Shleifer 2003). Although the data are consistent
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with the view that corruption followed an arc, first rising between 1815 and
1850 and then falling after 1870, the evidence for the early rise is weaker
than that supporting the subsequent fall.

The findings on the time path of corruption gleaned from newspaper re-
porting are corroborated both by the Menes essay and the Engerman and
Sokoloff essay in this volume. Menes argues that the history of corruption
in urban machines follows roughly the time pattern given in figure 1—first
rising and then falling. Engerman and Sokoloff argue that despite wide-
spread accusations of corruption, early canal construction was relatively
honest, although later canal construction was probably highly corrupt.
Because canals were a large fraction of public projects in the antebellum
era, corruption may have been high. Their evidence for the latter period
is mixed. Although large public projects in the twentieth century had vast
cost overruns, Engerman and Sokoloff find limited evidence of corruption.

Reform and the Fight against Corruption

To understand changes in corruption and its prosecution over time, it is
vital to have a theory of reform in addition to one of corruption. Reform is
probably the more difficult of the two tasks because it is rarely a unilateral
decision.11

The essays in this volume deal with three main theories about the rise of
reform. The first theory views institutional change as welfare maximizing
and argues that institutional reform is more likely to succeed the higher are
the social benefits of reform. This view dominated mid-twentieth-century
historical writings on reform including the oft-cited volume by Hofstadter
(1955). A second, revisionist theory follows Stigler (1971) and emphasizes
the power of certain producers in shaping regulation. According to this
view, regulation and reform fit the needs of big producers who want to in-
crease their generally smaller rivals’ costs. Finally, a third theory (sug-
gested by Law and Libecap in this volume) argues that reform is driven by
political entrepreneurs who sometimes gain support through the manipu-
lation of popular opinion and the tools of government.

The welfare-maximizing view of reform was that espoused by reformers,
such as Theodore Roosevelt, Woodrow Wilson, Herbert Croly, and John
Landis. This optimistic view implies that reform movements should arise
when the net social benefits of reform outweigh the costs. If this is correct,
we should see corruption-reducing federal control over welfare programs
whenever the benefits exceed the costs of central control, such as a lesser
ability to target welfare most accurately or a weighty bureaucracy or the
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fixed costs of reform itself. According to Wallis, Fishback, and Kantor, fed-
eral oversight of New Deal relief eliminated corruption that had been en-
demic to transfer programs at the state and local levels. We should expect
to see more reform when corruption is high, possibly resulting from an os-
sified system as in Olson (1965; see also the Troesken essay), or because ex-
ogenous variables have increased the returns to corruption. This view also
predicts that reform will occur when the cost of introducing reformed in-
stitutions decreases, perhaps due to more-educated and better-informed
elites with greater abilities to monitor such institutions.

The second, revisionist, view of reform argues that reform is controlled
by well-organized special interest groups. In the case of regulation of in-
dustry, the relevant interest groups are big firms. According to this view we
should see more reform when the benefits it provides to big firms are
greater or when their political clout is greater. One somewhat surprising
implication of this Stiglerian view is that it suggests that Progressive Era re-
form and regulation may not have signaled the triumph of popular sover-
eignty over business interests but rather the triumph of particular busi-
nesses over the state.

The third view of reform looks neither to special interest groups nor to
public welfare as a whole, but to political entrepreneurs. According to this
view, reforms are put forward by political entrepreneurs who seek either to
get elected on a reforming ticket or be appointed to some new administra-
tive body created as a result of reform. In the case of a perfectly informed
electorate, this view and the first, welfare-maximizing, view of reform be-
come identical. But in cases where the electorate is less than perfectly in-
formed and its opinions can be shaped by entrepreneurs (as in the Law and
Libecap essay), this view of reform yields different positive predictions
about when we should expect to see reform. It also yields different predic-
tions about the welfare benefits of reform and implies that reform may be
socially costly.

One variant on this theory is that the “cry of reform” is basically the
natural complement to accusing one’s opponent of being corrupt, and
any challenger, unless the opponent is known to be squeaky clean, will be
tempted to make the accusation. A natural impediment to the cry of re-
form occurs when the challenger has been part of the system, and another
is that reforms generally reduce rents to politicians when they get elected.
Thus, reform is most likely to be championed by political entrepreneurs
who have not been part of the system and who are unlikely to be able to
take advantage of corruption (as in the Bodenhorn essay).

There is no question that each of these theories has been important dur-
ing certain epochs of reform, and each of these theories can potentially ex-
plain the time path of reform over the last 150 years. Glaeser and Shleifer
(2003) argue that Progressive Era reforms were necessary because an in-
creasing scale of enterprise made old institutions unable to handle in-
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creasing incentives for corruption. As such, early twentieth-century re-
form was a response to the increased corruption created by increased scale.
A Stiglerian view is that increased scale and business power naturally led
to business-friendly reforms. Finally, changes in public literacy and so-
phistication, the media, the size of government, and the returns to offices
might have all acted together to give political entrepreneurs greater ability
and desire to sell reform to the public. Therefore, it is difficult to disen-
tangle the relative importance of the three theories of reform. They are
touched on by many of the essays in this volume.

Conclusion

Corruption within the United States appears to have followed some-
thing of an arc, beginning at a high level with a small increase and ending
with a spectacular decrease.12 The early period in U.S. history was probably
a bit less corrupt than the Gilded Age that followed. But rule breaking in
the modern era is far more circumspect than in the early twentieth century.
If there was a rise in corruption across the nineteenth century, the rise can
be easily explained by the increasing scale of both government and the
economy. Vast increases in the budgets of local governments greatly in-
creased the potential benefits of corruption. It would be surprising if cor-
ruption had not increased between 1800 and 1870.

But the decline in corruption between the mid-1870s and 1920 was not
associated with declining returns to corruption. The size of the govern-
ment continued to rise, and the returns from corruption in the judiciary in-
creased as well. The big change over the twentieth century has been in the
costs facing corrupt politicians. In 1900, many actions we would now pros-
ecute were legal. Governments rarely prosecuted themselves, and the
higher levels of government were sufficiently weak that they could not pro-
vide a check on local corruption. Newspapers had long provided exposure
of corrupt practices, but in many smaller cities the news media were suffi-
ciently tied to the political establishment that it was unlikely to trumpet in-
formation unfavorable to that establishment.

By the early twentieth century, the full apparatus of modern checks on
corruption was in place. Rules had generally replaced discretion in many
areas, such as patronage. Different levels of government more effectively
patrolled each other. Greater competition and political independence in
the news media meant that corrupt activities and charges of corruption
were more likely to be reported everywhere in America, not just in the big
cities. Finally, voter expectations about corrupt behavior had changed, and
revealed corruption was more likely to lead to political defeat.
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Because the costs of corruption rose along so many margins, it is hard to
determine what particular factor or set of factors was most important.
Still, American history does provide a striking story of a country that
changed from a place where political bribery was a routine event infecting
politics at all levels to a nation that now ranks among the least corrupt in
the world.
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Ever since Aristotle identified that the “true forms of government, there-
fore, are those in which the one, the few, or the many govern with a view to
the common interests,” political philosophers and practitioners have been
concerned about corrupt governments: those perverted forms that “rule
with a view to the private interest” (1996, book III, 1279a, pp. 29–33). Aris-
totle, Polybius, Machiavelli and the sixteenth-century Italians, Harrington
and the seventeenth- and eighteenth-century English writers who became
known as Whigs or commonwealthmen, and Madison, Hamilton, and
other American founders all grappled with the problem of corruption.
Their search for an incorruptible form of true government required that
they understand how corruption perverted government. Their ideas about
corruption ranged from the moral and ethical values of princes and people
to features of legal systems and political institutions. In the late seven-
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is the clear view of the causes of events, and the consequent
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teenth and early eighteenth century a specific concept of corruption, which
I call “systematic corruption,” crystallized in Britain and spread to the
American colonies and France. Having identified the disease, all three so-
cieties spent a century or more designing and implementing constitutional
reforms to protect their political systems against systematic corruption.
Balanced or mixed government was the cure. Modern economic develop-
ment was the result.

The reawakening of interest among economists about the role that po-
litical institutions play in determining economic performance has stimu-
lated a renewed interest in the quality of governance and corruption. While
corruption did not disappear from twentieth-century American politics, it
has ceased to be a major concern. Concerns over corruption disappeared
from American politics because Americans figured out how to control it.
This suggests that a longer view of American history may offer insights
into how economic and political institutions curb corruption.

The original idea behind this volume was to examine only the Progressive
Era, but Americans began grappling with corruption long before the 1890s.
As it turns out, Progressive Era reformers and twenty-first-century econo-
mists think about corruption in a way that is, in one critical dimension, 180
degrees removed from the concept of corruption that prevailed until the
mid-nineteenth century. The title of McCormick’s essay, “The Discovery
that Business Corrupts Politics,” captures the essence of the modern concept
of corruption, or, as Shleifer and Vishny define corruption, “the sale by gov-
ernment officials of government property for personal gain” (1993, p. 599).1

In contrast, eighteenth-century British—English, Scotch, Irish, and
American—political thinkers worried much more that the king and his
ministers were manipulating grants of economic privileges to secure polit-
ical support for a corrupt and unconstitutional usurpation of government
powers. The commonwealth indictment of corruption in British govern-
ment accused the Executive of subordinating parliamentary independence
by granting economic privilege in a way that eroded balanced government
and, with it, checks on the crown.

Commonwealth thinking shaped American colonial political thought
and prepared the colonists to interpret the actions of Crown and Parlia-
ment after 1763 as unconstitutional threats to their fundamental liberties
as British citizens. Once independent, Americans worried continuously
about their governments and how to design their political institutions to
limit corruption.2
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1. For other treatments of corruption see Klitgaard (1988); Rose-Ackerman (1978); and
Clague (2003).

2. “In the process, the rhetoric of corruption emerged as the common grammar of politics,
so overwhelming that it became difficult to discuss public questions in any other language.
The age of Jefferson bequeathed to the United States an obsession with corruption that still
deeply colors the way we think about politics” (Murrin 1994, p. 104).



What I define as systematic corruption is both a concrete form of politi-
cal behavior and an idea. In polities plagued with systematic corruption,
a group of politicians deliberately create rents by limiting entry into valu-
able economic activities, through grants of monopoly, restrictive corporate
charters, tariffs, quotas, regulations, and the like. These rents bind the in-
terests of the recipients to the politicians who create them. The purpose is
to build a coalition that can dominate the government. Manipulating the
economy for political ends is systematic corruption. Systematic corruption
occurs when politics corrupts economics.

In contrast, venal corruption denotes the pursuit of private economic
interests through the political process. Venal corruption occurs when
economics corrupts politics. Classical thinkers worried about venal cor-
ruption, too. They talked at great length about the moral and ethical
corruption of entire peoples and societies, as well as governments. They re-
alized, however, that venal corruption is an inevitable result of human na-
ture. So they focused their intellectual enterprise on designing and then
protecting a form of government that could resist systematic corruption.
By eliminating systematic corruption, they hoped to mitigate the problems
of venal corruption as well.

The economic consequences of systematic corruption are enormous. Ve-
nal corruption, by comparison, is small potatoes in terms of social welfare
and economic growth. Systematically corrupt governments are rent creat-
ing, not rent seeking, governments. The survival of a systematically cor-
rupt government depends on limiting access to markets and resources in
order to create rents that bind the interests of the ruling coalition together.
Systematic corruption prevents development because it cripples markets.
No matter what advice the International Monetary Fund or the World
Bank gives to developing countries, it won’t work if a country’s government
remains systematically corrupt.3

American history provides an important lesson for modern developing
countries about how to eliminate systematic corruption. Not only did some
American governments exhibit clear evidence of systematic corruption,
but Americans consciously tried to eliminate systematic corruption
through changes in their constitutions. The American lesson, however, is
not just hard to learn, it is hard to understand in the first place. This is
largely the result of changes in language. “Corruption” is an anachronism:
it is a word with a meaning two centuries ago that it no longer has today. In
the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries Americans were fixated
on systematic corruption as the nation’s primary political problem. They
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3. North, Wallis, and Weingast, in “The Natural State,” generalize the idea of systemati-
cally corrupt governments to include a broad class of political economy organizations that
limit economic entry to create rents that are then used to solidify the political systems. Such
“natural states” appear to have been dominant for the last 5,000 years of human history, and
continue to exist in most countries of the world today.



feared systematic corruption and worried about venal corruption, but they
indiscriminately used the same word to identify both.

Corruption is not the only word that poses a problem. British common-
wealthmen and the American founders used language about the dangers of
slavery, tyranny, conspiracy, and corruption that seem to us so highly ex-
aggerated that it must have been purely rhetorical, or even propagandistic.
The great contribution of Bernard Bailyn was to demonstrate that Whigs
and American revolutionaries, in fact, believed exactly what they were say-
ing.4 Fears that corruption would lead to tyranny and slavery don’t make
sense to us today—after all, we know how the American Revolution
turned out. But at the end of the eighteenth century, Americans were sur-
rounded by countries ruled by tyrants and populated by citizens who did
not possess a full measure of liberty and self-determination, the eigh-
teenth-century definition of slavery.5

Paradoxically, British and American citizens believed they lived under
the best system of constitutional government ever devised, one where a
mixed and balanced constitution of government protected individual lib-
erties and freedoms. Americans had a deep and abiding fear that if they
were not vigilant in protecting their liberties today, their governments
would become corrupt and quickly evolve into tyrannies tomorrow. In
other words, they worried about what was going to happen next.

The final difficulty in understanding how Americans eliminated system-
atic corruption in their government is that they did not get it right on the
first try. Every American constitution embodied some form of balanced
government by 1787, but balanced government alone was not enough to
withstand systematic corruption. Americans had more to learn than their
British ancestors taught them. Systematic corruption was an inherently
constitutional problem that required a constitutional solution. In the
1840s, the states finally understood that mandating open economic entry
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4. “I began to see a new meaning in phrases that I, like most historians, had readily dis-
missed as mere rhetoric and propaganda: ‘slavery,’ ‘corruption,’ ‘conspiracy’. . . . I began to
suspect that they meant something very real to both the writers and their readers: that there
were real fears, real anxieties, a sense of real danger behind these phrases, and not merely the
desire to influence by rhetoric and propaganda the inert minds of an otherwise passive popu-
lace” (Bailyn 1967, p. ix).

5. One of the clearest and most enlightening discussions of what British Whigs and Amer-
icans meant when they said “tyranny and slavery” is Quentin Skinner’s short essay Liberty be-
fore Liberalism. “These writers are no less insistent, however, that a state or nation will be de-
prived of its liberty if it is merely subject or liable to having its actions determined by the will
of anyone other than the representatives of the body politic as a whole. It may be that the com-
munity is not as a matter of fact governed tyrannically; its rulers may choose to follow the dic-
tates of the law, so that the body politic may not in practice be deprived of any of its constitu-
tional rights. Such a state will nevertheless be counted as living in slavery if its capacity for
action is in any way dependent on the will of anyone other than the body of its own citizens”
(Skinner 1998, p. 49).



undercut the ability of political factions to create rents and so to manipu-
late the economic system.6

The first section of this paper follows the concept of corruption as it de-
veloped in the philosophy of Aristotle, Polybius, Machiavelli, Harrington,
through to the eighteenth-century British Whigs. Subsequent sections are
devoted to Americans during the Revolution, in the 1790s, the 1830s, and
finally the Progressive Era. The paper’s fundamental conclusion is that the
most basic economic institution in a modern, thriving, developed econ-
omy—unlimited free entry and competition unrestricted by government—
developed as a solution to systematic corruption: a solution to the polit-
ical problem of preventing narrow political groups from obtaining
uncontested control of governments. The real lesson developing countries
can learn from American history is how the United States eliminated sys-
tematic corruption. Eliminating systematic corruption required an eco-
nomic solution to a political problem. Between the 1790s and 1840s, the
United States developed a constitutional structure of state governments
that mandated free economic entry and competition. It took seventy years,
but the round of American state constitutional changes in the 1840s are the
heart of what eliminated systematic corruption. American governments
were so successful at eliminating systematic corruption that we no longer
understand what the term corruption meant in the 1800s, nor do we worry
about systematic corruption in our current political system.

1.1 From Aristotle to the British Whigs

The King’s ministers were not attacked for sitting in Parliament, but
they were attacked for allegedly filling Parliament with the recipients of
government patronage. For what was universally acknowledged was that
if the members of the legislatures became dependent on patronage, the
legislature would cease to be independent and the balance of the consti-
tution would become corrupt. Corruption on an eighteenth-century
tongue—where it was an exceedingly common term—meant not only
venality, but disturbance of the political conditions necessary to human
virtue and freedom.
—J. G. A. Pocock (1985, p. 78)7

Aristotle was the first western philosopher to talk about mixed govern-
ment: “But they are nearer the truth who combine many forms: for the con-
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6. Between 1776 and 1850, the national government wrote two constitutions, and the orig-
inal thirteen states wrote their first constitutions and an additional sixteen new constitutions.
For the importance of opening entry as a deterrent to corruption in the 1840s state constitu-
tion see Wallis (2005).

7. Pocock’s work is fundamental for understanding the evolution of ideas about balanced
government and corruption. The argument is completely developed in The Machiavellian Mo-



stitution is better which is made up of more numerous elements” (1996,
book III, 1255a 4). Polybius explicitly tied corruption to the idea of consti-
tutional balance and the changing distribution of power within govern-
ments. From then, the nature of both balanced government and corruption
evolved together until, by 1776, corruption became synonymous with a
failure to maintain balance in the constitutional structure of government.

Aristotle defined pure forms of government as those that “govern with a
view to the common interest.” The pure and corrupt forms “are as follows:
—of kingship, tyranny; of aristocracy, oligarchy; and of constitutional
government, democracy.” (1996, book III, 1279a 30 and 1279b 4). Aristo-
tle’s task in the Politics was to understand how constitutions affected the
behavior of governments, with the purpose of discerning how good gov-
ernments might be instituted in human society. Constitutions were origi-
nally thought of as literally the body politic, not as written documents or
theoretical constructs.8 All physical bodies exhibit a cycle of growth, ma-
turity, and decay: corruption. Corruption happened to constitutions, just
as certainly as decay and death happened to individuals. The central ques-
tion of political philosophy asked whether a political constitution could
possibly be devised that did not inevitably end in corruption.

Polybius extended Aristotle’s categories of pure and corrupt forms of
government into an explicit cyclical theory of constitutional development:

So then we enumerate six forms of government,—the three commonly
spoken of which I have just mentioned, [the pure forms of kingship, aris-
tocracy, and democracy] and three more allied forms, I mean despotism,
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ment. The intellectual history developed in this and the following sections is based on the
work of Pocock (1972, 1973, 1975, 1977, 1985, 1987), Bailyn, Wood, Skinner (1978a,b), and
many others. This literature is truly remarkable. What no one seems to have seen, however, is
how the concept of corruption developed in western political thought ties economic and po-
litical institutions together so closely and directly. That is the contribution of this paper.

8. We speak of a person with a hearty constitution or with a fragile constitution. Constitu-
tions were like bodies. “Like their contemporaries in England and like their predecessors for
centuries before, the colonists at the beginning of the Revolutionary controversy understood
by the word ‘constitution’ not, as we would have it, a written document or even an unwritten
but deliberately contrived design of government and specification of rights beyond the power
of ordinary legislation to alter; they thought of it, rather as the constituted—that is, existing—
arrangement of governmental institutions, laws, and customs together with the principles and
goals that animated them. So John Adams wrote that a political constitution is like ‘the con-
stitution of the human body’; ‘certain contextures of the nerves, fibres, and muscles, or certain
qualities of the blood and juices’ some of which ‘may be properly called stamina vitae, or es-
sentials and fundamentals of the constitution; parts without which life itself cannot be pre-
served a moment” (Bailyn 1967, p. 68, citing Adams Works, III, pp. 478–79).

“By constitution we mean, whenever we speak with propriety and exactness, that assem-
blage of laws, institutions, and customs, derived from certain fixed principles of reason, di-
rected to certain fixed objects of public good, that compose the general system, according to
which the community hath agreed to be governed” (Bolingbroke 1997, p. 88). Bolingbroke
was a leading Tory politician in the early eighteenth century and an articulate proponent of
Commonwealth ideas.



oligarchy and mob-rule. The first of these arises without artificial aid and
in the natural order of events. Next to this, and produced from it by the
aid of art and adjustment, comes kingship; which degenerating into the
evil form allied to it, by which I mean tyranny, both are once more de-
stroyed and aristocracy produced. Again the latter being in the course of
nature perverted to oligarchy, and the people passionately avenging the
unjust acts of their rulers, democracy comes into existence; which again
by its violence and contempt of law becomes sheer mob-rule. No clearer
proof of the truth of what I say could be obtained than by a careful ob-
servation of the natural origin, genesis, and decadence of these several
forms of government. For it is only by seeing distinctly how each of them
is produced that a distinct view can also be obtained of its growth,
zenith, and decadence, and the time, circumstance, and place in which
each of these may be expected to recur. (Polybius 1962, book 6, 4, p. 460)

Polybius developed a theory of “the regular cycle of constitutional revo-
lutions, in which and the natural order in which constitutions change, are
transformed, and return again to their original stage” (book 6, 10, p. 466).
Any society with governments of the pure forms inevitably cycled from
kingship through tyranny, aristocracy, oligarchy, democracy, and mob-
rule. The mob is subdued by the noble and pure king, setting the cycle in
motion again. For Polybius, corruption was the process by which one form
of government evolved into another form. It was a force beyond the indi-
vidual, and so beyond individual moral or ethical behavior. Corruption
was an “undeviating law of nature” in unmixed governments.

Polybius believed that it was possible to prevent corruption by resorting
to mixed and balanced governments that combined elements of all three
pure types, which he saw in the historical example of Lycurgus, who

accordingly combined together all the excellences and distinctive fea-
tures of the best constitutions, that no part should become unduly pre-
dominant, and be perverted into its kindred vice; and that, each power
being checked by the others, no one part should turn the scale or deci-
sively out balance the others; but that, by being accurately adjusted and
in exact equilibrium, the whole might remain long steady like a ship sail-
ing close to the wind. The royal power was prevented from growing in-
solent by fear of the people, which had also assigned to it an adequate
share in the constitution. The people in their turn were restrained from
a bold contempt of the kings by fear of the Gerusia: the members of
which, being selected on grounds of merit, were certain to throw their in-
fluence on the side of justice in every question that arose; and thus the
party placed at a disadvantage by its conservative tendency was always
strengthened and supported by the weight and influence of the Gerusia.
The result of this combination has been that the Lacedaemonians re-
tained their freedom for the longest period of any people with which we
are acquainted. (book 6, 10, pp. 466–67).
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Machiavelli took up Polybius. Machiavelli was concerned with stability
and the process of political change.9 Anything that disrupted the balance
of the constitution was technically corruption, whether it resulted from
morally corrupt individual behavior or not. Corruption resulted from in-
herent tendencies in the structure of societies.

The very term balance suggests the modern concept of an equilibrium,
but constitutional balance was not thought to be a stable or self-enforcing
equilibrium. Small changes in the relative balance of power between the
groups that made up the political and social order could disrupt the sys-
tem. A balanced constitution could ward off corruption, but it had to be
maintained by the eternal vigilance of fallible human care and attention.
Maintaining a balance required politicians and philosophers to define ex-
actly what constituted the balance, that is, to define exactly what behavior
was unconstitutional or corrupt. This way of thinking produced two im-
portant consequences:

First, articulating the concept of corruption was fundamental to the
evolution of constitutions as fundamental law, captured in a written doc-
ument, and realized in the lives of men and women through custom, prac-
tice, conflict, and adjudication. Implementing the idea that societies
should be governed by laws, not men, required that society at large agree
on a way to identify when it was corrupted.

Second, the balanced constitution was a theoretical construct similar to
a unique and universal maximum.10 Any movement away from the balance
was a movement toward tyranny and slavery. This was true whether the
movement was toward tyranny of the one, the many, or the few. The bal-
anced constitution was a perfect equipoise from which a slippery slope led
downward in all directions. Any change in the balance was inherently cor-
rupt. Systematic corruption was not about specific behaviors; it was not
like moral and ethical corruption. It was change that destabilized the po-
litical order.

The conflict between the Stuart kings and the British Parliament gener-
ated a wealth of thinking about the nature of political constitutions, in-
cluding Hobbes, Harrington, and Locke. A defining moment in the history
of the English constitution occurred when, on June 21, 1642, shortly before
the Civil War began, two of Charles I’s advisors drafted and persuaded the
king to issue a document, His Majesty’s Answer to the Nineteen Proposi-
tions of Both Houses of Parliament, in which the king declared that England
was a mixed government and not a condescending monarchy. The Answer
was a critical turning point in constitutional history because in it the king
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9. See Machiavelli (1996, book I, pp. 10–23) and Pocock (1973, p. 129; 1975, pp. 83–219).
10. Harrington concluded his “Epistle to the Reader,” which opens Oceana, with a theo-

retical bent: “I dare promise you that if I have not made you a good flight, I have sprung you
the best quarry; for though the discourses be full of crudities, the model hath had perfect con-
coction” (1992, p. 2).



admitted that England possessed a balanced government, not an absolute
monarchy. It quickly became part of the English constitutional canon.11

The Answer did not concede sovereignty to Parliament nor was it a conces-
sion of royal prerogatives. It cemented the constitutionality of the mon-
archy and enshrined the idea of balanced government.

If the Answer guaranteed a balanced constitution, it did very little to in-
dicate exactly how the balance was to be defined, maintained, and al-
lowed to change. During the interregnum, the writings of James Harring-
ton helped define the constitutional balance and move it from a static to
a dynamic basis. Harrington made two fundamental contributions. First,
he delineated how the distribution of military power in a society was a
function of the distribution of land tenure, and thus how every govern-
ment rested on a particular set of property rights in land. Second, he
showed how the constitutional balance within government must corre-
spond to the balance of military power between social orders implied by
the distribution of land tenure. Harrington’s model contained two bal-
ances, one of government and one of military power. His genius was to see
that these two balances must correspond. A constitutional system that
gave more power to an element of society (king, aristocracy, the people)
than the relevant share of land possessed by that element of the popula-
tion was inevitably unstable. Either the constitution or the underlying
balance of military power must change and, in classic Polybian terms,
Harrington defined corruption as change: “corruption in this sense signi-
fieth no more than that the corruption of one government (as in natural
bodies) is the generation of another . . .” (1992, pp. 60–61). Harrington
saw balanced government as a way to provide political stability and pre-
vent the endless struggles of the one, the few, and the many to control the
government, and the warfare, disruption, and occasional tyranny that en-
sued.

The Answers and Harrington’s Oceana defined a constitutional balance,
but it was not yet in place. Between the restoration of Charles II in 1660
and the installation of William and Mary in 1688, “commonwealthmen”
or “True Whigs” or “Real Whigs” articulated a version of the balanced
constitution and its associated corruptions.12 By 1675, they had developed
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11. The text of the Answer is printed in Weston (1965), along with the Political Catechism,
a popular document that interpreted the Answer in terms that would become a central part of
Whig theory. The Answer is discussed in Pocock (1975, p. 361).

12. This group included Neville, Shaftesbury, Locke, Marvell, and Sidney. These men were
contemporaries of Harrington, who died enfeebled and in poor health in 1677. The promi-
nence of Harrington in this section is a matter of exposition. Harrington ultimately had the
most influence, but he was only one of several important commonwealth thinkers. See Rob-
bins (1959) for an in-depth treatment of the men and their ideas.

In the nineteenth century a “Whig” party developed, which was not identical with Whig
theorists. Bolingbroke, for example, was a leading Whig thinker and a Tory politician. In the
discussion that follows I use the term commonwealth thinkers or theorists to avoid confusion.



a coherent position containing the basic themes of opposition ideology.13

Balanced government required that political actors, in Britain the king,
the Lords, and the Commons, be truly independent of one another. If one
branch of the government gained ascendancy over, or influence in, another
branch the checks built into the system would be compromised. If, for ex-
ample, the king gained control of the Commons, the Commons could no
longer prevent the king from tyrannizing over the government.

The starting point of the commonwealth critique of the Stuart govern-
ment was the creation of a standing army. This was not because a standing
army was a direct physical threat to liberty. Instead, a professional stand-
ing army threatened the independence of Parliament, by filling the Com-
mons with professional soldiers and other officeholders who careers and
livelihood depended on the good will and patronage of the executive. “The
standing army appears in this context as an instrument of corruption
rather than of dictatorship. Army officers in Parliament are placemen, and
they encourage the growth of a military establishment outside parliamen-
tary control . . .” (Pocock 1973, p. 125).14

The critique widened after the new arrangements between King William
and Parliament produced a complementary set of institutional changes in
fiscal policy and government administration. They included the Bank of
England, professionalization of tax collection and administration, and the
development of new methods to fund the growing national debt.15 Contin-
uous warfare with France created a military-industrial complex in En-
gland. Between 1700 and 1800 government expenditures rose from 5 per-
cent of income to 20 percent of income.16 This unprecedented expansion of
state power was equally the accomplishment of Parliament and the king,
for Parliament controlled tax policy.

It was in the early eighteenth century that the concept of systematic cor-
ruption was articulated fully. Commonwealth theorists drew an explicit
connection between royal manipulation of economic privileges and the se-
curing of political power. The British had come through the civil wars of
the seventeenth century with their belief in a balanced constitution intact
and enhanced. They increasingly saw the House of Lords as a balance be-
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13. I have drawn on Pocock’s “Machiavelli, Harrington, and English Political Ideologies”
in this section (1973, pp. 104–47). The argument is developed further in The Machiavellian
Moment (1975, pp. 406–22).

14. Since the influential position of the aristocracy depended on their provision of military
service, the country could have an independent nobility or a professional army, but not both.
“For the power of Peerage and a Standing Army are like two buckets, the proportion that one
goes down, the other exactly goes up . . .” From A Letter from a Person of Quality to his Friend
in the Country, as quoted in Pocock (1973, p. 118).

15. On the Bank of England and the financial revolution generally see Dickson (1967); on
the bureaucratization of tax collection see Brewer (1989); and for the national debt see North
and Weingast (1989).

16. Mathias and O’Brian (1976) review the history of government revenues and expendi-
tures in eighteenth-century Britain.



tween a competing monarchy and the House of Commons.17 Indepen-
dence of the three parts was required to maintain the balance. The com-
monwealthmen saw the economic innovations of the financial revolution
as mechanisms by which the crown exerted influence in the Commons and
subverted parliamentary independence. The king’s tools were parliamen-
tary patronage, the public credit, and political parties. If the king obtained
enough influence in Parliament to suborn its independence, liberty would
be lost and tyranny and slavery would follow.18

Rising defense expenditures increased the number of patronage positions
in the Army, Navy, Treasury, Customs, and Excise at the disposal of the ex-
ecutive. By the time of the American Revolution, close to half of the House
of Commons were placemen, pensioners, or represented electoral districts
under the control of the king and his ministers.19 The steadily growing public
debt created a class of creditors with a direct interest in the financial stabil-
ity of the government, many of them members of Parliament. The large
profits to be made in marketing and servicing the debt went to the favored
few financial houses, banks, and chartered trading companies, all of whom
had connections in both the executive and Parliament. There was ample rea-
son to doubt the independence of individual members of Parliament. And
finally, the manipulations of politicians like Walpole created groups within
the government whose interest “is that of men attached to the government;
or to speak more properly, to the persons of those who govern; or, to speak
more properly still, to the power profit, or protection they acquire by the
favour of these persons, but enemies to the constitution” (Bolingbroke 1997,
p. 85). The creation of a political party within Parliament that was headed
by the king, organized by his ministers, financed by corporate privileges, and
coordinated by the national debt, threatened the end of balanced govern-
ment and the establishment of a unitary executive tyranny.20
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17. This is the theme of Weston (1965).
18. “It is certain then, that if ever such men as call themselves friends of the government,

but are real enemies of the constitution, prevail, they will make it a capital point of their
wicked policy to keep up a standing army. . . . To destroy British liberty with an army of
Britons, is not a measure so sure of success as some people may believe. To corrupt the Par-
liament is a slower, but might prove a more effectual method; and two or three hundred mer-
cenaries in the two Houses, if they could be listed there, would be more fatal to the constitu-
tion, than ten times as many thousands in red and in blue out of them. Parliaments are the
true guardians of liberty. For this principally they were instituted; and this is the principal ar-
ticle of that great and noble trust, which the collective body of the people of Britain reposes
in the representative. But then no slavery can be so effectually brought and fixed upon us as
parliamentary slavery. By the corruption of Parliament, and the absolute influence of a King,
or his minister, on the two Houses, we return to that state, and are really governed by the ar-
bitrary rule of one man” (Bolingbroke 1997, pp. 92, 93–94).

19. See the essays on “Parliamentary Patronage,” pp. 46–56, and on “Placemen and Pen-
sioners,” pp. 118–26 in Namier and Brooke (1964).

20. The commonwealthmen opposed all political parties as a manifestation of corruption.
To confuse matters, at the same time one of the parties that developed in Britain was the Whig
Party, which is distinct from the Whig/Commonwealth thinkers. Bolingbroke, as noted, was
a prominent Tory politician as well as a prominent Whig philosopher.



The British in the eighteenth century certainly enjoyed better govern-
ment than they, and perhaps the world, had ever seen. Britons on both
sides of the Atlantic extolled the virtues of the British constitution. John To-
land called the British government “the most free and best constituted in
the world.” John Adams claimed, “no Government that ever existed was so
essentially free.” Even the Frenchman Montesquieu talked of “this beau-
tiful system.”21 The Whigs believed in the perfect balance of the British
constitution. In this light, it is easy to dismiss commonwealth claims of
corruption as paranoia. To do so, however, overlooks that Whigs were not
concerned about the current state of Britain. Commonwealthmen feared
what would happen next. They had no historical yardstick to judge whether
the changes that British society and government were undergoing in the
eighteenth century were good or bad. Commonwealthmen believed, with
the deepest conviction, that if executive influence in Parliament was al-
lowed to go unchecked, then the next stage in British government would in-
evitably be tyranny and slavery.

The heart of the commonwealth attack on corruption criticized the
government’s relation to the economy. Adam Smith attacked the system
of government-granted mercantilist privileges (Smith 1981). In Cato’s Let-
ters, Trenchard and Gordon (1995) challenged the use of chartered corpo-
rations to promote economic activity that potentially created economic
rents (by limiting entry) that could be used by the Crown to cement eco-
nomic interests to its cause (no. 3, 1720, 44–45).22 “For as to that class of
ravens, whose wealth has cost the nation its all, as they are manifest ene-
mies to God and man, no man can call them his neighbours: They are
rogues of prey, they are stock-jobbers, they are a conspiracy of stock-
jobbers!”23 The financial revolution brought with it numerous instances of
special privileges granted by the government.24 The combined charges of
systematic corruption, suborning the independence of politicians and Par-
liament, and individual corruption, including the venality and greed of
stock-jobbers and speculators, packed a powerful message.
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21. Quotations from Wood (1969, p. 11).
22. “Companies and joint-stocks are always established for the encouragement and bene-

fit of trade; though they always happen to mar and cramp trade” (Trenchard and Gordon
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Remedies for the publick sufferings from the wicked Execution of the South-Sea Scheme.
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nancial Revolution were of greater political and economic utility than the development of a
market in securities in London, none united contemporary opinion more against it. It was de-
nounced as inherently wicked and against the public interest. The phrase ‘stock-jobbing’,
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form, indeed monotonous, in its tone, and uninformative about how the market actually
worked” (1967, pp. 32–33).



By the mid-eighteenth century commonwealthmen decried the corrupt-
ing evils of executive patronage, the public credit, and political parties.
Commonwealth ideals were important elements of the political conversa-
tion in the eighteenth century. They defined, with clear, bright lines, what
was and was not constitutional. Britain, of course, was in the midst of a
phenomenal rise to world power, and most Britons were happily apathetic
about the supposed corruption of their government. In Briton, the com-
monwealthmen “were not in any sense of the word an organized opposi-
tion. . . . Without leaders and organization the reformers failed. When
they achieved these they still failed to attract sufficient public support and
interest. A part of their failure must be attributed to their detestation of
party. . . . The Real Whigs were not a coherent party. They professed al-
most as many creeds in politics as in religion.” Yet “In America the aca-
demic ideas of the Whigs of the British Isles were fruitful and found prac-
tical expression.”25

1.2 Corruption, Revolution, and Constitutions

Sir, we have done everything that could be done to avert the storm which
is now coming on. We have petitioned; we have remonstrated; we have
supplicated; we have prostrated ourselves before the throne, and have
implored its interposition to attest the tyrannical hands of the ministry
and Parliament.

The battle, sir, is not to the strong alone; it is to the vigilant, the ac-
tive, the brave. Besides, sir, we have no election. If we were base enough
to desire it, it is now too late to retire from the contest. There is no re-
treat but in submission and slavery! Our chains are forged. Their clank-
ing may be heard on the plains of Boston! The war is inevitable—and let
it come!
—Patrick Henry, Address to the Virginia Provincial Convention, March
23, 1775

The notion of a legislative power exercised conjointly by kings, lords
and commons is a notion of legislative sovereignty undeveloped in clas-
sical republican theory; its presence in the Answer is a reminder that the
notion of “separation of powers,” though invented largely in England,
could not be effective there and could be realized in the United States
only after rejection of parliamentary government.
—J. G. A. Pocock (1987, p. 310)

We have reached the point where British and American paths divide.
The “republican synthesis” in American history provides a convincing ex-
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planation for why Americans revolted and what “made their revolution so
unusual, for they revolted not against the English constitution but on be-
half of it” (Wood 1969, p. 10).26 The desire to preserve the existing consti-
tution made the American revolution one motivated by fear rather than
hope. The widespread perception of English corruption, on both sides of
the Atlantic, inexorably drove the Americans to independence once a
wedge opened between Parliament and the colonies in 1763. The fear in the
American colonies was that England, “once the land of liberty—the
school of patriots—the nurse of heroes, has become the land of slavery—
the school of parricides and the nurse of tyrants.”27 At its root, the fear
driving the American Revolution was Polybian. The influence of the exec-
utive in Parliament had unbalanced the constitution. What inevitably fol-
lowed monarchy, no matter how pure the intentions of those who produced
the monarchy, was tyranny. As Patrick Henry declared: “Our chains are
forged. Their clanking may be heard on the plains of Boston!”

Any government organized along commonwealth lines should immedi-
ately have put in place a constitution with balanced government. In May
of 1776, the Continental Congress asked the states to write their own con-
stitutions. By July 3, New Jersey had drafted a new constitution which,
among its many features, distinctly articulated the separation of powers:

XX. That the legislative department of this government may, as much as
possible, be, preserved from all suspicion of corruption, none of the
Judges of the Supreme or other Courts, Sheriffs, or any other person or
persons possessed of any post of profit under the government, other than
Justices of the Peace, shall be entitled to a seat in the Assembly: but that,
on his being elected, and taking his seat, his office or post shall be con-
sidered as vacant.28

The Constitution of Maryland, ratified in November 1776, stipulated in
Section 6 of the Declaration of Rights: “That the legislative, executive and
judicial powers of government, ought to be forever separate and distinct
from each other.” Separation of powers was the most visible way that
Americans addressed systematic political corruption, but the entire struc-
ture of early state constitutions, with their articulated branches, attempted
to systematize balanced government.

The powers assumed by the states in their constitutions were not powers
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26. Wood (1969, p. 10). The republican synthesis literature is neatly summarized and dis-
cussed in Shalhope (1972, 1982).

27. The quotation is from a letter from Charles Lee to Robert Morris, January 3, 1776, as
quoted by Wood (1969, p. 32).

28. New Jersey, Constitution of 1776, Article 20. The New Jersey Constitution of 1844, Ar-
ticle 3, Section 1, read: “1. The powers of the government shall be divided into three distinct
departments—the legislative, executive and judicial; and no person or persons belonging to,
or constituting one of these departments, shall exercise any of the powers properly belonging
to either of the others, except as herein expressly provided” (Wallis, NBER/Maryland State
Constitution Project).



necessarily denied to the national government. But once states defined
their powers they could not be taken by the national government without
substantial political cost. The second national constitution, written in
1787, gave the national government broad and generous powers. But only
in the areas of military and international affairs, public lands, international
trade and commercial policy, and (to a lesser and immediately disputed ex-
tent) financial and monetary policy, did the national government possess
well-defined exclusive powers. Even in these areas, with the exception of
military defense and international relations, the national government sub-
sequently found it extremely difficult for political reasons to exercise its
constitutional powers.29 National government action inevitably raised the
specter of systematic corruption.

The ability of states to legislate, regulate, or promote almost any aspect
of economic and social behavior meant that the states, and not the national
government, became the focal point of economic policies. Americans were
embarking on two new experiments in government: written constitutions
and widespread government support of private organizations. The first ex-
periment is a central part of American history. The second experiment,
successful as it was, is so taken for granted that we rarely recognize how im-
portant government support of private organizations was for American
social and economic development. As de Tocqueville famously noted:
“Americans of all ages, all stations in life, and all types of dispositions are
forever forming associations. There are not only commercial and industrial
associations in which all take part, but others of a thousand different
types—religious, moral, serious, futile, very general and very limited, im-
mensely large and very minutes. . . . In every case, at the head of any new
undertaking, where in France you would find the government or in En-
gland some territorial magnate, in the United States you are sure to find an
association” (1966, p. 513).

The American colonists brought the ancient English constitution with
them, but not a king or an aristocracy, two of the critical elements in the
constitutional balance. This led to a more egalitarian society, a deep belief
in the right of individuals to assemble, and more vigorous private sector or-
ganizations. In Europe, the right to form voluntary organizations was not
universal; one found governments and territorial magnates at the head of
organizations because they possessed the sometimes implicit, but often ex-
plicit, privilege to form organizations. The ability to form corporations was
limited to the social and economic elite. Limited entry created the eco-
nomic rents that made royal grants of privilege to the monied interests so
valuable. In America, the freedom to assemble, the ability to form reli-
gious, political, economic, and social organizations did not go undisputed
after the revolution. Deciding how much public support should be given to
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private organizations was important and, at least in the economic and po-
litical world, very contentious.

America’s balanced state constitutions recognized the Harringtonian
imperative of balancing power within the government in the same pro-
portion as land ownership was balanced in the population. “Power results
from the real property of society.”30 The equality of land ownership posed
new and vexing problems for American politicians, problems without En-
glish antecedents. The distribution of land did not mirror the distribution
of social prestige or the presumed distribution of leadership talents within
the “natural elite.” Freedom of assembly, freedom of speech, and freedom
of petition were fundamental rights. How far did these rights extend into
the politically competent, independent, landowning citizenry? Who had
the right to vote, to incorporate a business, or form a political party?
Britain’s financial revolution did not represent a move toward an economy
or society with more open entry; it restricted entry. Adam Smith and the
classical economists built their criticism of government policy on mer-
cantilist limitations on access to economic organization. Kings and min-
isters used limited access to create economic rents, then used the spoils
from the rents to purchase political influence, and thus eroded the inde-
pendence of Parliament and corrupted the entire political system. Corpo-
rations and stock-jobbers represented the very essence of both systematic
and venal corruption. How was the United States to deal with the identi-
cal problem?

1.3 Corruption and the First Crisis of National Politics

“It is hard to imagine how by deliberate intent, Alexander Hamilton’s
economic program for the new republic could have been better calcu-
lated to exacerbate these [commonwealth] fears. . . . They inevitably
brought to mind the entire system of eighteenth-century English gov-
ernmental finance, with all the consequences that entailed for minds
shaped by British opposition thought.”
—Banning (1978, p. 128)

Straightening out the nation’s finances instigated the first battle over
corruption in the new republic. Hamilton’s proposed financial policies—
refunding national and state debts, a national bank, a moderate revenue
tariff, and excise taxes—all stimulated opposition and debate when Con-
gress considered them in the first Congress, which ended in March of 1791.
Each of Hamilton’s measures raised fears of corruption in classic com-
monwealth terms, but all of them passed. The debate over the meaning of
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the new financial system in the summer of 1791, however, produced a con-
flagration of fears about systematic corruption, and led to the creation of
an opposition party in the United States. All of the policy measures at is-
sue were economic, and the critical element in the debate was the effect of
the economic policies on politics.

We have already seen how the financial revolution in England created a
funded national debt, a bureaucracy of excise and tariff collectors, a na-
tional bank, and an interlocking set of financial intermediaries and char-
tered corporations that marketed and traded in government debt. As the
bureaucracy expanded, so did opportunities for executive patronage. The
ability to tie the interests of the financial community to the policies of the
government through the medium of the national debt and corporate char-
ters allowed the Crown to extend its influence and undermine the inde-
pendence of Parliament. The danger of the English system of finance was
to fundamental liberties; it was systematic corruption, and the identifica-
tion of financial interests with the Crown was the mechanism of corrup-
tion.

Hamilton’s arguments for America’s new financial system had ominous
overtones. In the Report on the Public Credit in January 1790, Hamilton
proposed that “If all the public creditors receive their dues from one source
. . . their interests will be the same. And having the same interests, they will
unite in support of the fiscal arrangements of the government.”31 Hamilton
proposed precisely the type of arrangement with the monied interest that
commonwealthmen feared in Britain. A typical response to Hamilton’s
proposals came from the Virginia legislature’s memorial to Congress on
December 16, 1790:

That it is with great concern they find themselves compelled, from a
sense of duty, to call the attention of Congress to an act of their last ses-
sion, entitled “An act making provision for the debt of the United
States,” which the General Assembly conceives neither policy, justice,
nor the constitution, warrants. Republican policy, in the opinion of your
memorialists, could scarcely have suggested those clauses in the afore-
said act, which limit the right of the United States, in their redemption
of the public debt. On the contrary, they discern a striking resemblance
between this system and that which was introduced into England at the
Revolution—a system which has perpetuated upon that nation an enor-
mous debt, and has, moreover, insinuated into the hands of the Execu-
tive an unbounded influence, which, pervading every branch of the Gov-
ernment, bears down all opposition, and daily threatens the destruction
of every thing that appertains to English liberty. The same causes pro-
duce the same effects.
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In an agricultural country like this, therefore, to erect and concentrate
and perpetuate a large moneyed interest, is a measure which your memo-
rialists apprehend must, in the course of human events, produce one or
other of two evils: the prostration of agriculture at the feet of commerce,
or a change in the present form of Federal Government, fatal to the
existence of American liberty. (American State Papers, Finance, vol. I,
p. 90)

The Virginians questioned whether “Republican policy,” that is, common-
wealth ideas, could have suggested such a financial program and drew a di-
rect connection between Hamilton’s plan and English executive corrup-
tion, which has “insinuated into the hands of the Executive an unbounded
influence.” In typical commonwealth style, the memorial raises the alarm
that Hamilton’s plans threaten the “existence of American liberty.”

As Banning noted (1978), it would have been difficult to consciously de-
sign a financial program that provoked commonwealth fears of executive
influence more directly than Hamilton’s. The debate about the implications
of the financial plan after it was passed in 1791 opened a division within
the national government.32 On the Federalist side the Adamses, joined by
Hamilton, praised the British constitution and argued against extending
democracy too far. On what would become the Republican side, Jefferson
and Madison, abetted by Thomas Paine and Phillip Freneau, attacked the
Adamses as monarchists and Hamilton as an aspiring Prime Minister. The
Republicans castigated the financial plan as an attempt by Hamilton to use
his position as Treasury Secretary to secure control of the government
through systematic corruption. Public acrimony between the participants
set in motion the formation of distinct Federalist and Republican parties
in national politics. The way in which the conflict was resolved placed cor-
ruption in governmental promotion of economic development at the cen-
ter of American politics for the next seventy years. It took a long time for
Americans to figure out how to write their constitutions. The conflict of the
1790s brought to prominence several contradictions in the American ex-
periment with republican government.

Popular sovereignty versus tyranny of the majority. In the ratification de-
bates, both the Federalists and the Anti-Federalists argued for popular
sovereignty as a critical element in the new American system. Sovereignty,
lodged with the people, could be delegated to representatives through elec-
tion. Yet ultimately sovereignty remained in the hands of the voters. But to
those steeped in commonwealth theory, tyranny of the many was just as
much of a threat as tyranny of the one or the few. The exercise of popular
sovereignty necessarily involved the risk of tyranny of the majority, a risk
that Madison and Hamilton both appreciated. Madison hoped the ex-
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tended republic would mitigate the risk, as he argued famously in Federal-
ist #10. The greatest danger from majority rule lay in the possibility that a
demagogue would arise, unify a majority of the voters behind him, and
lead the government into despotism. Such a leader might override the
checks and balances built into system by sweeping a majority through all
the branches of government. Madison’s hopes didn’t last a decade: by the
early 1790s the Federalists controlled all three branches of the national
government.33

Political parties versus corruption. The Constitution itself offered a way
for Jefferson and Madison to oppose the Federalists: the formation of an
opposition party. The logic of the winner-take-all electoral process for
President, as well as other offices, seemed to guarantee that two competing
parties would eventually emerge.34 Despite the strict separation of execu-
tive and legislative functions in the Constitution, the President and Con-
gress still had to find a way to come to an agreement about how govern-
ment was to be carried out, a coordination eventually accomplished
through political parties. But the formation of an overt opposition party
carried with it an explicit danger. The incumbent Federalists, with Wash-
ington at their head, could plausibly claim that their administration was
nonpartisan. Parties and factions were inherently and systematically cor-
rupt. For the Republicans to contest for control of the government as an
organized party exposed them to the charge of per se corruption in the
1790s.35

Rather than stressing the need for competing parties, Madison and the
Republicans emphasized the need for one government with the right poli-
cies. They claimed that they stood on the side of the angels in a debate over
republican versus monarchical government and pure versus corrupt meth-
ods of governing.36 Tarring Adams and the Federalists with being closet
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monarchists played well to some voters, but it was the fear of executive in-
fluence in the legislature, wielded by Prime Minister Hamilton through the
coordinating mechanism of the Bank of the United States and the national
debt that posed the greatest threat. It was a threat that resonated with a
century of British political writing and decades of American paranoia over
corruption in the Britain. The negative political implications of the Re-
publicans’ existence as an organized political party were minimized by
stressing the rightness of their cause. “The situation of the public good, in
the hands of two parties nearly poised as to numbers, must be extremely
perilous. Truth is a thing, not of divisibility into conflicting parts, but of
unity. Hence both sides cannot be right. Every patriot deprecates a dis-
union, which is only to be obviated by a national preference for one of these
parties.”37 If the Republicans were truly right, then their cause was not a
partisan one but a righteous one, and when the country came to see the wis-
dom of their position there would no longer be a need for competing par-
ties.

Corruption versus promotion of economic development. By building their
case against Hamilton and the Federalists along traditional common-
wealth lines, the Republicans gained the moral force of a century of British
and American thinking about corruption in government. At the same time,
they boxed themselves into a fundamental dilemma. The Republicans were
just as pro-growth and development as the Federalists. Their arguments
against the Federalists were political, not economic. They were not argu-
ing that Hamilton’s plan wouldn’t work in economic terms, but that Hamil-
ton was taking the first step down the slippery slope to executive tyranny.
How then did the Republicans propose to promote economic develop-
ment?

The only model available at the end of the eighteenth century was one
that had been used by European governments to promote economic devel-
opment for centuries: by creating public service corporations. Those cor-
porations were given public privileges in order to induce them to provide
public services. Their public privileges generated private rents by limiting
entry. Drew McCoy’s book, Elusive Republic, makes abundantly clear that
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the central tenets of Jefferson’s and Madison’s economic vision required
the construction of a financial and transportation infrastructure to bring
the agrarian west into viable production. At the same time, foreign eco-
nomic policy had to ensure growing external markets for American prod-
ucts abroad, so that yeomen farmers did not produce themselves into
poverty.38 There was no institutional vehicle to promote financial and
transportation improvements but the corporation. If the Republicans con-
demned the corporation as an instrument of corruption at the national
level, they left themselves without a way of promoting the very economic
development that they sought and that voters demanded.

None of these contradictions were resolved in the first forty years of the
country’s history—all three were resolved in the 1830s and 1840s.

1.4 Corruption Everywhere: Jacksonian Democracy 
and the Whig Response

The Republicans’ ability to govern by apparent consensus from 1800 to
1824 papered over the threat of a tyrannous majority by governing as a vir-
tuous majority. Geographic, if not partisan, divisions soon appeared in
Congress. The inability of the federal government to overcome the prob-
lem of internal geographic competition produced inaction at the federal
level.39 Responsibility for promoting development fell squarely on the
states. The resurgence of national party politics in the 1820s and 1830s was
a result of the fight between the Democrats and Whigs over economic is-
sues and, fundamentally, over systematic corruption. Again, the national
government failed to provide active leadership and, in the 1840s, it was
state governments that finally solved the paradox of promoting economic
development while avoiding systematic corruption.

State governments expanded their involvement in banking and trans-
portation from 1790 onward.40 It is tempting to attribute the rise of state
promotion to an absence of federal promotion, but it seems clear that state
activity was a continuation of the development of government capacity at
the state level that began in 1776, with the call for new state constitutions.
States began chartering banks, turnpike companies, bridge companies, fire
companies, and all manner of religious, charitable, educational, and mu-
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nicipal corporations in the 1790s.41 By 1836, when the national charter for
the Second Bank of the United States expired, there were over 600 state-
chartered banks. In the meantime, the federal government had chartered
the First and Second Banks of the United States and a few small banks in
the District of Columbia.42 Between 1790 and 1860, state and local gov-
ernments spent $450 million, financing the Erie Canal, the Baltimore and
Ohio Railroad, and hundreds of other successful projects—as well as hun-
dreds of failures. Over the same period, the federal government spent $60
million on transportation improvements, mostly small rivers and harbor
projects. In 1841, aggregate state debts stood at $198 million, larger than
the national debt had ever been.

Corporate charters were, of course, grants of special privileges to small
groups of citizens. Initially, every charter required an act of the state legis-
lature, and all corporations were, in the language of the time, special. Char-
ters always raised the specter of corruption, and strong anticharter senti-
ments were usually expressed whenever a charter was contemplated (Lar-
son 2001, p. 119). At the same time, there was widespread public sentiment
for promoting economic development, and the corporation was seen 
as the vehicle for state promotion. As a result, corporate chartering policy
often contained contradictory elements.

Although anticharter arguments were frequently stated as if they ap-
plied to all corporations without exception, in practice opposition usu-
ally settled on some corporations only. Even the Pennsylvania legislators
who campaigned against the BNA and the reincorporation of Philadel-
phia [the city] apparently raised no objections to the charters granted
“every day,” as one legislator put it in 1786, to “half a dozen or 20 people
for some purpose or another.” Similarly, in 1792 James Sullivan carefully
distinguished the incorporation of a bank from that “to build a bridge,
or to cut a canal,” which he found unobjectionable. Banks were probably
assailed more often than any other kind of corporation. But consider the
position of a delegate to the Massachusetts constitutional convention of
1853 who launched a rhetorically powerful attack on corporations “of a
business character.” Among corporations “for other purposes,” which
were apparently exempted from his criticisms, he included railroads, in-
surance companies and banks!” (Maier 1992, pp. 73–74)

The right to assemble, the right to organize, was explicitly recognized by
early American states. Their charter policies reflected public support of
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private organization. In itself, this made a significant, if unmeasured, con-
tribution to the development of the American economy.43

But granting corporate charters was not without its costs, real and po-
tential. In New York the Albany Regency, headed by Martin Van Buren,
used bank charters to dominate state politics.44 The Regency granted bank
charters only to their political allies. In return, the bankers provided finan-
cial support to the Regency, enabling the Regency to maintain control of
state government. It was a classic case of systematic corruption: a group of
politicians using economic privileges to secure their control of the political
system. New York was not unique. Unlike New York, however, most states
that created rents by limiting entry chose to take their share of the rents in
the form of tax revenues, not political influence.45

The presidential election of 1824 offered a chance to change the course
of federal policy. The election was contested by William Crawford, John
Quincy Adams, Henry Clay, and Andrew Jackson. Corruption was the
theme of Jackson’s campaign:

Look to the city of Washington, and let the virtuous patriots of the coun-
try weep at the spectacle. There corruption is springing into existence,
and fast flourishing, Gentlemen, candidates for first office in the gift of
a free people, are found electioneering and intriguing, to worm them-
selves into the confidence of members of congress, who support their
particular favorites, are bye and bye to go forth and dictate to the people
what is right.46

Jackson won a plurality of the popular vote and the electoral vote. When
the election went to the House, however, Clay threw his support behind
Adams. Adams was elected, and subsequently appointed Clay Secretary of
State. Jackson decried the “corrupt bargain”: “so you see, the Judas of the
West [Clay] has closed the contract and will receive thirty pieces of silver.
His end will be the same. Was there ever witnessed such a bare faced cor-
ruption in any country before?”47 Jackson’s campaign for the 1828 election
began in 1824, and its theme was corruption.
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43. See Handlin and Handlin (1969) for a clear statement of how corporation policy in
Massachusetts was used to support private organizations.

44. See Bodenhorn, this volume, Seavoy (1982), and Benson (1961) for the political uses of
bank chartering in New York.

45. Wallis, Sylla, and Legler (1994) present a simple model of “fiscal interest” that explains
why some states chose to limit entry into banking in return for higher dividends on the bank
stock they owned. Pennsylvania consciously limited entry into banking. New Jersey created
a monopoly railroad, the Camden and Amboy, from which the state received substantial div-
idends (Cadman 1949). In Arkansas, two politically powerful families used a state bank for
the same purposes as the Albany Regency (Worley 1950).

46. Eaton (1824, pp. 3–4) as quoted in Larson (2001, p. 154). The quote is from Letters of
Wyoming, campaign pamphlets that began appearing in 1823, written by John Eaton, later
Jackson’s Secretary of War. “Eaton was constructing for Jackson out of older republican cloth
a coat of virtue and simplicity that made other candidates appear to be draped in ancient,
British-style corruption” (Larson 2001, p. 155).

47. Jackson to Lewis, February 20, 1825; as quoted in Remini (1967, p. 98).



Jackson’s election in 1828 brought the three contradictions of American
democracy into clear focus—tyranny of the majority, political parties, and
the connection between economic development and systematic corrup-
tion. General Jackson was the military hero who, to his enemies, offered the
perfect image of a demagogue and the dark side of democracy. The Demo-
cratic party built to elect Jackson did not disappear after 1828; competitive
party politics became a permanent part of American politics and raised the
specter of corruption, faction, and party. Finally, the opposition party that
emerged during Jackson’s first term, what became the Whig party headed
by Henry Clay, chose to contest Jackson in the arena of economic policy.
The first defining question for Whigs and Democrats was whether the na-
tional government should renew the charter of the Second Bank of the
United States. The question boiled down to whether a national bank was
an instrument of systematic corruption.

The economic and political history of the Bank War is well known.48 The
debate between Jackson and his opponents was carried out in terms of
systematic corruption. Jackson’s veto message railed against the special
privileges conveyed to the Bank, laid out Jackson’s position on the battle
between the aristocratic wealthy and the masses of the population, and
articulated the abuse of privilege as an evil of government.49 But he did not
begin speaking of systematic corruption until the Bank War broke into
open conflict with his plans to remove the federal deposits. On September
18, 1833, Jackson had Secretary Taney read a statement to the Cabinet that
Jackson and Taney had prepared on why the deposits should be removed:

The Bank of the United States is in itself a Government which has grad-
ually increased its strength from the day of its establishment. The ques-
tion between it and the people has become one of power—a question
which its adherents do not scruple to avow must ultimately be decided in
favor of the Bank. . . . The mass of people have more to fear from com-
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48. See Remini (1967) and Temin (1969). The debate in economic history over the effects
of the Bank War, Jackson’s other economic policies, and the causes of the macroeconomic
rages on. For a summary of the literature, and a strong argument that Jackson’s domestic eco-
nomic policies contributed to the Panic of 1837, see Rousseau (2002).

49. “It is to be regretted that the rich and powerful too often bend the acts of government
to their selfish purposes. Distinctions in society will always exist under every just government
. . . but when the laws undertake to add to these natural and just advantages artificial distinc-
tions, to grant titles, gratuities, and exclusive privileges, to make the rich richer and the potent
more powerful, the humble members of society—the farmers, mechanics, and laborers—who
have neither the time nor the means of securing like favors to themselves, have a right to com-
plain of the injustice of their government. There are no necessary evils in government. Its evils
exist only in its abuses.

If we can not at once, in justice to interest vested under improvident legislation, make our
government what it ought to be, we can at least take a stand against all new grants of mo-
nopolies exclusive privileges, against any prostitution of our Government to the advance-
ment of the few at the expense of the many, and in favor of compromise and gradual reform in
our code of laws and system of political economy.” Jackson’s Veto Message, July 10, 1832
(Richardson 1897, pp. 1153–54).



binations of the wealthy and professional classes—from an aristocracy
which thro’ the influence of riches and talents, insidiously employed,
sometimes succeeds in preventing political institutions, however well ad-
justed, from securing the freedom of the citizen, and in establishing the
most odious and oppressive government under the forms of a free insti-
tution.50

Jackson recalled the classic phrases of systematic corruption. The Bank it-
self was a government: a small group (in this case Biddle and Clay) were us-
ing the powers of government to create a powerful economic interest, and
gains from monopoly rents thus created were being used to subvert the pro-
cess of government and threaten the liberties of all citizens by establishing
an odious and oppressive government.

His opponents replied in kind. In the election of 1832, they styled them-
selves National Republicans, and by late 1833 the Whig party was born. In
a speech in December 1833 protesting Jackson’s removal of federal de-
posits, Henry Clay concluded:

The eyes and the hopes of the American people are anxiously turned to
Congress. They feel that they have been deceived and insulted; their con-
fidence abused; their interests betrayed; and their liberties in danger.
They see a rapid and alarming concentration of all power in one man’s
hands. They see that, by the exercise of the positive authority of the Ex-
ecutive, and his negative power exerted over Congress, the will of one
man alone prevails, and governs the republic. The question is no longer
what laws will Congress pass, but what will the Executive not veto? The
President, and not Congress, is addressed for legislative action. . . . We
behold the usual incidents of approaching tyranny. The land is filled with
spies and informers, and detraction and denunciation are the orders of
the day. People, especially official incumbents in this place, no longer
dare speak in the fearless tones of manly freemen, but in the cautious
whispers of trembling slaves. The premonitory symptoms of despotism
are upon us; and if Congress do not apply an instantaneous and effective
remedy, the fatal collapse will soon come on, and we shall die—ignobly
die—base, mean, and abject slaves; the scorn and contempt of mankind;
unpitied, unwept, unmourned!51

Clay did not accuse Jackson of venal corruption. Clay and the Whigs
charged Jackson with executive usurpation, of systematically corrupting
the political process. Following commonwealth theory, tyranny and slav-
ery would inevitably follow.

During the early 1830s, when permanent two-party political competi-
tion developed, both parties accused the other of systematic corruption. It
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Debates, 21st Cong., 1st sess., p. 94.



was the most salient issue for American voters. The contest between Clay
and Jackson, and the longer struggle between Whigs and Democrats, was
fought over classic commonwealth concerns: executive usurpation, the
monied conspiracy, corporations, and the appropriate role of government
in promoting economic development. The major issues between Democ-
rats and Whigs were economic, but the foundation for the debate over eco-
nomic policy was a larger debate over systematic corruption.

Jackson’s administration resolved two of the paradoxes of American
democracy. First, from Jackson onward, demagogues were accepted, as
long as they were elected President.52 Jackson permanently increased the
power of the Executive branch. He claimed that the President most effec-
tively represented the collective will of the entire people, as shown in the
only nationwide election. Second, political parties became an accepted
part of the political system. Suspicion of partisan motivation and the dan-
gers of faction and party remain to the present day, of course.53 But the na-
tional government could not resolve the third paradox—corruption and
the promotion of economic development. Jackson’s solution to corruption
in banking was to not have a bank. He extended the existing federal policy
of inaction. Except in the earliest days of the Washington administration,
the national government, Congress and executive, were unable to design or
execute a program of active government promotion of economic develop-
ment.

Promotion of economic development was left to the states. By the end of
Jackson’s second term, states throughout the country were deeply involved
in investing in and promoting banks and transportation systems. The in-
vestment boom of the 1830s was ended by the depression that began in
1839. By 1842, eight states and the territory of Florida were in default. The
crisis in public finance naturally brought investigations into its causes.
Venal corruption caused fiscal problems in a few states: Mississippi, Flor-
ida, and Arkansas. Most states, however, blamed faulty institutions: they
blamed corruption on how democracy was working out in practice.54

American state governments were the first governments of their kind in
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52. Sprague colorfully expanded on the dangers of Jackson. “The people love their consti-
tution, their liberties, and themselves. They are always politically honest. . . . But they are not
infallible . . . oftentimes a military chieftain, having wrought real or fancied deliverance by
successful battles—fervent gratitude, unbounded admiration, the best feelings of our nature,
rush towards him. . . . In the paroxysm of their devotion, they are ready at his shrine to sacri-
fice their rights, their liberties, their children, and themselves.” Senate Debate, 23rd Cong., 1st
sess., on the Removal of the Deposits, January 29, 1834, Register of Debates, pp. 386–87.

53. Hofstader (1968) is particularly illuminating on the rise of parties and the role played
by Martin Van Buren in the process of rationalizing the need for parties in a democracy.

54. See Wallis, Sylla, and Grinath (2004) for a description of the default crisis and a dis-
cussion of its causes. We explicitly consider the role played by naivete and corruption and find
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history. Governed by written constitutions, they operated within the
framework of a national government that provided military defense and in-
ternational relations, a basic legal system, and very little else. States be-
lieved that republican government was good. They wanted to promote eco-
nomic growth, but they worried incessantly that the corporations and
privileges they created for that purpose benefitted a favored few to the
detriment of the many and undermined the integrity of their governments.
States were forced to solve the paradox of corruption and the promotion
of economic development. Their solution was elegantly simple: let every-
body have a corporate charter who wants one.

Their history endowed American state governments and their citizens
with the idea that some problems of government were not caused by bad
men, but by bad governments. They were Aristotelian and Polybian in their
understanding that the constitution of a government, the stamina vitae,
created incentives for the actors, politicians, and citizens to pursue partic-
ular ends. They were the first modern people to possess extensive experi-
ence with written constitutions.55 The early nineteenth century was an era
of continual political debate about the structure of government.

States were the first governments with extensive experience in chartering
corporations. The first and most important connections between govern-
ments and corporations were fiscal. This was true in Britain, with the mer-
cantilist privileges that Adam Smith complained about. It was true in the
American states from the beginning. If governments were going to sell mo-
nopoly privileges and corporate charters for revenue, then inevitably each
charter required a price, a negotiation, a bargain.56 This was a feature of
any system of government where charters created limited entry into a line
of business. Democratic governments could create and sell corporate priv-
ileges. Taxpayers liked receiving government services paid for by charter
fees, taxes on capital, or dividends on stock. But by its very nature the cre-
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55. By the 1830s most of the original states had experience with two or more state consti-
tutional conventions and the state ratifying conventions for the national constitution. Only
North Carolina and Massachusetts stayed with their first constitution through the Civil War.
By 1860, states had written the following number of constitutions: Connecticut, two;
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fifteen of twenty years let them not be bestowed on the subjects of a foreign government nor
upon a designated and favored class of men in our own country.” Veto Message, July 10, 1833
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ation of corporate privileges created the opportunity for political groups to
create economic privileges that could be used to distort the political pro-
cess. The commonwealthmen claimed that this happened in Britain with
the national debt, it happened in New York with the sale of bank charters
to the political friends of the Albany Regency, it was a systematic feature
of any government that sold corporate privilege. State governments came
to understand that if they remained in the market for selling corporate
charters, if they remained willing to consider developers’ proposals that
promised tax-free provisions of railroads and banks, inevitably some
politicians, even well-meaning politicians, would make some serious mis-
takes. Voters could easily be induced to vote for expenditures that prom-
ised large returns without levying taxes. States also came to understand
that allowing entry reduced the rents associated with corporate privileges,
without eliminating the wider social benefits of creating corporations.

The states’ solution to the paradox of corruption and economic devel-
opment was as simple as it was ingenious. First, states eliminated the pres-
sure to create special corporate privileges by enacting constitutional pro-
visions requiring legislatures to pass general incorporation laws. These
laws allowed unlimited entry into corporate status via an administrative
procedure. Second, states passed constitutional provisions requiring that
all state borrowing required a bond referendum: mandating that the higher
taxes necessary to service the bonds be approved by the voters before the
bonds were issued. Third, most states forbade state and local investment in
private corporations. Between 1841 and 1852, twelve states wrote new con-
stitutions. Eleven of the twelve contained procedural debt restrictions and
eight mandated general incorporation acts. In banking, general incorpo-
ration acts produced free banking (the first free banking acts were in
Michigan and New York in 1837 and 1838). Nine states prohibited incor-
poration by special legislative acts altogether, prohibiting state legislatures
from creating corporations with special privileges.57

The point of these reforms was not to eliminate state and local govern-
ment investments in finance and transportation. Governments could bor-
row as long as they were willing to raise taxes. The reforms were not de-
signed to limit the creation of corporations. General incorporation acts
made it much easier to get a charter. The reforms were designed to reduce
or eliminate the private economic rents that were created when the politi-
cal system limited entry. The reforms intended to reduce the political ma-
nipulation of the economic system, not by making such manipulations
illegal or unconstitutional, but by reducing the payoff to political
machinations. Institutions supporting unlimited entry, free competition,
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57. The history of these constitutional changes is presented in Wallis (2005). The general
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and competitive markets were put in place by American states in the 1830s
and 1840s. They were the solution to a political problem, not an economic
problem. The effect of the reforms, however, was to put in place a critical
institutional underpinning of modern economies. It was the uniquely
American solution to the paradox of systematic corruption and the pro-
motion of economic development.

1.5 Venal Corruption and Progressive Era Reforms

Almost any history textbook that covers the Progressive era and was
written at least twenty years ago tells how early-twentieth-century
Americans discovered how big business interests were corrupting poli-
tics in quest of special privileges and how an outraged people acted to
reform the perceived evils.
—McCormick (1981, p. 247)

By the Progressive Era, the fear of systematic corruption, the corruption
of economics by politics, had faded. Venal corruption remained, of course,
and, as the title of McCormick’s essay suggests, there was a growing con-
cern with the “discovery that business corrupts politics.” The Civil War, the
rise of an integrated national economy, and the development of a thriving
manufacturing sector all could have unbalanced and corrupted America’s
governments. But they did not produce tyranny or dictatorship, and by the
1890s Americans had become more confident in the inherent balance and
resilience of their system of government. Corruption no longer seemed to
be an inframarginal threat; the system was no longer at risk. When pro-
gressive reformers complained about the evils of big business’s influence on
politics, they no longer warned that slavery and tyranny were just around
the corner. Their confidence in the American system was reflected in the
constitutional changes made during the era: at the national level the direct
election of senators by popular vote and women’s suffrage, and at the state
and local level the spread of initiatives, referendums, and recalls, and the
rise of home rule. Progressive Era constitutional reforms all emphasized an
increased role for popular participation in the political process, reforms
that were unthinkable a century before.

Benjamin Parke DeWitt, progressive reformer and historian, wrote in
his history of the Progressive movement in 1915:

In this widespread political agitation that at first sight seems so incoher-
ent and chaotic, there may be distinguished upon examination and anal-
ysis three tendencies. The first of these tendencies is found in the insis-
tence by the best men in all political parties that special, minority, and
corrupt influence in government—national, state, and city—be re-
moved; the second tendency is found in the demand that the structure or
machinery of government, which as hitherto been admirably adapted to
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control by the few, be so changed and modified that it will be more diffi-
cult for the few, and easier for the many, to control; and, finally, the third
tendency is found in the rapidly growing conviction that the functions of
government at present are too restricted and that they must be increased
and extended to relieve social and economic distress. These three ten-
dencies with varying emphasis are seen to-day in the platform and pro-
gram of every political party; they are manifested in the political
changes and reforms that are advocated and made in the nation, state,
and the cities; and because of the universality and definiteness, they may
be said to constitute the real progressive movement. (DeWitt 1915,
pp. 4–5)

The first Progressive tendency—that special, minority, and corrupt influ-
ence in government be removed—could have been written in Rome in 200
BC, Florence in 1500, London in 1720, Philadelphia in 1787, Albany or In-
dianapolis in the 1840s, or today for that matter. The venal will always be
with us, and venal corruption can only be prevented by eternal vigilance.
The third tendency, a call for government policies to relieve social and eco-
nomic distress, translated into new social programs like workmen’s com-
pensation and mother’s pensions in the 1900s and 1910s, but reached its
full measure in the New Deal.58

The second tendency, to make changes in the structure and machinery
of government, constituted the heart of the Progressive reform agenda.
DeWitt’s language indicates the distance that Progressives had come from
Commonwealthmen. The structure of machinery of government “be so
changed and modified that it will be more difficult for the few, and easier
for the many, to control.” A century earlier such a suggestion would have
been a call for unbalanced government—in short, a call for corruption.
The Progressive movement was an anticorruption reform movement,
nonetheless it promoted policies the founding fathers would have regarded
as systematically corrupt.

The Progressive movement produced reforms in three distinct constitu-
tional areas. First, the Progressives altered the relationship between cor-
porations and governments through active regulation and changes in char-
tering. Second, they expanded direct participation in government; at the
national level through women’s suffrage and the direct election of senators,
and at the state and local level through the initiative, referendum, and re-
call to bring direct democracy into the policy process. Third, they altered
the relationship between state and local governments through home rule
amendments and the local charter movement. These reforms shared sev-
eral elements. They allowed both public and private sector organizations
more flexibility to choose the form of their internal organization. They in-
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creased the acceptable range of interaction between government and the
economy, allowing governments to interfere and regulate business, or to
withdraw their regulation. Finally, the entire process was to be monitored
by more democracy, by putting more power in the hands of the many. The
Progressives believed in balanced government. But it was the checks and
balances of the national and state constitutions, not the balance of social
orders and classes reflecting the interests of the one, the few, and the many.

State chartering policy links the Progressive and Jacksonian eras. The
widespread adoption of general incorporation acts in the 1840s liberalized
access to corporate charters and the number of corporations in America
exploded, relative to both early American history and contemporary Eu-
ropean economies.59 But general incorporation acts liberalized entry while
putting more severe restrictions on the structure of corporations. All cor-
porations created under a general act shared common features. In states
that banned special incorporation altogether, a corporation that wanted
to change its internal voting rules, shareholder rights, or its management
structure was severely constrained.60 For example, corporations were typi-
cally prohibited from owning stock in corporations domiciled in other
states. All this began to change in New Jersey in the late 1880s.61

In a series of acts between 1888 and 1896, New Jersey created liberal gen-
eral incorporation. These acts allowed corporations to merge and hold
stock in other corporations, to operate outside of the state, and to define
their internal governance structure within much wider bounds. Corpora-
tions flocked to New Jersey, swelling the state’s revenues and opening up
new opportunities for corporate structure throughout the country. What
followed was the great merger movement. Between 1895 and 1904 there
was a rapid consolidation of the nation’s largest manufacturing firms. Over
half of the consolidations involving more than $1 million in capital took
place in New Jersey (Grandy 1989, pp. 678 and 681–83).62 New York and
Delaware soon followed New Jersey’s lead, liberalizing their incorporation
laws and trying to lure businesses into their states.

Attributing the Progressive Era to the merger movement would be silly,
although there is a remarkable coincidence of timing. “Yet, given the long-
term forces involved, it is notable how suddenly the main elements of the
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new political order went into place. The first fifteen years of the twentieth
century witnessed most of the changes; more precisely, the brief period
from 1904 to 1908 saw a remarkably compressed political transformation.
During these years the regulatory revolution peaked; new and powerful
agencies of government came into being everywhere” (McCormick 1981,
p. 252). When a small number of unprecedentedly large corporations
sprang into being during the merger wave, the national and state govern-
ments responded to the public perception that corruption was again a
problem in American politics. But they responded much differently in the
first decades of the twentieth century than they did in the nineteenth cen-
tury.

Giving more control to the many was the mechanism by which “special,
minority, and corrupt influence in government—national, state, and
city—[could] be removed” (DeWitt 1915). The constitutional machinery
of the progressive constitutional reforms were electoral and democratic. At
the national level, the direct election of senators by popular majorities and
suffrage for women were the key progressive accomplishments. At the state
level, the adoption of the initiative, referendum, and recall gave voters di-
rect control over legislation and officials. Initiative, referendum, and recall
were adopted at the local level as well, but the critical change was the wide-
spread adoption of home rule provisions and new methods of chartering
local governments. These transferred control of local governments from
state to local governments, providing voters with the ability to directly
shape local government policies to suit the ends of local majorities.

Battling venal corruption and regulating the excesses of the plutocrats
charged the Progressive movement with a populist morality and a renewed
faith in majoritarian democracy. It is striking how much of the Progressive
rhetoric, perhaps in combination with the symbols of the temperance
movement, focuses on bad men rather than on bad institutions. The med-
icine prescribed by progressives to cure corruption would have seemed in-
sane to a founding father. Systematic corruption flowed from the ability of
politicians to use the economic system to further their political ends. Elec-
toral excess, tyranny of the majority, and mob rule were serious threats that
had to be balanced by the creation of other centers of power in the politi-
cal system. Progressive reforms celebrated popular sovereignty, the con-
cept that the voters were the ultimate judges of government policy. Decid-
ing whether politicians and policies were venally corrupt could be left to
popular choice. The many would decide whether the few had violated their
mandate to govern on behalf of the common good. Majorities really would
rule.

How could this happen? One constant element in earlier discussions of
systematic corruption in America and Britain was that it inevitably leads
to tyranny and slavery. Such language is not to be found in the Progressive
Era. Between 1840 and 1890 American crossed a divide. On the early side
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of the divide governments could never be trusted. Politicians would always,
if the chance presented itself, use the powers of government to manipulate
the economic system in order to consolidate their control of the political
system. Consolidation of political control upset the delicate balance of
government and, with Polybian certainty, led to tyranny and slavery. Bal-
ance in government could never be assumed. Small changes in the distri-
bution of power could quickly lead to imbalance. The defense of liberty
required eternal vigilance. On the later side of the divide, balance in gov-
ernment is no longer fragile. Tyranny and slavery are still possibilities, but
highly improbable ones. By allowing, indeed mandating, more competi-
tion and entry into the economic and political system, Madison’s extended
republic, as modified by the states, had produced a stable balance within
government.

In classic commonwealth political theory, increasing government regu-
lation raised as many red flags as did special corporate charters. Regulation
created the opportunity for creating rents, and rent creation created the
possibility for political manipulation of the economy. One could see James
I or Charles II supporting Progressive policies, not Whig commonwealth-
men. If, on the other hand, political and economic competition limit rent
creation and dissipation, they also make it safer for the government to reg-
ulate in positive and negative ways. Competition and entry create their own
balanced equilibrium.

This could only have happened if Americans came to trust their gov-
ernment more than they ever had in the colonial, revolutionary, or early
national periods.63 Progressive Era reforms increased political entry by
widening the scope of popular democratic political institutions: direct
election of senators, women’s suffrage, the initiative, the referendum, the
recall, and home rule. At the same time, Progressive Era policy reforms
created much wider opportunities for rent-seeking by politicians and eco-
nomic actors, trusting, apparently, that voters could monitor the new pow-
ers given to their representatives. The threat of systematic corruption, so
prevalent for three centuries in British and American political and eco-
nomic thinking, had receded to the point of disappearance from the polit-
ical debates of the Progressive Era.

1.6 The End of Systematic Corruption

One way to think about developing countries is that they are poor because
their government officials are venally corrupt. If only the right people and
policies could be put in place, economic growth would ensue. A more pes-
simistic and realistic view is that developing countries are systematically
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corrupt. They are plagued by governments that systematically manipulate
the economy to produce economic rents to further the political interests of
the people and parties in power. This is not a matter of bad people causing
problems. This is a fundamental flaw in the constitutional structure, the
stamina vitae, of these societies.

The United States came by its fear of systematic corruption legitimately.
It was born in a constitutional crisis rooted in Whig paranoia about the
threat to fundamental liberties of all Britons embodied in the executive
usurpation of Parliamentary independence. The emerging institutions of
modern financial capitalism—a national debt, a central bank, a stock mar-
ket, and a host of financial intermediaries—were not the causes of corrup-
tion. The institutions of modern financial capitalism were the instruments
of systematic corruption, tools in the hands of the Crown and its evil min-
isters. British corruption threatened fundamental liberties. The storm
warnings of tyranny and slavery were flying in 1776. Today, of course, we
see the eighteenth century as the dawning of a new era of personal and eco-
nomic liberty that produced modern economies and societies. Early Amer-
icans could not afford to be complacent.

The founding fathers seized the first chance to write their own constitu-
tions in 1776, crafting a series of state constitutions implementing precepts
of balanced government. They didn’t get it right the first time. Between
1776 and 1852 the original thirteen states wrote twenty-nine constitutions
and the national government wrote two. Congress implemented Hamil-
ton’s financial plan in 1791, deliberately modeled on the British financial
system: a national debt, a central bank, and assumption of state debts.
Within a year, national politics fragmented over the charge that Hamilton
and the Federalists were establishing a Prime Ministry with Hamilton at
the center of a web of influence and interest. The national government re-
mained gridlocked for decades over how, and whether, economic develop-
ment should be promoted. When the national government’s experiment
in central banking came to an end with Jackson’s veto of the charter of
the Bank of the United States in 1832, the issue was still systematic corrup-
tion. Clay claimed that “we shall die—ignobly die—base, mean, and ab-
ject slaves; the scorn and contempt of mankind; unpitied, unwept, un-
mourned!” if Jackson went unchecked.

Meanwhile, in the 1790s states began chartering banks, churches, and all
varieties of corporations. By the 1820s states were building canals, experi-
menting with railroads, borrowing money, and investing their own funds in
corporations. By the 1830s there were over 600 state-chartered banks, and
state debt for internal improvement investment was double the national
debt accumulated during the Revolution and the War of 1812. State ac-
tivism did not go unchallenged. Corporations were still regarded as poten-
tial vehicles for corruption. Bank chartering under New York’s Albany Re-
gency was a classic example of systematic corruption: a political faction
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using the creation of economic privilege to secure its control of the politi-
cal system. The central theme in Jackson’s rise to prominence was an attack
on corruption, an attack on government-created privilege. Of course, most
American governments were not thoroughly systematically corrupt, but
there were warning signs everywhere, New York included. Americans did
not fear that their governments were corrupt: they worried that their gov-
ernments would become corrupt if they did not take measures to protect
and strengthen the institutions that supported balanced government.

When the internal improvement boom collapsed after 1839, states care-
fully reexamined the policies that had led them to issue $200 million in state
bonds. States again turned to their constitutions and implemented a series
of reforms that mandated general incorporation acts guaranteeing free en-
try into corporate privileges, modified the procedures by which state and
local governments borrowed money, and prohibited government invest-
ment in private corporations. With few exceptions, the constitutional re-
forms were not bans on state promotion of economic development. They
did not prevent governments from chartering banks, building canals or
railroads, or, in the Progressive Era, building municipal water systems,
sewer systems, and school systems. Constitutional reforms were explicitly
designed to cut away the roots of systematic corruption, by limiting the
government’s ability to create economic rents through limiting entry and
granting special economic privileges.

Republican and Federalists in the 1790s, Whigs and Democrats in the
1840s, were just as concerned with venal corruption as the Progressives in
the first decade of the twentieth century. But venal corruption was not the
most dangerous problem facing America before the Civil War. Tyranny
and slavery were all around the world of the early nineteenth century.
France went from absolute monarchy, to revolution, to dictatorship, and
back to monarchy. Spain’s New World empire collapsed in a wave of revo-
lutions, many inspired by the United State’s example. New World revolu-
tionary governments often adopted constitutions explicitly modeled on
the United States, checks and balances and separation of powers included.
But tyranny, not liberty, was typically the fruit of revolution in Latin and
South America. Americans feared that any movement away from balanced
government would bring, with Polybian certainty, an erosion of republican
government and the rise of tyranny and slavery.

By 1890, however, not only was the American experiment in limited gov-
ernment a demonstrable success, but the country’s institutions had per-
sisted through a bloody civil war, with liberty intact and chattel slavery
ended. Fear of tyranny and slavery was justifiably receding. A modern in-
dustrial economy and the world’s largest integrated market posed a new set
of problems for governments. After tentative first steps at economic regu-
lation in the 1870s and 1880s, the national government effloresced in the
first half of the twentieth century, as the papers in this volume show so
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clearly. Giving the national government control over food and drugs would
have seemed insane to the founding fathers, Federalist and Republican.
Such regulation opened up vistas of rent creation beyond the imagination
of James I or Charles II.

Yet, for all the fear of corruption that filled the rhetoric of Progressive
reformers, the corruption documented so ably in this volume is distinctly
venal corruption. The Progressives were not afraid that a faction within
government would use the creation of economic privileges to seize control
of the government. They were concerned that economic interests were
using their growing size to wrest concessions from governments. They
worried about the efficiency of American government, about the quality of
representation, of equity, access, and fairness. They worried that econom-
ics corrupted politics. They did not worry about politics corrupting eco-
nomics.

The landmark accomplishment of the western democracies in the nine-
teenth and twentieth centuries has been the creation of stable, limited gov-
ernment. No society with a systematically corrupt political system has lim-
ited government. The economic system is always at risk, entry is limited,
competition is fettered, and economic policies are shaped by politicians to
maintain their political control of the government. Crony capitalism is not
a manifestation of venal corruption—it is a symptom of systematic cor-
ruption. Developing countries do not have markets that work well, because
the open access and competition necessary to make impersonal markets
work cannot flourish when entry is limited to create the privileges that hold
the political system together. What lessons does the United States have to
teach about corruption? The fundamental lesson is how to construct a gov-
ernment that does not depend on manipulation of the economy for its con-
tinued existence.
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The people had been taught to expect but little from their
rulers: good water, good light, clean streets, well paved, fair
transportation, the decent repression of vice, public order and
public safety, and no scandalous or open corruption, would
more than satisfy them . . . the public was getting something
for its money,—not full value, but a good percentage.
—Lincoln Steffens ([1904] 1957, p. 144)

American cities present us with a puzzle. Between 1880 and 1930 the cities
were notorious for corruption. Corruption generally undermines govern-
ment performance and cripples economic growth, but American cities
prospered. The cities grew rapidly, attracting new residents from the rural
United States and from abroad. American firms built new factories in the
cities, developing new products and new processes and making the United
States the leading industrial power in the world. The city governments ac-
commodated the new growth, leading the world in the provision of clean
water, sewers, paving, education, gas, electricity, public safety, public
health, and mass transportation (Teaford 1984).

Corruption deters economic activity and investment, just as a tax does,
because it lowers returns to economic activity. However, corruption can do
more damage than a tax of the same size. Corruption is unpredictable and
can increase as the economic returns to an activity increase. Corruption
can lower the quality of government. Corrupt governments may provide
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lower quantity and quality of the public goods and social services, such as
infrastructure and education, that support economic growth. Corruption
can suppress economic growth by encouraging officials to interfere with
private business. Corrupt officials discourage entry and investment in the
private sector by demanding bribes for licenses and inspections and by ac-
cepting bribes from businesses that wish to have local markets manipu-
lated in their own interest. And corruption can undermine the police and
courts, protecting criminals, subverting the enforcement of private con-
tracts, and decreasing the security of property (Kaufmann 1997; Krueger
1993; Murphy, Shleifer, and Vishny 1993; Shleifer and Vishny 1993).

At the end of the nineteenth and beginning of the twentieth century,
American urban politicians took advantage of their opportunities. Mu-
nicipal contracts and franchises were notoriously corrupt, regulations
were applied unevenly, and access to rail and water was available only for a
price. In most cities, politicians and officials accepted bribes from organ-
ized crime, and in some cities, politicians and officials organized the crime
themselves—especially gambling, prostitution, and illegal sales of alcohol.
How did corruption not cripple growth? There is no single answer, but cor-
rupt officials faced strong incentives to limit their corruption and to pro-
vide good government in spite of corruption. The open borders of the
cities, the ballot box, and the bond market punished greedy politicians who
ignored the limits. Rapid city growth rewarded the circumspect grafter
with opportunities for what one famous Tammany Hall politician termed
“honest graft” (Riordan [1905] 1994, p. 53).

In this essay, I first discuss the evidence for corruption in American cities
over time and across the nation, showing that corruption did indeed peak
between 1880 and 1930. Second, I compare the conditions in American
cities with what we now believe to be the causes and consequences of cor-
ruption. Third, I introduce a guide to corruption as it was practiced in the
United States between 1880 and 1930. Fourth, I discuss two important
democratic responses to corruption, political machines and political re-
form.

2.1 History of American Urban Corruption

Were American cities unusually corrupt during what we now call the Re-
form or Progressive Era—broadly speaking, from the 1880s until the New
Deal? Contemporary observers believed they were. Authors such as Lin-
coln Steffens and James Bryce reported that city governments had grown
more corrupt than previously, that they were generally more corrupt than
state or national governments, and that they were more corrupt than for-
eign city governments—at least, more corrupt than the governments of
northern European cities (Bryce 1895, 2:163; Steffens [1904] 1957; Teaford
1984, p. 1). Ever since the New Deal, interest in many aspects of city gov-
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ernment, including corruption, has declined. The decline may reflect a fall
in corruption, or a fall in concern as the relative importance of local gov-
ernment declined. The histories of individual cities suggest that corruption
did subside in most of the larger cities. However, it would be more con-
vincing to find a single historical source that allows a comparison of cor-
ruption in cities across time.

The most comprehensive political history of large American cities over
time is the Biographical Dictionary of American Mayors, 1820–1980, edited
by Melvin Holli and Peter d’A. Jones. I use this history to determine
whether American cities were unusually corrupt between 1880 and 1930.
The Biographical Dictionary includes the histories of the 678 mayors of fif-
teen large American cities.1 The book is not an antiquarian exercise but an
academic work by two leading urban political scientists. The authors are
forced by the discipline of the format to evaluate each mayor, the obscure
and dull as well as the famous and colorful. Each entry includes a personal
history, election or elections, and the leading issues, accomplishments, and
failures of the mayor’s administration, including corruption.

Government corruption is the misuse of public power for private pur-
poses. Based on this definition, I code each mayoral administration accord-
ing to two measures: (a) whether any member of the administration was
reported to be corrupt, including the mayor, and (b) whether the mayor
was personally corrupt.2 I do not separate the administrations into honest
and dishonest periods. If corruption ever occurred, the administration
and/or the mayor is considered corrupt for the entire term of office. This
classification seems more realistic than calling the government corrupt
only in the year someone was caught. I now turn to consider the relation-
ship between the measures of corruption and the city characteristics. The
major limitation to this analysis is the size of the population, only fifteen
cities, but it cannot be expanded since this is the historical population of
large American cities.

According to the Biographical Dictionary, corruption in the fifteen large
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1. The cities are listed in table 2.1. There is no single year in which these fifteen cities were
simultaneously the largest fifteen, but viewed from the vantage of 1980 they are the fifteen
most important. For ease of discussion I shall refer to this group as simply the fifteen large
American cities.

2. The coding includes venal corruption and vote fraud, but not patronage or political vi-
olence. The Biographical Dictionary captures corruption that involved the mayor or senior
members of the administration. The source is not perfect. Especially good grafters may have
escaped detection, honest politicians were occasionally unfairly smeared, and in periods of
extreme political or economic upheaval only the most serious corruption may have been no-
ticed. The 1930s and 1960s may suffer from this last bias. However, the evaluation is far more
consistent, across cities and years, than any other source I have found for the United States.
When the mayor is coded as honest, I mean he was personally honest. He may or may not have
condoned corruption in his administration. By this measure, Mayor Daley, Sr., of Chicago
was honest. I do not code for the combination of corrupt mayor and honest administration,
since it was not observed. I will employ the male pronoun for the corrupt mayors, as none of
the handful of women mayors were reported to be personally corrupt.



American cities peaked during the Reform Era, 1880 to 1930. In figure 2.1
I plot the change over time in the two measures of corruption, starting in
1820. According to these measures corruption was nearly nonexistent be-
fore 1850, rose between 1850 and 1880, remained at a relatively high level—
fluctuating but with no overall trend—between 1880 and 1930, and then
declined from the 1930s through the 1970s. In table 2.1 I summarize the
presence of corruption (the first measure, mayoral and/or administrative
corruption) for each of the fifteen cities.3 Between 1851 and 1880, on aver-
age nearly one out of four of these cities was corrupt; between 1880 and
1930 the level rose by nearly 50 percent, to more than one out of three; af-
ter 1930 the reported level declined, falling back to about one out of four.

Corruption in the fifteen large cities is correlated with city size, but not
with region or with city growth. In table 2.2 I report the population and
rate of growth for each of the fifteen cities. In general, the larger cities were
more corrupt. In the last row of table 2.2 I report the correlation between
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Fig. 2.1 Presence of administrative and mayoral corruption in fifteen large
U.S. cities
Source: Corruption measures are derived from Holli and Jones (1980).
Note: See text for discussion and table 2.1 for the identity of the fifteen cities.

3. Tables 2.1 and 2.2 omit 1820–1850. Before 1850, corruption is reported in only three
cities, New Orleans, San Francisco, and Pittsburgh. However, this may underestimate the
presence of corruption, because the population of cities is incomplete before 1850. However,
even when we adjust for the number of years reported for each city, corruption was rare be-
fore 1850. For the 332 city-years covered before 1850, only fifteen city-years, or 4.5 percent,
were corrupt according to the first measure. The cities for which corruption is reported are
also somewhat unusual. Pittsburgh was still a small town more than a city. Politics in New
Orleans and San Francisco was complicated by the transition from colonial legal systems
(French and Spanish, respectively) to American.



population at the beginning of each period and corruption during the pe-
riod. The correlation is always positive, hovering around 0.6 until 1930,
then dropping to 0.28 between 1930 and 1980. Despite the small number of
cities, this result is not driven by outliers. Between 1850 and 1880 three of
the five largest cities were among the most corrupt; between 1880 and 1930
four of the five largest cities were among the most corrupt. Only after 1930,
when the governments of both Boston and New York improved (slightly),
were three of the five most corrupt cities also relatively small.4 Corruption
was not consistently related to location. Northeastern, midwestern, west-
ern, and southern cities all experienced periods of corrupt government.5

The American growth paradox remains. There is no evidence that cor-
ruption was good for growth, but likewise no evidence that corruption was
bad for growth. Across the fifteen cities there is no statistical relationship
at all between corruption and growth. As I show in the last row of table
2.2, the correlation between growth and corruption bounces around,
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Table 2.1 Fraction of city-years under a corrupt mayor or administration, by city,
for fifteen large U.S. cities

Corruption Corruption Corruption
City 1850–1880 1881–1930 1931–1980

Baltimore 0.43 0.18 0.08
Boston 0 0.46 0.14
Buffalo 0 0.04 0.30
Chicago 0.50 0.76 0.92
Cincinnati 0.27 0.12 0
Cleveland 0 0.24 0.20
Detroit 0.03 0.26 0.12
Los Angeles 0.27 0.22 0.12
Milwaukee 0.20 0.28 0
New Orleans 0.33 0.64 0.54
New York 0.67 0.58 0.18
Philadelphia 0.17 0.68 0.42
Pittsburgh 0.23 0.32 0.06
San Francisco 0.33 0.20 0.16
St. Louis 0 0.20 0.04

Average 0.23 0.35 0.23

Notes: Corruption is measured as the percentage of years during the period in which the city
had a corrupt administration or mayor. The fifteen large American cities are those whose po-
litical histories are included in the Biographic Dictionary of American Mayors: 1820–1980
(Holli and Jones 1980). See text for discussion of the corruption variable.

4. The positive correlation is not because random chance produces more corruption in the
larger administrations of large cities. Each city has only one mayor, but mayoral corruption
is also positively correlated with city size.

5. The two California cities may exhibit a slightly different pattern over time. Corruption
appears to peak earlier, between 1850 and 1880, in Los Angeles and San Francisco.
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sometimes negative, sometimes positive, but never far from zero. Yet all fif-
teen cities were growing between 1850 and 1930, while corruption was ris-
ing. Corruption began to fall after 1930, just as growth rates stagnated. The
puzzle remains.

Are these rates of corruption high or low? On the one hand, even during
the worst years of urban corruption, at most eight of the fifteen cities are
reported as corrupt. On the other hand, the Biographical Dictionary only
reports corruption that occurs at a relatively high level of the administra-
tion, so these numbers represent a minimum estimate of the presence of
corruption. None of the cities were immune to corruption during the Re-
form Era. Even Buffalo, the least corrupt of the cities, spent two years un-
der a corrupt administration. However, none of these cities were always
corrupt. Even Chicago, the most corrupt, spent twelve years under report-
edly honest administrations. In short, the evidence suggests that corrup-
tion was common, but so was resistance to corruption. The political histo-
ries also show that political competition and regime change were common
in American cities. Even during the most corrupt periods, the corrupt may-
ors and council members operated in a world where they could be voted
out of office.

2.2 Growth and Corruption: American Cities Since 1820

In this section I explore the forces that encouraged corruption and those
that suppressed it. Economists and political scientists have explored the re-
lationship between corruption, poor government, and growth. Corruption
can undermine growth as a tax does, by lowering the returns to economic
activity. Corruption also undermines growth because it leads to poor gov-
ernment (Kaufmann 1997; Wei and Shleifer 2000). One explanation for the
relative success of American cities is that, despite corruption, they had rel-
atively good government, but this only replaces one puzzle with another.
Why, in American cities, did corruption not lead to poor government?

From 1880 to 1930 the dominant economic feature of American cities
was growth.6 Corruption may be bad for growth, but growth attracts cor-
ruption, especially the kind of growth enjoyed by American cities. It was
the period of the merger movement and the robber baron, a period of grow-
ing concentration in industry and of growing monopoly profits. Techno-
logical advances also made cities more attractive locations, including
improvements in transportation, water, sewers, public health and safety,
education, roads and bridges, and professional police and fire depart-
ments. The improving city amenities meant cities were creating their own
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rents. Finally, the growth in city populations and the increasing diversity of
city populations strained the old structures of city government and pro-
vided opportunities for entrepreneurial politicians to accommodate the di-
verse interests, for a price.

The strongest force suppressing corruption and encouraging good
government was competition between cities. From 1880 to 1930, Ameri-
can cities competed with each other to attract growth. The competition be-
tween cities limited urban corruption. The cities were (and are) small open
economies. They competed with each other to attract new firms and new
business. They depended on local taxes, and when they borrowed money,
they did so on their own credit. The local firms depended on markets out-
side the city. Cities could not control imports and could not manipulate
markets outside their borders, nor could they control the passage of capi-
tal and labor across their borders.

As Shleifer and Vishny (1993) have explained, competition between gov-
ernments reduces corruption. If a business faces one corrupt politician, the
politician can charge the “monopoly” bribe and extort any economic prof-
its enjoyed by the firm. If the business can deal with any one of a number
of politicians to get what it requires, then the competing politicians will bid
down the bribe. However, if each business must make deals with many
politicians, then the bribes can get quite high. Like up- and downstream
monopolists, the politicians will overcharge, driving firms out of business
and lowering the overall observed level of bribes but increasing the burden
of corruption. This simple model has many applications to American
cities. The cities were exquisitely aware that they competed with each other
for new businesses and new residents. Voters cared whether their cities
prospered, and politicians cared about reelection. Corruption also grew
more lucrative as the city grew, so corrupt politicians had even more in-
centive than honest politicians to encourage city growth (McGuire and
Olson 1995; Olson 1991).

The open economy of the city also encouraged local elites to favor good
government and pro-growth policies. Open borders limit the favors that a
corrupt government can grant to a local industry that depends on markets
outside the city. As Krueger (1993) points out in her essay on “vicious and
virtuous circles,” government officials and businessmen can be allies. She
compares growth in developing nations that chose to pursue import sub-
stitution policies to growth in nations that chose export-oriented policies.
In the import-substituting countries (common in Latin America), local
business owners became dependent on the government trade restrictions
and lobbied to have them maintained. Over time the economy fell further
and further behind, forcing ever more restrictive policies to keep the
import-substituting industries alive, a “vicious circle.” On the other hand,
countries (such as the “Asian tigers”) that started with export-oriented
policies developed a political elite whose preferred policies were good for
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growth, a “virtuous circle.” Firm owners in Korea and Japan are as in-
volved in politics as those in Argentina or Mexico, but the firms in the “vir-
tuous,” export-oriented countries find it in their interest to encourage an
efficient economy with good provision of public goods, low tariffs and
taxes, and other pro-growth policies. In American cities, the local elites did
not stay out of politics, but they were export oriented and they wanted
good government and growth (Hays 1964).7

Another limit to corruption before the New Deal was the fiscal inde-
pendence of cities and the resulting municipal dependence on the local tax
base and the national bond market. Although legally creatures of the state,
cities depended on their own taxes, not on state or federal funds, both for
regular expenses and to back loans to build infrastructure. From 1880 to
1930 cities did a lot of building, which was largely funded through the mu-
nicipal bond market. The municipal bond market was one of the first parts
of the financial industry to come under government regulation. During the
financial difficulties of the 1870s a number of cities were forced into de-
fault. As a result, many state governments passed reforms that limited mu-
nicipal borrowing (Monkkonen 1996). In a large number of states, the debt
was limited to a set proportion of the taxable real estate of the city, gener-
ally 5 percent. In other states, the city could not issue bonds without a voter
referendum or without establishing a mechanism of guaranteed tax re-
ceipts for the repayment of the bond (Nelson 1907). Everywhere the cities
were forced to open their books. These rules reassured investors, who were
quite willing to buy municipal bonds. Their confidence in the cities was
well placed. No city of any significant size defaulted between the 1870s and
the Great Depression (Monkkonen 1996).

The border imposed one more limit on urban corruption. The city was a
creature of the state, and subject to state law. Both the state and later the
federal government could investigate and prosecute city officials. The court
system was relatively protected, and the rule of law was generally enforced
in American cities.

Considering the limits to corruption, we might wonder that politicians
were able to profit from political control. However, some conditions be-
tween 1880 and 1930 favored corruption. The ability of firms and residents
to leave the city constrained corruption, but the cost of escaping the legal
boundaries of the city was higher during the Progressive Era than it was be-
fore or after. In many cities, the border followed development out through
annexation. Suburban willingness to accept annexation shows that resi-
dents and firms located outside city boundaries valued city services more
than they feared city corruption. Technology also determined the value
firms placed on urban locations. After the 1880s, two developments accel-
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erated the concentration of economic activity in cities: the national rail sys-
tem created a true national market, and the electric streetcar allowed large
numbers of workers to live in the suburbs and work in the central cities. City
wealth and urban and suburban real estate values grew (Mills and Hamil-
ton 1994; Warner 1978). These developments made it more difficult for large
firms to leave the political boundaries of the city and therefore increased the
sustainable level of corruption. The growing dependence on large, steam-
driven plants also kept firms near the railroads that delivered coal.

By the 1920s the car and the truck began to allow residents and firms
to leave central cities for suburban or (later) ex-urban locations. After
the 1950s, trucks and the interstate highway system largely replaced rail
for lightweight long-distance freight. The auto released workers from the
streetcar (Bottles 1987; Garreau 1991; Mills and Hamilton 1994). The new
transportation options did not destroy the central cities. The population of
most larger, older cities peaked only in 1950 or later, and the population of
many large central cities has now stabilized as rising service-sector jobs re-
place the lost manufacturing jobs. But the internal combustion engine has
decreased the level of corruption a central city can support before the firms
and wealthier residents leave. The development of the electrical grid and
the electric motor released manufacturing plants from coal, and from the
railroads that delivered coal.

Before 1930 the higher quantity and quality of government goods and
services found in the larger cities also encouraged residents and businesses
to stay inside the city borders. After 1930 the central cities began to lost
this advantage to the suburbs. During the period from 1880 to 1930 gov-
ernment responsibilities were growing rapidly. In the early part of the pe-
riod, central cities appear to have had an advantage in producing many of
the new public goods and government-provided services. Water and sewer
systems were especially costly and difficult for the growing suburbs to
build, but even education required significant capital outlays, to build new
schools, especially expensive new high schools. Over time the central cities’
advantage declined, as suburbs improved the quantity and quality of
public goods. In many states, changes at the state level forced cities to share
large systems, like water. Suburban municipalities learned how to borrow
money and build their own infrastructure. And the populations of the sub-
urbs rose until many were small cities of their own, able to support quality
government goods and services.8 As residents and firms moved to the sub-
urbs, the central cities found themselves with aging infrastructure and rel-
atively larger populations of poor residents, which shifted the advantage in
government quality away from the central cities. The level of sustainable
corruption dropped.
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Competition constrained corruption but did not eliminate it. Cities were
not perfect substitutes for one another. It could cost a firm quite a bit to re-
locate. The large cities, such as New York, Chicago, and Boston, were the
most valuable business locations. They were home to the largest banks, the
main wholesale markets, the largest populations, and the most varied and
sophisticated labor markets. Many firms needed to be in the biggest cities,
giving the politicians in those cities monopoly power. This may explain the
observation that the largest cities were the most corrupt.

2.3 Types of Corruption

I now consider how these forces shaped corruption and the quality of
government in American cities during the Progressive Era. Contemporary
reports and popular histories of American cities have always featured tales
of bribery, embezzlement, graft, kickbacks, political influence peddling,
insider trading, and criminal cover-ups, collected by enterprising inves-
tigative journalists, crusading district attorneys, and ambitious rival politi-
cians. Secondary histories have placed these examples into the historical
narrative. One original source is important enough to merit separate dis-
cussion: Lincoln Steffens’s series of essays for McClure’s magazine, The
Shame of the Cities ([1904] 1957). Steffens’s essays, written between 1901
and 1903, were intended to show readers where to look for corruption.
Steffens was not an unbiased observer. He believed that American busi-
nessmen, not poor or ethnic voters, were the source of corruption, and he
spent no time looking for political machines. He was suspicious of every
government responsibility and every private-sector partner, and his essays
paint a detailed and remarkably comprehensive picture of venal corrup-
tion in American cities at turn of the twentieth century.

The corruption common in Reform Era cities can be divided into four
basic categories: (a) embezzlement, (b) graft on public contracts and fran-
chises, (c) regulatory corruption, including graft on crime, and (d) insider
trading.

The most striking aspect of embezzlement is how little occurred during
the Progressive Era. Between 1880 and 1930 reports of outright theft are
puzzlingly rare. Steffens reports only three examples, and only one is sub-
stantiated. In Pittsburgh, $300,000 disappeared from the city attorney’s
office. Cancelled checks suggested that at least $100,000 of this money
went directly to Boss Flinn. Although $100,000 is the equivalent of $2 mil-
lion in 2004, it is dwarfed by Flinn’s building contracts with the city.9 The
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paving contracts alone were worth $3.5 million, or $70 million in 2004 dol-
lars (Steffens [1904] 1957, pp. 119–21).

Contemporaries noticed the politicians’ self-control. It is one of the
main points of William Riordan’s charming book of interviews with Tam-
many politician George Washington Plunkitt. “The books are always all
right,” Plunkitt explains; “the money in the city treasury is all right. Every-
thing is all right. All they [the reformers] can show is that Tammany heads
of departments looked after their friends, within the law, and gave them
what opportunities they could to make honest graft” (Riordan [1905] 1994,
p. 56). Contemporary investors also found that city governments could
generally be trusted. City bonds were considered safe and were issued at
low interest from the 1880s on.

Open books kept the city administration honest. Opening the books was
one of the earliest, least controversial, and most successful reforms of the
Reform Era. At first individually, and then by mandate of the federal gov-
ernment, cities opened and published their accounts. In 1902 the Bureau
of the Census began publishing an annual series of city expenditures, as-
sembled from the city books by accountants hired and trained by the bu-
reau. Only thirty-one years earlier, the Tweed Ring had been able to keep
New York City’s accounts secret. It would be another thirty-one years be-
fore publicly traded companies would be forced to open their books.

The second form of corruption, graft on contracts and franchises, was
more rewarding. Enterprising government officials (elected and ap-
pointed) found it easier to skim from the legitimate provision of govern-
ment goods and services. After 1880, local governments were responsible
for providing, or arranging for the provision of, a rising array of goods and
services. Sometimes the city government contracted with private firms to
provide goods and services, such as street cleaning and medicines for gov-
ernment hospitals. In other cases the government arranged for private
firms to provide the services directly to the public, through government de-
partments or municipally owned firms. Embezzlement was rare, but cor-
rupt contracts were not. Even before the Civil War the mayor was expected
to deliver the city printing contract to the publisher of the most loyal news-
paper.10 By the early twentieth century, according to Steffens, city money
was deposited in favored banks in St. Louis, Philadelphia, and New York.
In St. Louis, city hospitals bought drugs and city poorhouses bought gro-
ceries from favored suppliers. The St. Louis boss, Colonel Butler, after a
career of questionable activity, was finally convicted of paying a $2,500
bribe to members of the Board of Health for a garbage contract (Steffens
[1904] 1957, pp. 23–24, 40, 147, 207).

The most lucrative contracts were in construction. Many political bosses
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invested in construction firms. In Pittsburgh, Boss Flinn “went in for pub-
lic contracts.” He built buildings, streets, and bridges for the city (Stef-
fens [1904] 1957, pp. 115–24). In Philadelphia, Boss Martin’s business part-
ner, Porter, handled the construction contracts (Steffens [1904] 1956, p.
145). In New York “Tammany has a good system of grafting on public works” 
(Steffens, p. 210). The early twentieth-century Tammany boss, Charles
Francis Murphy, was a silent partner in his brother’s construction firm,
New York Contracting and Trucking. In 1905, the firm and its subsidi-
aries received $15 million worth of city contracts (Allen 1993, p. 211).

Reformers attempted to prevent these thefts, but they were less success-
ful than they were against embezzlement. Although laws were passed re-
quiring competitive bidding, Steffens reports for Pittsburgh and Philadel-
phia that bids were rigged and jobs designed to favor a particular bidder.
Bidding was also manipulated by collusion. G. W. Plunkitt reports collud-
ing with fellow bidders on a government surplus auction (Riordan [1905]
1994, p. 55). Rules that required competitive bidding could keep costs
down, but they encouraged poor quality. Concerns about quality led re-
formers to adopt the unusual reform of replacing private producers with
city departments or city-owned firms. As an economy measure, substitut-
ing private provision with municipal ownership is a questionable tactic, as
municipal employees have little incentive to cut costs, but they also have
little incentive to cut quality (Glaeser 2001).

Although according to Steffens corrupt contracts both raised costs and
lowered quality, Reform Era American cities apparently avoided the most
costly problem associated with corrupt contracts—that the opportunity
for graft encourages governments to choose the wrong projects. Modern
corrupt nations divert resources from projects with high social return but
low opportunities for graft to projects with lower returns but better op-
portunities (Kaufmann 1997, p. 119; Mauro 1995; Shleifer and Vishny
1993). The earliest reformers did complain of excessive building. In New
York City, the reform Mayor Havemayer, elected after the Tweed scandals
of the early 1870s, thought the Brooklyn Bridge an immense waste of tax-
payer money. The voters rewarded his position by returning Tammany Hall
to power in the next election. By the turn of the twentieth century the re-
formers were no longer complaining about excessive construction of infra-
structure or provision of services. Neither Steffens nor his contemporaries
mentions the problem of too much infrastructure; a number of reformers
complained of too little (Hays 1964). Apparently, corrupt politicians found
it easiest and safest to steal from projects that the voters and bond buyers
thought were worth building.

Cities have been far less careful in the late twentieth century. We can
compare the construction of New York City’s first subway to the construc-
tion of the Los Angeles subway. The New York Interborough Rapid Tran-
sit (IRT) line was begun in 1900 and finished four years later, opening
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October 27, 1904. The IRT line was 23.5 miles long, with two underwater
tunnels, one to the Bronx and one to Brooklyn. The $40 million for the con-
struction was paid by the city, which raised the money through bond issues.
The $20 million for equipment was the responsibility of the line operator,
the McDonald Company (New York Subway Souvenir 1904). Together, the
cost was equivalent to about $1.1 billion in 2004 dollars, of which a decent
percentage appears to have been corruption (Glaeser 2001). But it was
worth building. By December, the system was averaging 300,000 passenger
trips per day. Originally planned for a maximum ridership of 600,000 trips
per day, ten years later, the system was providing 1.2 million trips per day
(Hood 1968). By any measure, the subway was a success.

The Los Angeles subway, on the other hand, has been described as “a
fiasco of epic proportions” (Claiborne 1998). In the 1970s the federal gov-
ernment, eager to decrease consumption of gasoline, offered to subsidize
subway construction. Los Angeles broke ground in 1986, the first segment
of the Red Line opened in 1993, and three more segments followed, in
1996, 1999, and 2000, for a total system length of 17.4 miles (Trinidad
2004). The total cost of the Red Line has been about $5 billion dollars,
about half of which has been covered by the federal government (Claiborne
1998; Trinidad 2004). Most of the $5 billion dollars was not corruption,
but that did not make it a good investment. The system was planned to
handle 300,000 riders per day, but in 2004 the average weekday total was
only 102,000 (APTA 2004). The subway does have value, but the $5 billion
would probably have been better spent on upgrading and expanding the
heavily used Los Angeles metro area bus system.11

Construction contracts were lucrative sources of graft, but city fran-
chises could be worth even more. Several important new industries
emerged at the end of the nineteenth century, including gas, electricity, and
the streetcar. In many European countries these new services were the re-
sponsibility of the government, but in the United States they were usually
provided by private firms working under franchise to the city government.
The gas, electric, and traction firms required franchises to run lines on, un-
der, or over the city streets. Owning a construction firm could make a man
rich. Owning a city-franchised utility or streetcar line could elevate a man
to the exalted wealth of the Gilded Age elite. Streetcar magnates married
Vanderbilts (Whitney) and left their names attached to libraries (Hunt-
ington, Widener), museums (Whitney again), and scientific institutions
(Yerkes Observatory). As entry into these industries was controlled by the
city government, corruption was inevitable.
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Steffens caught the street railway industry in the midst of a period of
competition and consolidation. He found city officials taking advantage of
their power over the streetcar franchises in five of his six cities: St. Louis,
Pittsburgh, Philadelphia, New York, and Chicago. The consolidations had
reopened the franchises, and the cities took advantage. Blackmailing a
streetcar company by monkeying with the franchise even had a name: it
was called a mace (Steffens [1904] 1957, pp. 156–58).

Municipal corruption was only one aspect of traction corruption. The
streetcar companies engaged in the same sorts of corporate shenanigans as
their bigger cousins, the long distance railroads. The managers, owners,
and financiers manipulated the price of the common stock, set up con-
struction firms to build the streetcar rails and overpaid themselves, and
speculated in real estate along the streetcar lines (Hendrick 1919; Jackson
1985). In many cities, owners of the streetcar lines could make more money
out of real estate speculation than from the line itself. “Borax” Smith in
Oakland, Henry Huntington in Los Angeles, and Senator Francis New-
land in Maryland built streetcar lines whose purpose was to sell suburban
real estate (Jackson 1985, p. 124).

The danger posed by government monopoly is usually that the govern-
ment will suppress entry and raise prices in order to protect the value of
the monopoly. In the developing world this tendency is one of the reasons
that corruption appears to suppress economic innovation (Murphy, Shlei-
fer, and Vishny 1993, p. 413). But that does not appear to have been a seri-
ous problem for American cities before World War I. Although the system
was corrupt, streetcar lines were built quickly and covered many miles.
The street railways, powered by horses and cables, began to spread after
the Civil War, but the real growth came after Frank Sprague perfected the
overhead electric line in 1887. Within fifteen years, all major cities and
many relatively minor ones had electric streetcars. In 1901–2 the traction
systems in large cities (population above 350,000) provided on average 243
trips per year for every man, woman, and child in the city (Teaford 1984,
p. 236). In much of Europe, where owners of streetcar lines were forbidden
to speculate in abutting real estate, lines were built more slowly and were
not as long (Jackson 1985, p. 124; Teaford 1984, p. 236).

The model of competing corrupt officials proposed by Shleifer and
Vishny (1993) may explain why city governments were not able to limit en-
try. In most cities franchises were distributed by the city council. The
owner who sought a franchise did not have to bribe every council member,
only a majority, so the politicians were forced to compete with each other
for the bribes. In St. Louis, according to Steffens, the president of the Sub-
urban Railway Company, Charles Turner, approached the city boss,
Colonel Butler, about expanding the grants to his streetcar line. Turner
found Butler’s price of $145,000 too steep, and he sought a different polit-
ical broker. A Mr. Stock agreed to handle the deal for only $135,000, which
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Stock would distribute among a sufficient number of councilmen to pass
the bill. For Turner this would prove a foolish economy. According to later
testimony, the value of the franchise extension was something between $3
and $6 million. Butler was the boss of the St. Louis machine; Stock was a
lobbyist for the brewery industry. Stock was not able to prevent a legal set-
back, a court mandate that held up the new franchise, nor was he able to
keep his “ring” of councilmen in line. Somebody leaked the story to the
press, although without naming names, in hopes of forcing the final pay-
ment. The anonymous leak alerted a politically ambitious state prosecutor,
Joseph W. Folk. Folk put pressure on Turner, the president of the streetcar
line, and the whole conspiracy quickly unraveled (Steffens [1904] 1957,
pp. 28–30).

There is also evidence that voter pressure prevented the governments
from limiting entry, even when the bosses controlled the legislature. By
1900 New York City had nearly 1,300 miles of surface and elevated lines,
much of it owned by Tammany supporters. In deference to their support-
ers, the government had blocked the building of a subway for most of the
1890s, but not even Tammany Hall could hold out against the demand for
improved mass transit. Public opinion forced the city government to au-
thorize the start of construction on the IRT in 1900 (Katz 1968, p. 10).

Corruption and profits on city franchises rose and fell together; the fall
was almost as swift as the rise. By World War I nearly every state regulated
franchises, including the streetcars (Hendrick 1919, p. 44; McCormick
1981). The regulators made it more difficult for city governments to play
games with franchises, but they also prevented the utilities and traction
companies from raising prices. The inflation of World War I, followed by
the automobile, hit the streetcar industry hard in the 1920s. The deflation
of the Great Depression took some pressure off prices, but ridership fell
when one-quarter of the workforce was out of work. Ridership recovered
during World War II but fell again in the 1950s. In the decades after World
War II most streetcar systems were bought out by city governments and
converted to buses. The electric and gas utilities did not go out of business,
but they were increasingly regulated; state-appointed commissions policed
the firms and their debt and investments, and regulated prices.

The third basic category of corruption regularly practiced by urban
politicians was graft from the manipulation of laws and regulations. Regu-
latory corruption occurs when a private individual bribes a representative
of the government to ignore legitimate regulations or when a government
official extorts payment by threatening to impose regulation with unusual
severity or to withhold approval for an activity.

Among the most lucrative laws were those banning or regulating what
the Progressive Era called “vice” and what we call “victimless crime”: pros-
titution, gambling, and the sale of alcohol and drugs. Graft on crime was
not invented during the Reform Era, and it has not disappeared. However,
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between 1880 and 1930 the responsibility for crime graft reached unusually
high up the hierarchy of government. Mayors and bosses, not just corrupt
police, benefitted. Steffens reports that in “New York and most other
cities” police blackmail was the dominant form of graft, and at least a few
Tammany leaders were surprised to learn from the Lexow Committee in-
vestigations that the police collected $4 to $5 million per year ($80 to $100
million in modern dollars).12 In Pittsburgh, however, “[vice] is a legitimate
business, conducted, not by the police, but in an orderly fashion by syndi-
cates”—that is, by organized crime. Steffens’s informant claimed that the
annual bribe of $250,000 went directly to the Pittsburgh bosses, Flinn and
Magee (Steffens [1904] 1957, pp. 115–16).13 In Minneapolis, according to
Steffens, the government was the syndicate. The boss, “Doc” Ames, did not
run a machine, was not planning on reelection, and was simply stealing
everything he could lay his hands on through his control of the police de-
partment. Ames was caught and convicted fairly swiftly. More successfully,
Tom Dennison, a professional gambler and the boss of Omaha, organized
the vice trade and ran it like a department of the city government. He re-
mained in power for almost three decades, doing especially well under
Prohibition, until he was indicted for murder (Menard 1989).

By the 1920s the political bosses were largely replaced by mob bosses,
who specialized in crime. The mob paid off the government, but the gov-
ernment no longer controlled the industry. The establishment of formal
police departments during the nineteenth century may have initially in-
creased graft on crime, since the police were a natural organization for
shaking down gamblers, prostitutes, and saloon keepers, but police cor-
ruption was not popular with voters. The police were generally the first de-
partment to come under civil service rules, although this did not always
end political interference. Police corruption has not disappeared, but it is
now rarely organized by the city mayor, boss, or police superintendent.
Likewise, Prohibition may also have originally encouraged a closer rela-
tionship between the city government and criminals. Unofficial tolerance
of vice served to bridge otherwise apparently irreconcilable political con-
flicts that arose out of the cultural and ethnic diversity of late nineteenth-
and early twentieth-century American cities. But in the 1920s national Pro-
hibition increased the returns to scale in crime. National Prohibition was
also accompanied by a rise in the level of violence associated with organ-
ized crime, perhaps driven by increased profits or by cheaper automatic
weapons. The level of violence required to establish and maintain a posi-
tion in the liquor business during Prohibition was not, apparently, some-
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thing most city administrations could stomach, with a few notorious ex-
ceptions (such as Boss Dennison in Omaha).

The cost of graft on crime is not the graft, and it is generally not limited
to the cost of the crime. Rather, graft on crime undermines the police and
the rule of law, and fosters violence. Today alcohol is legal, but the trade in
illicit drugs is lucrative and violent and is a serious problem in many cen-
tral cities and in a number of developing countries.

City governments regulated more than crime. The city government, usu-
ally the council, controlled an array of grants to use city streets and to ac-
cess railroad yards and docks (Teaford 1984). According to Steffens, cor-
rupt politicians and appointees were willing to put their regulatory power
to lucrative purpose. In St. Louis the legislators in the upper and lower
chambers of the city council had a regular schedule of prices for “all pos-
sible sorts of grants. . . . There was a price for a grain elevator, a price for a
short switch; side tracks were charged for by the linear foot, . . . a street im-
provement cost so much; wharf space was classified and precisely rated . . .
nothing was passed free of charge” (Steffens [1904] 1957, pp. 22–23). In
Pittsburgh, with a stronger boss, a businessman went straight to Chris Ma-
gee if he wanted one of the “little municipal grants and privileges, such as
switches, wharf rights, and street and alley vacations” (Steffens, p. 109).

This graft—the granting of rail and wharf access and the right to build
over city streets—gave the city government access to the profits generated
by large manufacturing firms and railroads. Steffens was convinced that
“Big Business everywhere is the chief source of political corruption”
(Steffens [1904] 1957, p. 204). Since Steffens viewed corruption as a moral
failing, he held both parties equally responsible. Manufacturing firms,
however, did not want to have to pay the city in order to access the railroad
or waterfront. Similarly, regulatory corruption is a serious impediment to
business in many countries, where a successful firm can expect to pay an
endless stream of bribes to secure the necessary permits and licenses and
forestall sudden inspections and threats of closure. The graft that Steffens
documented, however, was generally a one-time extraction. The business
paid to gain access to a city-controlled asset. The legal right to access the
asset was granted by a vote of the city council, so a businessman knew that,
once the council voted, the right was his.

But the kind of regulations that allow for repeat graft, such as regula-
tions regarding health, employment, construction, and liquor, were among
the many reforms passed during the period. The police and the growing
army of inspectors hired to enforce the new rules took advantage of their
responsibilities. Steffens reports deals with “shopkeepers who don’t want
to be bothered with strict inspections” in Philadelphia and architects and
builders in New York who could buy off the inspectors, “generally . . . on
the basis of the [Building] department’s estimate of a fair half of the value
of the savings in time or bad material” (Steffens [1904] 1957, pp. 148 and
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208). The mechanisms limiting this sort of graft are not entirely clear, but
it may be that city governments limited this corruption in order to protect
growth. However the constraints were imposed, regulatory corruption in
the United States does not appear to have been so bad as to either cripple
business or undermine the new building and health codes introduced by
the reformers. Hurricanes and earthquakes revealed individual failures,
but not the systemic failures that such disasters can reveal in the third
world today. During the Reform Era, American cities grew steadily larger
and more densely populated, and yet healthier and safer (Teaford 1984;
Troesken 2004).

The flight of industry to the suburbs has probably decreased the burden
of regulatory corruption in cities. Offices are the sector of the economy
least susceptible to regulatory shakedown. Steffens noticed that regulatory
corruption was limited in New York City because “most of the big busi-
nesses represented in New York have no plants there. . . . [T]he biggest and
the majority of our financial leaders, bribers though they may be in other
cities and even in New York State, are independent of Tammany Hall, and
can be honest citizens at home” (Steffens [1904] 1957, p. 204). This sug-
gests that regulatory corruption has been lessened by the movement of
manufacturing out of the cities. It is also possible that regulatory corrup-
tion has distorted the distribution of economic activity between city and
suburb.14

The final form of corruption regularly pursued by city politicians was in-
sider trading, which occurs when a party to private information uses the
information to make an advantageous purchase or sale. In Philadelphia,
according to Steffens, there are “real estate dealers who like to know in
advance about public improvements.” George Washington Plunkitt enthu-
siastically engaged in insider trading: “Supposin’ it’s a new bridge they’re
goin’ to build. I get tipped off and I buy as much property as I can that has
to be taken for approaches. I sell at my own price later on. . . . Wouldn’t
you? It’s just like lookin’ ahead in Wall Street or in the coffee or cotton mar-
ket. It’s honest graft” (Riordan [1905] 1994, p. 54). In 1900, insider trading
was common on Wall Street, and not clearly illegal. Politically, inside tips
were a useful and largely untraceable currency: they allowed a politician to
make money, to provide a favor or bribe to someone else, or to receive a
payoff himself. Insider trading is now illegal, which has decreased the prac-
tice but not eliminated it.

Insider trading weakens property rights and may have discouraged in-
vestment in urban real estate. On the other hand, it was a mechanism that
aligned the interests of politicians with the growth of the city. Politicians
who had invested in local real estate or owned stock in local firms had a
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powerful incentive to pursue policies that encouraged growth. There is ev-
idence that this relationship did not disturb voters. Los Angeles was un-
usually dependent on investment in infrastructure for its growth. The Los
Angeles voters regularly elected businessmen and real estate developers
they could trust to vote for pro-growth policies. For example, in 1898 the
voters elected landowner and developer Frederick Eaton as mayor. He was
an early booster of an aqueduct to bring water from the Owens River to the
city. No one was disturbed that the water would also increase the value of
his large land holdings (Holli and Jones 1980, p. 108).

These were the dominant forms of graft practiced in American cities
during the fifty years from 1880 to 1930. I am not arguing from this evi-
dence that graft was good for the American economy, but rather that it was
relatively benign, as corruption goes. City politicians would have been per-
fectly content to steal more, even at the cost of growth, but they were lim-
ited by the forces already identified—the open border, the voters, and the
bond market. To make this point, let us consider two unusual examples of
graft, when politicians escaped some of the usual constraints. Both cases
involve attempts to monopolize local markets.

Border corruption is the manipulation for private benefit of trade in
goods, capital, or labor across the border. It is the one important category
of graft that was largely unavailable to city government. In general city
governments, unlike national governments, could not pursue import sub-
stitution as a policy; they could not favor inefficient local firms over effi-
cient foreign firms or manipulate the currency. This limitation prevented
some of the most harmful forms of corruption observed today in the de-
veloping world (Krueger 1993). However, because four of the five boroughs
of the city are on islands, New York City wielded an unusual amount of
control over its own border—at least over waterborne trade. In 1899 the
boss of Tammany Hall, Richard Croker, and a number of his lieutenants
decided to use this control to monopolize the ice trade. At the time, ice was
harvested in the winter in New England and upstate New York. It was
stored in sawdust or straw and brought to New York City by boat as
needed, with demand peaking in the summer. Croker and his conspirators
arranged for the American Ice Company to purchase every ice company of
any consequence in New York City. In early 1900 the New York World re-
vealed that a large number of Tammany politicians owned stock in the
American Ice Company. Mayor Van Wyck held about $678,000 worth;
Croker’s deputy, John F. Carroll, owned about $500,000 worth; and Croker
and his wife about $250,000, along with a number of other politicians,
including (future Tammany boss) Charles F. Murphy and Murphy’s real
estate partner, Peter F. Meyer. These last two controlled the key asset in
the scheme—the New York docks. Murphy and Meyer closed the docks to the
few firms that had not signed up with the American. On April 4, 1900, the
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World broke the news that the Ice Trust would double the price of ice, from
thirty cents to sixty cents per hundredweight.

But the Ice Trust quickly unraveled, revealing the limits on even the most
powerful political machines. In 1900 ice was an urban necessity, not a lux-
ury. The high price was especially hard on the poor—Tammany Hall’s
most ardent supporters. The World forced Mayor Van Wyck and the dock
commissioners to appear in court (a power that the World had thanks to a
reform law written into the city charter after the scandals of the Tweed
ring). The individuals admitted they owned stock, although they denied
they had been given the stock in exchange for political favors, but shortly
afterward the American Ice Company announced it was reducing the price
of ice to forty cents per hundredweight. However, the political damage
could not be entirely undone. Tammany’s most loyal supporters felt be-
trayed, and Tammany lost the 1901 mayoral election to the Republican re-
form candidate, Seth Low (Allen 1993, pp. 199–205).

The second example goes better for the monopolists, although it is not
clear that any actual corruption was involved. In general, American politi-
cians were in favor of new business and innovation. However, innovation
was understood to involve a technological improvement made by a large
firm, or by a small inventor who then created a large firm. Few in the cities
recognized the “jitney” as a potentially valuable innovation.15

In 1914 the streetcar companies faced their first serious competition for
urban commuters. By the beginning of World War I the franchise wars that
Steffens had observed were largely over. In most cities the streetcars were a
regulated monopoly or duopoly. The five-cent flat fare was nearly univer-
sal, generally written into the franchise contract. The five-cent fare entailed
cross-subsidization; the streetcar companies made money on the short
trips in downtown but lost money on the commuters they carried out to the
distant suburbs, but the five-cent fare was extremely popular with voters.
Then, in Los Angeles, a few out-of-work laborers who owned secondhand
cars began to shadow the streetcars in downtown, offering to carry com-
muters for the same price the streetcar charged, five cents. The jitney craze
was born. Within a year the innovation had spread to most of the larger
cities in America. The jitneys, usually secondhand Ford touring cars, could
carry half a dozen to a dozen riders. Driving a jitney was a marginal em-
ployment. Drivers were willing to work for low returns. Some drivers, of-
ten construction workers, switched to operating a jitney when they were
unemployed. Other drivers picked up riders only on their morning and
evening commutes. The streetcar companies could buy omnibuses and
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compete with hired drivers, but not at five cents a ride. On the other hand,
the jitneys could only compete on the short, heavily traveled inner city
routes. The outer suburbs still depended entirely on the streetcars.

The results were disastrous for the streetcar companies. For example, by
1915 the two Seattle traction firms reported heavy losses. The Seattle Elec-
tric Company estimated it was losing $2,450 per day to the jitneys, while
the Puget Sound Traction Light & Power Company estimated it would lose
nearly 21 million fares in 1915 to the jitneys. The losses cut severely into
profits, since the streetcar companies could not cut back on service with-
out putting themselves at an even greater disadvantage vis-à-vis the jitneys.
The simplest solution to the jitney challenge would have been to change the
flat fare. But voters liked the flat fare. Instead, in city after city, regulations
were enacted that eliminated the jitneys. On the face of it, regulation was
not unreasonable. The jitney industry was plagued by high accident rates
and, very occasionally, criminal behavior on the part of jitney drivers. Even
the jitney drivers themselves, through their new industry associations such
as the International Jitney Association (there were chapters in Canada)
supported reasonable requirements for inspection and insurance and
driver licenses. However, it was easy to impose regulations that put the jit-
neys out of business. By the end of 1915, only eighteen months after the
first jitneys had appeared in Los Angeles, anti-jitney legislation had been
passed in 125 out of 175 cities with important jitney industries. By October
of 1918, the jitney cars had declined to 10 percent of their peak numbers,
and by the 1920s they had disappeared entirely in nearly every city.16

What can we learn about corruption, rent seeking, and innovation from
the jitney experience? First, the beneficiaries of an innovation may not rec-
ognize the innovation, especially if it is invented by unemployed laborers.
The voters did not recognize that the regulatory response was protecting
the streetcar companies at the expense of city residents. Second, the rules
represented only a brief reprieve for the streetcar companies. Although
most systems resisted municipal ownership until after World War II, the
industry would never again enjoy the profits of the pre-automobile era.
Third, the regulation created one of Krueger’s “vicious circles.” The jitney
episode stopped the development of a small-scale commercial transport
industry. The swift suppression of the jitneys was assisted by the regulatory
framework that had so recently been established to protect the city resi-
dents from franchise corruption. The new rules created constituents—taxi
drivers and employees of the municipal transit systems—who benefit from
the restrictions imposed by anti-jitney legislation. Long after the streetcar
rails have been ripped up or paved over, entry into the taxi industry is still
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strictly regulated. It is illegal, in most cities, for an independent owner to
operate a small bus that picks up passengers on the street. Likewise, it is il-
legal to charge your neighbors to join your car pool. Today the highways
are clogged with commuters, each driving to work alone. Few commuters
have any idea that there was, briefly, a small-scale commercial alternative
to either owning a car or taking a city bus.

2.4 Democracy, Machine Politics, and Reform

In this section I trace the evolution of two related democratic institu-
tions: the rise and fall of the political machine and the slow but fundamen-
tal changes in the structure of city government achieved by the reform
movement. A political machine relaxed, but did not eliminate, the power
of voters to punish corrupt politicians. A political machine did not relax
the constraints imposed by the border and the bond market. Before World
War I the Reform movement did not do much to suppress machine politics
or (apparently) corruption. Before 1900 the reformers did not have a viable
alternative to offer the voters. After 1900 reform began to reshape urban
government but appears to have had little immediate impact on corrup-
tion. Over the decades, however, reform evolved from the simple attempt
to prevent corruption into a complete theory of how a city government
should work. In the end, the reformers created modern metropolitan gov-
ernment—both of the modern central city and of the modern suburb.

A political machine is an institution designed to win democratic elec-
tions by distributing patronage (city jobs and government favors) to sup-
porters in exchange for votes. Political machines are the equilibrium out-
come in many democracies. They have developed all over the world, from
Mexico’s Institutional Revolutionary Party (PRI) to Japan’s Liberal De-
mocratic Party (LDP). Political machines were common in the United
States between the 1880s and the 1930s. Of the fifteen cities in the Bio-
graphical Dictionary, eleven had one or more periods of machine domina-
tion between 1880 and 1930.17 In my own research, I have found that be-
tween 1900 and 1920 machines dominated, at a minimum, one-quarter of
the cities with populations greater than 50,000 (Menes 1997). Political ma-
chines were most common in the largest cities. They were found in every re-
gion of the country, although they were least common in the West. How-
ever, elections remained competitive, even in cities like Chicago, Boston,
and New York with large and influential machines. Political bosses were
regularly defeated, sometimes by reformers, more commonly by rival ma-
chines. The truly dominant machines, political organizations that ruled for
decades without facing significant opposition, such as the Daley machine
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in Chicago, largely developed after World War I or later. During the Pro-
gressive Era, competitive elections forced even machine politicians to pay
attention to the quality of government.

William M. Tweed created the first urban machine. He turned a popular
and politically influential social club, Tammany Hall, into a patronage or-
ganization that distributed favors to voters. The institution spread in the
1880s, remained common for about fifty years, and then began to decline
after 1930. Some machines lived on for decades, but few new machines
were organized after the Great Depression (Reid and Kurth 1992).18

What constrained the machine-dominated city governments, if it was
not the reformers? In previous work I have modeled the behavior of polit-
ical machines (Menes 1997). Buying votes allows a politician to steal and
still win at the polls, but it does not remove all limits on corruption. The
higher the theft, the more it costs to buy the election, so there is an equi-
librium level of theft under a machine. The economic and geographic lim-
its to corruption also constrained the machine-dominated city govern-
ments; the border and the bond market did not respond to patronage
payoffs. My work suggests that these constraints forced even a machine-
dominated government to produce the desired quantity and quality of
goods and services (Menes 1999). The structure of the machine also pro-
vided a mechanism for limiting the freelance corruption of lesser politi-
cians and bureaucrats. The machine provided a structure that allowed
complaints to flow up the organization from the precinct and ward cap-
tains to the boss and control to flow down the city government from boss
to politicians and city employees.19

Political machines did not have a monopoly on corruption. There were
many dishonest politicians who operated without machines. “Doc” Ames
of Minneapolis, Michael Curley of Boston, and Boss Ruef of San Fran-
cisco all ran corrupt administrations but failed to assemble Chicago-style
precinct-level organizations (Bean 1968; Steffens [1904] 1957; Holli and
Jones 1980). There were also many personally honest machine politicians.
Mayor Daley, boss of Chicago, the Tammany-ite New York State governor
Al Smith, and President Truman, loyal member of the hopelessly corrupt
Pendergast machine in Kansas City, were all personally honest. However,
political competition between machines forced even honest machine
bosses to tolerate corruption within their organizations. A machine boss
who limited his organization put himself at a disadvantage against other
bosses who allowed more corruption. Charles F. Murphy, boss of Tam-
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many Hall after the defeat of Croker in 1901, disliked vice and strongly dis-
couraged Tammany’s connections to crime, but Murphy could not afford
to alienate every ward boss who benefitted from crime graft. He eliminated
Croker’s corrupt police chief, Bill Devery, and Martin Engel, whose district
contained an unusually large number of brothels. However, he left gam-
bling alone. It was a specialty of his friend, close ally, and potential rival,
“Big Tim” Sullivan (Allen 1993, pp. 186 and 212–13).

The trade-off between maximizing wealth and maximizing power was
the central trade-off for most political machines. The rapid rise and fall of
the Tweed Ring in New York City shows that it was technically possible to
steal more than was politically sustainable.20 Between 1867 and 1871, Boss
Tweed and his associates stole an astonishing amount from the city bud-
get, something between $40 million and $100 million (Mandelbaum 1965,
p. 86). In modern terms, this is something between $800 million and $2 bil-
lion. This estimate does not include what the conspirators earned from
trading in city real estate or what they received in bribes from franchise,
railroad, and construction firms grateful for regulatory favors. But Tweed’s
theft depended on secrecy; he was stealing more than the voters or the
bond market would sustain. In 1871 a rival politician was able to steal the
city books and pass them on to the New York Times, which gleefully pub-
lished evidence of Tweed’s thievery. The city’s access to credit evaporated,
and Tweed’s ring fell in a matter of months. Tweed died in jail seven years
later.

The recovery of Tammany Hall under the leadership of “Honest” John
Kelly illustrates the possibilities open to a machine politician who under-
stood the limits that politics, economics, and finance placed upon corrup-
tion. In 1873, only two years after the fall of Tweed, Kelly defeated the re-
form administration of Mayor Havemayer and returned control of the city
to Tammany Hall. Kelly realized there was plenty to be earned in patron-
age, moderately inflated contracts, and insider deals without threatening
to bankrupt the city. He reorganized Tammany Hall, centralizing control
of the machine and imposing fiscal discipline on both the machine and the
city. In recognition of his ability, and his honesty, in 1876 Kelly was the bi-
partisan choice for city comptroller; for five years he carried out his duties
with strictest honesty.

Political corruption created a demand for political reform. I am not go-
ing to attempt even a brief intellectual history of American progressivism.
There are a few points, however, that are relevant to our discussion of cor-
ruption and growth. First, reform was a slow business. Nearly half a cen-
tury was required after urban corruption began to rise in the 1850s before
reform matured from the simple idea of “cut the budget and throw the ras-
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cals out” to a set of policies designed to rebuild city government into a
structure that would be both resistant to corruption and able to meet the
rising demands on urban government. The early reforms adopted in New
York City are typical: the reformers generally tried to take power away
from whatever body of politicians had proven corrupt. In 1857, reformers
stripped the corrupt Assembly of much of its power, handing the As-
sembly’s fiscal responsibilities to a smaller, bipartisan board of supervi-
sors. But the supervisors could also be bought, as Tweed proved. In 1872,
after Tweed, the reformers tried again to create a corruption-proof admin-
istration; they weakened the mayor and divided decision making among
three overlapping interdepartmental boards and the comptroller. The re-
sult was a government that was resistant to corruption because it could
not, on its own, get much done. This charter almost required an outside
centralizing and decision-making body, like Tammany Hall.

There were a few successful early reforms passed between the fall of
Tweed and the rise of the muckrakers thirty years later, largely changes that
constrained the behavior of individuals. After the financial problems of the
1870s, many states had imposed limits on municipal borrowing. The secret
ballot and open government accounts were standard by 1900. These re-
forms reinforced the mechanisms by which economic, geographic, and
democratic constraints acted on individual politicians and voters.

The development of structural reform, the rearrangement of the internal
structures of government, and the expansion of government responsibili-
ties required the development of a theory of government. They also re-
quired the development of a number of other institutions, including civic
associations and lobbying groups and, most important, an independent
and nonpartisan press, in which new ideas could be invented, refined, and
spread. The new professional organizations and nonpartisan press began
to emerge in the 1890s. The “muckrakers,” crusading journalists who ex-
posed corruption, dominated popular journalism during the first five years
of the twentieth century. This set off the first wave of important structural
reforms, which peaked between 1904 and 1908 and continued through the
1910s (McCormick 1981).

Very broadly, the new reforms can be divided into four categories: struc-
tural reforms intended to remake the internal arrangements of govern-
ment, regulatory reforms intended to remake the relationship between
government and business, electoral reforms intended to eliminate patron-
age and fraud from elections, and social reforms intended to improve the
lives of Americans. Reformers had great faith in experts and in the model
of large bureaucratic business applied to government. They modeled a
good deal of structural reform on large corporations. They favored the ex-
ecutive branch over the legislative and favored organizing the city govern-
ment into functional divisions—departments, semi-independent boards
and authorities, regulatory commissions, and municipally owned indus-
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tries. They tried to insulate city employees from political pressure through
civil service rules, trusting that if the right people were hired they would
naturally want to do the best possible work.

It is difficult to ascertain the impact of reform before 1930. First, the re-
forms were endogenous. Each city selected which reforms it chose to
adopt. Second, it is difficult to know what effects to look for, since many
Progressive reforms were changes that we would expect to increase cor-
ruption, such as municipal ownership of utility and transit firms and in-
creases in the regulation of business. Today most economists and political
scientists recommend limiting temptation by privatizing government-
owned firms and limiting government regulation of firms (Kaufmann
1997). It is possible that American reformers did not have as sophisticated
an understanding of corruption as we have today; however, decades of po-
litical thought had gone into the American reforms. More likely is the in-
terpretation offered by Glaeser (2001). The reformers were as interested in
creating a government that could get things done as they were in prevent-
ing corruption. Previous attempts to police city contracts and franchises
had proven it was easier to cut costs then to maintain quality. City em-
ployees, on the other hand, had less incentive to cut costs and more incen-
tive to increase production as well as employment. Suppressing corruption
was only one of the many goals of the Progressive Era reforms that were
passed during the first two decades of the twentieth century.

A slightly different picture of reform emerges if we lift our eyes from the
older central cities to the suburbs and the younger cities of the South and
West. These municipalities adopted a very different set of reforms than
were adopted in large northern and midwestern cities like Chicago and
New York. Many suburbs and southern and western cities abolished their
mayor-council governments and adopted the “business-like” commission
or city manager forms. They did not expand regulation to the same extent,
and they largely eschewed municipal ownership. Entirely private provision
of local public goods, rather than either city contracts or municipal provi-
sion, spread in the suburbs. Today in many communities, homeowners’ as-
sociations hire and supervise such services as garbage collection and main-
tenance of common space. These reforms might be expected to lower
corruption, and today corruption is generally considered to be lower in
suburbs and in Sun Belt cities than it is in the older central cities of the
North and Midwest, despite the higher wealth and economic growth of the
suburbs and sun belt (Bridges 1997).

2.5 Conclusion

The experience of American cities shows that the quality of government
matters as much as the simple presence or absence of corruption. The chal-
lenge for modern policymakers is determining how to build good govern-
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ment. Some of the economic, geographic, and political conditions that
protected American city governments—the open borders, free elections,
and fiscal independence of the cities—can be adopted as policy choices in
modern nations. But the American experience also shows that strong dem-
ocratic and civil institutions, and especially a strong and independent
press, suppress corruption and improve government performance. Build-
ing these institutions is a more complex, and longer-term, project. Finally,
the American experience shows the importance of aligning the interests of
local elites and politicians with the interests of the majority of the popula-
tion. In America real estate investments tied together the fortunes of the
politicians, the wealthy, and the relatively ordinary city residents. In mod-
ern nations, the rule of law—especially reformed land ownership laws, pro-
viding secure title to land not only for the elite but also for the middle class
and the poor—might encourage better government.

The policy lessons for structural reform of government are less clear. In
the United States reform of city government may have contributed to the
better provision of public goods and even to the suppression of corrup-
tion, but it did not guarantee future economic growth. Detroit, Cleveland,
and Buffalo were national leaders in urban reform, electing long-lasting
reform administrations and adopting important structural reforms.21

During the Progressive Era the three cities also enjoyed relatively honest
government. But honest government did not guarantee future success. Be-
tween 1930 and 2000 the population of fifteen cities in the Biographical
Dictionary shrank an average of 7 percent. Over the same period, Detroit,
Cleveland, and Buffalo shrank by 39 percent, 47 percent, and 49 percent,
respectively.22 I am not suggesting that reform caused the population col-
lapse in these cities, but honest government was not enough to guarantee
growth.

Corruption is an opportunistic infection. It is a problem where civil and
political institutions are weak. The experience of American cities, corrupt
and growing, reveals the importance of local institutions—of democracy;
free trade; unfettered financial, labor, and product markets; secure prop-
erty rights; the rule of law; free press; and a politically active citizenry or-
ganized into a plethora of groups and associations—in constraining cor-
ruption and encouraging corrupt governments to govern well. Whether
this is a reason for optimism or pessimism is not clear. On the one hand,
these results suggest that we do not need to eliminate corruption, and we
can focus instead on building strong institutions to constrain it. On the
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21. All three of these cities elected mayors who became national leaders of reform: Grover
Cleveland was elected mayor of Buffalo in 1882, Hazen Pingree was elected mayor of Detroit
in 1890, and Tom Johnson was elected mayor of Cleveland in 1901.

22. Only two other cities lost as high a proportion of their population: By 2000 Pittsburgh
had lost 50 percent of the 1930 population and St. Louis had lost 59 percent of the 1930 pop-
ulation. Population figures are from Gibson (1998).



other hand, strengthening weak institutions in a poor and poorly governed
city or nation is not a simple task.
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3.1 Introduction

It is generally accepted that no human society, at least since the early
days of the Garden of Eden, has been free of corruption. Although con-
ceptions of what range of behaviors is encompassed by the term vary
widely, there is a grand tradition of laying responsibility for many social ills
on it. One such social ill is the lack of economic growth, and economists
have in recent years sought to elucidate mechanisms through which vari-
ous forms of corruption might bring about inefficient actions, preventing a
society from fully realizing its productive potential, at a point in time or
over time. Such studies normally treat corruption as a phenomenon of
public officials’ taking private advantage of their public offices but recog-
nize that both public and private figures are typically involved.1 Public offi-
cials tailor or administer laws, regulations, contracts, and other policies in
ways calculated to benefit particular private interests in return for bribes
(or other sorts of personal material gain). Such arrangements may be good
for the public officials and the particular favored private interests, but bad
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for overall economic performance (and social welfare) if they contribute to
misallocation of resources (public or private), irregular protection of prop-
erty rights that deters individuals from exerting effort or investing in phys-
ical or human capital, or barriers to entry or other impediments to com-
petition, innovation, and use of best practice.2

There seems little disagreement that, in theory, higher levels of corrup-
tion should impede economic performance, but empirical investigation of
this relationship has been largely confined to establishing strong correla-
tions in contemporary data. This work has been very informative, but skep-
tics argue that the results might be due to high levels of productive perfor-
mance reducing corruption, either through institutional change or though
affecting perceptions, rather than by reductions in levels of corruption
bringing about better economic outcomes. For this reason, it is not sur-
prising that many scholars are turning to economic history to improve our
understanding of the social processes involving corruption. Extending the
study of corruption along a time dimension offers the possibility of ob-
taining a more precise fix on the importance of corruption for under-
standing long-run patterns of economic growth or performance more
generally. It should also allow for a closer examination of what sorts of
conditions are more conducive to corruption, whether the forms of cor-
ruption change over time as circumstances change, whether some forms
are more destructive of prospects for economic progress, and whether (and
how) specific types of institutions or conditions reduce the prevalence of
corruption.

Although the study of corruption may be much enhanced by turning to
history, several key problems remain. The first is definition. Where does
one draw the line between corrupt and noncorrupt behavior? Can an ac-
tion that is legal be corrupt? Should private actions that deviate from mer-
itocracy or economic efficiency, and systematically advantage or disadvan-
tage a particular agent or group, be considered corrupt, or should the
classification be reserved for behaviors involving public officials? If the
latter, should the standard for corruption be the familiar “taking private
advantage of public office”? What does private advantage encompass?
Should any action by a public official that affects the interests of a party
with whom the official has a personal or pecuniary relationship be so clas-
sified? The second problem is one of measurement. Even if one is able to
formulate a definition that is conceptually sound, how does one empiri-
cally implement it such that a study of how corruption varies over time,
place, and other circumstances is feasible?
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2. Daniel Kaufmann and his colleagues at the World Bank have been pioneers in trying to
devise systematic measures of corruption, and relating it to performance, at both the micro
and macro levels. See, for example, Hellman, Jones, and Kauffmann (2000). Also see La
Porta, Lopez-de-Silanes, Shleifer, and Vishny (1999); Murphy, Shleifer, and Vishny (1993);
Shleifer and Vishny (1993); and Glaeser and Shleifer (2003).



Recognizing the difficulty of framing a broadly acceptable general defi-
nition of corruption, we choose to focus our study of corruption on a spe-
cific context—the building of the Erie Canal, and other canals, by New
York State during the antebellum period (see figure 3.1 for a map of the
New York State canals and the railroad system c. 1858). The logic of this
approach is that it will be easier to develop a reasonable working definition
of corruption in a particular setting, and our goal is to explore the issue of
whether corruption in this major public works program of the era led to a
marked misallocation of resources, generated excess rents for the well con-
nected and politically influential, or otherwise constituted a significant ob-
stacle to economic growth. Large-scale public works projects such as the
Erie Canal (which was sometimes referred to as the “big ditch”) are widely
regarded as nurseries for, if not hotbeds of, corruption. Well-directed
bribes (varying in form), or clever orchestration of logrolls, can generate
appropriations for public investments whose social returns would not seem
to warrant the costs that the respective population has to bear. Moreover,
even for projects having a solid economic basis, problems in governance,
or principal-agent issues more generally, provide opportunities for public
officials to extract personal returns at public expense through the precise
design of the plan (such as the route of the canal) and the manner in which
contracts for construction or operations are extended, written, and en-
forced. Thus, overall economic performance can be impacted adversely
from excessive investment in public works, poor project selection, and
public authorities’ acquiescence to higher-than-necessary costs in carrying
out the work, as well as by the dissipation of resources in rent seeking and
other secondary effects.

The movement by a number of northeastern states during the first half
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of the nineteenth century to undertake the construction of a massive net-
work of roads, canals, and railroads, in an attempt to attract and gain con-
trol of trade with the Midwest, is perhaps the most dramatic example of the
intense competition among states that the federal nature of U.S. govern-
ment encouraged.3 Boston, New York, Philadelphia, Baltimore, Washing-
ton, and New Orleans (as well as Montreal) all sought to tap the trade with
the Midwest, and did so with various combinations of canals and railroads.
The great triumph of New York City is what makes the Erie Canal (but
some might say it is the reverse) a critical part of the American historical
experience. Much attention, deservedly, is given to its successful construc-
tion and operation as one of the success stories among state economic poli-
cies. Less attention has been devoted to the importance of political factors
in its origins, and to the blemishes in the story of its construction. While it
was clearly a great success and one of the leading reasons why New York
City became the principal port of the United States and upstate New York
a major agricultural and industrial center for a century, questions about
the prevalence of corrupt practices in the development of the Erie Canal
and other canals were raised during the era.

There has been a considerable historical literature devoted to corrup-
tion in the economy in the postbellum United States. Colorful terms such
as “the robber barons,” “the Great Barbecue,” and “the Gilded Age” have
been applied to the late nineteenth-century links between government and
the economy, and texts are filled with the story of the Union Pacific, the
Chapters of Erie, and the great battles among the railroad tycoons seeking
advantageous routes and rates. Curiously, however, despite some attention
to the operation of the so-called “spoils system” and legislative bribery in
chartering banks and other businesses, many scholars have treated the an-
tebellum era as relatively corruption free. There are, of course, discussions
of the background to Hamilton’s economic policies, especially the as-
sumption of the state and central government revolutionary war debts by
the federal government, and the Yazoo land scandal is depicted by some as
symptomatic of other land speculations, but the general impression is that
corruption was, if not less prevalent, less costly than in later years.4 In part,
this may reflect the fact that governments were smaller during this era and
that most of the relevant activity took place at the state and local levels,
rather than federal. The perception that corruption was not such a prob-
lem during the early nineteenth century also traces back to Tocqueville,
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3. In addition to the works cited elsewhere in this article, for recent discussions of the gen-
eral movement for internal improvements in transportation, see Shaw (1990), Majewski
(2000), and Larson (2001).

4. On the Yazoo scandal, see Magrath (1966), and for a discussion of the debates on the as-
sumption of the debts, and other aspects of the Hamiltonian policy after the Revolution, see
Nettels (1962), pp. 89–129.



with his emphasis on high rates of citizen participation in (and monitoring 
of) local affairs, competition between different communities and states (as
well as political figures and parties), and an ideology celebrating democ-
racy and open access. In such a setting, one might expect opportunities for
rent seeking to be rather limited.5 Whether this judgment reflects the real-
ity, or whether corruption by large railroads and manufacturing firms
merely provides a more exciting story than those forms of corruption that
occur in smaller decentralized polities, is an issue deserving of more inves-
tigation.

Recently Edward Glaeser and Andrei Shleifer (2003) have asked
whether this view that corruption was not so severe during the early years
of the republic is well founded. In suggesting that the traditional image is
idealized, if not mistaken or naive, they are raising fundamental questions
about the nature of the relationship between corruption and economic de-
velopment. Are high levels of corruption so detrimental to prospects for
economic growth that developing societies must focus on reducing them if
they are to have much hope of realizing sustained material progress? Or is
pervasive corruption a feature or symptom of a pre- or early-industrial so-
ciety that will decrease with economic growth as higher incomes support
changes in institutions that lead to improvements in the “rule of law”? The
case of the United States has often been cited in arguments that low levels
of corruption, or secure property rights, are a virtual precondition for sus-
tained growth.6 The provocative notions of Glaeser and Shleifer challenge
economic historians to determine just how prevalent corruption was dur-
ing the antebellum period. Our work is but one part of a general effort to
respond to that challenge by extending our knowledge of the record of cor-
ruption in the American past.

The paper is organized in a straightforward fashion. The next section re-
views the history of the building of the Erie Canal, and of how the enor-
mous success of this unprecedented public investment in transportation in-
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5. See Tocqueville (1961), particularly chapters 5 and 8. Another related and relevant fea-
ture of antebellum political structures in the United States is the extremely high turnover rates
of elected representatives. L. Ray Gunn (1988) argues that the extremely brief tenures of leg-
islators during the early and mid-nineteenth century led to legislatures that were focused pri-
marily on local and sectional concerns, as committees were weak and legislators closely tied
to their communities: “the legislature mirrored an increasingly fragmented, mobile, individ-
ualistic society, which seemed to derive its very energy from the competitiveness of local com-
munities. As a consequence, policy demands were themselves highly fragmentary, represent-
ing local or sectional interests and only rarely expressing the possibility of a ‘general’ interest.
Thus, the legislature more nearly approximated a public market in which the agents (legisla-
tors) of local and special interests bargained and traded for considerations favourable to their
clients (constituents) than a deliberative assembly making public policy for the common good
. . . But it should be noted that this was a wholly acceptable, indeed desirable, condition in the
context of American ideas about representation.” See Gunn, p. 80.

6. For examples, see North (1981) and Rosenberg and Birdzell (1986).



frastructure inspired more public investment in canals, in New York and
elsewhere. We note how the administrative procedures adopted for the let-
ting and monitoring of contracts in constructing the Erie Canal do appear
to have led to rather effective use of public funds, but that the oversight of
public resources may have eroded during the canal mania that followed. In
the third section of the paper we make use of the ratio of actual expendi-
tures on public works relative to the original projected costs as a gauge of
the quality of governance of public resources. We contend that the ratio is
a useful measure of an important phenomenon closely related to corrup-
tion, and that it has the additional advantage of permitting comparisons
over time and other circumstances.7 Estimates of the ratio for a range of
public works extending from the Erie Canal to the present day are pre-
sented, and it is shown that cost overruns seem to be much larger (in ab-
solute and relative terms) in the modern era than during the early nine-
teenth century. In the concluding section, we note how a comprehensive
study of the governance of resources in public works would examine the so-
cial rates of return on investment, but that our evidence points to the pos-
sibility that the governance of public works projects may be worse today
than it was before. The significance of this finding is, moreover, enhanced
by the observation that the government has come to play a markedly more
substantial role in the economy than it did previously.

3.2 The Building of the Erie Canal

Canals were only one of a large range of economic activities, most no-
tably in the provision of social overhead capital, provided or permitted by
state governments during the antebellum era. Unlike the railroads that
would come later, canals were generally both built and operated by gov-
ernments. Railroads were granted state charters (allowing them to raise
funds in the private capital markets that only gradually evolved over time)
as well as awarded subsidies in the forms of land, bonds, or cash, but most
were privately owned, built, and operated. Given the central role of gov-
ernment in canal construction and operation, as well as the pronounced
geographic patterns of the benefits they yielded, it is easy to understand
how the political factors involved in making decisions and in obtaining the
necessary votes to implement them could have led to overbuilding of
canals, which raised overall costs even in the absence of outright fraud and
corruption. With so many parts of New York State desirous of procuring
access to low-cost water transportation, how was the route of the Erie
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7. This interpretation is not unique to us. Susan Rose-Ackerman (1999, p. xi) has com-
mented: “people [at the World Bank] told me that when a review of a program mentioned
‘governance problems,’ ‘unexplained cost overruns,’ or ‘excessive purchase of vehicles,’ this
meant that corruption and simple theft were a problem.”



Canal (and other canals) selected? How was legislative approval of the plan
for the rules and regulations controlling the actual construction and oper-
ation of the canal accomplished?8

The great commercial success of the Erie Canal and its contribution to
the growth of New York City often leads us to overlook the uncertainty
and political controversy that surrounded the project. Not only was the
Erie Canal a public project of an unprecedented scale (363 miles) and cost
to society, but the route was also not the obvious first choice for a canal to
link the Midwest and Lake Erie with the Hudson River.9 Apparently, the
shorter, cheaper, and more certain route would have linked a canal around
Niagara Falls with another leaving Lake Ontario for the Oswego River. In-
deed, this was the approach recommended for New York State by Albert
Gallatin (1968) in his 1808 Report on Canals, where he otherwise did an ex-
cellent job in detailing a plan for the antebellum canal network that would
ultimately be constructed.10 There was a strong logic for the Erie route,
however, especially from the point of view of the state government (see fig-
ure 3.1). Not only was there a possibility that the canal Gallatin proposed
might lead to a diversion of the trade in midwestern produce to Canada
(Montreal), not New York City, but the Erie route also had the advantage
of having a higher expected payoff because of the considerable new land in
western New York that it would bring into profitable production. Indeed,
the funding of the Erie Canal was aided by substantial land grants from the
Holland Land Company, and others, as an inducement to build the canal
through their lands.

The Erie Canal was well short of being voted in unanimously, as the is-
sue came to be entangled in sectional and political disputes. Indeed, the
margin of victory in the 1817 roll call was very thin. The mid-Hudson val-
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8. Our descriptions of the debates over the building of the Erie Canal, and of the discus-
sions of various forms of alleged corruption, are drawn from our reading and examination of
a variety of primary and secondary sources, including Report (1818, 1847, 1851, 1868, 1875,
1876); Laws of the State of New York (1825); Whitford (1906); Renwick (1842); “Internal Im-
provements in the State of New York” (1850); Hammond (1846); Shaw (1966); Bernstein
(2005); Walker and Walker (1963); Sheriff (1996); Miller (1962); Hanyan and Hanyan (1996);
Goodrich, Rubin, Cranmer, and Segal (1961); and MacGill and staff (1917).

9. George Washington is often credited with suggesting, during the 1780s, a canal to link
the Great Lakes to Atlantic ports. The route ultimately selected was extraordinarily ambi-
tious, however, in that no canal of near that length had previously been constructed in either
Europe or the Americas. Although there were many short canals in England, by far the
longest was in France, a 148-mile-long waterway in Languedoc—spanning less than half the
distance the Erie did. The longest canal in the Americas extended for less than one-tenth
the length. See Goodrich (1960) for more discussion.

10. The building of a link between the Hudson and Lake Erie similarly presented a choice
of methods. Clinton advocated a waterway, while Morris—another powerful member of the
State Commission—preferred an inclined plane-canal from Lake Erie to Utica, and then a
connection with the Hudson via the Mohawk River. This approach was dropped in 1816,
however.



ley farmers were opposed to the canal because of the threat of extensive
Midwestern and upstate produce entering into New York City. The quite
strong opposition of New York City is a bit more difficult to comprehend.
In part, given the great uncertainty of whether the stimulus to economic
development would be sufficient to justify such a massive public work—
more than twice as long as the then longest canal in the western world and
more than ten times that in the United States at the time—economic suc-
cess (or even its completion within a reasonable time) was not obvious
beforehand. Even Thomas Jefferson, whose boldness and vision were re-
flected in the Louisiana Purchase, in 1808 considered the project a century
ahead of its time.11 With those in New York City fearful that they would
bear a heavy tax burden for a social investment with little return, it should
perhaps not be so surprising that their representatives stood fast against
the construction of such a large-scale public work. A second reason for the
lack of support from New York City reflected the intense political dis-
agreements within the state. With DeWitt Clinton (who became governor
in 1817) and his Federalist followers pushing vigorously for the canal to
generate economic growth, as well as to further his political interests, the
Democrats, then in control of the city, were instinctively opposed so as to
prevent any political credit accruing to their rival party. Political struggles
of this sort, between representatives from different regions and parties,
continued in subsequent debates over expenditures on canal construction,
repair, and enlargement, as well as over political patronage of canal em-
ployment.

A key issue was, of course, how to finance the canal. While the federal
government had earlier indicated a willingness to provide support for in-
terstate public works, a formal request for assistance from New York State
was rejected by the national government on the grounds that funding the
project would be inappropriate because the benefits would go to residents
of only a limited area. New York then organized a petition asking for a gen-
eral program to help states finance public improvements, but this too was
turned down. New York State also attempted to raise funds from those
states, such as Vermont, Kentucky, and Ohio, that could expect to benefit
from building the canal, but the effort yielded only moral support. Finally,
in April 1817, six weeks after President Madison had vetoed legislation
that would have provided New York with some funds, the state legislature
adopted a measure calling for the building of the canal and accepting that
New York State would bear full responsibility; the first dirt was dug on July
4. The five canal commissioners (previously appointed under an act of
1810) who had prepared an extraordinarily detailed plan, including the
route, technical specifications, and estimates of cost, were vested with the
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11. See Shaw (1966), pp. 35–37. Granted, Jefferson expressed this opinion when reneging
on an earlier promise to help finance canals.



authority to direct the construction and to borrow the money on the credit
of the state. The law provided that this debt would be paid off from a Canal
Fund, overseen by all of the officers of the state except the governor. The
revenues for this fund were to come from tolls from the canal, a tax on salt
manufactured in the state, duties on goods sold at auctions, a tax on steam-
boat passengers, grants, donations, and a tax on real estate located within
twenty-five miles of the canal (this latter tax appears never to have been
implemented). The need to levy taxes within New York State led to inevit-
able conflicts between those who expected to receive direct benefits and
those who expected not to benefit, as well as over how to tailor revenue
enhancements. For example, an initial proposal to raise funds through a
more general tax on property was voted down.

One method of attracting votes from the representatives of districts not
in a position to directly benefit from the canal was the use of traditional
logrolling to provide assurances that their support would be remembered
in decisions about future, if not concurrent, transportation projects. Ex-
tensive legislative maneuvering was required to obtain approval of the act
to construct the Erie Canal, contributing to the inclusion of authorization
to build the Champlain Canal (linking the Hudson to Lake Champlain) in
the 1817 act. However, logrolling seems to have played a much more im-
portant role after the completion of the Erie and Champlain, as a mania
for canals developed and the legislature authorized surveys for seventeen
proposed canals in 1825, and the actual construction of five additional
shorter canals over the next decade.12 It has been widely noted that the ge-
ographic patterns of voting on the various bills were salient, and that the
question of whether a proposed canal would traverse near the home county
explained more about how legislators voted than did their party affiliation
or the advice of state officers about financial feasibility.13 Representatives
of counties along the Erie Canal were understandably reserved or hostile
to new projects that were thought likely to offer competition for traffic.14

Three of these five extra waterways proved to be (as anticipated) financial
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12. By 1836, even after two reductions in tolls, the Canal Fund was able to pay off the en-
tire debt incurred in building the Erie and Champlain canals. The five lateral canals included
the Oswego Canal (begun in 1825 and completed in 1829), the Cayuga and Seneca Canal
(1827 to 1828), the Crooked Lake Canal (1829 to 1833), the Chemung Canal (1829 to 1833),
and the Chenago Canal (1833 to 1836). See figure 3.1.

13. See the discussions in Hammond (1846) and Sowers (1914) about voting patterns. A
telling example of the weight of economic feasibility in the deliberations of this period comes
from the case of the Chenango Canal. Despite a report from the canal commissioners stating
that its tolls would be unlikely to cover either the interest on the debt necessary to construct
the canal or the variable costs of operating it, and warnings from the state comptroller and the
governor about its inadvisability, the legislature ultimately voted to order the canal commis-
sioners to proceed with construction.

14. In a similar fashion, once the Erie Canal was built, Clinton and Martin Van Buren,
who had both vigorously pursued federal support, reversed their stances and systematically
opposed federal aid for internal improvements. See Seavoy (1982), pp. 3 and 83.



failures and added to the state’s debt. Indeed, in 1876, the New York Canal
Investigation report notes that “the lateral canals . . . [have] been the sole
cause of the fact of the present indebtedness of the State by reason of the
canals.”15

As inefficient (or corrupt) as logrolling might seem, this approach to get-
ting measures through the legislature was, and remains, far from novel.
Logrolling along geographic lines was a common feature of crafted politi-
cal alignments throughout the antebellum period, wherever (most notably
Pennsylvania, Ohio, and Kentucky, as well as New York) there was legisla-
tive consideration of internal improvements.16 When successful (from the
perspective of those seeking to obtain authorization for an economically
desirable public investment), logrolling meant that there were higher costs
than necessary to construct the core project.17 A failure to achieve success
by logrolling saved on costs to the state government (by avoiding the com-
mitment of public resources), but often—because of the difficulty of rais-
ing private funds to carry on with the investment—meant the loss of the
benefits that would have flowed from the internal improvement. In a con-
text of legislators voting the interests of their constituents, logrolling may
not merit classification as an intrinsically corrupt practice. Rather, the key
issue about logrolling is the social return to the package of public invest-
ments for which the political tactic obtains authorization.

Payment of bribes to secure approval of the Erie Canal was not men-
tioned in the extensive legislative hearings on the construction and opera-
tions of the canal, nor in the many scholarly treatments of this major public
works project that have been published since. In contrast with descriptions
of bank charters being issued during this era in return for bribes, in cash or
by sale and repurchase of securities, exchanging votes for remuneration
seems to have been insignificant in this case, perhaps because of the op-
portunities for land ownership in appropriate locations. Where corruption
and fraud were more visible concerns of the state, or of those entrusted
with responsibility for public funds, was in the construction and operation
of the canal. Rather than having the work done by state employees, the pol-
icy was to contract out the construction to private firms or individuals who
furnished their own tools and hired their own workers. A rather small
group of engineers (most of whom were canal commissioners) was respon-
sible for most of the technical or design issues, and they and their assistant
engineers oversaw the work of the various contractors. Partly because the
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15. See Report (1876), p. 11. The report continues: “but for that fact, the State would be to-
day entirely free from any canal debt.”

16. For discussion of the experiences in Pennsylvania and Ohio, see Hartz (1948) and
Scheiber (1969).

17. Of course, there may be cases where no economically desirable public investment is at
stake, and success at logrolling leads to allocating resources to a set of socially undesirable
projects.



enterprises of the era were of modest size (and often strapped for funds to
procure necessary supplies and materials), each contractor was to handle
only a short stretch of the canal (no more than a few miles, and sometimes
as short as a quarter-mile).18 This policy also meant that expenditures were
widely spread to benefit many contractors in local areas, a nontrivial con-
sideration during the protracted economic contraction that plagued the
country through the early years of the project (up until 1821 or 1822). The
engineers who were charged with inspecting and approving the quality of
the work before the contractor was paid (generally on a monthly basis, and
in advance conditional on performance up to that point) typically boarded
at homes near the construction site and made their disbursements in small
bills drawn from local banks.19

Although a theory for why this organization of the construction would
keep costs low was offered by some observers at the time, the basic reason
for its adoption was likely the reality that the work was performed over a
vast geographic expanse and that construction firms of this era were small
and highly localized.20 It was, accordingly, left up to the engineers respon-
sible in each area to provide for construction by placing for bid contracts
pertaining to rather short spans. On one hand, the lack of central control
and monitoring of contracting procedures, the small size of the firms hired,
and the not uncommon personal familiarity between the engineers and the
contractors could well have fostered corrupt practices. From another per-
spective, however, it could be argued that the conditions were unfavorable
to malfeasance. Not only did the technology of constructing canals make
it relatively easy to make comparisons of cost per mile across supervising
engineers or contractors, and to detect those stretches of canal that were
below standard (further facilitated by strict procedures and guidelines for
the testing of the quality of the work), but the absolute amounts to be
gained from individual episodes of corruption must have been small.

A ceremony to officially mark the completion of the entire canal took
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18. Each contract was to be put up for bid and assigned to the lowest bidder, and each con-
tained detailed specifications appropriate to the individual situation (with the tasks including
clearing land, excavating, and the construction of locks, embankments, culverts, towpaths,
fences, etc.). For more treatment of the procedures, see Shaw (1966) and Walker and Walker
(1963), pp. 40–44, for the relevant discussion from the 1818 Report of the Commissioners.

19. The most prominent scandal associated with the construction of the canal concerned
the activities of Myron Holley, the treasurer of the Canal Committee, and the commissioner
who was perhaps most active at negotiating contracts and disbursing payments to contrac-
tors. Although he was attacked by some observers for partisanship in the award of contracts
as early as 1820, in 1824 it was discovered that he was unable to account for $30,000 of public
monies and had used public funds to purchase property near the canal. For more discussion,
see Shaw (1966), pp. 169–72.

20. Another explanation for the use of relatively small contracts rather than a sole, general
contractor emerged during the Progressive Era, with the intent to curb the powers of con-
tractors and avoid corruption on public jobs, albeit at the cost of imposing difficulties of co-
ordination. While many states soon repealed this legislation, New York still operates under
the Wicks Law, which requires separate contracts for each function to be performed.



place to universal acclaim in 1825, but the financial and economic success
of the Erie was evident to observers well before. Indeed, it was not long af-
ter the middle section of the canal had been opened, and substantial toll
collections began to roll in, that the securities issued to mobilize funds for
the remainder of the project were attracting the interest of investors as dis-
tant as London. The primary basis for the enormous social returns to this
public investment was of course the demand for the transportation services
that the canal provided at radically lower cost than the alternatives.21 But
the cost effectiveness of the construction effort also deserves attention. De-
spite the massive and unprecedented scale of this public works project, the
provincial attitudes of most of those involved, and the direction by canal
commissioners who were at best self-taught engineers, the Erie Canal (and
its companion, the Champlain Canal) were constructed at only about 46
percent above the estimated costs at the time of authorization. Although
this overrun seems quite formidable in the abstract, it is (as suggested by
the comparison with other public works projects presented in table 3.1)
quite modest by the standards of modern experience and sensibilities.

The problems of excess expenditure, if not corruption, in New York
State grew much more severe after the completion of the Erie. As men-
tioned above, the Erie Canal was so successful in stimulating economic de-
velopment along its route, and in generating surpluses from tolls, that state
legislators were swept up with a general enthusiasm for constructing many
more canals throughout New York with borrowed funds.22 Within five
years, they authorized going forward with a series of additional canals de-
spite reports from canal commissioners that predicted that at least some of
the planned canals would not produce sufficient tolls to cover expenses,
and despite a series of increasingly tough warnings from the comptroller
and governor about committing to projects unlikely to be able to cover
costs. To make matters worse, as the annual expenses of the state govern-
ment grew over time, the legislature, reluctant to raise taxes, increasingly
relied on tapping the revenue or accumulated surplus from canal tolls and
exotic financial measures such as borrowing from the Common School
Fund at lower than market rates. Despite the ominous fiscal balance, how-
ever, in 1835 and 1836 the legislature again defied the advice of the gover-
nor by authorizing not only a major enlargement and improvement of the
Erie Canal (which was widely acknowledged to be of insufficient size given

106 Stanley L. Engerman and Kenneth L. Sokoloff

21. See Fogel (1979) for discussion and estimates of the extraordinary cost advantages of
canals and railroads over transport by horse and wagon. More specifically, the costs for trans-
porting grain or flour from Buffalo to New York City are generally said to have fallen by 85
to 90 percent. So great was the impact of the Erie Canal that Carter Goodrich (1960, p. 55)
judged its opening as “the most decisive single event in the history of American transporta-
tion.”

22. It is interesting that this movement to build more canals got started about the same
time that the franchise was extended in New York by eliminating wealth requirements. See
Engerman and Sokoloff (2005).
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the heavier-than-expected volume of traffic) but also several other water-
way projects and a $3 million loan to aid the New York and Erie Railroad.23

Even with a change in the party in power (from Democrats to Whigs), a
courageous and insightful state comptroller, and the encouragement to
concentration of the mind provided by the financial crisis of 1837 and the
protracted downturn that followed (along with the associated fall in canal
revenue), the legislature continued to pursue policies of extravagance. The
ability of the state to service its debt and obtain new credit, not coinciden-
tally, eroded dramatically.

It was not until 1842 that New York, on the brink of insolvency, began
to take strong action.24 The “stop and tax law of 1842” both assessed a gen-
eral tax on wealth and suspended state expenditures for the construction
of public works (paying only for maintenance and repairs). As the state
made progress in paying down its debt and restoring fiscal balance, it also
took steps to prevent the recurrence of such profligacy by the government.
In 1846 a new constitution was adopted, and among the many important
new provisions were restrictions on borrowing, establishments of guide-
lines for the use of sinking funds to pay off canal and other government
debts, and other reforms directed at improving governance.25 The same
concern with trying to identify the sources of the fiscal crisis, as well per-
haps as a spirit of reform more generally, also gave rise in 1846 to the first
serious investigation of the construction and operations of the canals. An-
other motivation may have been an interest on the part of legislators to
shift responsibility for the debacle in state finance.

The Select Committee of the Assembly that convened in 1846 was zeal-
ous about “investigating frauds in the expenditures of the public moneys
upon the canals of this state” and desirous of identifying problems that
would attract public attention and provoke enactment of, if not resolution
by, new laws and procedures (Report 1847, p. 3). The investigators focused
on the possibilities of corruption associated with the construction of the
canals as well as on the use of canal-related jobs as a form of political pa-
tronage (with the allocation of supervisory, inspector, and other positions
associated with operating the canals changing with shifts in parties in
power). The chronological scope of the inquiry was broad, extending back
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23. For discussion, see Shaw (1966), pp. 239–42. For more on the New York and Erie Rail-
road, see Pierce (1953), pp. 13–16.

24. During the early 1840s, one-third of the states defaulted on their bonded debt, and
while several resumed payments of interest and principal within a few years, four repudiated
their debt. See McGrane (1935). New York did not default.

25. For example, the new constitution increased transparency (and perhaps limited
logrolling) by specifying that private or local bills could not deal with more than one subject
and that the subject had to be expressed in the title. Also, money could only be paid out of the
treasury “in pursuance of an appropriation,” and any such appropriation had to be explicit
about the sum appropriated and the object to which the fund would be applied. See Sowers
(1914), pp. 72–74, for more discussion.



to the construction of the Erie Canal several decades before. The major
sources of corruption highlighted in these hearings were fraud in allocat-
ing contracts to “friends, acquaintances, and neighbors,” forging of vouch-
ers for reimbursements of materials, padded payrolls, stolen materials, and
use of claims concerning the need for extraordinary repairs to circumvent
state limits (Report 1847, p. 6). The committee established that problems
emerged very early in these public works projects. As noted above, the most
notorious example involved Myron Holley, one of the first canal commis-
sioners, who in 1824 had been charged with (and admitted to) being unable
to account for some public funds and using some of them to purchase land
in the canal region. Also worthy of note was the discovery that the books
of the canal commission for the period 1822–28 were missing (or that no
records had been kept during those years) and that several of the individu-
als asked to testify about the construction of the Erie declined to do so.

What stood out in these hearings, and in the other major hearings that
were to be held in the years to come on the subject of the construction and
operations of the canal policies, is that the quality of controls had become
more lax over time, allowing the influence of politicians (as regards who
served as engineers and who received contracts) and corrupt practices by
engineers to become more pronounced.26 Although other factors, such as
the originally unscheduled cessation of construction between 1842 and
1847, certainly played an important role in accounting for cost overruns,
the findings of the investigators suggest that poor governance (encompass-
ing acceptance of incompetence or inefficiency), if not an increased preva-
lence of outright fraud, help to explain why the costs of enlarging and im-
proving the Erie Canal ballooned from the initial projection of $12.42
million to over $30 million (and the time required for the work from twelve
years to twenty-seven years). The testimony to, and analysis provided by,
the series of investigating committees convened by the New York Assembly
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26. For example, the report of the Select Committee expressed concern about what hap-
pened under the charge of Frederick C. Mills, chief engineer on the construction of the Gen-
esee Valley Canal. Near the close of his work, his brother Hiram P. Mills was employed as
resident engineer on the stretch of the canal extending from Mount Morris to Olean. The
contracts for the construction on this part of the canal were let in the fall of 1838: “it will there-
fore, be seen that the work on that section was immense, and that a majority of it was rock ex-
cavation from the mountain side, whence the rocks excavated could be cast directly off into
the river channel. The contract for that work being a very desirable one, there was much com-
petition for it; and the manner of conducting the business of letting that contract to the suc-
cessful competitor, deserves particular attention. The contract was awarded to Nicholas Van
Derwerken, who it is said, was not possessed of the means necessary to the prosecution of
such an undertaking, and who was without experience as a contractor. How it happened that
he became the lowest bidder does not directly appear, except by the proposition itself; but the
course then pursued in regard to it by H. P. Mills, the resident engineer, leaves the impression
very strong that there was connivance between him and Van Derwerken. After the work was
awarded to Van Derwerken on his proposition, the contract for it was taken jointly by Van
Derwerken and Robert Powers, his brother-in-law, who had previously been a partner with
H. P. Mills.” See Report of the Select Committee (1847), pp. 4–49.



and/or Senate were published in 1847 (1,242 pages), 1851 (332 pages), 1868
(1,018 pages), 1875 (677 pages), and 1876 (770 pages), and in less complete
reports on contracts and frauds in other years (starting in 1840).27

The 1876 report reported on the following “various forms of misman-
agement, neglect, fraud, and malfeasance”:

(a) the approval or toleration of “unbalanced bids”; (b) improper action
of commissioners in making new contracts, and in extending or cancel-
ing old ones; (c) agreement to contracts that were adverse to the interests
of the State, and for the benefit of contractors; (d) blind, hasty or corrupt
legislation in making appropriations for repairs, claims, and awards; (e)
failure of engineers to make true cost estimates, and connivance with
bidders or contractors in making false ones; (f) carelessness or neglect on
the part of the Canal Board in ascertaining whether proposed work had
proper legal sanction; (g) appropriation of property of the State by con-
tractors, or by superintendents; (h) approval, by superintendents, of bad
or worthless work; (i) wrongful or careless awards by canal appraisers; ( j)
the legal fiction of “extraordinary repairs” which misstates a matter of
fact, misleads successive Legislatures, and prevents the completion of the
enlargement; and (k) the lack of responsibility on the part of canal offic-
ers, owing to a defective system of subdividing duties, which rendered it
difficult to hold a wrong-doer to strict account. (Report 1876, pp. 12–16)

The various hearings uncovered a number of instances of these kinds of
mismanagement and malfeasance, as well as the likelihood that there had
been some confiscation of fees and tolls collected by canal workers.28 Their
conclusions, framed in general terms, were that the controls intended to
prevent behaviors inappropriate or otherwise wasteful in the use of public
funds were imperfectly designed, not strictly adhered to, and irregularly
enforced. Because we have all come to expect such problems, at least to
some extent, in the administration of large public (and private) enterprises,
it is in no way surprising that thorough investigations uncovered their ex-
istence. What would be more informative and useful, however, is a gauge
that would allow us to evaluate the magnitude of these problems and to ex-
amine whether their seriousness varies over type of project or time.
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27. See Report (1876), p. 11, and Hasse (1907).
28. These same sorts of problems with internal improvement projects were noted in other

states. For example, in 1840 the Pennsylvania Canal Commissioners listed twenty ways in
which “positive proof was obtained to substantiate . . . charges of attempts to defraud the
Commonwealth.” In his study of corruption in The State Works of Pennsylvania, Bishop ob-
serves (1907b, pp. 229–44) that “we have no assurance that there would have been greater pu-
rity under corporate management,” and that “public works were used by the political party in
power as an invaluable instrument of political corruption, destroying the morale of citizens
and squandering the resources of the state.” He concludes that “those who are abashed by the
present-day disclosures of corruption in the management of cities and powerful corporations,
and who therefore sigh for the ‘good old days’ of political purity, have to face the fact that
these did not exist in Pennsylvania . . . at least during the period of state ownership and con-
trol of public works.” See also Bishop (1907a) and Bowers (1983).



3.3 Gauging the Quality of Governance of Public Resources

Several features of this record of canal building by New York State stand
out. First, although legislators were perhaps wanton in their authorization
of public transportation projects, it is significant that a potentially more
corrosive form of rent seeking appears not to have imposed major costs on
the state. The legislature does not seem to have been capable of limiting ac-
cess to low-cost transportation, and in so doing to greatly advantage one
specific region or segment of the population at the expense of others—and
at the expense of the overall growth of the state economy.29 On the contrary,
even when precarious state finances should have strengthened the case for
skepticism about marginal projects, legislators all too often failed to sum-
mon up a majority against. Their failure in enforcing such restrictions, or
monopolies, on access to low-cost transportation, was not because of an
absence of advocates. The representatives of the areas that already had ac-
cess to canals were generally among those legislators who opposed the au-
thorization of new ones along routes that would have competed for traffic.
Similarly, they, as well as others who had interests in canal operations, also
sought restrictions on the speed of the expansion of a new competing in-
novation, the railroad. Various limitations were in fact imposed on the rail-
roads when they threatened toll collections on canals, though they were
withdrawn in the early 1850s.30 Partially offsetting such restrictions were,
of course, subsidies to encourage the construction and expansion of spe-
cific railroads. Excess transportation capacity and collapsing rates were
the consequence.

The observation that legislators were not effective at restricting access to
transportation by water or rail reflects the fact that the open political sys-
tem made it very difficult for those geographic areas or companies who
sought to obtain and maintain strong competitive advantages, or monop-
olies, on such a basis. It further suggests that if there were social costs to
corrupt practices in the building and operation of New York canals they
likely consisted primarily of excessive costs of construction and/or opera-
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29. The liberal policy about authorizing canals is not unlike the policies concerning the es-
tablishment of banks and corporations. The passage of free incorporation and free banking
acts reduced the ability of the legislatures to create highly profitable monopolies by restrict-
ing entry. Because the monopoly rents would have gone in large measure to legislators with
the power to charter firms, the free incorporation and banking laws meant that the legislators
were accepting a lower stream of rents. The social and political pressures that led to such poli-
cies may have narrowed the scope for, and economic consequences of, corruption in the an-
tebellum economy.

30. See MacGill and staff (1917), pp. 353–56. First were requirements that they carry only
passengers, and passenger baggage, not freight. They were followed by restrictions against
railroads operating during the summers when the canals were open, and finally by a require-
ment that railroads pay canal tolls for traffic carried. Similar types of restrictions, lasting un-
til 1861, were introduced for railroads in Pennsylvania. See Dunlavy (1994), pp. 79–80 and
138–39.



tions, or from investments in marginal canals that yielded low social re-
turns. It is beyond the scope of our study to estimate the social returns to
each of the New York canals, but we would note that the work of Albert
Fishlow suggests that the rate of return on investments in New York canals
was well above the cost of capital.31 His estimates would seem to imply that
the overall cost of the misallocation of public funds on these canal projects
was likely not all that monstrous.

Our focus is instead on the issue of whether, and by how much, corrupt
practices or incompetence tolerated by public officials increased the costs
of constructing the canals. Precise measures of this theoretical concept are
of course difficult to tease out of the data. The approach we employ here is
to use the ratio of the expenditures on public works projects relative to the
estimated cost at the time of authorization as a rough gauge of the quality
of public governance in such activities. This ratio is, of course, very differ-
ent from the amount by which the costs of construction exceeded the
minimum feasible cost, but it has the advantages of being both relatively
straightforward to retrieve and meaningful about the quality of public gov-
ernance.32 The implicit supposition for our approach is that conscientious
public officials practicing good governance would make their decisions
about whether to go forward on a public investment with the best available
estimates of costs (and benefits). Errors in these estimates are obviously to
be expected, as it is impossible to perfectly anticipate all of the circum-
stances that develop in the course of major construction projects, and
public officials, like other humans, are often prone to wishful thinking.
Nevertheless, the estimated cost of a project at the time public authorities
commit to carrying out an investment would seem to provide a reasonable
baseline, on average, if there was good governance over public resources.
Thus, we argue, a major source of systematic bias in the cost estimates is
tolerance of incompetence, weak oversight or administration, actual cor-
ruption, and other cost-inflating practices by public officials, or the qual-
ity of governance more generally. Deliberate misrepresentation of the costs
of a big public investment project reflects poor governance, in that public
officials can get away with it (whether they are elected officials or not).
Moreover, to the extent that costs rise (on average) after the authorization
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31. Fishlow (2000), pp. 552–64 and 604–6. See also Goodrich et al. (1961), pp. 216–47, and
MacGill and staff (1917). The social and private returns on building the Erie Canal were much
larger than on the others, but in his assessment of six of the New York canals, Ransom (1964)
concluded that three of the six were “successful” in financial terms. Fishlow also judged the
early canals in Ohio successful. The problem was that too many feeder canals (as in New
York) were built. Competition between the large number of waterways and railroads put sub-
stantial downward pressure on tolls.

32. How much the ultimate costs of a project exceed the estimated costs at time of author-
ization, and how that ratio has varied over time and across projects, has been the subject of
earlier studies. See, for example, Merrow (1988) and Flyvbjerg, Bruzelius, and Rothengatter
(2003).



of a public investment project, it would seem reasonable to attribute it pri-
marily to poor management or oversight of the uses to which public funds
are being put—whether due to corruption or tolerance of incompetence
and other cost-inflating practices. The measure we rely on, therefore,
should be regarded as one that relates more to the quality of public gover-
nance than to the level of corruption narrowly understood.

Although we emphasize how the cost overrun ratio is informative about
the quality of public governance, it must be admitted that there are other
reasons—some quite innocuous—why the ratio might differ from unity or
even vary systematically. First, there might be unanticipated inflation, such
that nominal expenditures could total more than original forecast, even if
expenditures expressed in constant dollars had not risen.33 Second, the costs
of a public works investment might exceed the projected amount, because
of a redesign that added new elements that added to costs. A third consid-
eration, one that could in principle lead to increases or decreases in costs, is
that technology (or regulations) might advance in unexpected ways. Yet an-
other possible contributor to cost overruns is the deliberate preparation of
downward-biased estimates of the costs of projects so as to increase the like-
lihood of their being approved by public authorities. There might also be
problems having to do with management, which may stem from the com-
plexity or scale of projects being undertaken—rather than to the quality of
public governance. All of these factors need to be taken into account in the
interpretation of any costs overruns or systematic patterns therein.

As we have already stated, and as is highlighted in table 3.1, the serious-
ness of the cost overruns in the construction of New York canals seems to
have increased after the completion of the Erie Canal. Whereas expenditures
on the Erie totaled roughly 46 percent more than projected at the time the
legislature authorized going ahead, the ultimate cost of the enlargement and
improvement of the Erie was more than 140 percent greater than the plan
approved in 1835 (a decade after the Erie was originally opened). That the
cost overrun was much larger in the later work is consistent with the evidence
of erosion of oversight, and of greater prevalence of corrupt practices, over
time uncovered by the various investigations conducted by the New York
State Assembly and Senate. At least part of the higher-than-expected costs
of completing this project must have been due to the interruption in work,
between 1842 and 1847, brought on by the state fiscal crisis.34 It is notable,
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33. One might initially presume that this issue would lead to substantial cost overruns dur-
ing periods of inflation. However, often, such as in the United States over recent decades, the
projected expenditures generally took account of expected inflation in forecasting nominal
expenditures. See the discussion in Merrow (1988).

34. Although the difficulty of obtaining information prevents us from giving the issue more
extensive treatment, it does appear that extreme cost overruns were typically associated with
delays in completing the respective projects. The Mississippi River Levee Line and the Boston
Central Artery/Tunnel projects are examples of projects whose construction fell well behind
schedule, and the Hoover Dam is an example of one completed well ahead of schedule.



moreover, that the cost overrun on the Erie Canal improvement project was
far greater, relative to the estimated figures at time of authorization, than
those incurred on several other antebellum canals—the Chesapeake and
Delaware Canal (63 percent) and the Ohio and Miami canals (16 percent) as
well as on the major project that vastly expanded the supply of fresh water
to rapidly growing New York City—the Croton Aqueduct.

Given that these canal projects were extremely large, relative to the scale
of enterprise, the depth of capital markets, and the size of the economy, the
increase in the costs of carrying out these works could not have been in-
significant in absolute terms. But it is difficult to gauge the import of the
cost overruns without some basis for comparison. For this reason, to aid in
the evaluation of the significance of the cost overrun ratios for the Erie and
other antebellum canal projects, table 3.1 also includes the ratios calcu-
lated for other large public works projects over the course of the history of
the United States.35 Our selection of the public works to include in the table
was not random, but we sought to retrieve the information on a range of
well-known projects extending from the canal era to the present day.36

The record of cost overruns on public works revealed in table 3.1 sug-
gests that the construction of the Erie Canal, and of other public works
built during the antebellum period, was not plagued by extraordinary
problems in managing costs. On the contrary, the cost overrun ratios drawn
from the period before the Civil War are generally among the lowest we
have observed; only the Hoover Dam, a Great Depression–era public
works project, does as well by this gauge (the Panama Canal also does bet-
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35. Some may find it interesting that the cost overrun ratios we computed for the unsuc-
cessful French effort to build a canal across the Isthmus of Panama and for the infrastructure
Montreal needed to host the Olympics were among the highest we have seen. See Toohey and
Veal (2000), p. 77. We confine our attention here, however, to public works in the United
States.

36. We have not included in table 3.1 all of the public works for which we obtained cost
overrun ratios, but the basic qualitative pattern (and rough quantitative pattern) would be ro-
bust to their inclusion. For other examples from the late nineteenth and early twentieth cen-
turies, and discussion of related issues, see Moulton (1915). Another example, developing as
this paper is being written, is the increase in the cost of the eastern span of the San Francisco
Bay Bridge (which was damaged in an earthquake) being carried out under the auspices of the
California Department of Transportation. Although the project is not scheduled for comple-
tion until 2010, the cost overrun ratio is already at 3.0. We have also not included the Union
Pacific Railroad, which was built during the 1860s by private enterprise with substantial sub-
sidies specified in 1862, and then increased in 1864, from the federal government. The primary
reason for its omission is that the organization of the project was very different from that of
the Erie Canal and of the other more conventional public works treated here. However, a close
examination of the history of this effort by the government to obtain a transcontinental rail-
road before private investors thought it sufficiently attractive to undertake on their own sug-
gests that most of the corruption involved one set of railroad promoters extracting rents at the
expense of other private investors. It is not obvious how to estimate the cost overrun to the
government with any precision, but we judge the overrun to certainly have been no more than
100 percent, and probably much less. The case does not appear inconsistent with our quali-
tative conclusions about the general trend over time. For a very insightful examination of the
Union Pacific, see Fogel (1960). Also see White (1895), Moody (1920), and Klein (1987).



ter than the project enlarging and improving the Erie Canal). If there is any
trend, it is that cost overruns have become somewhat worse over time, es-
pecially after World War II. The cost overrun ratios vary between 1.16 and
2.42 across the five antebellum projects (averaging 1.60) but vary between
4.17 and 19.10 across the four projects constructed since 1950.37 The dif-
ference in the distributions is indeed very stark. If the ratios do provide a
meaningful indicator of the quality of public governance, then the impli-
cation would seem to be that conditions were better during the early nine-
teenth century than in the late twentieth century.

As many would find such a judgment surprising, it is necessary to criti-
cally assess whether we should believe the trend in our estimates. Although
more observations would obviously be desirable, the strength of the pat-
tern we have noted and the general consistency of our results with those of
other studies give us confidence that the qualitative result will hold up
under further research scrutiny.38 For example, Bent Flyvbjerg, Nils
Bruzelius, and Werner Rothengatter have conducted studies of both 258
railway and road projects and large nontransportation projects between
1927 and 1998, and found cost overruns to be generally higher, and often
much higher, than what we found for the United States during the ante-
bellum era. The cost overruns, moreover, seem to have grown slightly over
the period under investigation.39 In his study of fifty-two major investment
projects (most of which were in mining, manufacturing, and energy) car-
ried out across a range of countries during the 1970s and 1980s, Edward
Merrow (using a concept or procedure that produces lower estimates than
our approach) found overruns of 88 percent in real terms on average,
and markedly higher for public or mixed public-private projects than
for private.40 Although such estimates of cost overruns on late twentieth-
century public works projects generally fall below those suggested in table
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37. The high ratio for the interstate highway system is especially striking. It appears to
have resulted primarily from the initial law’s having been written in an open-ended way, such
that it obligated the federal government to pay for many more highway projects than had been
anticipated. According to Weingroff (1996), the 1952 act authorized $25 million for the next
two years to pay for an interstate system on a fifty-fifty matching basis between the federal
government and the state governments. Within one year, however, the states had built con-
siderable mileage, and the federal share of total costs was $477.5 million. We regret that our
estimated cost overrun on the interstate highway system public works pertains only to the very
early stages of the program. We have not yet been able to obtain the information that would
permit us to calculate a cost overrun ratio for the entire system.

38. From our readings of the histories, the cost overruns, even those of the modern era,
seem to be primarily due to higher-than-estimated costs of carrying out or implementing the
designs or work laid out in the original plans, as opposed to the addition of new features to
the original plan. The one exception (we cannot be sure) may be the cost overrun on the in-
terstate highway program. See the sources cited in the note to table 3.1 for more details.

39. See Flyvbjerg, Bruzelius, and Rothengatter (2003), p. 18.
40. See Merrow (1988). He and his team calculated cost overruns from the detailed engi-

neering plans typically made after authorization. They also found that projects that were
larger ex ante had proportionally higher cost overruns.



3.1, they do provide rather strong support to our key observation—that
such cost overruns were typically lower in the antebellum era than they are
today.41 Another issue in interpreting the high cost overrun ratios in the
modern public works projects is whether the higher rates of inflation dur-
ing the 1970s and 1980s may lead them to overstate the increase in the real
costs of a project over what was originally forecast. This problem may be
relevant for assessing the estimated cost overruns for the Louisiana Super-
dome, the renovation of Yankee Stadium, and the Boston Central Artery/
Tunnel project, but in all of these cases no reasonable adjustment for
changes in the price level could alter the qualitative finding.42

In our view, the finding that cost overruns on public works were rela-
tively modest during the antebellum era, as compared to those today or
in other eras in American history, has a solid empirical basis.43 The next
and more fundamental question, however, is what this intriguing pattern
means.

The straightforward interpretation, one for which we have already ex-
pressed support, is that the governance, or control over the use, of public
funds was stricter during the early nineteenth century than it is today. It is
difficult to explain the more substantial cost overruns during the modern
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41. Current municipal policies regarding sports stadiums, if not airports and convention
halls as well, resemble the mercantilist policies of local and state governments during the era
of internal improvements. This entails competitive bidding for teams and large subsidies to
influence location decisions, and has generated intense controversy about the social returns
to such public investments. The cost overrun figures we present for several of the earliest
public investments in stadiums are somewhat higher than the ones that pertain to more re-
cently constructed stadiums. However, the costs of constructing sports stadiums have bal-
looned as the mania for publicly built stadiums has spread. It may be that the commitment of
public resources to build ever-more-extravagant stadiums for use by private teams on easy
terms is the most telling feature in this record about the quality of governance of public re-
sources. See Quirk and Fort (1992, 1999).

42. For example, even after adjusting for inflation, the cost of the Boston Central Artery/
Tunnel project more than tripled. See the discussion in Altshuler and Luberoff (2003), chap-
ter 4, and especially p. 119. As the task of retrieving all of the information necessary to deflate
the expenditures on the public works are quite formidable to us, and as the qualitative results
seem likely to be robust, we have not gone any further as of yet. Both the Hoover Dam and
Erie Canal projects are cases where the bias from changes in the price level may have served
to bias the cost overrun ratio downward, but again the basic qualitative results are unlikely to
be sensitive to adjustments for changes in the price level.

43. Boss Tweed and his New York City machine are not infrequently invoked to illustrate
the extent of corruption in the late nineteenth-century United States. It is not clear how rep-
resentative they were of the country overall, but the histories are rather convincing about how
poor public governance in New York City was under the Tammany Democrats. How does
Tammany fare under our gauge? Although the complex accounts make it difficult to compute
a precise cost overrun ratio, it seems that the amounts paid out for the construction of the
famed New York County Courthouse (“the House that Tweed built”) were more than forty
times the amount forecast at the time of the original authorization (which took place before
the Tweed Ring was formed). In contrast, the generally comparable courthouse (as regards
size and accoutrements) built at about the same time in neighboring Brooklyn (Kings
County) had a cost overrun of only about 40 percent and was built at less than 10 percent of
the cost of the one in New York. See New York Times (1871) and Callow (1966).



era, in particular, without acknowledging either that the processes of vet-
ting these public works projects were badly flawed (if not dishonest) or that
oversight by the public authorities was so poor as to permit grossly ineffi-
cient use or private extraction of public resources.44 The source of this con-
temporary institutional failure is not easily identified, but cost overrun ra-
tios during the late twentieth century that seem routinely very high by early
nineteenth-century standards imply that public officials (or the taxpaying
electorate) have lost control. What the basis is for the relatively good per-
formance of the public sector during the antebellum period is likewise un-
clear.

There are a myriad of possible explanations, ranging from the virtues of
democracy and high rates of participation in civic affairs to the natural
constraints on corruption and gross incompetence that come along with
relatively low per capita incomes and small enterprises (as well as a small
government sector). We are as yet unable to distinguish between them, and
the absence of information on the social returns to different public works
is another reason why our assessment must be considered tentative, but
the evidence on cost overruns does seem consistent with de Tocqueville’s
(1961) conception that democracy in America meant good governance.

3.4 Conclusion

The Erie Canal was, for its time, a mammoth public works project un-
dertaken largely because the scope of the investment was beyond what a
private firm could manage. As with most public works, there were ample
opportunities for public officials to realize private gains from the effort,
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44. Among the scholars who have examined cost overruns on recent public works and
other large investment projects, there are two schools of thought about the principal causes
and the source of the evident trend toward proportionally higher cost overruns. One school
emphasizes how forecasts of costs are deliberately underestimated so as to increase the prob-
ability of project approval. The notion seems to be that public authorities are less transparent
or less able to monitor themselves than they were previously, perhaps because there are a
greater number of organized interests that stand to benefit from a project approval and aid
public officials in preparing deceptive cost estimates. For examples of those who hold this
view, see Flyvbjerg, Bruzelius, and Rothengatter (2003) and Altshuler and Luberoff (2003).
The latter (p. 246) quote Martin Wachs, “one of the nation’s most thoughtful and balanced
observers of urban transportation policymaking”: “I have interviewed public officials, con-
sultants, and planners who have been involved [in transit project cost and ridership forecast-
ing] and I am absolutely convinced that the cost overruns and patronage overestimates were
not the result of technical errors, honest mistakes, or inadequate methods. In case after case,
planners, engineers, and economists have told me that they had to ‘revise’ their forecasts
many times because they failed to satisfy their superiors. The forecasts had to be ‘cooked’ in
order to produce numbers that were dramatic enough to gain federal support for projects
whether or not they could be fully justified on technical grounds.” Also see Wachs (1989). Al-
though acknowledging that the much worse performance of public projects was telling, Mer-
row (1988) argues that changes in the regulatory environment and in feasible technology have
also played an important role in causing cost overruns. For discussion of U.S. highway policy,
see Burch (1962).



and many did. On the whole, however, the construction of the Erie (and the
companion Champlain Canal) appears to have been well conceived and
executed; it not only paid off more than its construction costs through tolls,
but it also generated substantial welfare improvements for the residents of
New York in the form of producer and consumer surplus and a wide range
of positive externalities. Although there was obviously some fraud and
mismanagement, the public authorities carried out the work at costs rela-
tively close (by the standards of public projects) to those projected at the
point of authorization. The experience of the Erie provides something of a
model of what a public works project could feasibly be.

The problems arose after the completion of the Erie, and out of a com-
mon reaction to emulate success. Noting how the areas along the route of
the Erie had grown quite prosperous, many other parts of New York
wanted their own transportation improvements. The legislature approved
some of the proposals, and committed to building some canals that may
have been beneficial to those counties that were served but whose costs
were at least partially borne by taxpayers elsewhere (as toll revenue was
insufficient). The consequences of inadequate attention to the amount
of traffic that would be procured were compounded by the oversupply of
transportation lines as both new waterways and railroads proliferated, and
by the impact of a severe and prolonged economic contraction that began
in 1837. How much of the misallocation of public funds to such projects
should be attributed to corruption or poor governance can be debated, as
private agents too often make similar miscalculations in their estimation of
the probability of duplicating the success of innovative investments (and
did so during this era in buying some of the canal bonds), but matters were
made worse by the evident deterioration in cost controls. The resources de-
voted to the post-Erie projects (both new canals and the enlargement and
improvement of the Erie) mushroomed, with the ultimate costs far exceed-
ing those originally budgeted for.

In an effort to try to place this episode in a broader perspective, we have
computed the ratio of actual expenditures on construction relative to the
estimated costs at the time of authorization for the Erie Canal, for the proj-
ect to enlarge and improve it, and for a range of other public works in the
United States to the present day. It is our contention that this measure, al-
beit quite narrow in focus, is informative about the quality of governance
of public resources. In general, we expect the ratio to vary positively with
the lack of transparency exhibited by public authorities as well as with their
level of tolerance of incompetence or other cost-inflating practices mani-
fested in the use of public resources. We highlight how, by this standard,
the governance of public resources during the canal era of the early nine-
teenth century stands up well in comparison with what we have seen since.
Indeed, the cost overrun ratios have risen sharply over the last half-century,
coinciding with both a marked increase in the relative size of the govern-
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ment sector and sustained economic growth. These patterns reveal, in our
view, how little scholars and policymakers understand about how the type,
prevalence, and effects of corruption vary across different contexts, and
how important it is that better measures and other means of systematically
studying the phenomenon be developed.
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The promoters . . . had their reasons for celebration. . . .
[T]hey had set up the Crédit Mobilier, into whose chest the
gains from contracts for the whole Union Pacific building had
flowed. . . . The proceeds from government bonds, security
sales, and sales of lands and town sites had all been swallowed
up in the mounting costs of building or in other ways. For this
work the directors of the Union Pacific had ingeniously con-
tracted with themselves at prices which rose from $80,000 to
$90,000 and $96,000 a mile, twice the maximum estimates of
engineers. . . . Hence the jubilation of the Union Pacific ring.
For what profits could they have awaited, if they had confined
themselves purely to trafficking in freight or passengers
through the empty prairies?
—Matthew Josephson (1934, p. 92)
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4.1 Introduction

The Crédit Mobilier manipulation was a spectacular scandal. Directors
of the Union Pacific Railroad had organized their own construction com-
pany and had awarded themselves contracts to build the transcontinental
line. Although historians have long debated whether this arrangement
yielded participants an exorbitant rate of return,1 there is no doubt con-
temporaries thought it did. Even so, what made headlines was less this
siphoning off of profits than the involvement of the federal government,
which had granted the Union Pacific extensive tracts of public lands and
also loans to finance construction. According to charges in the news-
papers, the “railroad ring” had handed out shares in Crédit Mobilier to
influential congressmen, buying political influence in order to forestall
inconvenient scrutiny as well as to secure additional federal largesse
(Josephson 1934; Bain 1999).2

The hoopla that surrounded these revelations of bribery has obscured
for modern observers the extent to which conflicts of interest, like those at
the heart of the Crédit Mobilier scandal, were endemic to corporations at
the time. Although cases rarely made headlines unless they involved com-
panies, such as major railroad or telegraph lines, that were important to the
public welfare,3 the legal record from the late nineteenth and early twenti-
eth centuries suggests that directors of corporations large and small fre-
quently negotiated contracts with other companies in which they had a
financial interest,4 elected themselves to corporate offices at lucrative
salaries that they themselves set,5 arranged mergers that earned themselves
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1. Compare, for example, the accounts in Josephson (1934) and Bain (1999) with those of
Kirkland (1961) and Summers (1993).

2. Intriguingly, details of the Crédit Mobilier manipulation had been reported in the press
since at least 1869, but attracted little attention until the New York Sun, which opposed the
reelection of President Ulysses S. Grant, broke the bribery story in September, 1872 (Bain
1999, pp. 599–600, 602, 627–28, 676).

3. Examples include “The Telegraph Combination,” New York Times, August 22, 1877,
p. 8; “More Trouble for Gould: Metropolitan Stockholders to Have an Inning,” New York
Times, November 5, 1882, p. 7; “He Shot Me Like a Dog,” New York Times, December 29,
1883, p. 4; “Accused of Conspiracy: A Blow at Jay Gould and his Friends,” New York Times,
March 3, 1885, p. 2; “The Pennsylvania Interested: The Fight for the Cincinnati, Hamilton
and Dayton,” New York Times, May 3, 1885, p. 2.

4. For examples of cases involving such contracts, see Smith v. Poor, 40 Me. 415 (1855);
March v. Eastern Railroad, 40 N.H. 548 (1860); Flint and Pere Marquette Railway v. Dewey, 14
Mich. 477 (1866); Ashhurst’s Appeal, 60 Pa. 290 (1869); Brewer v. Boston Theatre, 104 Mass.
378 (1870); Faulds v. Yates, 57 Ill. 416 (1870); European and North American Railway Co. v.
Poor, 59 Me. 277 (1871); Kelly v. Newburyport and Amesbury Horse Railroad, 141 Mass. 496
(1886); Warren v. Para Rubber Shoe Co., 166 Mass. 97 (1896); and Burden v. Burden, 159 N.Y.
287 (1899). See also the much more extensive list of cases in Marsh (1966) and Mark (2003).

5. For examples of cases involving charges of excessive compensation, see Dunphy v. Trav-
eller Newspaper Association, 146 Mass. 495 (1888); Brown v. De Young, 167 Ill. 549 (1897); Von
Arnim v. American Tube Works, 188 Mass. 515 (1905); Abbott v. Harbeson Textile Co., 147
N.Y.S. 1031 (1914); Cole v. Wells, 224 Mass. 504 (1916); Almy v. Almy, Bigelow & Washburn,
235 Mass. 227 (1920).



impressive capital gains while leaving other shareholders in the lurch,6 and
engaged in a wide variety of other actions from which they benefited at the
expense of their associates. Examples included lending themselves corpo-
rate funds, issuing themselves additional shares of stock, and settling law-
suits against their companies that they had helped to bring in the first
place.7

Following the conventions of this volume, we label this behavior fraud
rather than corruption because it did not involve the use of government re-
sources for private gain. Nonetheless, we would like to emphasize that, in
the case of corporations, such a distinction would not have made much
sense prior to the 1850s. Indeed, at the beginning of the nineteenth century,
corporations were still regarded as quasi-governmental institutions. Busi-
nesspeople who wanted to form them had to seek special permission from
the state, which tended only to be granted for projects deemed to be in the
public interest, and many corporations obtained part of their capital stock
from state treasuries. As the utility of the corporate form for ordinary busi-
ness purposes became increasingly apparent, however, pressure mounted
on legislatures to make the form more widely available—to prevent a fa-
vored few from engrossing its benefits. State governments responded to
these political pressures first by making it easier to secure a special charter,
and then (around the middle of the nineteenth century) by passing general
incorporation laws that routinized the whole process, enabling anyone who
so desired to form a corporation by fulfilling some standard requirements,
filing a form, and paying a fee. In the process, the corporation lost its public
character and came to be thought of as a wholly private institution (Hurst
1970; Maier 1993; Bloch and Lamoreaux 2004; Wallis 2005).

Despite this privatization, fraudulent extractive behavior by control-
ling shareholders in corporations potentially undermined the security of
investors’ property rights in much the same way as did corrupt extractive
behavior by government officials. Like citizens, moreover, minority share-
holders had only limited ability to protect themselves against abuse. Stan-
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6. For examples of cases involving such charges, see Peabody v. Flint, 88 Mass. 52 (1863);
Converse v. United Shoe Machinery, 185 Mass. 422 (1914); and Bonner v. Chapin National
Bank, 251 Mass. 401 (1925). For a more extensive list of cases, see Carney (1980). These kinds
of manipulations were more likely to make the newspapers, as, for example, when the direc-
tors and controlling shareholders of the Brush Electric Company of Cleveland, Ohio,
arranged to sell their stockholdings to businessmen who controlled the Thomson-Houston
Electric Company for $75 a share. The par value of the stock was $50, and its market price
was estimated at that time to be $35. Minority shareholders were outraged that they were not
included in the deal. New York Times, January 21, 1890, p. 1.

7. For examples of cases involving such charges, see Hersey v. Veazie, 24 Me. 9 (1844);
Smith v. Hurd, 53 Mass. 371 (1847); Abbott v. Merriam, 62 Mass. 588 (1851); Leslie v. Loril-
lard, 110 N.Y. 519 (1888); Continental Securities v. Belmont, 133 N.Y.S. 560 (1912); Dunlay v.
Avenue M Garage & Repair Co., 253 N.Y. 274 (1930). A less venal example involved Col. El-
liott F. Shepard, who bought control of the Fifth-Avenue Transportation Company for reli-
gious reasons in order to stop the running of stages on Sundays, evoking protests from mi-
nority shareholders who objected to the loss of revenues. New York Times, May 10, 1888, p. 5.



dard corporate governance rules based on the principle of one vote per
share meant that shareholders who possessed enough stock to decide elec-
tions were effectively dictators.8 If the majority pursued policies that mem-
bers of the minority thought were wrongheaded or detrimental to their
interests, there was little that the latter could do. Minority shareholders
could not make the majority change their policies. Nor could they force a
dissolution of the enterprise. Nor could they easily exit by selling their eq-
uity. In the case of publicly traded firms, they would only be able to sell off
their holdings at a price discounted to reflect the majority’s behavior; in the
case of closely held corporations, often the only buyers for their shares
were the same majority shareholders with whom they were in conflict.9

The intriguing puzzle is that, despite these problems, businesspeople
kept forming corporations and minority shareholders kept investing in
them. George Heberton Evans, Jr., has counted the number of corporate
charters granted in a sample of key states and found a steady rise between
the Civil War and the Great Depression. Indeed, the increase was so steep
that Evans’s index of incorporations (1925 � 100) had a value of only
about 5 in 1870. In Ohio, for example, the number of charters increased
from an average of 305 per year during the 1870s to 1,166 per year from
1895 to 1904, to 4,047 per year during the 1920s.10 Although the growth
was most rapid in the smallest size categories of firms, investors were in-
creasingly willing to risk their savings in large corporations as well. As
early as the 1870s, the authorized capital of new Ohio corporations valued
at over $1 million averaged $37.6 million per year. The Ohio figures for
later decades are not as informative because large corporations were in-
creasingly choosing to organize first in New Jersey and then in Delaware.
In New Jersey, the authorized capital of firms valued at over $1 million av-
eraged $928.4 million per year from 1895 to 1904, and in Delaware, the
comparable annual average was $18,814.2 million by the 1920s (Evans
1948, appendix 3). Moreover, as Mary O’Sullivan has shown, relative to
gross domestic product (GDP) the value of new corporate equity issues on
the New York Stock Exchange rose between the late nineteenth and early
twentieth centuries to levels that, even without the boom years of the late
1920s, were higher than those in the second half of the twentieth century,
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8. For a more extensive discussion of the importance of these rules, see Lamoreaux and
Rosenthal (2005) and Lamoreaux (2004), which show that the courts made it difficult for firms
in the United States to adopt nonstandard governance rules. For a comparison of voting rules
in U.S. corporations with those in corporations in other countries, see Dunlavy (2004).

9. By the mid-twentieth century, it was becoming increasingly common for shareholders
to protect themselves with buyout agreements. Even this remedy could be ineffective, how-
ever, if the majority prevented the corporation from accumulating the necessary surplus or
manipulated the book value of the enterprise. It could also impose a costly burden on the firm
(Hornstein 1950; Hillman 1982).

10. The trend seems to have been unaffected by the imposition of the income tax in 1916,
which subjected investors in corporations to double taxation.



when the Securities and Exchange Commission protected investors in pub-
licly traded corporations (O’Sullivan 2004).

The sheer magnitude of these numbers would seem to indicate that fear
of expropriation did not significantly deter investment in corporations dur-
ing this period. These numbers are not the whole story, however, for large
numbers of partnerships were also formed during these years. Reliable data
are not available until 1900, when the Census of Manufacturers reported
information on organizational form, but at that time, 67 percent of all U.S.
manufacturing establishments owned by more than one person were or-
ganized as partnerships and only 29 percent as corporations, with the re-
maining 4 percent consisting mainly of cooperatives (U.S. Census Office
1902, p. 503).11 Although partnerships on average were significantly
smaller than corporations (the census valued the total product of partner-
ships at $2.57 billion, as opposed to $7.73 billion for corporations), their
numerical dominance is highly suggestive. The literature has generally
treated partnerships as an inferior organizational form, one that mainly
had utility for law firms and other similar businesses that depended on spe-
cialized human capital for their success (Alchian and Demsetz 1972; Gil-
son and Mnookin 1985; Grossman and Hart 1986; Hart 1995; Cai 2003;
Blair 2003; Rebitzer and Taylor 2004).12 The high proportion of partner-
ships in the manufacturing sector raises the question of whether business-
people were deliberately choosing a suboptimal form in order to avoid the
governance problems associated with corporations.

We address this question by exploring the decision to organize a new
firm as a corporation or a partnership. In sections 4.2 and 4.3, we show that
the legal rules governing these two forms meant that each alternative was
subject to a different organizational problem. In the case of partnerships,
the ability of any member of the firm to force a dissolution meant that part-
ners were potentially subject to disruption. In the case of corporations, the
power that controlling shareholders possessed to make decisions unilater-
ally meant that they could capture more than their fair share of the enter-
prise’s returns. We develop a simple model of these alternative problems
and show that the willingness of investors to participate in corporations, as
opposed to partnerships, was affected by the extent to which their returns
could be expropriated by controlling shareholders. We also show that in-
vestors’ willingness to join a partnership, rather than not participating in
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11. Economy-wide counts are not available until after 1916, when the Internal Revenue
Service began to collect the income tax. In 1920, there were approximately 314,000 corpora-
tions in the United States, compared to about 241,000 partnerships, but it is likely that these
figures greatly understate the total number of partnerships because all corporations, however
small or unprofitable, were required to file tax returns, whereas partnerships only had to file
if their income exceeded the threshold for the tax (U.S. Internal Revenue Service 1922, pp.
8–10).

12. For a rare contrary example of an article arguing for the superiority of partnerships
over corporations, see Ribstein (2005).



the enterprise at all, was a function of the probability that a dispute among
the partners would lead to a premature dissolution of the firm.

In section 4.4 we explore the limits that the legal system placed on the
share of profits that controlling shareholders could engross. We find that,
if anything, these restraints became laxer over the course of our period.
Nonetheless, we argue, this change probably had little adverse effect on the
pace of economic growth. The implication of our model is that organiza-
tional problems would only dissuade investors from putting their funds in
firms whose expected returns were low. Because there was an abundance of
good, highly profitable projects in the United States during the late nine-
teenth and early twentieth centuries, investors willingly participated in the
formation of large numbers of new enterprises, including an increasing
number of corporations.

4.2 Partnerships and the Problem of Untimely Dissolution

Under Anglo-American common law, partnerships were not legal per-
sons and thus had no existence or identity that was independent of the
specific individuals who formed them. Each partner possessed full own-
ership rights and, without consulting the other partners, could enter into
contracts that were binding on the firm so long as those contracts were
within the scope of the firm’s normal business activities. Not only was this
right to act unilaterally in and of itself a potential source of conflict within
the firm, but it also meant that partners (all of whom were unlimitedly li-
able for the firm’s debts) faced obligations that were beyond their control
or perhaps even beyond their knowledge. Because businesspeople hesi-
tated to enter into such relationships unless they could extricate them-
selves when their partners proved untrustworthy, partnerships typically
existed “at will.” That is, any member of the firm could force a dissolution
simply by deciding that he or she no longer wanted to be part of the en-
terprise.13

As a result, partnerships potentially suffered from what we call the prob-
lem of untimely dissolution. Because each partner had full ownership
rights and could act without consulting the others, there was a high prob-
ability that disagreements would arise that might induce one member of
the firm to dissolve the enterprise. Such disagreements were potentially
costly. At the very least, they might disrupt the functioning of what other-
wise had been a profitable enterprise. More ominously, they might require
the liquidation of firm-specific assets at prices below their value had the
enterprise been able to continue. Because dissolution was so potentially
costly, the at-will character of partnerships also created opportunities for
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13. There are a number of treatises detailing the law of partnership during this period, but
see especially Story (1859) and Gillmore (1911). 



holdup. That is, a partner could attempt to extract a greater share of the
firm’s revenue just by threatening dissolution.14

Although partners could in theory contract around this problem by stip-
ulating that the firm continue for a fixed period time, there was consider-
able uncertainty in the late nineteenth century about whether the courts
would enforce such agreements (Gilmore 1911, pp. 571–73). For example,
some courts refused to allow dissolution if the complaining party was the
source of the dissension. In the words of an Illinois justice, “it would be in-
equitable to allow [such a person] advantage from his own wrongful acts,”
especially because “the results flowing from the premature dissolution of
a partnership might be most disastrous to a partner who had embarked
his capital in the enterprise” and who had been innocent of any “wrongful
act or omission of duty” (Gerard v. Gateau, 84 Ill. 121 [1876]). Similarly, in
Hannaman v. Karrick, a Utah justice insisted that a partner should not be
“allowed to ruin the business of the firm from mere caprice, or of his own
volition, without cause, and in violation of his agreement, and sacrifice the
entire object of the partnership” (9 Utah 236 [1893]).

Other courts, however, refused to enforce the continuation of a partner-
ship on the grounds that “it is a rule in equity that the court will not decree
a specific performance where it has no power to enforce the decree”
(Mechem 1920, pp. 196–98). As the Connecticut Supreme Court of Errors
declared in Morris v. Peckham (51 Conn. 128 at 133 [1883]), “partnership
articles will not be enforced . . . even where a time is fixed” because it was
beyond the bench’s power to ensure that all members of a firm performed
their duties on an ongoing basis.15 Moreover, many judges thought that it
made little sense to force a partner to continue the association against his
or her will because “no partnership can efficiently or beneficially carry on
its business without the mutual confidence and co-operation of all the
partners” (Karrick v. Hannaman, 168 U.S. 328 at 336 [1897]). Indeed, some
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14. To give an early example, E. I. Dupont’s partner, Peter Bauduy, attempted to boost his
share of the firm’s income by demanding to count as part of his contribution to capital a note
he had endorsed for the benefit of the enterprise. Bauduy threatened dissolution and “could
not be pacified” except by a new contract in which he “exacted from the concern some extra
compensation and advantages.” See “Answer of Eleuthere Irénée Dupont made in his own
name as well as in behalf of Mess. E. I. Dupont de Nemours & Co. to the bill filed in chancery
by Peter Bauduy against him and the said concern,” 1817, Special Papers, Bauduy Lawsuit
(Part I) (1805–1828), Longwood Mss., Box 45, Accession Group 5, E. I. du Pont de Nemours
& Co., Series C, Hagley Library Manuscript Collections, Wilmington, Del.

For a more general discussion of holdup in partnerships, see Bodenhorn (2002). Boden-
horn argues that individuals mitigated this problem by selecting as partners individuals of
similar age, productivity, and capital. We do not deny that businesspeople adopted a variety
of strategies to reduce the likelihood of holdup, but the large number of dissolution suits in
the legal record and the short life span of most partnerships suggests that the problem of un-
timely dissolution was very real.

15. In this particular case the duration of the contract at stake was not clear, but the judge
declared the principle in the broadest possible terms. See also Buck v. Smith, 29 Mich. 166
(1874).



courts worried that restrictions on dissolution might themselves be perni-
cious and went so far as to declare that the right to dissolve a partnership
at will could not be contracted away. Quoting an early New York decision,
for example, the Michigan Supreme Court asserted that “there can be no
such thing as an indissoluble partnership.” To rule otherwise would be to
expose a member of the firm to the opportunism of his or her associates.
“The power given by one partner to another to make joint contracts for
them both is not only a revocable power, but a man can do no act to divest
himself of the capacity to revoke it” (Solomon v. Kirkwood, 55 Mich. 256
[1884], citing Skinner v. Dayton, 19 Johns. 513 [N.Y. 1822]).

The remedy that courts promoting this view offered to partners who had
been victimized by threats of untimely dissolution was to sue for breach of
contract rather than force a continuation of the firm. A partnership agree-
ment was thus to be treated like any other contract: it could “be broken at
pleasure, subject however to responsibility in damages” (Solomon v. Kirk-
wood, 55 Mich. 256 at 260 [1884]). Objecting to this position, the Utah
court complained that such a remedy could never provide “complete jus-
tice” to the aggrieved party, for not only was “this mode of redress . . . usu-
ally slow and unsatisfactory,” but the resulting “damages, in many cases,
must necessarily prove to be utterly inadequate to compensate for the de-
struction of a profitable and growing business” (Hannaman v. Karrick, 9
Utah 236 at 241–42 [1893]).16 Although this criticism had considerable
merit, it did not carry the day. Indeed, it was the contrary view—that the
only difference “so far as concerns the right of dissolution by one partner”
between partnerships at will and those for specified terms was that “in the
former case, the dissolution is no breach of the partnership agreement, and
affords the other partner no ground of complaint,” whereas in the latter
“such a dissolution before the expiration of the time stipulated is a breach
of the agreement, and as such to be compensated in damages” (Karrick v.
Hannaman, 168 U.S. 328 [1897])17—that came to dominate and was en-
shrined in the Uniform Partnership Act (UPA) in the second decade of the
twentieth century (Richards 1921).

The net effect of the enactment of UPA was to establish with greater cer-
tainty the principle that all partnerships, even those established for a fixed
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16. Although in principle the injured party would be compensated forgone profits (see
cases ranging from Bagley v. Smith, 10 N.Y. 489 [1853], to Zimmerman v. Harding, 227 U.S.
489 [1913]), the courts were necessarily conservative in estimating uncertain future profits
(Ramsay v. Meade, 37 Colo. 465 [1906]).

17. Although partnerships were normally matters of state rather than federal law, this case
had been appealed to the U.S. Supreme Court when Utah was still a territory under federal
authority. In such matters, unlike constitutional issues, the Supreme Court did not make law
for the nation, but the decision of such a prestigious court carried enormous weight. Justice
Horace Gray’s opinion in the case is particularly interesting because he went out of his way
to criticize the Utah judge’s view of partnerships, even though he admitted that it was not nec-
essary for the adjudication of the appeal for him “to express an opinion upon this point.”



term, were dissolvable at will. By defining some attempts to end partner-
ships prematurely as illegitimate breaches of contract punishable by an
award of damages, the new legal rules did put limits on partners’ ability to
increase their wealth by holding each other up. Short of a systematic study
of damage awards at the lower-court level, there is no way of knowing ex-
actly what these limits were in actual practice or whether they had a signif-
icant effect on partners’ behavior. We do know, however, that to the extent
that a partner was able to make the case that another member of the firm
was at fault or that general dissension among the partners made continued
operation impossible, she or he would be able to escape damages entirely.
Even courts that had been reluctant to dissolve partnerships before the ex-
piration of their terms consistently asserted this rule. Hence the Utah judge
in Hannaman v. Karrick admitted that “where there is such a breach be-
tween the partners as to render continuance impossible, or when dissen-
sion has dispelled the hopes, prospects, and advantages which induced its
formation, or if for any just cause the partnership ought to be dissolved be-
fore the expiration of the term, then a court of equity is competent to grant
relief” (9 Utah 236 [1893]). Similarly, the Illinois judge acknowledged in
Gerard v. Gateau “that such embittered relations may exist as would render
it impracticable to conduct the business, and justify a decree dissolving the
partnership, admits of no discussion, on principle as well as upon author-
ity” (84 Ill. 121 [1876]). Serious dissension among partners was, and always
had been, grounds for dissolving a firm.

4.2.1 A Simple Model of Partnerships

In order to obtain a better understanding of the consequences of the at-
will character of partnerships for businesspeople’s willingness to partici-
pate in otherwise profitable enterprises, we model the partnership form of
organization as suffering from the probability that a disagreement or
holdup attempt among the partners would lead to an untimely dissolution
of the firm. Imagine a firm whose total return per unit of capital is R, where
R � 1 � r, the market rate of interest. We assume there is no asymmetric
information. We also assume that a firm consists only of an entrepreneur
and an investor, each of whom contributes capital (K � KE � KI ). We re-
lax this last assumption later on in order to consider explicitly the case
where large-scale enterprises must raise capital from a greater number of
investors.

If the firm is organized as a partnership, the two participants face costs
associated with the probability that an otherwise successful enterprise will
be forced to dissolve. We take this probability (d ) to be given exogenously
for each firm by the prevailing legal rules and by the existence of social in-
stitutions, such as the family or the community, that help govern relations
among partners. If the firm is forced to dissolve, we assume that it must sell
its assets on the cheap and that the return to the firm will be �R. We assume
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further that � is less than 1 and that it is the same for all firms. That is, in or-
der to keep the analysis simple, we assume that firms differ only in the mag-
nitude of the profits they can earn and in their dissolution probabilities. If
the firm is organized as a partnership, then, its return on capital, RP , is

RP � (1 � d )R � d�R.

Both the entrepreneur and the investor earn the same return as the firm.
(RPE � RPI � RP , where RPE and RPI are the returns to the entrepreneur and
to the investor respectively.) Both, therefore, face the same participation
constraint. That is, they will participate in the enterprise only if they expect
to be able to earn at least as much as they could in the market—that is, 
1 � r:

RPE � RPI � (1 � d )R � d�R � 1 � r

The implications of these participation constraints are apparent if we take
� and r as given. As figure 4.1 illustrates, for each R there is a unique d∗
(represented by the top upward-sloping curve) above which no partner-
ships will be formed.

As this analysis suggests, the partnership form is socially inefficient be-
cause the expected return that a firm can earn if it organizes as a partner-
ship is below the return that could be earned if there were no problem of
untimely dissolution. Because of this organizational cost, if the partner-
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Fig. 4.1 How profit rates and the probability of withdrawal affect whether partner-
ships will form
Note: The probability of dissolution is 1 – (1 – d )n, where d is the individual probability of
withdrawal and n is the number of partners. The values of R are illustrative only. Once R �
(1 � r)/�, partnerships are feasible irrespective of the number of partners. In our example 
(1 � r)/� � 1.47.



ship were the only available form that businesspeople could choose, many
firms that would be socially valuable would not form. The situation, more-
over, is even worse if we relax our assumption that the firm consists of only
two partners. If we assume that each member of the firm has an indepen-
dent probability (d ) of forcing a dissolution, then the probability that no
dispute will occur is (1 – d )n, and the probability of untimely dissolution,
D, equals 1 – (1 – d )n, where n is the number of partners. As figure 4.1 shows,
the more partners there are, the more likely it is that profitable business
opportunities will go unrealized. By extension, projects that require large
amounts of capital, and thus many investors, are unlikely to be undertaken
as partnerships.

4.3 Corporations and the Problem of Minority Oppression

This unsatisfactory situation captures the essential details of the U.S.
business environment in the early nineteenth century. By mid-century,
however, most states had responded to the problem of untimely dissolution
in partnerships by providing businesspeople with an alternative organiza-
tional form: the corporation. Unlike partnerships, corporations were by
definition legal persons whose existence was in no way dependent on the
ongoing participation of the people who founded them. Indeed, the iden-
tity of each and every one of a corporation’s members could change with-
out affecting the continuance of the enterprise (Freund 1896).18

Corporations solved the problem of disagreements among members of
the firm by making the controlling shareholders effectively dictators. But
this solution itself was potentially a source of problems. Because the only
members of a corporation who could make decisions were officers who had
been duly elected by the shareholders, any coalition that determined the
election of officers also controlled the firm. This coalition could then use
its power to benefit its members at the expense of other shareholders. Al-
though the latter were only limitedly liable for the enterprise’s debts and
thus, in most cases, stood to lose no more than their investments, they had
no means of preventing the controlling shareholders from expropriating
some of their share of the returns.19
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18. Of course, if an associate who had critical human capital withdrew, the business might
be more likely to fail. Hence, corporations too were potentially subject to holdup. But we as-
sume that this problem was small for corporations compared to partnerships and ignore it in
our subsequent analysis.

19. We should point out that we are less concerned here with the specific legal forms that
firms took than with the trade-off between these two transaction costs—untimely dissolution
and minority oppression. We do not wish to deny that special types of partnerships did
emerge (and were recognized by the courts) that had many features of corporations. Joint-
stock companies are the most important example. But because the joint-stock company had
disadvantages—for example, it was difficult to secure full limited liability—it was relatively
rarely used once the corporate form became readily available. Similarly, businesspeople in the



We conceive of this problem of minority oppression as the main cost as-
sociated with the corporate form. Whereas we modeled the return to an in-
vestor in a partnership as a function of the profitability of the enterprise
and the probability of untimely dissolution, we model the return to an in-
vestor in a corporation as a function of the profitability of the enterprise
and the extent of these private benefits of control. Before we describe the
two alternatives more formally, we offer a historical example as evidence
that our stylized version of these two organizational forms captures the
way both businesspeople and the courts thought about the choice between
partnerships and corporations: the case of Burden v. Burden, decided by the
New York Court of Appeals in 1899 (159 N.Y. 287).

The disputants in the case were brothers who had inherited an iron fac-
tory from their father in 1871. The brothers operated the business as a part-
nership for the next ten years but increasingly disagreed about its manage-
ment until, by 1881, their relationship had deteriorated to the point where,
in the words of the court, they “ceased to hold any personal conversation
with each other and discussed their grievances in written communications
only” (159 N.Y. 287 at 295). Finally, James A. Burden, the brother who had
been trained as an ironmaster, decided that he could no longer bear the
conflict and determined to force either a dissolution of the firm and a divi-
sion of the property or the reorganization of the firm as a corporation that
he would control. His brother, I. Townsend Burden, reluctantly agreed to
the latter option, and the business was incorporated as the Burden Iron
Company. James held 1,000 shares in the new concern and Townsend, 998.
The remaining two shares went to James’s associate, John L. Arts, who
held a managerial position in the enterprise. In other words, in order to
avoid the costs of dissolving a profitable enterprise, Townsend consented
to become a minority shareholder in a corporation controlled by his
brother. Although he continued to receive half of the profits that the firm
paid out in dividends, he was completely frozen out of the management.

Townsend brooded over this outcome for three and a half years and then
sued in equity, complaining that his lack of influence in the company had
enabled his brother and Arts to run it in a way that was detrimental to his
interests. In particular, he charged that “James and Arts [had] combined
and conspired together, in violation of their duties as trustees, to the great
damage of the Burden Iron Company, and to build up and sustain their
own private interests” (159 N.Y. 287 at 306). Both the trial court and the
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United States had the option of organizing their firms as limited partnerships, but the legis-
lation regulating this option was so restrictive, and the courts so strict in their interpretation,
that few were formed. Because the overwhelming majority of businesses in the United States
organized either as ordinary partnerships or as corporations, it is this choice that we model.
See Lamoreaux and Rosenthal (2005). For an extended discussion of the inadequacies of
joint-stock companies and other variants of partnerships relative to corporations in Britain
in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries, see Harris (2000). For a similar analysis
of the U.S. case up to the 1920s, see Warren (1929). See also Blair (2003).



appeals court were unsympathetic. Writing for the latter, Justice Bartlett
acknowledged that “the plaintiff is doubtless quite right when he insists
that he has been ignored in the management of the Burden Iron Company,
and has no control, save to vote his stock, over properties of great value in
which his interest is nearly one-half.” But, he pointed out, Townsend “ap-
parently fails to appreciate that his troubles are inherent in the situation.”
He had voluntarily agreed to give his brother control in order to prevent the
untimely dissolution of an enterprise that was profiting them both. Gener-
alizing from Townsend’s situation, Bartlett explained that “the plaintiff is
in the position of all minority stockholders, who cannot interfere with the
management of the corporation so long as the trustees are acting honestly
and within their discretionary powers.” The plaintiff, he declared, “must
submit” (159 N.Y. 287 at 308).

4.3.1 Modeling the Choice between Partnerships and Corporations

Given these starkly posed differences between partnerships and corpo-
rations, we return to our basic two-person model and make several addi-
tional assumptions. First, because it now matters who owns the largest
share of the firm’s equity, we assume that the entrepreneur owns more and
has control of the firm—that is,

K � KE � KI and KE � KI .

Second, we assume that the entrepreneur’s control allows her to steal some
fraction (�) of the firm’s profits, where the magnitude of � is exogenously
determined, in large measure by the legal system (which defines the bound-
ary at which “private benefits of control” become fraud), but also by social
institutions, such as the family or the community, that help govern rela-
tions among members of the firm. Finally, we assume that stealing affects
only the distribution and not the level of the firm’s profits, so that the re-
turn to a corporation is same as the return to the firm, which is greater than
the return to a partnership.

RC � R � RP

Under these assumptions, so long as she can earn at least 1 � r, the en-
trepreneur will always want to organize the firm and always as a corpora-
tion, because the return to a corporation is higher than that to a partner-
ship and because her ability to steal earns the entrepreneur even more. The
investor, however, will only be willing to invest in a corporation under the
following conditions:

RCI � R(1 � �) � 1 � r

Taking �, �, and r as fixed, then this participation constraint implies there
is a unique R∗ such that investors will only participate in corporations if 
R � (1 � r)/(1 – �) � R∗.
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If R � R∗, then firms will only form if they can be organized as partner-
ships. But entrepreneurs and investors will only be willing to organize part-
nerships to exploit otherwise attractive opportunities if the probability of
untimely dissolution is not too high. That is,

RP � (1 � d )R � d�R � 1 � r.

If R � R∗, then corporations will be organized if the entrepreneur has
the power to choose the form of organization, but for some range of R there
will be a conflict between the preferences of the investor and those of the
entrepreneur. Investors will prefer to organize the firm as a corporation if
RCI � RPI . That is,

(1 � �)R � [1 � d(1 � �)]R.

In other words, the investor prefers a corporation if

d � 	
1 �

�

�
	 .

The resulting distribution of organizational forms is displayed in figures
4.2 and 4.3. In figure 4.2 we hold � fixed and allow d to vary. The vertical
line indicates R∗, the threshold value of R below which corporations can-
not form, and the upward-sloping line, d∗(R), demarcates the boundary
above which partnerships cannot form. Similarly, in figure 4.3 we fix d and
allow � to vary. In this case, R∗ refers to the threshold value below which
partnerships do not form (variation on the vertical axis does not affect
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Fig. 4.2 The choice of organizational form as a function of the probability of 
dissolution, holding private benefits of control constant
Note: d ∗(R) is the line that separates the “no firms” area from the “partnership” area. The
values of R and d are illustrative only. In this example, R∗ (the expected return needed to form
a corporation) is 1.4.



them), and the upward-sloping line, �∗(R), defines the feasible area for
corporations.

The figures underscore two important implications of our model. First,
in equilibrium there is likely to be a demand for both organizational forms.
Second, some firms do not form simply because of organizational difficul-
ties. If � is big, there will be a large range of firms for which profits are too
low to induce investors to participate in a corporation. Whether or not
these firms form depends on the magnitude of d. Clearly, therefore, it
would be efficient to reduce d and even more salutary to reduce �; in soci-
eties with high transaction costs of these types, improvements in institu-
tions hence can have an important impact on growth. Nonetheless, it
should be noted that the firms that do not form are those with relatively low
returns. For firms with high enough returns, organizational difficulties are
a nuisance but do not affect entry.

4.3.2 Extensions of the Model

In this section, we consider two extensions of the model: the case where
the entrepreneur is poor and so owns less of the firm than the investor; and
the case where there are more than two members of the firm. In an appen-
dix, we consider a third possibility—that equity shares are endogenous
and distinguishable from investment shares. There we consider the pos-
sibility that the entrepreneur could increase her profit by reducing the
investor’s equity stake until his return approached that of the market. We
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Fig. 4.3 The choice of organizational form as a function of the extent of private
benefits of control, holding the probability of dissolution constant
Note: �∗(R) is the line that separates the “no firms” area from the “corporations” area. The
values of R and d are illustrative only. In this example, R∗ (the expected return needed to form
a corporation) is 1.4.



also consider the possibility that the entrepreneur could increase the range
of profits over which the investor was willing to participate in a corpora-
tion by offering him a higher equity stake in order to raise his return. As we
show, the entrepreneur would be constrained in pursuing this second strat-
egy by her need to maintain control. Therefore, the closer her initial share
to 50 percent, and the higher �, the more likely the enterprise would orga-
nize as a partnership.

Suppose that the entrepreneur is the owner of a scarce asset (for ex-
ample, an invention), but that she is poor, so KE � KI . This reversal does
not change the model so far as partnerships are concerned, because for
partnerships the participation constraint is the same for both the entrepre-
neur and the investor and does not depend on their respective ownership
shares. For corporations, however, the change in relative equity stakes
means that the investor will now have control. As a result, the investor’s re-
turn will always be greater than that of the entrepreneur, and it is now the
entrepreneur’s participation constraint that binds. Because the entrepre-
neur’s participation constraint is identical to that of the investor in the
original model, reversing the relative equity stakes of the entrepreneur and
investor does not alter the boundary of the region where corporations are
feasible. It can, however, alter the entrepreneur’s choice of organizational
form when both partnerships and corporations are feasible and dissolu-
tion costs are low. In particular, if the entrepreneur gets to choose the form
of organization and R � R∗ and d 
 �/(1 – �), she will now opt for a part-
nership instead of a corporation. The partnership is less socially efficient
than the corporation, but it is the only way, in the environment that we have
constructed, for the entrepreneur to protect herself from the expropriation
that loss of control entails. The consequence is that she, the investor, and
society will have to bear the costs associated with untimely dissolution in
partnerships.

Suppose now that there are multiple investors in the corporation. If the
entrepreneur retains control (that is, if the entrepreneur owns a majority of
the stock in her own right or is part of a binding coalition that collectively
owns a majority share), then the analysis is the same as in the basic model.
If there is a controlling coalition but the entrepreneur is not a member of
it, then the case is like that of the poor entrepreneur just described (though
as the number of members of the firm grows large, and therefore partner-
ships become comparatively more costly, one would expect the entrepre-
neur instead to insist on membership in the governing coalition). In other
words, the only significant deviation from our model occurs in situations
where there is no predetermined group or individual that has control. We
can conceive of this case theoretically by imagining that every member of
the firm, including the entrepreneur, has an equal chance ex ante of being
part of the governing coalition. Because everyone is equally likely to end
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up in a situation where she or he can extract private benefits of control,
everyone has the same expected return, which is equal to the firm’s return.
This type of corporation would always be chosen over a partnership.

The entrepreneur, however, would always prefer to be sure that she
would be part of a controlling coalition, because in that way she could ob-
tain the private benefits that derive from control. If the relationship be-
tween the entrepreneur and the other members of the coalition was such
that contractual guarantees of the group’s stability were needed, there was
a readily available mechanism in the form of a voting trust. Moreover, there
was little uncertainty about the enforceability of such contracts, because
voting trusts repeatedly were upheld by the courts.20 One might expect,
therefore, to find coalitions formed to control firms wherever profits were
high enough to induce outside investors to participate. Where profits were
too low to attract participation, one would expect the entrepreneur to
forgo her certainty of control rather than form a less efficient partnership.
Such forbearance, however, would only be feasible if there were at least
three principals. If there were just two, one would inevitably have control,
and the only solution to minority oppression would be a partnership.

4.4 Trends in the Limits on Private Benefits of Control

As we have already seen, despite the costs potentially imposed on in-
vestors by majority shareholders’ private benefits of control, increasing
numbers of corporations were formed during the late nineteenth and early
twentieth centuries, and increasing numbers of investors willingly pur-
chased their shares. One possible explanation for these trends is that the
legal system placed additional constraints on the ability of controlling
shareholders to deflect returns in their direction—that is, reduced the mag-
nitude of �. As we shall see, however, the changes that occurred during this
period in the legal rules governing corporations appear to have worked in
the opposite direction.

Just as the courts recognized that there was a problem of holdup in part-
nerships, they understood that minority shareholders in corporations were
vulnerable to exploitation by the majority. But they faced two important
problems that prevented them from offering the former much in the way of
protection. The first was that minority shareholders did not have standing
under the common law to redress their grievances by suing corporate offic-
ers and directors who abused their positions. Corporations were legal per-
sons, and as a result, only they and not their shareholders could initiate
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N.Y. 313 (1918).



legal action.21 Although abusers who were in positions of control were
unlikely to allow themselves to be sued by their corporations, this problem
was relatively easily surmounted by granting minority shareholders the
right under certain circumstances to pursue a case in their own names in a
court of equity, rather than at common law. The key precedent was Robin-
son v. Smith (3 Paige 222 [1832]), in which New York’s chancellor explicitly
extended to business corporations principles of trusteeship that had previ-
ously been used to protect beneficiaries of charitable entities. The chancel-
lor posited that the directors of a corporation were equivalent to trustees
and that the stockholders, having a joint interest in the corporation’s prop-
erty, were “cestui que trusts.” Declaring that equity courts never permit
wrongs “to go unredressed merely for the sake of form,” he indicated that
the stockholders might, after demonstrating that the corporation was con-
trolled by those who were abusing their trust, file a bill in their own names,
“making the corporation a party defendant.”22

The second and more difficult problem that the courts faced was to pro-
tect minority shareholders without undermining the legal differences be-
tween corporations and partnerships—that is, without creating a situation
in which disagreements among members of the firm could disrupt the func-
tioning of corporations as easily as they did partnerships. For this reason,
the courts were very conservative in defining what constituted an abuse of
trust by those in control. For example, they quickly settled on the principle
that shareholders could not sue officers and directors of corporations
simply because they pursued policies that the former thought were wrong-
headed or disadvantageous. Such disagreements were matters of business
judgment and, as such, beyond the purview of the courts. Hence, when
Thomas A. Edison sought to force the Edison United Phonograph Com-
pany to adhere to his own sense of how the business should be conducted
by suing in equity to have the directors removed or, failing in that, to have
the corporation dissolved, the court rebuffed his request: “No rule of law is
better settled than that which declares that, so long as the directors of a
corporation keep within the scope of their powers and act in good faith and
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21. This principle underpinned the decision of Chief Justice John Marshall of the U.S.
Supreme Court in Dartmouth College v. Woodward (17 U.S. 518 [1819]). Massachusetts
Supreme Court Justice Lemuel Shaw explicitly articulated its implications for minority share-
holders in Smith v. Hurd in 1847: “The individual members of the corporation, whether they
should all join, or each severally, have no right or power to intermeddle with the property or
concerns” of the firm. They also have no power to “call any officer, agent or servant to ac-
count.” If there was an injured party, it was the corporation, the legal person whose rights
were at stake, and only the corporation itself could take action to redress the damage (53
Mass. 371 at 384–87). For a similar English case, see Franks, Mayer, and Rossi, forthcoming.

22. For a more complete discussion of this case, as well as the Dartmouth College v. Wood-
ward and Smith v. Hurd decisions, see Bloch and Lamoreaux (2004). That there was a similar
trend in English law can be seen from the cases cited in Robinson v. Smith and also in the later
U.S. Supreme Court decision Dodge v. Woolsey, 59 U.S. 331 (1856).



with honest motives, their acts are not subject to judicial control or revi-
sion” (Edison v. Edison United Phonograph Co., 52 N.J. Eq. 620 [1894]). Un-
less the directors had clearly exceeded their statutory powers, the courts
were unwilling to intervene in the affairs of a solvent corporation without
compelling evidence that those in control had engaged in fraudulent or il-
legal acts that had inflicted serious damage on the corporation or its share-
holders. Moreover, the burden of proof was on the shareholders bringing
the suit. As the Massachusetts Supreme Court explained in the oft-cited
case of Dunphy v. Traveller Newspaper Association, “it is always assumed
until the contrary appears, that [directors] and their officers obey the law,
and act in good faith towards all their members” (146 Mass. 495 at 497
[1888]).

That this interpretation of the Robinson v. Smith precedent operated to
increase the magnitude of �—that is, the private benefits that controlling
shareholders could extract from their associates—is suggested by the
changing way in which courts responded to situations in which directors
had conflicting interests. There was a long-established principle of law that
contracts tainted by conflicts of interest were voidable. This rule was an
absolute one and applied to contracts that otherwise seemed completely
reasonable, so that even though “the contract could not have been let on
better terms, . . . the principle of law applicable to such a contract renders
it immaterial . . . whether there has been any fraud in fact, or any injury
to the company” (Flint and Pere Marquette Railway Company v. Dewey, 14
Mich. 477 [1866] at 487–88). Moreover, there is no question that the prin-
ciple applied to corporations, as the U.S. Supreme Court emphatically
affirmed in 1880 in Wardell v. Railroad Company, a case that arose as a re-
sult of a contract that officers of the Union Pacific Railroad had negotiated
with a coal company that they themselves had organized. Writing for the
court, Justice Field declared:

Directors of corporations, and all persons who stand in a fiduciary rela-
tion to other parties, and are clothed with power to act for them, are sub-
ject to this rule; they are not permitted to occupy a position which will
conflict with the interest of parties they represent and are bound to pro-
tect. They cannot, as agents or trustees, enter into or authorize contracts
on behalf of those for whom they are appointed to act, and then person-
ally participate in the benefits. (103 U.S. 651 [1880] at 658)

In this particular case, however, the action to void the contract was taken
in the name of the corporation, whose directors had never formally ap-
proved it (the agreement had been drawn up and executed by the railroad’s
executive committee and had not been submitted to the board). Hence, the
justices did not have to consider what the outcome of their decision would
have been if the suit had been brought by a minority shareholder. The cases
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Field cited in his decision suggest the outcome might well have been differ-
ent,23 and, indeed, there is evidence that state courts had for some years
been applying what was in effect a reasonableness standard in such cir-
cumstances. For example, in the frequently cited case of Hodges v. New En-
gland Screw Company, the Rhode Island Supreme Court refused to invali-
date the sale of assets by one corporation to another that was controlled by
essentially the same people, determining that the plan was “judicious, and
for the interest of the Screw Company” (1 R.I. 312 [1850] at 343). More-
over, the very next year after its Wardell decision, the U.S. Supreme Court
established in the case of Hawes v. Oakland what was in effect a reason-
ableness standard. A stockholder victimized by such a conflict of interest
could “sustain in a court of equity in his own name” only in the case of

a fraudulent transaction completed or contemplated by the acting man-
agers, in connection with some other party, or among themselves, or
with other shareholders as will result in serious injury to the corporation,
or to the interests of the other shareholders; Or where the board of di-
rectors, or a majority of them, are acting for their own interest, in a man-
ner destructive of the corporation itself, or of the rights of the other
shareholders; Or where the majority of shareholders themselves are op-
pressively and illegally pursuing a course in the name of the corporation,
which is in violation of the rights of the other shareholders. (our empha-
sis, Hawes v. Oakland, 104 U.S. 450 [1881] at 460)24

As the phrases we italicized indicate, in order to secure the intervention of
the courts, minority shareholders had to demonstrate that the actions
taken by those in control were both fraudulent and seriously injurious.

Not only did the courts burden complaining shareholders with the task
of proving that a contract tainted by conflict of interest was unreasonable,
but there is evidence that they tended to give the controlling group the ben-
efit of the doubt on the grounds that its members were unlikely deliberately
to take actions that eroded the value of their own stock. Hence, the Rhode
Island court asserted in the case of Hodges v. New England Screw Company,
“we are the more confirmed in [our conclusion that the sale of assets was
appropriate], when we recollect that the directors owned a large majority
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23. For example, Flint and Pere Marquette Railway v. Dewey was brought by a corporation
whose directors had ratified a contract proposed by the company’s president without know-
ing that the president stood to profit from the arrangement. In its decision, the court raised
the possibility that the contract might possibly be construed as binding if it had been ratified
by the board “after a full explanation and knowledge of their interest and of all the circum-
stances” (14 Mich. 477 [1866] at 487).

24. In this decision the Supreme Court was deliberately qualifying a more liberal standard
that it had articulated in the 1856 case of Dodge v. Woolsey, 59 U.S. 331. The qualification was
a response to a flood of lawsuits that the earlier decision had stimulated and hence a good ex-
ample of how the courts attempted to balance, on the one hand, their effort to limit the extent
of the private benefits of control with, on the other, their desire not to encourage rent seeking
by minority shareholders. For further discussion of these cases, see Bloch and Lamoreaux
(2004).



of the capital stock of the Screw Company, and could not reduce the plain-
tiff’s stock, without, at the same time, and in the same proportion, reduc-
ing the value of their own” (1 R.I. 312 [1850] at 343–44). Similarly, in Faud
v. Yates, the Illinois Supreme Court found nothing wrong with a partner-
ship agreement entered into by three stockholders of the Chicago Carbon
and Coal Company. Collectively the three held a majority of the corpora-
tion’s stock, and their agreement committed them to cast their votes in a
block so that they could control the election of the board of directors. The
partnership also leased the company’s coal lands and operated its mines. In
the view of the court, “The record wholly fails to disclose any injury to the
other shareholders—any waste of the property,” and therefore there was
no reason to invalidate the agreement. But the court went even further and
asserted that there was no conflict of interest involved because the incen-
tives of the partners and of other shareholders were aligned. The partners,
according to the court, “had a double interest to protect,—their interests
as shareholders, and their interests as lessees. . . . As shrewd, skillful and
prudent men, they were desirous of increasing the investment, and making
the stock more valuable. Their interests were identical with the interests of
the minority shareholders” (57 Ill. 416 [1870] at 420–21).

The courts were willing to intervene in cases where conflicts of interest
led to contracts that were demonstrably fraudulent. This willingness
placed limits on �, but it is important to underscore that the shift was
from a situation in which the courts would always permit such contracts
to be voided to one in which complaining shareholders had to clear sig-
nificant hurdles in order to obtain redress. It is difficult to get a precise
idea of how high the hurdles were in actual practice without systemati-
cally studying the dispensation of cases at the lower-court level. We can,
however, obtain some sense of the standards the courts applied from the
case law. For example, one way in which plaintiffs could make the case that
contracts tainted by conflicts of interest were fraudulent was to submit ev-
idence that the resulting payments were substantially in excess of market
levels. Hence Townsend Burden lost his case against his brother James in
part because he was unable to show that James had paid too much for iron
ore purchased from another company that he controlled. The trial court
concluded that there was no evidence that these purchases were “made in
bad faith or with any intent to defraud,” but to the contrary that they had
saved the Burden Iron Company money (Burden v. Burden, 159 N.Y. 287
[1899] at 306).

Even with such proof, complaining stockholders were in a much
stronger position if they could also show that the controlling group had
knowingly behaved improperly. Otherwise, their grievance was liable to be
dismissed because the courts agreed that “mere errors of judgment are not
sufficient as grounds for equity interference; for the powers of those en-
trusted with corporate management are largely discretionary” (Leslie v.
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Lorillard, 110 N.Y. 519 at 532 [1888]). In Brewer v. Boston Theatre, the
plaintiffs were able to make their case that several of the directors were
fraudulently extracting profits from the corporation by showing that the
latter had deliberately concealed their involvement in contracts from the
other members of the board (104 Mass. 378 [1870]). Similarly, in Almy v.
Almy, Bigelow and Washburn, the plaintiff was able to document that, after
she had refused to sell them her stock, the controlling shareholders had
tried to force her out of the company by, among other things, voting exces-
sive salaries “to each and every member of the board, except the plaintiff
Almy,” as well as voting themselves other “gifts and gratuities” (235 Mass.
227 [1920] at 233).

As these last cases suggest, the courts did intervene in corporations and
punish controlling shareholders who exploited their position to the detri-
ment of other owners. Before they were willing to act, however, judges
demanded compelling evidence of misdeeds. In Flint and Pere Marquette
Railway v. Dewey, the Michigan Supreme Court had warned that if self-
dealing contracts “were held valid until shown to be fraudulent and cor-
rupt, the result, as a general rule, would be that they must be enforced in
spite of fraud and corruption” (14 Mich. 477 at 488). That prophesy was
borne out by the late nineteenth century. Although � was bounded, it was
positive and nontrivial. Moreover, its magnitude seems if anything to have
increased during this period.

4.5 Conclusion

Partnerships and corporations each suffered from a different organiza-
tional problem. Because partnerships effectively existed only at the will
of each of the members of the firm, they suffered from the potentially
costly problem of untimely dissolution. That is, disagreements among
members of a firm could lead one of the partners to withdraw from the
enterprise, disrupting the operations of an otherwise profitable business
and perhaps necessitating the liquidation of firm-specific assets. This
problem may have grown worse over the course of the late nineteenth and
early twentieth centuries because changes in the legal rules underscored
the at-will character of partnerships, establishing with greater certainty
the principle that all partnership contracts, even those for fixed terms,
were revocable. The greater the number of partners, the greater the prob-
lem. Indeed, if partnerships had been the only available organizational
form during this period, it is likely that it would have been extremely diffi-
cult to raise equity in the sums necessary for large-scale capital-intensive
enterprises.

But partnerships were not the only available organizational form. By the
mid-nineteenth century businesspeople in most states could readily orga-
nize their enterprises as corporations instead. Although disagreements
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among members of the firm could and did arise in corporations as well as
in partnerships, the rules of corporate governance gave controlling share-
holders what were in effect dictatorial powers. Majority shareholders could
ignore the complaints of the minority if they so chose, and the latter had
little choice but to grin and bear it. Members of the minority could not im-
pose their will on the controlling shareholders, nor could they force a dis-
solution of the enterprise. This protection against untimely dissolution,
however, came at a significant cost, for the same dictatorial authority that
allowed the majority to disregard the views of the minority also gave con-
trolling shareholders the power to expropriate more than their fair share of
the company’s earnings.

Although the media periodically published dramatic revelations of
shenanigans by groups in control of corporations (aside from the Crédit
Mobilier scandal, perhaps the most famous was Charles Francis Adams’s
Chapters of Erie [Adams and Adams 1871]), there appears to have been no
major groundswell for reform until fallout from the 1929 stock market
crash provoked Congress to create the Securities and Exchange Commis-
sion in 1934. Even then, however, the legislation applied only to large pub-
licly traded corporations, and minority investors in privately held firms re-
mained largely unprotected. There is some evidence that, by the 1930s,
judges had become more receptive to shareholders’ complaints than was
the case earlier (Marsh 1966; Mark 2003), but major changes in the status
of investors in private corporations would only come during the post–
World War II period, when states began to revise their general incorpora-
tion statutes in ways that increased the ability of shareholders in close cor-
porations to protect themselves contractually. During the third quarter of
the century, many states also passed legislation granting shareholders new
legal remedies against majority oppression and other similar ills (O’Neil
1978; Hillman 1982), and yet another wave of legislation at the end of the
twentieth century provided small businesses with access to alternative or-
ganizational forms, most notably the limited liability partnership (LLP)
and the limited liability company (LLC)—forms that potentially mitigated
the contracting problems associated with both corporations and partner-
ships (Lamoreaux and Rosenthal 2005).

If protecting outside investors was unequivocally a good thing, one
might expect the law to have evolved much more quickly in ways that in-
creased minority shareholders’ ability to defend themselves against expro-
priation by those in control of corporations. As we have seen, however, the
changes that occurred in the law appear to have had precisely the opposite
effect during the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. Because
judges were intent on preventing disputes among members of the firm from
disrupting the operation of corporations the way they did partnerships,
they were not willing to allow disgruntled shareholders easy access to the
courts. In fact, rather than give shareholders a legal weapon to use against
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corporate officers and directors, judges preferred to emasculate the long-
standing common-law rule that contracts in which one party had a conflict
of interest were voidable per se.

Although we have no way of estimating the magnitude of the private
benefits that controlling shareholders could extract from their corpora-
tions without running afoul of the law, the legal record suggests that they
were quite high. If they were low, moreover, we should have observed a
steep decline in the number of partnerships during this period. Not only
was there no such fall, but large numbers of partnerships continued to be
formed. At the same time, the number of corporations also evinced a
steady rise, as did investors’ willingness to put their money in corpora-
tions.25 Given that d and � were both probably increasing rather than de-
creasing, the high rate at which firms were forming during the late nine-
teenth and early twentieth centuries is most likely attributable to the
availability of large numbers of good (high-profit) projects. Everything
that we know about this period of U.S. history—the rapid population
growth, fall in transportation and communications costs, settlement of the
continent, discovery of raw material resources, and dramatic pace of tech-
nological change—suggests that attractive entrepreneurial opportunities
were indeed abundant. Many of these opportunities required capital in
amounts sufficient to exploit economies of scale, making it especially im-
portant to have access to a form that would not suffer disruption as the
number of investors increased. To the extent that these large projects also
yielded returns that were high relative to government bonds or other simi-
lar assets, the private benefits of control that majority shareholders were
able to extract were more an annoyance than a serious deterrent to in-
vestors. The Great Depression of the 1930s would dramatically alter this
calculus, disrupting the legal equilibrium of the late nineteenth and early
twentieth centuries and setting the economy off on a new path of institu-
tional change, one whose outcome would be a set of statutes and prece-
dents that were much more solicitous of the rights of minority investors.
Perhaps not surprisingly, the number of corporations relative to partner-
ships would significantly increase.
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25. Although newspaper announcements and other similar sources indicate that large
numbers of partnerships as well as corporations were forming during this period, there are no
data that enable us to measure trends in the relative numbers of partnerships and corporations
before the income tax was imposed in 1916. The counts of the number of partnerships and
corporations that the Internal Revenue Service published in its annual reports, Statistics of
Income, indicate that the number of partnerships relative to corporations decreased in the
1920s, held stable in the 1930s, increased in the 1940s, and decreased in the 1950s. Only the
last of these trends probably represented a significant shift in the businesspeople’s preferred
organizational forms. The others probably owed more to changes in tax levels that forced
more (or less) partnerships to file returns. Corporations had to file regardless of whether they
owed taxes, but partnerships did not.



Appendix

The Case of Endogenous Equity Stakes

The assumption that investment and equity stakes are identical seems
reasonable in light of what we know about business practices in the nine-
teenth-century United States. It is also justifiable on theoretical grounds. If
two members of a firm are similar in all respects except for the relative size
of their investments, Nash bargaining would lead them to split the equity
according to their contributions. The assumption of equal investment and
equity stakes does, however, have two important implications. The first is
that the investor earns above-market returns in nearly all of the firms that
form. Hence, the entrepreneur could increase her profit if she could reduce
the investor’s equity stake until his return approached that of the market.
Second, some firms that do not form could have done so if the entrepreneur
had been able to offer the investor a higher equity stake in order to raise his
return. In this appendix, we explore the consequences of relaxing the as-
sumption of equal equity and investment stakes so that the entrepreneur
can make a take-it-or-leave-it offer to the investor.26 We assume through-
out that KE � KI . Henceforth, EE will be the equity stake of the entrepre-
neur, and EI the equity stake of the investor.

In a partnership, the investor and the entrepreneur earn the same return
on equity. Setting the investor’s equity stake so that his participation con-
straint binds exactly implies that the investor’s equity stake should be 
EPI � EI (1 � r)/RPI , where RPI � [1 – d(1 – �)]R. Given KI , allowing the en-
trepreneur to adjust equity stakes endogenously will mean that the inves-
tor’s stake will decline as R increases, all other things being equal. Allowing
such adjustments, however, has no effect on entry decisions for partner-
ships. Indeed, if d � d∗(R), RPI � 1 � r. But because RPE � RPI , RPE � 1 �
r, and the entrepreneur will not want to enter. Hence, investors in a part-
nership never have an equity stake that is larger than their investment stake.

In corporations, returns per unit of equity are not the same for the in-
vestor and for the entrepreneur because the latter enjoys the benefits of
control. Setting the investor’s equity stake so that his participation con-
straint binds exactly implies that ECI � EI (1 � r)/RCI , where RCI � (1 – �)R,
or ECI � EI (1 � r)/R(1 – �). As in the case of partnerships, when R � R∗,
investors earn above-market returns, so allowing entrepreneurs to set eq-
uity stakes would lead to declining shares for investors as R increases. Un-
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26. This change allows us to examine more complicated bargains than simple Nash bar-
gaining. Nevertheless, we do not go so far as to allow side contracts to eliminate problems of
minority oppression in corporations. The empirical record (particularly the persistence of
large numbers of partnerships in all sectors of the economy and the extent of the litigation
over minority oppression) simply will not support such a modification.



like the case of partnerships, however, entrepreneurs can affect entry deci-
sions by varying equity stakes. Because the entrepreneur enjoys the bene-
fits of control, some firms do not form because the investor’s return would
be less than the market’s, even though the firm’s return would have been
greater than the market’s. In these cases, the entrepreneur can transfer
some of her return to the investor by increasing his equity stake just enough
to encourage participation. There is, however, an important constraint on
this strategy: the entrepreneur must not lose control. This constraint im-
plies that, holding r, �, �, KI , and KP fixed, there will be a unique R∗m be-
low which corporations will not form. Because R∗m � R∗, allowing the en-
trepreneur to set equity stakes will increase the range of profits over which
corporations form.

The entrepreneur wants to transfer just enough equity to the investor to
make him indifferent between participating in the firm and investing in the
market. If the investor’s equity stake becomes larger than one half, he gains
not just additional income rights but also the private benefits that come
with control. This nonlinearity makes the entrepreneur’s problem difficult
when KI is close to K/2. If the profitability of the firm (R) is too low, the
entrepreneur may find it difficult to satisfy the investor’s participation
constraint if she forms a corporation. That is, as the firm’s return rises, the
equity stake that has to be given to the investor in exchange for a given
contribution declines. Conversely, as � increases, because the entrepre-
neur’s private benefits of control increase, the investor must get a larger
share of the equity for a given contribution in order to satisfy his partici-
pation constraint. This larger share in turn makes it more difficult for the
entrepreneur to ensure that she retains control. Hence, the comparative
advantage of the partnership form increases when the two members of the
firm have relatively even investment stakes. When the cost of untimely dis-
solution is low, the entrepreneur will form a partnership instead.
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5.1 Introduction

Samuel Taylor Coleridge wrote about an ancient mariner stranded at sea,
but he might as well have been writing about nineteenth-century American
cities.1 Although large-scale municipal water supplies first emerged in the
United States at the beginning of the nineteenth century, water resource de-
velopment and provision in many American cities remained abysmal many
decades later. A large share of households continued to rely on private wells
and privies, which generally resulted in “circular water systems” that recir-
culated household waste and perpetuated disease (Melosi 2000). Some
larger cities and wealthier neighborhoods had initially enjoyed an escape
from this vicious cycle. However, rapid urban growth, a weak understand-
ing of disease transmission, and rudimentary sanitary engineering resulted
in the deterioration of water provision and sewage removal to the point that
they became large-scale circular water systems (Duffy 1990). Massive fires
still wreaked havoc as early water systems failed to meet the needs of un-
precedented urban growth (Anderson 1988).
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Although Coleridge would have been out of place by the 1930s, many
historical observers attribute the absence of piped water during the pre-
ceding decades to poor local governance and corruption in the public sec-
tor. As one put it, “It was the neglect and indifference of the city politicians
and businessmen that permitted the unhealthy conditions to continue long
after it was painfully evident that it affected all of the inhabitants of the
city. . . . In fear of losing patronage, the politicians refused to cede some of
their power to separate and independent public works and health agen-
cies” (Alewitz 1989). Time variation in local government corruption and
water system construction also suggests a negative correlation between the
two. However, major investments in water systems coincided with a rapid
rise in public ownership between 1890 and the 1920s. If bad local gover-
nance or corruption was responsible for the conspicuous absence of piped
water for so long, why did public-sector involvement suddenly lead to so
much apparent progress? An obvious answer might be that supplying wa-
ter was just another means of corruption. Theft from the public (the way
that corruption is defined in this volume) was commonly achieved by over-
paying for inputs or contract work in exchange for kickbacks (Blake 1956;
Steffens 1957).2

We contend that historical evidence fails to support corruption-based
explanations for waterworks construction and public-sector involvement.
First, we present case histories of municipal water systems that suggest that
cities tapped new water supplies or greatly improved existing ones when
private suppliers failed to perform well. We then discuss two major types
of explanations for municipally led improvements in water systems.3 One
is changes in the value (or perceived value) of water systems. The late nine-
teenth and early twentieth centuries were times of major advances in the
understanding of disease. It is possible that the public goods nature of
clean water became clear during this era. But this explanation does not
seem right; the link between dirty water and disease was apparent long be-
fore the acceptance of germ theory, even if the biological mechanism
underlying the link was not well understood. Alternatively, increases in the
population density of cities may have increased the need for clean water as
public health conditions deteriorated. However, there do not appear to
have been sharp changes in population density that coincided with water-
works expansion and public ownership.

The second type of explanation is that the costs of water systems were
changing. Water systems are a natural monopoly, so private firms that win
contracts for them have incentives to underprovide services (and charge a
high price). As cities grew, welfare losses may have also grown. We suspect
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this cannot be the whole explanation, however. Other utilities like the gas
industry were predominantly private even though they were also natural
monopolies. Contracting between the public and private sector in the era
prior to municipal ownership may also have been difficult. Contracting
costs between cities and private water companies were presumably rising,
but the timing and pattern of public ownership across big and small cities
suggests this is not the primary explanation. Private companies may have
also feared expropriation by municipal authorities after making costly in-
frastructure investments (Troesken and Geddes 2003). However, private
water companies were actually more likely to have expensive filtration
plants than public ones (Troesken 1999), and no similar pattern of public
ownership emerged in other utilities that required large investments. Other
explanations such as reductions in corruption costs due to administrative
reforms and the rise of a cadre of skilled municipal engineers also appear
unsatisfactory.

We propose an alternative explanation for the rapid growth of water sys-
tems and public ownership that emphasizes the costs of capital and the de-
velopment of local public finance. In the late nineteenth century, there was
enormous latent demand for the expansion of waterworks—to serve ne-
glected neighborhoods, to find clean water for drinking, and to ensure suf-
fcient water supplies for fighting fires. The cost of building sufficiently large
water systems was also enormous. Modern water systems frequently re-
quired transporting water from far away and investing in filtration plants.
These costs were too large for private firms and sufficiently large that only
the largest cities or cities with access to sophisticated municipal finance
techniques could afford them.4 While the largest cities invested in water
systems prior to the late nineteenth century, we propose that the develop-
ment of municipal bond markets was key to providing an adequate volume
of water in many American cities. We present some evidence for this ex-
planation using data on the cost of municipal water systems, the develop-
ment of means of financing them, the time pattern of investment in water
resources, and a time series of historical municipal bond yields.

In this essay, our approach is informal; we provide some selected trends,
illustrations, and case studies to support our contention that the develop-
ment of local public finance was primarily responsible for water system im-
provements. The second section presents a snapshot of how American
cities typically addressed their water and sanitation needs before the adop-
tion of modern water and sewage systems. The third section presents case
histories of Boston and New York, suggesting that city governments inter-
vened to provide water when existing private ones failed to perform well.
The fourth section examines the development of local public finance and
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its importance in the construction and expansion of water systems. The
fifth and sixth sections review alternative explanations for local govern-
ment ownership and control of water supplies and provide evidence refut-
ing each; the seventh section concludes.

5.2 A Snapshot of Municipal Water and Sewer Systems in 
the Late Nineteenth and Early Twentieth Centuries

The following subsections discuss various aspects of municipal water
and sewer systems around the turn of the twentieth century.

5.2.1 Household Wells and Privies

Households not connected to municipal water and sewer systems gener-
ally provided these services for themselves by digging wells and privies on
their lots. Dry privies were generally used only for human waste and were
generally placed a distance from homes. Cesspools received human and
other types of wet waste and were generally placed in basements or imme-
diately adjacent to homes, into which household drainage was emptied.
(The terms privy and cesspool have come to be used interchangeably.) Priv-
ies and cesspools were generally constructed by digging a hole about three
or four feet in diameter and at least five feet deep. Cesspool overflow was
very common, saturating the surrounding earth with filth. Privy vaults
were generally lined with brick, stone, or wood. Over a period of time,
vaults would rot or begin to disintegrate; even in their prime, they were
porous enough to allow contaminants to escape. The common result was
the tainting of nearby groundwater into which household wells generally
drew (Duffy 1990; Melosi 2000).

Not all waste material made its way directly into household water sup-
plies or the surrounding soil. In many other cases, it journeyed to the
streets in front of private lots. Liquid wastes were allowed to run into the
open gutters of the alleys and into the streets. Here they mixed with cess-
pool contents removed from privies by hand and bucket and with dead ani-
mals and refuse (Duffy 1990). City governments would sporadically send
horse-drawn carts through residential areas to remove the buildup of
waste that collected in the streets and gutters. Removed waste known as
“night soil” was used as a fertilizer through the turn of the twentieth cen-
tury, when an overwhelming preponderance of scientific evidence had
demonstrated such practices to be unhealthy. Cities gradually began to in-
troduce a new suction method of emptying privies using airtight hoses and
cart removal, although these services were not often provided on a suffi-
ciently regular basis. The prevalence of cobblestone streets also exacer-
bated the problems of festering garbage and waste dumped onto streets.
Cobblestone surfaces did not wash or drain well, and they made waste re-
moval considerably more difficult and less effective (Duffy 1990).
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5.2.2 The Requirements of Constructing Water Systems

The challenges of constructing large municipal water systems were quite
formidable during the nineteenth century (indeed, they are not trivial to-
day). A variety of complex decisions had to be made; each one involved ex-
tensive research and planning together with a precarious balancing act in
volatile political environments. An appropriate water source had to be
identified. For most cities, there were generally many candidates, includ-
ing surface water (streams, rivers, and lakes) and groundwater sources of
various sorts. Survey work by geologists and engineers was a difficult and
time-consuming task, and their findings were often controversial and sub-
ject to political pressure. Each potential source required estimates of
supply volume and purity (particularly difficult before science elucidated
what “purity” meant). Engineers would then attempt to estimate how wa-
ter from each source could be delivered to city populations. This involved
acquiring water using pumps and dams, transporting it via large aque-
ducts, raising it to sufficient elevation to facilitate flow by means of gravity,
and storing sufficient quantities of water in large city reservoirs to smooth
water consumption across periods of high and low demand (Blake 1956).

With this information, each potential water source would then require
rough cost estimates. Not surprisingly, these estimates were often quite in-
accurate. Private interests also commonly exerted considerable influence
over these estimates and surveys. In most cases, the expense of such water-
works projects were staggering regardless of the source chosen, totaling
many times annual municipal revenue in some cases (Blake 1956). Given
the amount of information required, the uncertainty surrounding it, the
sheer size of the financial commitment, uncertainty about future city
needs, and strong political pressures from various directions, it is not sur-
prising that many decades of debate often preceded significant waterworks
projects.

5.2.3 Sanitary Problems Linked to Municipal Water and Sewer Systems

During the 1870s and 1880s, major cities expanded or built new water
and sewer systems, instituted systematic garbage collection, and began
paving cobblestone roads with smoother materials like granite and occa-
sionally asphalt. Clearly these services—municipal water and sewers in
particular—held promise for addressing the woes caused by household
wells and privies. But their promise was not to be immediately realized.

Sanitary engineering was developing as a field during the 1870s and
1880s, which meant that many of the eastern cities with sewers and drains
constructed in earlier years were done so in a haphazard and inadequate
manner (Melosi 2000). A considerable amount of waste continued to be
dumped into city streets, and these wastes were generally swept or washed
down drains and into sewers. Water systems generally provided inadequate
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water or inadequate water pressure to wash streets and flush sewers on a
regular basis. Moreover, because most sewer systems were only designed to
carry storm water, they often became clogged because they lacked suffi-
cient capacity (many were not more than 2.5 or 3 feet in diameter; Duffy
1990). Rapid population growth during the nineteenth century greatly ex-
acerbated the capacity problems of existing systems and often negated the
benefits of investments made to improve existing systems. In addition to a
large amount of waste introduced into sewers from city streets, the advent
of water closets in the United States in the 1870s added considerable strain
to already overburdened sewers. The end result was often backflow from
sewers into streets and gutters; some observers began referring to sewers as
“elongated cesspools” (Duffy 1990).

Perhaps the worst sort of backflow was the emptying of sewer systems
directly into drinking water supplies. In the late nineteenth century, the pri-
mary sewer outfalls of many American cities emptied upstream of river
water intakes or directly into large water bodies (like the Great Lakes) in
close proximity to water intakes. The few cities that addressed this problem
early on also suffered from the dumping of untreated sewage by upstream
communities. This phenomenon essentially reproduced the household cir-
cular water systems on the municipal level (Duffy 1990).

5.2.4 Service Provision at the Household Level

Household water and sewer connections were often poorly constructed,
resulting in waste and the continued spreading of filth. Annual flat fees
were paid for piped water, giving households no incentive to fix leaky con-
nections. Not until early in the twentieth century did many cities make
efforts to meter household water, charging rates per volume of water used
(or wasted) rather than flat fees. Water pressure, turgidity, and taste varied
greatly from moment to moment, and isolated reports of other irregulari-
ties emerged from time to time (for example, fish being delivered through
infrastructure pipes into bathtubs). As water closets began replacing
simple privies and chamber pots after 1870, many of them resulted in more
unsanitary conditions than the use of privies and cesspools. Many were not
properly installed (permits to install water closets were trivial to obtain)
and resulted in considerable sewage leakage (Melosi 2000).

5.2.5 Water Systems and Fires

The importance of water systems to combat major fires was an issue that
emerged early in the nineteenth century. The growth of population and
structures meant growth in the consequences of uncontrolled fires. Bucket
brigades and water wagons were clearly inadequate to manage large con-
flagrations. In areas of cities served by water supplies, water for extin-
guishing fires was tapped in several ways. The most rudimentary method
was to drill holes in wooden water pipes; these holes could be corked or
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opened as desired. A more sophisticated approach was the installation of
fire hydrants. Arrangements for use of water ranged from cities paying hy-
drant rental fees to private water companies to water being made freely
available for purposes of putting out fires. However, water pressure was in-
adequate to effectively combat fires with some regularity. Even in cities
with well-developed water systems, they often did not extend to outlying
areas, poor neighborhoods, and regions of high elevation. These areas
were clearly particularly vulnerable to the destruction of fires, and fire in-
surance was more costly by several orders of magnitude (Anderson 1988).

5.2.6 Public Takeovers of Private Water Systems

Cities wishing to increase their involvement in the delivery of water es-
sentially had two choices: build a water system if one did not exist or take
control of existing private water systems. Municipal takeovers of existing
private water systems generally involved either the outright purchase of
private companies or the introduction of a municipal competitor to a pri-
vate water company (essentially bankrupting the private company). The spe-
cifics of how this was done depended on the private company’s charter. For
example, if a private company had exclusive legal rights to provide water to
residents of a city, these rights would generally have to be purchased. If a
private company had exclusive legal rights to a given water source, a mu-
nicipal water company could either buy this right or find another source.
City governments could also petition state legislatures to revoke private
water company charters under extreme circumstances.

Once a water company was municipally owned, it had to be operated.
This usually required the establishment of a standing municipal water
board that wasn’t subject to changes with every electoral cycle (although
appointment to boards was of course political), as opposed to being oper-
ated directly by a city council. Water boards would manage systems in con-
junction with hired engineers and contractors. Rates would be set and col-
lected from citizens and firms. Improvements or expansions would often
begin with surveys and draft proposals prepared by engineers retained by
the board. The board would decide which ones it preferred to pursue and
would seek political permission and financing from the city council or
other relevant municipal government authority. Once political permission
was obtained and financing was approved, the water board would solicit
bids for municipal contracts to actually conduct the work.

5.2.7 The Changing Landscape of Water Provision in Subsequent Years

The construction of water systems progressed rapidly at the end of the
nineteenth century, and adequately engineered sewer systems gradually re-
placed the older ones designed for storm water early in the twentieth cen-
tury. Near the end of the period that we examine, the 1932 federal Relief
and Reconstruction Act authorized $1.5 billion to be lent to state and lo-
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cal governments for public works projects; a sizable proportion of these re-
sources was spent on improving water and sewer systems (Melosi 2000).
Not only did nearly all cities build and greatly improve water and sewer
systems by this point in time, but access to them across diverse neighbor-
hoods within cities was also greatly expanded.

The consequences of vastly improved water systems are very difficult to
estimate empirically for a variety of reasons, but they undoubtedly include
superior protection against fires, vast health gains, and other stimuli of
economic development. The availability of water to combat fires was no
longer perceived as a problem at all. Great strides in health improvement
also coincided with (and appear to be driven by) water quality improve-
ments (Cutler and Miller 2005). In the short span of five or six decades, the
sanitary environment of many American cities was transformed from one
of filth to one that resembles a modern city.

5.3 Case Histories of Boston and New York

The evolution of waterworks construction and ownership was different
in every city. Keeping this in mind, we present case histories of Boston and
New York below.5 In both cases, waterworks were clearly used to further
private interests in a variety of ways, both legitimate and otherwise. Boston
and New York were reluctant to make the initial investments necessary to
build water systems and preferred that private investors instead lead the
way. The water supplies of both cities began with small-scale private ven-
tures that proved to be inadequate to meet the needs of growing cities. In
the end, the governments of both cities intervened to purse grander proj-
ects than private companies were willing to embrace in order to increase
the available supply of water. Both examples illustrate the enormous scale
of water projects.

5.3.1 Boston

In 1794 a group of entrepreneurs submitted a petition to the Massachu-
setts legislature to be incorporated to deliver water from Jamaica Pond to
residents of Boston. The City of Roxbury, in which Jamaica Pond is lo-
cated, opposed this proposal to no end. The following year the state legis-
lature approved the application and incorporated the Aqueduct Corpora-
tion; the City of Boston passed a resolution approving the project as well.
The company’s charter gave it the right to obtain water from anywhere in
Roxbury and deliver it to any part of Boston. It also contained two impor-
tant restrictions: both Roxbury and Boston reserved the right to draw wa-
ter free of charge to combat fires, and water rates were subject to court reg-
ulation.
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The Aqueduct Corporation project proceeded quickly; it had obtained
pine logs and awarded a contract for laying wooden pipes within months.
Although historical accounts are unclear, customers appear to have been
served with water by the middle of 1798. But the project failed to produce
returns for its investors for twelve years. When its first dividends were paid,
rates of return were only about 1.5 percent. Business gradually improved,
however, and over the next thirty years, stock in the company yielded about
a 4 percent annual return.

Although successful, this first water system only served about 800 fami-
lies, and its pipes were small and were too shallow, causing them to freeze
during the winter. Movement toward supplying most of the city with water
had its origins in a fire in 1825 that destroyed fifty-three houses and stores
and caused half a million dollars in damage. The city council responded by
beginning serious debate on how an adequate water supply for the city
might be obtained. The debate would continue for nearly twenty-five more
years.

Boston’s mayor at the time, Mayor Quincy, Sr., assembled a committee
to investigate the matter. An engineer conducting surveys for the city re-
ported that two sources would be most suitable: the Charles River above
the falls at Watertown and Spot Pond in Stoneham. Spot Pond would not
require the complications of pumping or reservoir storage because of its el-
evation. On the issue of ownership, the committee was split. Mayor Quincy
also sought advice from the chairman of the Philadelphia Watering Com-
mittee (the success and scale of the Philadelphia waterworks was of course
renowned); the chairman’s answer both questioned the adequacy of the
Spot Pond supply during dry months and strongly encouraged municipal
ownership of any water system that Boston might pursue. On this advice,
the mayor began denying petitions from entrepreneurs to establish private
water companies. His own efforts were frustrated as well, however, and his
tenure ended without further progress.

Several years later a new mayor named Theodore Lyman again brought
the water issue to the forefront—and went on record favoring municipal
ownership. Jamaica Pond was clearly too small a source to serve the entire
city, so new surveys were begun. These new surveys were completed in 1834
and recommended larger, more distant sources over Spot Pond and the
Charles River primarily because of concerns about volume. Farm and
Shakum Ponds in Framingham as well as Long Pond were touted as the
most suitable alternative water sources.

Mayor Armstrong, elected in 1835, frowned upon seeking water as far
away as Framingham, so he assembled yet another committee to study the
matter. He also charged the committee to make a recommendation for ei-
ther public or private waterworks ownership. Their report favored building
a more modest system than did earlier ones, making allowances for expan-
sion as the city’s population grew rather than investing in a larger system
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at the outset. It promoted Spot Pond with the proviso that if this supply be-
came inadequate, the City of Boston could also draw water from Mystic
Pond. Interestingly, attached to the report was the charter of the Boston
Hydraulic Company, which had recently been incorporated by the Massa-
chusetts legislature but was still subject to approval by the city council. Its
charter gave it the authority to take water from any source north of the
Charles River within twelve miles of Boston. It also gave the city the op-
tion of purchasing a considerable share of the new company’s stock. The
city council approved the charter but declined to buy any of its shares.

More mayors were elected, and more committees were appointed to
study how to supply the city with water. In 1837, three city commissioners
were appointed to develop a concrete water supply plan for the city. It con-
sidered four of the usual suspects: Spot Pond, Mystic Pond, Long Pond,
and the Charles River. The Charles River was the most unattractive of the
options because it would require more mechanical pumping—and was
thought to be dirtier—than the others. The real choice was essentially be-
tween Long Pond and Spot Pond (which could be supplemented with wa-
ter from Mystic Pond if necessary). The three commissioners could not
agree among themselves; two of them recommended Spot Pond, and the
mayor attempted to act on it.

In 1838, what was now the standing committee on water and the city
board of aldermen approved a plan to draw water from Spot Pond under
municipal ownership. Not surprisingly, the two private water companies
strenuously objected and even pleaded that competition between them
would best serve the city’s interests. Small townships around Boston also
vehemently protested, fearing that local interests would be hurt and that
land for the project would be seized by condemnation. Investors in the
Middlesex Canal (chartered in 1793 to build a waterway connecting the
Merrimac River with Boston Harbor) also protested that water flow for
their canal project would be diminished. The result of these objections was
a series of protracted hearings.

In 1840 Mayor Jonathan Chapman was elected, and he frowned on the
city’s present water initiative because of the massive outlays required in
light of the rapid growth of the city’s debt in recent years. As the municipal
effort was halted, private efforts were reinvigorated. In 1840, the rights
of the Aqueduct Corporation were expanded to include Brookline and
Brighton. The company also began modest expansions of its works and re-
placed its wooden pipes with more durable iron ones. But it also knew that
it could never supply all sections of Boston from Jamaica Pond. Fearing a
municipally owned water system, it began fostering other private interests
in complementary systems that would supply other areas of the city.

In early 1843, a member of the city council whose family owned Spot
Pond for many years resigned together with colleagues to form a company
to serve Boston from the pond. Several months later the Spot Pond Aque-
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duct Company was incorporated. The company had exclusive rights to
Spot Pond, and it would provide Boston with free water to fight fires. The
City of Boston was entitled to purchase up to one-third of the company’s
stock or to seize the franchise and company property at any time at a price
set by a predetermined formula. Because of an unusual feature of the char-
ter that made stockholders individually liable for company debts, the city
decided not to purchase any shares of the Spot Pond Aqueduct Company.

In 1844 a city initiative to tap water in Long Pond (the only source now
considered by the city administration to possess adequate supply for the
entire city) was revived. Additional costs of supplementing Spot Pond wa-
ter with Mystic Pond water reportedly made Long Pond the most appeal-
ing source in light of Boston’s continued rapid population growth. The two
commissioners who originally constituted a majority in favoring Spot
Pond had now changed their minds; Long Pond was now the unanimous
choice recommended by a new commission report. After considerable
wrangling in the legislature and a few compromise amendments, in 1845
Boston was given approval by the legislature to construct a municipal wa-
ter supply that tapped Long Pond. However, supporters of the private com-
panies campaigned vigorously against it, and it was defeated by popular
vote in the referendum.

The Spot Pond Aqueduct Corporation attempted to fill the vacuum, and
it submitted a proposal to the city council offering to sell the city its water
rights and Spot Pond itself. In considering the company’s offer, the city
once again reconsidered all of its options for water and once again sought
outside help in assessing both the city’s future water needs and the quality
of each potential source. John Jervis, the chief engineer of the Croton
Aqueduct Project, was chosen to conduct the new surveys. While awaiting
the Jervis report, parties favoring each source were attempting to position
themselves as well as possible. Promoters of Spot Pond invited members of
the city council to an extravagant reception and viewing of the pond, but
the viewing had precisely the opposite effect of what was intended because
the pond happened to be at its lowest level for the occasion. (The small
quantity of water available from Spot Pond was of course its primary draw-
back.) The group later claimed that the Long Pond faction had placed large
stones to obstruct the flow of water into the pond at the time of the event.

In the end, the report headed by John Jervis strongly supported the Long
Pond proposal. Shortly afterwards Josiah Quincy, Jr., son of the mayor
who had initially explored the construction of a municipal waterworks,
was elected mayor and promised to pursue water from Long Pond. Under
Mayor Quincy, the City of Boston had to obtain new authority from the
state legislature again to pursue its project. It was virtually unopposed
(save only by the township of Lowell), and in 1846 the legislature passed a
new water act. A groundbreaking ceremony marked the beginning of the
project shortly afterward. In 1848, Boston celebrated the arrival of its new
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water with a tremendous festival and a large fountain gushing in the center
of Frog Pond in the Boston Common.

As a small side matter, there was discontent that the city’s future water
source had such a mundane name. A little research uncovered the pond’s
previous Indian name: Cochituate. Miraculously, the word’s etymology
was discovered to mean “an ample supply of pure and soft water, of a suffi-
cient elevation to carry into the City of Boston, at a moderate expense”
(Blake 1956). The mayor’s proposal that Long Pond should subsequently
be known as Lake Cochituate was enthusiastically embraced.

The completion of Boston’s municipally owned water system created ob-
vious problems for the private companies that still existed. In late 1848 the
old Aqueduct Corporation asked that the city purchase its water rights and
property, pleading that the city remember that private shareholders had
made great sacrifice for the public good. The mayor originally planned to
offer the corporation $100,000, but the city council knew that the old
Aqueduct Corporation had no alternative but to sell its rights and property
to the city. The council was therefore willing to go along with a purchase
for $20,000, a price at which the company took great offense. The city and
the Aqueduct Corporation failed to reach an agreement, and the company
continued serving about 400 people who preferred water from Jamaica
Pond to Cochituate water. In 1851, a new city body administering the wa-
terworks negotiated to purchase the company for $45,000, and the com-
pany accepted the offer. This was effectively the end of private water in
Boston, although some years later the city did sell the rights to supply the
City of Roxbury with water from Jamaica Pond to a new private entity
named the Jamaica Pond Aqueduct Corporation.

5.3.2 New York

Had it not been for the impediment of the Revolutionary War, a man
named Christopher Colles might have succeeded in building a water sys-
tem in New York late in the eighteenth century. After the war, numerous
citizen movements pressed the city council to construct waterworks for the
city. In 1798, a proposal by a physician, scientist, and engineer named
Joseph Browne to dam and tap water from the Bronx River was seriously
entertained. However, Joseph Browne also proposed that a private entity
carry the proposed project forward. The city council considered it unde-
sirable to place a private company in such a powerful position, so it instead
decided to request authority from the state legislature to build a water sys-
tem itself. Through clever maneuvering of state Assemblyman Aaron Burr,
however, the bill that the state legislature produced authorized a charter for
a private water company instead. Ironically, it was Alexander Hamilton
whose advocacy then persuaded the city council to accept the bill as pro-
duced by the state legislature. One of the main points that furthered its case
was the avoidance of enormous expense and taxpayer burden.
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The Manhattan Company was then quickly incorporated; its new char-
ter placed far fewer requirements on it than did other contemporary
private water company charters of the day (again, courtesy of the efforts of
Aaron Burr). The charter did stipulate, however, that if the company did
not provide a continuous source of “pure and wholesome” water for all cit-
izens desiring it within ten years, it would be dissolved. The other note-
worthy feature of the charter was a carefully hidden section that gave the
company the legal right to use all “surplus” capital for other purposes un-
related to water.

This obscure section of the charter opened the door for Aaron Burr to
pursue banking through the Manhattan Company, which had been his in-
tention from the beginning. Bank charters of the day were difficult to ob-
tain through protracted political processes and were limited in duration;
the Manhattan Company’s charter had crept into existence below the po-
litical radar and was unlimited in duration. Although some other members
of the state legislature apparently knew about the scheme, there was out-
rage when it was publicly discovered. Burr lost his position in a subsequent
election, but the company lived on despite attempts of his political adver-
saries to undermine it.

To maintain its good standing, it was clear that the Manhattan Com-
pany had to provide water to some degree. The real question remained how
adequate it would be. Despite serious concerns about its purity, the com-
pany decided to tap groundwater with the use of wells and pumps. Some
water was flowing as early as 1800. Ironically, Joseph Browne was the lead
engineer of the project. Problems and complaints about irregular and un-
predictable service began almost immediately. The quantity of water pro-
vided was also inadequate for street washing and gutter flushing, forcing
the city to rely on older wells for this purpose. The company provided free
water to the city to fight fires, although its adequacy is unclear.

By 1804, the city council decided that the Manhattan Company’s supply
was inadequate to keep pace with city growth and began revisiting other
proposals to draw water from more distant sources, such as the Bronx
River. The company’s banking business was booming, so its interest in wa-
ter was waning even further. (Incidentally, by this time political and finan-
cial troubles had forced Aaron Burr to sell most of his stock in the com-
pany, and he had been removed from its board.) DeWitt Clinton, mayor of
New York at the time, proclaimed in 1808 that the company had not ful-
filled the requirement of its charter (that it provide “pure and wholesome”
water for all citizens desiring it) and thought that, given the difficulties and
low profitability of its water operations, it might be willing to sell its wa-
terworks to the city. This would of course require the state legislature to
amend the original charter for it to continue with its banking activities.
Interestingly, DeWitt Clinton was also one of the Manhattan Company
bank’s directors. One of the points upon which negotiations hinged was the
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price to be paid to the Manhattan Company to acquire its waterworks.
Many on the city council believed that it operated at a loss, although its
books suggested that it earned an annual return of just under 7 percent on
its original investment.

With this issue unsettled, the city council made an application to the
state legislature to alter the Manhattan Company’s charter and to receive
authority to purchase the waterworks. Amazingly enough, in addition to
serving as mayor and as a bank director, DeWitt Clinton was also a promi-
nent state senator representing a southern district of New York. The legis-
lature acquiesced to these requests. The Manhattan Company was given
the right to lease or sell its waterworks and rights, the length of time it had
to provide “pure and wholesome” water for all citizens desiring it was ex-
tended to twenty years, and its new charter gave it the right to continue
with its banking and other activities even after divesting itself of its water-
works. Additionally, the charter would continue to be perpetual until the
company sold the waterworks, at which point it would last for thirty years
following the sale. The company therefore naturally tried to postpone the
sale as long as possible.

Complaints about the company’s water service were constant. Portions
of the city (the ones with pipe infrastructure) received no water at all for
prolonged periods of time. Repairs were made only to stave off crises of
public outrage. Water availability to fight fires was so poor that public
funding was used to build cisterns for collecting rainwater to be used to
combat fires. Fires and disease epidemics (despite a poor understanding of
the basis of disease) continued to push the inadequacy of water supply to
the political forefront; public opinion was squarely opposed to the service
provided by the company.

In subsequent years, the alliance between the Manhattan Company and
the city government deteriorated. The city was highly indebted to the bank,
and to meet its obligations it eventually resorted to selling off its stock in
the company. DeWitt Clinton himself also slowly sold his company stock,
and in 1813 he declined to be reelected as a bank director. By 1820, DeWitt
Clinton was governor of New York, and both he and the state legislature
supported drawing water for New York City from upland rivers. But the
city council continued to be conflicted about how to proceed.

In 1823, after several years of surveys and considering its options, the
city council supported another private initiative to charter the New York
and Sharon Canal Company to build a waterway from Sharon, CT, to the
Hudson River to join with a proposed canal to be built from Sharon to
the Housatonic River. The state legislature approved the measure. An-
other private proposal to charter the New York Waterworks Company
also gained momentum, alarming both the Manhattan Company and the
Sharon Canal Companies. Although its charter was eventually approved,
it was believed to be flawed because the Manhattan Company held exclu-
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sive rights to groundwater under Manhattan and the Sharon Canal Com-
pany held exclusive rights to surface water in Westchester County. The
Manhattan Company clearly had the most to lose because of its prof-
itable banking activities. Although it was unwilling to invest in drawing
water from distant rivers, it did begin to seek new groundwater supplies
by drilling a new well and began replacing its wooden pipes with iron
ones.

To add to the confusion, a new report claimed that the water supplies of
Rye Pond and the Bronx River, upon which both the New York Water-
works Company and Sharon Canal Company projects depended, was in-
adequate to meet the needs of New York City. After 1830, the water de-
mand in New York had grown so much that serious attention began
shifting from the Bronx River to the Croton River. Previous consideration
of the Croton was limited by the daunting expense required to reach it.

With its eye on mounting a challenge to the Manhattan company, that
year the city council appointed a committee to investigate whether or not
the company had the right to discontinue providing water for fire plugs at
will or any obligation to pay for its damage to streets and sidewalks—and,
more generally, if it had met the conditions of its original charter. The com-
mittee found that water was available to only one-third of the paved and
built city and that its failure to seek more copious sources was inexcus-
able—in short, that it had not met its obligations. An additional blow to
the Manhattan Company was a communication to the city council by a
body of well-known and respected doctors and chemists. It concluded that
all of the groundwater in Manhattan was horribly contaminated with filth
from graveyards and privies.

By 1833 it was clear that the city was going to build its own waterworks,
and after a considerable amount of debate and conflicting geological sur-
veys and engineering reports, the Croton was agreed upon as the most
promising source. The Manhattan Company therefore offered to sell all of
its water rights to the city, leaving the price open to negotiation. After a
devastating fire in 1836, the city opened negotiations with the company to
obtain a temporary supply for fighting fires while the Croton Aqueduct
was under construction. No agreement was ever reached, however. At the
same time, the state legislature found that the company had violated its
charter.

In the end the Manhattan Company’s rights were never purchased be-
cause, with the opening of the Croton Aqueduct in 1842, they were essen-
tially not needed. The company had some legal claim to the groundwater
in Manhattan, but the new source did not draw on Manhattan ground-
water at all. When Croton water began flowing into the city, the company
simply lost its customers. Ironically, it retained its wells for decades after-
wards—not because it was actively providing water from them, but be-
cause it feared future challenges to its charter.
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5.4 Municipal Finance and Public Ownership of Water Systems: 
History and Evidence

In the cases of Boston and New York, city government intervened to
provide water when existing private companies failed to perform well—
which generally meant failure to provide a sufficient supply to meet grow-
ing water demand. But Boston and New York were preeminent population
centers in early America that were probably not representative of the typi-
cal American city. Growth in water quantity in the typical city occurred
later and coincided with the sharpest rise in public waterworks ownership.
One city in which this transformation occurred after the turn of the cen-
tury—New Orleans—followed a course similar to that in Boston and New
York (Troesken and Geddes 2003). A private company began providing
New Orleans with water in 1878, but the company refused to extend its
pipes to outlying areas of the city. Moreover, the water it did actually de-
liver was turgid and unfiltered. The city subsequently petitioned the Loui-
siana legislature to revoke the company’s charter and eventually acquired
the water system in 1908. Shortly afterward the system was expanded
dramatically, and filtration plants were constructed.

Figure 5.1 and table 5.1 show that public ownership had been increasing
throughout most of the nineteenth century, but that this trend accelerated
from 1890 (when 43 percent of waterworks were publicly owned) through
the 1920s (when 70 percent were publicly owned)—which coincides pre-
cisely with rapid growth in the number and adequacy of water systems. In
particular, the period of fastest public ownership growth (ignoring the first
few decades of the nineteenth century, when the absolute number of wa-
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Fig. 5.1 The share of water systems publicly owned in American cities, 
1830 to 1924
Sources: Overlapping series of number of waterworks taken from Galishoff (1980) and Melosi
(2000); authors’ calculations of the share publicly owned. Data are available on the decade
from 1830 to 1890 and for 1896 and 1924; points in between are obtained by linear interpola-
tion.



terworks was very small) was the 1890s. Figure 5.2 and table 5.1 show that
the absolute annual increase in number of waterworks accelerated sharply
around 1890. During the 1890–1900 decade, the number of miles of water
mains in major cities with existing water systems also nearly doubled (fig-
ure 5.3).6 This section first provides a brief overview of the development of
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Table 5.1 The number of publicly and privately owned waterworks in American
cities, 1830 to 1924

Number of waterworks

Year Total Public Private Percent public

1830 45 — 9 — 36 — 20
1840 65 (2) 23 (1) 42 (1) 35
1850 84 (2) 33 (1) 51 (1) 39
1860 137 (5) 57 (2) 80 (3) 42
1870 244 (11) 116 (6) 128 (5) 48
1880 599 (36) 293 (18) 306 (18) 49
1890 1,879 (128) 806 (51) 1,073 (77) 43
1896 3,180 (217) 1,690 (147) 1,490 (70) 53
1924 9,850 (238) 6,900 (186) 2,950 (52) 70

Sources: Overlapping series of number of waterworks taken from Galishoff (1980) and Melosi
(2000); authors’ calculations of the percent of waterworks publicly owned.
Note: Average annual increase in number of waterworks over the preceding period shown in
parentheses.

Fig. 5.2 Average annual increase in the number of water systems in the United
States, 1830 to 1924
Sources: Overlapping series of number of waterworks taken from Galishoff (1980) and Melosi
(2000); authors’ calculations of average annual increases; data are available on the decade
from 1830 to 1890 and for 1896 and 1924.

6. This is true in major cities for which data are readily available.



local public finance during the nineteenth century and then presents sug-
gestive evidence that it was the emergence of municipal bond markets that
made water system improvements possible.

5.4.1 Local Public Finance during the Nineteenth Century

Although the precise date of the first municipal bond issuance in the
United States is unknown, there were very few in the early nineteenth cen-
tury. New York City issued its first securities around 1812, and bonds to
support the construction of the Croton Aqueduct were issued in 1837 and
1838. Between 1830 and 1850, municipal indebtedness grew rapidly in both
total and per capita terms (see table 5.2 and figure 5.4)—but almost exclu-
sively in the largest cities. As table 5.3 shows, at least 93 percent of all city
debt on record in 1843 (the first year for which these statistics are available
for all cities) was issued by major population centers (Hillhouse 1936).

The explosive growth of municipal debt in the middle of the century was
probably attributable to restrictions placed on state debt. Following finan-
cial difficulties during the depression of 1837 and a series of state defaults
around 1840, the landscape of local public finance changed radically.
Many state legislatures amended their constitutions to prohibit state bor-
rowing for costly canals, turnpikes, railroads, and other improvements. As
states were increasingly constrained by pay-as-you-go financing, munici-
pal debt arose to fill the gap between what could be afforded and what was
thought to be needed. (Not until after World War I were many state con-
stitutional restrictions on debt officially relaxed.) A large share of munici-
pal debt during this period was for railroad construction. This era of ex-
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Fig. 5.3 Miles of water mains in selected cities, 1889–92 and 1902
Source: Teaford (1984).



pansion peaked in the late 1860s and early 1870s. Between 1868 and 1873,
the net bonded debt of New York tripled; between 1867 and 1873 the
bonded debt of Chicago also tripled. Debt tripled in Boston from 1868 to
1874; Cincinnati’s debt grew by five times from 1868 to 1876, and Cleve-
land’s debt grew by twelve times from 1867 to 1877 (Griffith 1974).

After these years of unchecked borrowing and spending, local econ-
omies turned sour during the panic of 1873. What ensued was the largest
series of municipal bond defaults to that date. (Earlier economic slumps
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Table 5.2 Real municipal debt in American cities, 1843 to 1932

Total municipal debt Growth over Per capita municipal Growth over 
Year (millions of dollars) preceding period debt (dollars) preceding period

1843 625 — 265 —
1853 4,208 0.19 963 0.13
1860 4,055 0.00 652 –0.02
1870 6,629 0.05 669 0.00
1880 13,547 0.07 959 0.04
1890 17,126 0.02 775 –0.02
1902 31,899 0.05 979 0.02
1912 60,310 0.06 1,355 0.03
1922 77,678 0.03 1,357 0.00
1932 186,924 0.09 2,660 0.07

Sources: Nominal debt taken from Hillhouse (1936); historical consumer price index (CPI) taken from
Carter et al. (2005) used to inflate debt to 2000 terms; authors’ calculations of growth over the preced-
ing period.

Fig. 5.4 Real per capita municipal debt in the United States, 1843 to 1932
Sources: Nominal debt taken from Hillhouse (1936); historical CPI taken from Carter et al.
(2005) used to inflate debt to 2000 terms; historical populations 1840 to 1940 taken from
http://www.census.gov/population/censusdata/table-4.pdf



had caused states to default on their obligations, but municipalities gener-
ally did not have much debt during these downturns; see Grinath, Wallis,
and Sylla 1997.) The number of bond issues held void rose from 35 in 1870
to 101 in 1880 (Hillhouse 1936).7 An estimated one-fifth of all municipal
obligations could not be met following this depression; many of these mu-
nicipal defaults during the 1870s were associated with railroads. The panic
of 1873 and its ensuing debt problems were especially severe in southern
cities struggling under Reconstruction. Some renegotiated their debt,
while others gave up their charters or went into receivership (Griffith
1974).

Following the panic of 1873 and unprecedented revelations of wide-
spread government corruption, many states and cities introduced new mu-
nicipal debt limitations as a percentage of total property assessments. New
York’s bonded debt peaked in 1876 and fell by a quarter during the next
decade (Teaford 1984). Other cities followed a similar pattern. Strikingly,
Detroit’s net debt fell from $961,000 in 1875 to $12,000 in 1885 (Teaford
1984). In subsequent years, however, these restrictions were circumvented
in several ways. One was the passage of state constitutional amendments
that one historian attributes to the municipal capture of state legislatures
(Teaford 1984). These amendments allowed exceptions for a variety of spe-
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Table 5.3 Debt in selected cities, January 1843

City Total debt (dollars)

New York, NY 295,922,345
Philadelphia, PA 70,915,707
New Orleans, LA 39,982,622
Boston, MA 33,757,045
Baltimore, MD 29,989,809
Cincinnati, OH 25,927,297
Charleston, SC 24,097,285
Savannah, GA 12,445,467
Mobile, AL 11,667,284
Albany, NY 9,909,959
Troy, NY 8,210,311
Detroit, MI 5,424,264
Nashville, TN 2,642,424
Rochester, NY 2,228,838
Buffalo, NY 1,466,939
Vicksburg, MS 1,137,162
Providence, RI 507,652

All other cities 45,486,486

Sources: Nominal debt taken from Hillhouse (1936); historical CPI taken from Carter et al.
(2005) used to inflate debt to 2000 terms.

7. Data on the total number of bond issues in these years are not readily available.



cial ventures including “self-supporting” municipal enterprises like water-
works (Griffith 1974). Another was the creation of special districts that
were not technically a part of city government. Many local water authori-
ties were incorporated in this way to be exempt from debt restrictions
(Monkkonen 1995).

The panic of 1893 also contributed to the development of municipal
bond markets and their ability to fund public waterworks. Businesses were
hit the hardest, while municipal governments suffered less (Griffith 1974).
Consequently, municipal bonds became relatively more attractive to in-
vestors. Interest rates fell, and cities were able to borrow large amounts
to continue financing their growth. To quote one financial historian, “mu-
nicipalities never enjoyed such a favorable market for their securities, for
by the 1890s no investment was as sound as a municipal bond” (Teaford
1984). The granting of “home rule” to city governments by state legisla-
tures also broadened their ability to borrow and spend. However, very little
of this occurred before the turn of the century (Griffith 1974).

5.4.2 Evidence on Local Public Finance and the Supply of Water

One explanation for rapid water system expansion at the end of the
nineteenth and beginning of the twentieth centuries is the development
and growing sophistication of local public finance. Private water compa-
nies could not afford to build systems to serve entire municipal popula-
tions. Only the largest cities could afford adequate water supplies until the
means for substantial borrowing were developed. Waterworks were exor-
bitantly expensive, even in comparison with other municipal utilities. In
1915, the mean value of municipal waterworks exceeded annual city gov-
ernment revenue, as shown in table 5.4. Mindful of the fact that many wa-
ter systems were built long before 1915, the expenses of constructing a wa-
ter system relative to annual municipal receipts were undoubtedly larger
than shown here. Available statistics suggest that in 1905, waterworks
were the largest debt line item of municipal government (U.S. Bureau of
the Census 1907a).

Several different strands of evidence support this view. The timing of
municipal investments in water provision by city size provides a first piece
of evidence. Figure 5.5 shows municipal ownership over time by city size
among all cities with publicly owned water systems in 1915. In general,
large cities municipalized their waterworks earlier than smaller ones. For
example, all of these cities with over 500,000 people in 1915 had a public
water system by the end of the 1850s, while the share of smaller cities with
public water systems at that time was below 20 percent.8
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8. It is possible that city size responded to public investments in water, but readily available
statistics do not allow for the bidirectionality of this relationship to be disentangled. See sub-
sequent paragraphs for further discussion.



Table 5.4 Reported book value of water systems and annual revenue in selected American
cities, 1915

Value of water Total municipal Value-revenue 
system (dollars) revenue (dollars) ratio

All cities over 500,000 population 569,727,688 462,077,044 1.23
New York, NY 350,004,152 206,010,937 1.70
Chicago, IL 52,557,484 80,622,887 0.65
Philadelphia, PA 30,000,000 45,242,379 0.66

All cities 300,000 to 500,000 population 149,222,136 146,467,942 1.02
Buffalo, NY 15,702,219 15,184,834 1.03
Los Angeles, CA 36,058,144 24,405,199 1.48
Cincinnati, OH 17,366,561 13,785,166 1.26

All cities 100,000 to 300,000 population 186,574,699 171,787,677 1.09
Jersey City, NJ 12,448,453 6,792,713 1.83
Kansas City, MO 8,967,124 10,296,283 0.87
Rochester, NY 9,768,056 7,408,794 1.32

All cities 50,000 to 100,000 population 93,665,860 89,950,262 1.04
Ft. Worth, TX 3,937,893 1,694,390 2.32
Somerville, MA 1,017,365 1,916,006 0.53
Harrisburg, PA 2,487,150 1,481,848 1.68

Sources: Reported book value of water systems taken from U.S. Bureau of the Census (1907a); total mu-
nicipal revenue taken from U.S. Bureau of the Census (1975); gross national product (GNP) deflator
taken from Balke and Gordon (1989) used to inflate water system book values to 1915 terms; authors’
calculations of value-revenue ratios.

Fig. 5.5 Share of cities with publicly owned water systems by population and
decade among cities with publicly owned systems in 1915
Source: U.S. Commissioner of Labor (1899).

If the municipal finance explanation was correct, one would also expect
to see rapid growth in debt and revenue among small cities relative to large
cities at the end of the nineteenth century (when figure 5.5 suggests that
public ownership was rising faster among the smaller cities). Figure 5.6
shows that this is exactly what occurred. In the period from 1880 to 1902,
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debt in small cities grew by about one-third while debt in the largest cities
fell by more than 10 percent.9

Of course this growth in municipal debt could have been due to either
supply or demand factors. Our supply-side explanation is that financial in-
novation and investor interest made it possible for smaller cities to borrow
much more at this time than earlier. Alternatively, it may have been that
cities suddenly decided that they needed to borrow more and thus de-
manded additional debt. Although not readily available by city size, mu-
nicipal bond yields during the late nineteenth century provide some means
of distinguishing between supply and demand explanations for growth in
municipal debt. The supply explanation implies that yields should have
fallen with the increase in borrowing, while the demand explanation im-
plies that yields should have increased.

Figure 5.7 shows mean nominal and real municipal bond yields in New
England from 1857 to 1913.10 In general, real bond yield fluctuations coin-
cided with the business cycle. Real yields rose and then fell dramatically
following the panic of 1873 and did not return to this level by the end of the
century. Although there was a smaller increase in the middle of the 1890s,
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Fig. 5.6 Percent change in real per capita debt in American cities, 1880–1902, 
by municipal population in 1902
Sources: Nominal debt taken from U.S. Bureau of the Census (1907b); GNP deflator taken
from Balke and Gordon (1989) used to inflate debt to 1902 terms; authors’ calculations of per-
cent changes.

9. The cities used to construct figure 5.6 were selected as follows. First, states with major
population centers were chosen: California, Connecticut, Georgia, Illinois, Indiana, Ken-
tucky, Louisiana, Maryland, Massachusetts, Michigan, Minnesota, Missouri, Nebraska,
New Jersey, New York, Ohio, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, Tennessee, Texas, and Wisconsin.
All cities with a population of 15,000 or more in 1900 and with debt statistics in 1880, 1890,
and 1902 were then chosen within these states.

10. Nominal municipal bond yields shown in figure 5.7 are taken from Macaulay (1938)
and can also be found in NBER’s Macro History Data Series #13020. Real bond yields were
calculated using the implicit GNP deflator provided in Balke and Gordon (1989).



this is presumably related to the panic of 1893. With the exception of busi-
ness cycle fluctuations, real yields were low during the late 1890s and early
twentieth century as municipal borrowing increased and municipal
involvement in water accelerated. Lower yields during this period are gen-
erally consistent with a supply-side explanation that emphasizes the devel-
opment of municipal bond markets. Evidence on alternative demand-
oriented explanations is examined in the next section, but these factors
should be reflected in the time series of municipal bond yields as well. The
absence of high and rising real yields during this period of growing debt
and increasing public involvement in water does not support them.

The decline in municipal ownership of water systems in the 1880s also
lends some support to the municipal finance view. In the wake of the de-
pression of 1873, the corruption scandals exposed at roughly the same
time, and the subsequent rise in municipal bond issues held void, borrow-
ing declined in all cities (shown in figure 5.6 for 1880 to 1890) as states
imposed tight restrictions on municipal indebtedness. Although these
indebtedness restrictions were only temporary obstacles, they were
accompanied by the only decline in public waterworks ownership during
the entire nineteenth century (see the decline from 1880 to 1890 shown in
figure 5.1).

5.5 Alternative Explanations: Changes in Value (or Perceived Value)

One set of alternative explanations for the rapid expansion of water sys-
tems and increase in municipal ownership is that the value (or perceived
value) of water systems increased. This would have increased demand for
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Fig. 5.7 Nominal and real mean annual municipal bond yields in all New England
cities, 1870–1913
Sources: Nominal bond yields taken from NBER’s Macro History Data Series #13020; GNP
deflator taken from Balke and Gordon (1989).



water services, and particularly in the presence of positive externalities, lo-
cal governments may have been the appropriate providers of water.

5.5.1 Externalities and New Knowledge about Disease

There are clearly large external benefits of water supplies not captured
by private water companies. The most obvious ones are disease reduction
and improved capabilities of combating fires (a less clear one is that water
systems were an economic stimulus through other pathways). On the sur-
face, it is unclear why the existence of externalities would explain a sharp
rise in municipal waterworks ownership beginning around 1890. Fires and
epidemic infectious diseases had been serious problems in cities for as long
as cities have existed. It is possible, however, that the bacteriological revo-
lution of the 1870s and 1880s may have provided a new impetus for con-
cerns about disease externalities. As knowledge of the basis of waterborne
diseases became clearer, concerns about the socially inefficient incentives
of private companies may have intensified.

But there are several reasons that call this line of reasoning into ques-
tion. One is that dirty water was believed to be causally linked to disease
long before the bacteriological revolution. The first demonstration of the
link between unclean water and disease was John Snow’s famous demon-
stration of how cholera spread from a single water pump in London in the
1850s. Snow had premonitions of the germ theory, but it took several more
decades for the theory to be fully articulated.

The prevailing theory at the time, the miasma theory of disease, held that
a variety of illnesses are the result of poisonous, malevolent vapors (“mi-
asmas”) that are offensive to the smell (Anderson 1984; Duffy 1990). The
widespread acceptance of the miasma theory might have been based on
Pavlovian learning. People exposed to foul odors were more likely to get
sick, foul-smelling areas tended to have more sick people, and more people
seemed to get sick during the summer seasons, during which offensive
odors were more common. The leap of logic from correlation to causation
led to misdirected sanitary interventions—and some successful ones as
well.

The externality argument is also generally difficult to reconcile with the
empirical observation that private water companies were more likely to
possess expensive water filtration plants than were publicly owned com-
panies early in the twentieth century (Troesken and Geddes 2003). And
private water companies were ostensibly legally liable for damages attrib-
utable to large waterborne disease outbreaks (Troesken and Geddes), al-
though it is not clear how enforceable this liability was in practice.

5.5.2 Population Density

As large numbers of Americans migrated to urban areas from the coun-
tryside, the population density of cities may have increased. Urban slums
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certainly emerged in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. If
the population density of cities grew rapidly, deteriorating public health
conditions may have increased the demand for water. Similarly, the posi-
tive externalities of municipal water systems may have grown, giving local
governments stronger reasons for getting involved.

Although reliable statistics on municipal population density before the
1890s are generally not available, there appears to have been no abrupt in-
crease that coincided with water system growth. Data from a consistent
panel of 119 cities from 1890 to 1950 suggest that the only large increase in
municipal population density occurred between 1910 and 1920 (Kim
2002)—twenty to thirty years after major waterworks improvements began.

5.6 Alternative Explanations: Changes in Costs

In addition to changes in their value, another set of potential explana-
tions for rapid water system growth and municipal ownership is that costs
fell. The following section explores these possibilities.

5.6.1 Natural Monopoly

The cost structure of public utility provision is generally characterized
by declining marginal costs. Hence, one firm could in principle serve an en-
tire market most efficiently. Monopoly power held by a profit-maximizing
firm of course commonly leads to inefficient service provision. As will all
monopolists, a monopoly water supplier will raise prices to the profit-
maximizing level and will restrict quantity to support those prices. Public
ownership may be the natural response in the view of local governments.

However, a natural monopoly explanation fails to account for either the
timing of the increase in municipal waterworks ownership or for why wa-
terworks were increasingly city owned while gas and electrical utilities were
not. On the timing, it is not clear why either welfare losses or local govern-
ment losses should have suddenly accelerated around 1890, producing the
observed increase in municipal waterworks ownership. Additionally, the
cost structures of gas and electricity provision were similar, but these util-
ities were rarely privatized. Table 5.5 shows that gas companies were al-
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Table 5.5 Public ownership of gas companies, 1890 to 1920

Year No. of companies No. publicly owned % publicly owned

1890 871 8 0.9
1900 896 15 1.7
1910 1282 122 9.5
1920 1008 45 4.5

Source: Troesken (1997).



most exclusively private from 1890 to 1920 when public waterworks own-
ership was rising most rapidly. Fewer statistics for electric companies are
available, but around the turn of the century, nearly 70 percent of the 952
electric companies in the United States were privately owned (U.S. Com-
missioner of Labor 1899).

5.6.2 Contracting Failures

Although some dimensions of water provision can easily be observed
and monitored, or stipulated ex ante in a contract (e.g., water pressure,
rates, etc.), many others cannot. For example, it is difficult to specify in ad-
vance that certain new population centers not yet in existence should be
served or what new water sources should be tapped to meet future demand
growth. As the provision of water became increasingly complex and regu-
latory requirements became more onerous, contracting costs may have re-
duced the profitability of the water business, making it less attractive to
private firms.

There are some suggestive findings that litigation against private water
companies was positively related to municipal takeover during the pe-
riod of rapid waterworks municipalization (Troesken and Geddes 2003).
It is unclear why contract incompleteness would have become more prob-
lematic at the end of the nineteenth century, but there is some histori-
cal suggestion that contracts became more elaborate—and potentially
more costly—shortly before 1900. For example, the National Municipal
League’s model Municipal Corporation Act was drafted in 1899 and sub-
sequently adopted by many cities (Webber and Wildavsky 1986). However,
a contracting cost explanation does not square with the continuation of
predominantly private ownership in gas and electricity.

Holdup is another potential contracting difficulty. City governments
may have had difficulty credibly committing not to expropriate the enor-
mous infrastructure investments made by private water companies. Fol-
lowing the bacteriological revolution as technological innovations to com-
bat waterborne disease were developed (such as filtration), the investments
required to build and operate water systems increased substantially. Hence
losses (or fears of losses) due to municipal expropriation could have po-
tentially grown near at the end of the nineteenth and beginning of the twen-
tieth centuries.

There is some evidence that municipal takeovers of private water systems
were positively related to the extensiveness of a water system and nega-
tively related to financial difficulties of private water companies (Troesken
and Geddes 2003). One interpretation of this correlation is that cities were
more likely to seize private waterworks that promised greater rents. Fear of
expropriation could have also induced private companies to rationally un-
derinvest in their water systems, resulting in inadequate service provision
and an additional rationale for municipal ownership.
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Countering this hypothesis is the fact that private water companies were
more likely than public ones to own expensive filtration facilities. Accord-
ing to an 1899 federal government survey of water companies, 19 percent
of the private companies had filters while only 6 percent of the public ones
did (Troesken 1999). It is also unclear why municipal seizures or fear of ex-
propriation would have risen in the 1890s and early twentieth century if it
was truly a period in which corruption in municipal government was actu-
ally falling while contracts were growing more sophisticated. Moreover,
the absence of municipal takeovers of other public utilities (gas and elec-
tricity) during this period also seems to contradict this view.

Finally, a recent analysis cites a positive cross-sectional correlation be-
tween population density and public ownership as evidence that contract
evasion and appropriation problems were responsible for municipal con-
trol (Masten 2004). However, this would also be consistent with larger
cities’ (which were typically denser) having greater financial means to build
or expand municipal water systems.

5.6.3 Corruption Costs and Administrative Reform

Administrative reform that began at the very end of the nineteenth cen-
tury may have reduced the corruption costs associated with municipal
ownership of waterworks. As a number of city government scandals were
exposed in the 1870s, cities began experimenting with administrative re-
forms that aimed to reduce corruption. These reforms appear to have been
at least partially responsible for the creation of standing boards to perform
specialized functions like operating water systems. Board members were
surely corruptible, but probably less so than city council members (who
operated municipal water systems before professional boards emerged). It
is not clear if delegation of authority to city boards was actually purpose-
ful (to reduce corruption) or coincidental (driven by the increasingly tech-
nical and complex nature of city functions).

The problem with a corruption costs and administrative reform expla-
nation is that the sharpest rise in public waterworks ownership occurred
in the 1890s. Much of the effective administrative reforms came in the
early decades of the twentieth century at the dawn of the Progressive Era.
This was a primary objective of the National Municipal League’s model
Municipal Corporation Act that was first drafted in 1899 (Webber and
Wildavsky 1986). Although corruption was surely present in historical
water supply and management (McCarthy 1987), it seems to have rela-
tively little direct bearing on public ownership or the expansion of water
systems.

5.6.4 Growth in the Supply of Municipal Engineers

A final possibility is that exogenous growth in the supply of municipal
engineers made it possible for cities to operate water systems on their own.
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City governments may have desired to do so much earlier (out of either
self-interest or public interest), but they simply lacked the human resources
to do so.

The primary piece of evidence against this explanation is the fact that the
public sector was in large part responsible for engineering and applied sci-
ence training in the late nineteenth century. This means that increases in
the number of engineers were probably not exogenous with respect to ma-
jor public works projects.11 The Morrill Land Grant Act provided large
tracts of federal land to states to endow and support institutions of higher
education specializing in agriculture and mechanical arts (Goldin and
Katz 1999). During the 1870s and 1880s, the largest numbers of new engi-
neering programs were established at land grant institutions (Edelstein
2002).

Historical data on the output of new engineers in the United States by
area of specialization are not readily available. Data on the output of civil
engineers in New York State (shown in table 5.6) suggest that the largest
surge in the production of engineers occurred after the turn of the twenti-
eth century. If the training of engineers in New York over time is represen-
tative of the national trend, growth in the supply of engineers does not hold
much promise for explaining the rapid expansion and increasing public
ownership of waterworks.12
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11. An exogenous increase in the supply of engineers that accelerated the construction of
waterworks would also be reflected in rising municipal bond yields as cities demanded addi-
tional debt. Figure 5.7 shows no clear evidence of this.

12. New York State most likely led many of the other states.

Table 5.6 Civil engineering degrees awarded in New York State by decade, 1830
to 1949

No. of civil engineering Absolute change from 
Decade degrees awarded previous decade

1830–39 61 —
1840–49 88 27
1850–59 124 36
1860–69 523 399
1870–79 605 82
1880–89 712 107
1890–99 973 261
1900–09 2,001 1,028
1910–19 3,330 1,329
1920–29 2,446 –884
1930–39 3,026 580
1940–49 2,760 –266

Sources: Number of awarded civil engineering degrees taken from Edelstein (2002); authors’
calculations of change over previous decade.
Note: We believe the numbers provided represent both first and advanced degrees.



5.7 Conclusion

The quantity of piped water supplied in American cities grew dramati-
cally near the turn of the twentieth century, and local government owner-
ship seems to have been a driving force behind this surge in water system
construction and expansion. Governments may have wanted to be in-
volved earlier—and in fact were in the largest cities—but financial con-
straints appear to have prevented them from doing so. As innovation in
local public finance made it easier for smaller cities to borrow, many
American cities did in fact purchase or build waterworks. Even larger cities
that already owned water systems were able to finance massive expansions
to previously unserved neighborhoods. In an era of rampant corruption in
local government (Steffens 1957), it is striking that government involve-
ment in such a costly sector as water seems to have advanced the public in-
terest considerably (if not the private interests of politicians as well). This
observation is consistent with those of others that corruption—although
undesirable and inefficient—can in fact go hand in hand with policies that
improve public welfare if corrupt politicians seek both political support
and a robust economy to exploit (Menes 2003).
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Burke said there were Three Estates in Parliament; but, in the
Reporters’ Gallery yonder, there sat a Fourth Estate more im-
portant far than they all. It is not a figure of speech, or a witty
saying; it is a literal fact. . . . Printing . . . is equivalent to
Democracy. . . . Whoever can speak, speaking now to the
whole nation, becomes a power, a branch of government, with
inalienable weight in law-making, in all acts of authority. It
matters not what rank he has, what revenues or garnitures: the
requisite thing is that he have a tongue which others will listen
to; this and nothing more is requisite.
—Thomas Carlyle, On Heroes, Hero Worship, and the Heroic in
History ([1841] 1993, p. 141, emphasis in original)
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6.1 Introduction

A free and informative press is widely agreed to be crucial to the demo-
cratic process. The impact of investigative reporting in the Watergate scan-
dal and the role of the press in the exposure of Enron’s accounting irregu-
larities, among other legendary episodes, buttress the view that journalists
can make a difference. Allegations of distortion and political bias in media
(e.g., Goldberg 2001) are greeted today with hand wringing as a threat to
government, even to society as a whole.

But from a historical perspective, the remarkable thing is not that the
media remains somewhat biased but rather that there is now an expectation
that the press will provide unbiased information. At the start of the repub-
lic, newspapers such as the Aurora were little more than public relations
tools funded by politicians. In the nineteenth century, independence was a
rarity. As late as 1870, 89 percent of urban dailies that covered political
events proudly acknowledged their affiliation to one of the political par-
ties.1 Information hostile to a newspaper’s political viewpoint was either ig-
nored or dismissed as sophistry. Indeed, typical nineteenth-century news
items seem more partisan than even the most rabid modern editorials. To-
day’s media retain biases, but they are modest relative to the advocacy that
was the norm of the nineteenth century.

Our concern here is with the causes and consequences of the rise of the
informative press, a potent check on corruption. In section 6.2 we docu-
ment the evolution of media bias using three types of evidence. First, we
construct a basic measure of bias: stated party affiliation.2 While stated po-
litical independence is no guarantee of independence, stated party affili-
ation is surely a guarantee of bias. The share of political newspapers that
claimed to be independent rose from 11 percent in 1870 to 62 percent in
1920.3 Another measure of bias is the use of charged language by the press.
Negative words such as “slander,” “liar,” and “villainous” are used by pa-
pers to dismiss undesirable statements; words such as “honest,” “honor-
able,” and “irreproachable” are used to defend political heroes. Using tex-
tual analysis, we find a substantial drop in partisan and charged language
across the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.

Because these aggregate measures are imprecise, we also examine the
press coverage of two major scandals: the Crédit Mobilier scandal of the
early 1870s and the Teapot Dome scandal of the 1920s. Our findings here
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1. The earliest statistics on newspaper party affiliation come from the 1850 Population
Census of Social Statistics. About 85 percent had an affiliation, a finding not much different
from data on urban dailies in 1870.

2. The use of party affiliation as a measure of bias is similar to that in Hamilton (2004).
3. The 62 percent figure uses an inclusive measure of independence that includes papers

that were listed as independent-Republican or independent-Democrat. The less inclusive
measure is 40 percent.



support the results of the textual analysis: “spin,” as measured by charged
language and editorializing in news stories, was common in the coverage
of Crédit Mobilier but was negligible during Teapot Dome. We also find
subtler differences in media behavior between the two scandals. During the
earlier scandal, many Republican papers omitted the critical early news
that might have cast aspersions on their own party. When these papers
eventually did print or acknowledge the stories, they were coupled with vi-
olent derogation of Democratic sources. By the 1920s Republican papers
no longer coupled allegations of the corruption of their party members
with condemnation of the character of the person making the charge. Al-
though stories were still suppressed even during the 1920s, the growth of
independent newspapers meant that most urban residents had access to
the story.

After documenting the rise of the informative press, we turn to the
causes of this change. In section 6.3 we follow Besley and Prat (2004) and
present a supply-side model suggesting that newspapers weigh the rewards
of bias—politicians’ bribes or personal pleasure—against the costs of
bias—lost circulation from providing faulty news. The key predictions of
the model are that as the size of the market for newspapers rises and as the
marginal cost of producing a paper falls, newspapers will become less bi-
ased and invest more in gathering information. The model also suggests
that increased competition may further reduce bias.

In section 6.4, we present evidence suggesting that the rise of the in-
formative press was the result of increased scale and competitiveness in the
newspaper industry and that technological progress was the cause of these
changes. We document the great increase in circulation, the rise in scale,
and the overall rise in competition. We also provide evidence showing a
link between these trends and the cost of newsprint and newspaper pro-
duction. Finally, we provide some evidence linking the rise in the inde-
pendents to growing news markets. We focus on the share of newspaper
circulation that claimed to be independent and find that this share in-
creased most rapidly in cities that had the largest increases in population.

6.2 The Rise of the Informative Press

The informative press emerged sometime between the 1870s and the
early 1900s. We present information on the transition using three sources
on bias and factual content of newspapers. The first is the number of news-
papers that claimed to be independent, rather than being politically affili-
ated. The second is a time series of words in newspaper articles that suggest
a decline in argumentative hyperbole, as opposed to reasoned presentation
of facts. Finally we study newspaper reporting of two of the biggest na-
tional scandals in American history: Crédit Mobilier in the 1870s and Tea-
pot Dome in the 1920s.
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6.2.1 The Growth of the Independent Press

Newspapers today vehemently deny that they deliver anything but fair
and balanced reporting. Such arguments were rarely heard during much of
the nineteenth century, for newspapers never claimed to deliver the unvar-
nished truth. To the contrary, they proclaimed their close affiliation with
one of the two major political parties. Although the assertion of “inde-
pendence” by a press does not imply unbiased reporting, an outright dec-
laration of party affiliation does seem to assure a political slant to the news.
Throughout the mid-nineteenth century, the vast majority of newspapers
were explicitly affiliated with one of the major political parties. Some were
directly supported by a party, whereas others were supported by patronage
positions, such as postmaster, and contracts with the government to print
materials.4

Many of the pre–Civil War presses were bully pulpits for political bosses.
Take Thurlow Weed, for example. He apprenticed as a printer, worked for
the Rochester Telegraph, and then bought the newspaper, which he used to
support his candidates. He soon set his sights higher and took charge of the
Albany Evening Journal, a Whig party paper backed by the Anti-Masonic
party. He used the paper to support Seward for New York State governor
in 1838. Together with another well-known editor, Horace Greeley, he suc-
cessfully worked to elect President Harrison in 1840 (Emery and Emery
1992, p. 104).

Sometime between 1870 and the early 1900s newspapers became de-
monstrably less connected to political parties. To explore changes in the
party affiliation of the press, we have assembled data on newspapers in the
largest U.S. cities between 1870 and 1920.5 The data include any city that
was among the largest 100 in any decennial census year during the period,
for a total of 152 cities.

In 1870 only 11 percent of daily newspapers in large cities were identi-
fied as independent (see table 6.1, panel B).6 Although the independents
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4. Political parties before the 1830s, according to Cook (1998), financed the press through
direct patronage (e.g., printing contracts). Although the government was initially a sponsor
of the press, it later subsidized it through low postal rates. On political subsidies and when the
independent press emerged, see also Kaplan (1993). Schudson (1978) contains a history of the
informative content of the press, and Summers (1994) discusses the transition from a partisan
to an independent press.

5. Our data set expands Hamilton’s (2004), which he kindly gave us. The details of the con-
struction of the data set are given in appendix A.

6. Throughout the paper, we exclude the foreign language press and dailies that were not
general-interest newspapers (e.g., financial, fashion, theater, and gardening periodicals). We
also exclude the minor political parties in table 6.1. In the newspaper directories from which
our data are drawn, newspapers were listed by party affiliation, including independent, and
after 1870 were also classified as independent-Republican or independent-Democrat. We
have constructed two definitions of independent: a broad one that includes all three and a
narrow one that includes only independent.



Table 6.1 The growth of dailies, circulation, and independent newspapers: 1870 to 1920

All cities in sample

1870 1880 1890 1900 1910 1920

A. Newspapers by city
Number of cities 140 149 150 150 150 150
Fraction cities with

Dailies 0.743 0.866 0.947 0.967 0.973 0.967
Independent1 dailies 0.164 0.517 0.647 0.633 0.753 0.827
Independent2 dailies 0.164 0.436 0.527 0.527 0.627 0.653

Dailies by city
None 0.257 0.134 0.053 0.033 0.027 0.033
One 0.129 0.148 0.060 0.047 0.073 0.100
Two 0.307 0.248 0.240 0.293 0.287 0.313
Three or more 0.307 0.470 0.647 0.627 0.613 0.553

B. Political affiliation of newspapers
Fraction of dailies by partya

Republican 0.527 0.386 0.336 0.360 0.332 0.219
Democratic 0.360 0.316 0.319 0.302 0.216 0.164
Independent1 0.114 0.298 0.345 0.337 0.452 0.618
Independent2 0.114 0.257 0.263 0.261 0.340 0.404

Circulation per capita
All dailies 0.194 0.253 0.419 0.450 0.577 0.606
Independent1 dailies 0.051 0.135 0.215 0.217 0.300 0.441
Independent2 dailies 0.051 0.128 0.192 0.175 0.237 0.265

Independent fraction of circulationb

Independent1 0.263 0.534 0.513 0.424 0.520 0.728
Independent2 0.263 0.506 0.458 0.389 0.411 0.437

C. Newspaper competition: Fraction of cities containing newspapers of the following types c

Only D or R or I 0.289 0.279 0.162 0.145 0.205 0.386
(Only I) (0.039) (0.070) (0.049) (0.055) (0.110) (0.317)
(D or R) and I 0.058 0.171 0.232 0.269 0.411 0.407
D and R [not I] 0.529 0.194 0.204 0.255 0.130 0.076
D and R and I 0.125 0.357 0.401 0.331 0.253 0.131

D. Newspaper prices (real): Annual cost in 1982–84 dollars
Unweighted n.a. 57.41 64.34 62.23 53.02 35.74
Weighted by circulation n.a. 71.76 60.90 55.90 44.76 33.33
Per square inch � 100, weighted n.a. n.a. 1.657 1.383 0.844 n.a.

Sources: N. W. Ayer and Son (various years), Rowell (various years). See appendix A. City population data
from Gibson (1998). Deflator (see line 8) from Carter et al. (forthcoming).
Notes: The universe of cities is the union of the top 100 by population in every year. “All cities” includes every
city that contained a population in the year given. Brooklyn and New York City are treated as separate cities af-
ter they merged. The cities of Charlestown, MA, and Allegheny, PA, exit the sample due to mergers. Results from
a balanced panel of cities (those in the sample every year even if they do not include a daily in some year) are
nearly identical. Daily newspapers include both aligned and independent papers but exclude specialized peri-
odicals (e.g., financial, music, fashion, garden). We have also excluded minor political party newspapers (e.g.,
Socialist, Labor, Populist) and, most importantly, the foreign-language press. We use two definitions of “inde-
pendent.” “Independent1” includes independent-Republican (IR) and independent-Democratic (ID), as well as
independent. “Independent2” includes only independent. The deflator is the CPI, 1982–84 � 100: 1880, 10.2;
1890, 9.1; 1900, 8.4; 1910, 9.5; 1920, 20.0. The “square inch” calculations divide by the size of the page times the
number of pages in the newspaper. There are no data available for 1870 and 1880; that for 1920 is not in square
inches. n.a. � not available.
aRepublican, Democratic, and Independent sum to 1. The omitted categories using Independent2 are the IR
and ID papers.
bCirculation per capita for the independents divided by the circulation for all dailities.
cIndependent is defined here as Independent1.



were among the larger papers and accounted for 26 percent of circulation,
the overwhelming majority of Americans in 1870 read papers that were
openly partisan. The partisanship of the press changed substantially over
the next half century. In 1920 62 percent of all big-city newspapers were in-
dependents, and 73 percent of all big-city circulation was (table 6.1, panel
B using the broader definition of “independent”). Independent papers
were anomalies in 1870, but fifty years later they had become the norm.

The largest increases in the independent press during 1870 to 1920 oc-
curred at both the beginning and end of the period—the 1870s and the
1910s. The earlier decade contains responses to the excesses of the Grant
administration, and the last decade includes part of the Progressive Era.
Independent papers can increase as a fraction of the total because of an in-
crease in new independents, the conversion of existing aligned papers, the
exit of nonindependents, and mergers of aligned papers with independ-
ents. The breakdown in net additions to the independent press due to en-
try, exit, conversions, and mergers is given in table 6.2 for the five decades
from 1870 to 1920. With the exception of the last decade (1910 to 1920), the
vast majority of net additions came from start-up newspapers that began
as independents.

There were many conversions of older papers, to be sure. Democrat and
Republican newspapers became independent (or combined independence
with a previous affiliation), and some nonaligned papers became aligned.
But across the forty-year period 1870–1910 there were about three times as
many newly established independent papers for every net conversion. Only
in the last decade did conversions from other political parties play a major
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Table 6.2 The increase in the independent press: 1870 to 1920

Among independent newspapers

Total papers Net Net Net change 
Period in end year additions Entry Exit conversions from mergers

1870–1880 373 81 68 13 29 –3
1880–1890 476 53 74 30 11 –2
1890–1900 486 0 38 39 5 –4
1900–1910 467 47 47 34 37 –3
1910–1920 421 49 26 31 62 –8

Sources: See appendix A.
Notes: The newspapers analyzed are all “political” papers in our sample of the top 100 cities
by population in each year from 1870 to 1920. We limit “total newspapers” to include those
with major political affiliations: Republican, Democrat, or Independent, defined as I, IR, and
ID. Newspapers with other political affiliations (e.g., Socialist, Labor) are implicitly included
in “Net conversions” if they switched to become independent or left the independent rank to
become one of the “other” affiliations. The group from “other” and to “other” is a small num-
ber in all decades listed. “Net additions” is the number of independent papers in the later year
minus that in the earlier year given. It is also equal to (Entry – Exit � Net conversions � Net
change from mergers).



role in the rise of the independents. In the 1910–1920 decade the trend re-
versed and there were three times as many net conversions for every new in-
dependent paper. A majority (60 percent) of the conversions in the 1910s
went from Republican to independent (evenly divided between indepen-
dent [I] and independent-Republican [IR]).

The switch to independence did not necessarily imply a lack of bias, and
many nominally independent papers revealed extreme political bias on oc-
casion. Still, the fact remains that in 1870 papers trumpeted their bias and
by 1920 they at least pretended to be unbiased. The image of independence
had become a valued asset.

6.2.2 The Decline of Partisan Content

We now turn to the content and rhetoric of the news to determine
whether the rise in declared independence was matched by comparable
changes in reporting. Certain words are far more likely to appear in factu-
ally vacuous articles than in those that soberly report a fact. For papers on
the defensive side of the issue these words include “lie” and its many syn-
onyms.7 The rhetoric on the offensive side uses the editorializing first per-
son plural. Substantial intrusion of “we” into the text indicates that the
newspaper is editorializing in the main body of the news.

Newspaper coverage of the famed Crédit Mobilier scandal of the 1870s,
one of our case studies, provides illustrations of both types of bias. Ac-
cording to the Republican (thus on the defensive) Albany Evening Journal:

The Credit Mobilier libel is the latest but not probably the last lie which
the “truck and dicker” gentry will issue during the campaign. The libel
was invented by knaves but it is retailed by fools. (September 16, 1872)

The answer of Vice-President Colfax to the Credit Mobilier slander
is manly and dignified. There was no need, however of any reply to this
infamous calumny from him or from the others. . . . It is one of the in-
famies of this campaign that the supporters of Greeley stop at no out-
rage, however atrocious, at no falsehood, however monstrous, at no stab
at character, however, dastardly. (September 26, 1872)

The first instance of the story as reported by the Republican Philadelphia
Evening Bulletin contains six subheadlines including “Political Slanders,”
“How Leading Republicans are Vilified,” and “The Whole Thing Proven to
Be False,” and the story began with “The attempt to fasten the charge of
bribery . . . has already been shown to be utterly untrue” (September 14,
1872). This heavily rhetorical style of writing was the norm, not the excep-
tion, during most of the nineteenth century.

At the other end of the political spectrum were the anti-Grant papers,
which spun their stories with the editorial “we.” “At last we have one more
utterance on the Crédit Mobilier scandal. . . . Mr. Wilson denies. . . . But
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7. See appendix B for a list of the synonyms we have found in the 1870s.



. . . we know what his word is worth,” wrote the New York Tribune (Septem-
ber 16, 1872, italics added), a Republican, anti-Grant newspaper. Some
of the independents, such as the Baltimore Sun, wrote factual stories with
little spin. But the New York Sun, also an independent, broke the story to
the American public using six subheadlines including “The King of Frauds,”
“Colossal Bribery,” “Congressmen Who Have Robbed the People, and
Who Now Support the National Robber,” and “How Some Men Get  For-
tunes.”

By using a search engine capable of searching across several hundred elec-
tronically scanned newspapers, we are able to explore a wide range of news-
papers for particular words to see if their use rose or fell over the period.8 To
deflate for the general amount of reporting we divide the number of in-
stances that a word appears by the same for the neutral word “January.”9

Among the various synonyms for “lie,” we have chosen “slander” to use
in the search, and at the opposite extreme in rhetoric we have used the word
“honest.”10 Figure 6.1 shows the time path of “slander” and “honest” (us-
ing a three-year centered moving average) from 1850 to 1950 deflated by
the word “January.” The use of the word “slander” indicates editorial in-
tervention and the aim of discrediting an opposing view, whereas “honest”
is used to build respect.

Allegations of “slander” abounded in the 1850s, the start of the period
depicted in figure 6.1, when the word appeared about 1/12 as often as the
word “January.” By the 1880s, however, the relative usage of “slander” had
begun to decline, and by the 1920s “slander” appeared just 1/30 as often as
our deflator word. Similarly, the word “honest” declined in usage by about
one-half from the late nineteenth century to the 1920s. The highly opin-
ionated style of reporting that was common in the 1870s had become un-
common by the early twentieth century.

General use of charged language also changed during the nineteenth
century, as can be seen from a count of the word “honest” (and its variants)
in books.11 But the trend in literature substantially differs from that in the
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8. We use Ancestry.com. Although several hundred newspapers are stored at this site, the
number in the years we use ranges from about ten in the 1840s to fifty for most of the period
after the 1880s. The newspapers, furthermore, are almost all from small towns and only oc-
casionally include a big-city newspaper. The search engine counts a hit if a word is found at
least once on a page. Other search engines, such as Proquest, count a hit if a word is found at
least once in an article.

9. To deflate for reporting that is political, we have also used the number of all words be-
ginning with “politic.” We do not report those time series in figure 6.1 because they reveal sim-
ilar time trends.

10. We traced all words beginning with “slander” (e.g., slanderous) and all words begin-
ning with “honest.”

11. We have used “The Making of America” collection, http://www.hti.umich.edu/m/
moagrp/ at the University of Michigan and http://cdl.library.cornell.edu/moa/ at Cornell
University, which is smaller, and restricted the search to “books” to exclude some literature,
such as magazines and pamphlets, which would be similar in content to newspapers. We date
the literature by the publication year and deflate by the neutral word “January.”



political press. The use of “honest,” relative to other neutral words such as
“January,” began high in the 1830s. It declined almost continuously to 1885
but then remained fairly constant until the end of the series around 1905.
In the political press, on the other hand, the usage of the word “honest,”
relative to more neutral words, was uneven to 1890, after which it plum-
meted. Thus, general usage of charged and emotional words did change in
the nineteenth century, but the change preceded that in the political press
by about a half century. The change in the language used by political news-
papers is consistent with the notion that the press became less biased and
more independent late in the nineteenth century.

As interesting and suggestive as are these facts, they report broad trends
with many possible interpretations. To assess the degree to which the bias
and information content of the news media changed, we turn to case stud-
ies of the Crédit Mobilier and Teapot Dome affairs.

6.2.3 Case Studies of Political Scandal Reporting

In the pantheon of national political scandals in the United States a few
stand out as momentous. Of these, we have chosen two that are separated
by exactly fifty years and span the period of greatest expansion in national
daily newspaper circulation per capita and in the number of daily newspa-
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Fig. 6.1 Indicators of biased reporting
Source: Ancestry.com scanned newspapers using optical character recognition software. See
introduction to this volume for more information on Ancestry.com and its newspapers.
Notes: “January” and all words beginning with “slander” and “honest” were searched. A hit
occurs when at least one word is found on a newspaper page (this search routine is done by
page, not by article). The newspapers covered vary by year, and each year contains anywhere
from ten to fifty newspapers. Most of the newspapers are from small cities and towns.



pers (see figure 6.2). The first of these scandals has become known as
Crédit Mobilier and was exposed to the public in September 1872. The sec-
ond has been called the Teapot Dome affair and was initially revealed in
April 1922.

To understand how corruption scandals were reported by different types
of newspapers and how their reporting changed over time, we have chosen
nineteen daily newspapers. Of these, seventeen existed during the Crédit
Mobilier scandal and seventeen existed during the Teapot Dome affair.
The newspapers selected include most of the major presses in America, but
we have also made an effort to obtain papers from cities that were small,
that were distant from the center of national political activity, and that had
only one daily paper (see appendix B, table 6B.3).

We have obtained every article covering the events during two critical
periods in their history and have coded them to establish (a) whether par-
ticular “facts” were reported; (b) the size, in column inches, of the stories
printed; (c) the degree of “spin”; and (d) the timeliness of reporting the
facts. Spin is measured in two ways. The first counts the number of times
the word “lie” and its various synonyms appeared in the first two para-
graphs of each article (scaled by the number of articles). The second counts
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Fig. 6.2 Daily newspapers and circulation per capita: 1790 to 1998
Sources: Dailies, 1790–1925: Dill (1928), table V, p. 28; 1929–1998: Editor and Publisher (var-
ious years).
Notes: Daily circulation for 1850 to 1921 is imputed by converting newspaper subscriptions
into circulation using the ratio of the two for 1921. That for 1921 to 1928 is interpolated. U.S.
population is imputed from decennial censuses. These data are for the entire United States
and are, therefore, diVerent from those in table 6.1, which are for large U.S. cities.



the number of times the first person plural (in any form; as in “we believe”)
was used in the first two paragraphs (also scaled by the number of articles).
The first form of spin is anticipated to have been used more by the papers
on the defensive, whereas the second form of spin would be expected to be
used by those on the offensive. In both cases, spin is an editorial ploy and
departs from factual reporting.

Because both of the scandals lasted for years—the Teapot Dome affair
was not finalized until 1928—we have chosen two relatively brief periods
for each scandal. The first period is several weeks around the breaking
news of the story. The second is an equally brief period when an important
detail or decision was announced. We call this the resolution period.

Both the Crédit Mobilier and Teapot Dome scandals were complex
events and, to this day, have unresolved or undisclosed aspects. We have
compiled various indisputable facts concerning the cases and study how
these facts were reported by the various presses.

Crédit Mobilier

Crédit Mobilier was an independent corporate entity, set up as the con-
struction arm of the Union Pacific Railroad, part of the great transconti-
nental railroad. Since stock in the Union Pacific Railroad was widely held,
skimming off contracts by the Union Pacific would not greatly benefit par-
ticular individuals. But Crédit Mobilier was neither widely held nor traded.
The Crédit Mobilier scandal concerned a congressman, Oakes Ames,
whose financial stake in Crédit Mobilier led him to use stock of that com-
pany to bribe (or reward) other government officials.

The Crédit Mobilier scandal was broken by the New York Sun on Sep-
tember 4, 1872, with the publication of a letter, dated January 28, 1868,
purportedly written by Congressman Oakes Ames of Massachusetts to
one Colonel Henry McComb. The letter contained a list of names, includ-
ing the current vice president, Schuyler Colfax, who had been a congress-
man in 1868, ten representatives, and four senators, to whom Ames had
sold stock in Crédit Mobilier, placing the Crédit Mobilier stock “where it
will produce the most good.”12 Among the list was James Blaine (Congress,
R-ME), current speaker of the house; James Garfield (Congress, R-OH),
later to become president; George Boutwell (Congress, R-MA), current
secretary of the treasury; Henry Wilson (Senate, R-MA), the current vice-
presidential candidate on the Grant ticket; and the chairs of most of the
important House committees, including Ways and Means. Although the
historical record established that Ames actually “sold” the stock, rather
than gave it, to at least some of the individuals mentioned, the share price
was approximately equal to the dividends paid out in just one year. Of great
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12. The quotation is from the letter, as reported in the New York Sun and many other news-
papers.



importance is that all but one was a Republican and a supporter of Presi-
dent Grant.

Oakes Ames and his brother had been major investors in the Union Pa-
cific and were part of a group that held stock in Crédit Mobilier. Because
the Union Pacific had received large grants and loans from the federal gov-
ernment and in 1868 appeared to need more, the letter from Ames to Mc-
Comb in January 1868 suggested that Ames was shoring up further sup-
port or was rewarding his friends for past deeds.

McComb had revealed the letter to the Sun after a protracted legal and
financial battle with Ames over the disposition of some Union Pacific
stock. The timing of the revelation was of immense national importance
since the 1872 presidential campaign between incumbent Grant and his
challenger Horace Greeley had just begun to heat up. Greeley, moreover,
was the founder of both the New Yorker and the New York Tribune, which
he had once edited.

Sometime after the revelation of the letter, the House and Senate ap-
pointed committees to investigate the charges. That in the House was chaired
by Representative Luke Poland (R-VT); that in the Senate was chaired by
Senator Justin Morrill (R-VT). The Senate also appointed a committee,
chaired by Senator Henry Wilson (also implicated in the Crédit Mobilier
affair), to investigate the financial activities of the Union Pacific and Crédit
Mobilier. In February 1873 the Poland and Morrill committees reported.
The Poland Committee recommended that two representatives (Ames and
Brooks, the only Democrat involved) be censured and expelled. The House
censured but did not expel both, and the Senate voted to expel Paterson.

We have compiled a group of nine “facts” for the breaking news period
of September 4–30, 1872 (see appendix B, table 6B.1). The first fact is the
letter from Ames to McComb. The remaining eight facts are denials from
the various officials named in the letter. The resolution period, from Feb-
ruary 14 to 28, 1873, contains eleven “facts” concerning the congressional
committee hearings and final reports.

Teapot Dome

The scandal that became known as “Teapot Dome” was innocuously
broken by the Wall Street News (now the Wall Street Journal ), which re-
ported on April 7, 1922, that the U.S. government had leased lands near a
place called Teapot Dome in Wyoming, one of the naval oil reserves, to
Harry F. Sinclair of Mammoth Oil. Another naval reserve, in Elk Hills,
CA, was also leased for oil exploration. The odd aspect of the leases was
that naval oil reserves were under the jurisdiction of the navy secretary, Ed-
win Denby, yet the interior secretary, Albert Fall, approved the leases (both
were Harding appointees). A week later the Senate called for hearings on
the Sinclair lease.

Evidence suggesting an actual scandal erupted in late January 1924
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when Edward Doheny, the head of the oil company that had received the
Elk Hills lease, revealed that he had given Albert Fall an unsecured loan of
$100,000 just prior to the oil deal. Harry Sinclair, the head of Mammoth
Oil, also revealed, through his lawyer, that he had given Fall a loan just af-
ter the Teapot Dome lease. The resolution of the Teapot Dome affair took
until 1928 when Albert Fall was found guilty of accepting a bribe. Fall had
already resigned from office in March 1923, and Edwin Denby, the secre-
tary of the navy, was forced to leave his position in March 1924.

We have compiled a list of eight facts for the breaking news period, April
7–30, 1922. These facts mainly concern the existence of the oil lease, its
terms, the justification by the navy and interior secretaries for the lease,
and Senate action on oil leases. The resolution period, January 21–28,
1924, contains nine facts concerning the revelation about the loans from
Doheny and Sinclair to Albert Fall. See appendix B, table 6B.2 for a list of
the facts for both periods.

Coverage of Crédit Mobilier by the Press

For the three-week “breaking news” period of Crédit Mobilier we have
identified 224 articles in the seventeen newspapers, and in the two-week
“resolution” phase we have found 543 articles among the same group of
newspapers.13 We have coded the articles with respect to the four charac-
teristics: (a) size, (b) facts, (c) spin, and (d) timeliness (see appendix B on
the coding). The results are summarized by affiliation of the newspaper
in figure 6.3. Of the seventeen papers, eight were aligned with President
Grant and the Republican Party, five either were aligned with the Democ-
rats or were anti-Grant Republican papers, and four were listed as inde-
pendent.14

In the breaking news period of the scandal the relative size of articles was
considerably smaller in the pro-Grant (or Republican but not anti-Grant)
papers than in the others and the number of facts was somewhat smaller
(see figure 6.3, panel A, 1872).15 The spin was extremely different between
the two types of papers. The pro-Grant papers made use of the word “lie”
and its synonyms with far greater frequency in the breaking news period,
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13. These articles were found by our extraordinary research assistants, especially Magali
Fassiotto, who scanned the microfilm. Only the New York Times and the Wall Street News
could be used electronically with optical character recognition software.

14. Affiliations are from newspaper directories (see appendix A) and newspaper histories.
The two Republican, anti-Grant newspapers are the New York Tribune and the Chicago Tri-
bune.

15. The mean number of column inches devoted to the story (expressed as a fraction of the
total size of the newspaper and multiplied by 10) was .110 for Republican papers, .425 for De-
mocratic and anti-Grant papers, and .992 for independent papers. The mean percentage of
key facts reported was .542 for Republican papers, .689 for Democratic and anti-Grant pa-
pers, and .667 for independent papers. The Democratic papers of the two lower South cities,
Galveston and New Orleans, were exceptions to this pattern as they provided relatively less
coverage of the scandal.



A

Fig. 6.3 Reporting of Crédit Mobilier: Size, facts, timeliness, and spin: A, Crédit
Mobilier, 1872 and 1873: Size and facts; B, Crédit Mobilier, 1872 and 1873: Spin;
C, Crédit Mobilier, 1872: Timeliness



B

Fig. 6.3 (cont.)



whereas the Democratic and anti-Grant papers used the editorial “we”
with greater regularity (see figure 6.3, panel B, 1872).16

When the letter from Ames to McComb was revealed by the New York
Sun on September 4, 1872, it was viewed by many as mere political chi-
canery on the part of the Greeley campaign. For the entire period consid-
ered (September 4–30, 1872), fully four papers, all Republican, never re-
ported the existence of the letter but simply alluded to it. The remaining
four Republican papers were about two weeks late in reporting (see figure
6.3, panel C, 1872). In contrast, the Democratic and nonaligned papers re-
ported the Sun’s publication of the letter more rapidly. The rest of the facts
for the breaking news period were reported with about equal speed by all
types of presses, but with different spin, since they were denials by various
officials. Thus, the timeliness of the first fact differed greatly between the
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C

Fig. 6.3 (cont.) Reporting of Crédit Mobilier: Size, facts, timeliness, and spin: A,
Crédit Mobilier, 1872 and 1873: Size and facts; B, Crédit Mobilier, 1872 and 1873:
Spin; C, Crédit Mobilier, 1872: Timeliness
Sources and notes: See figure 6.4 and appendix B.
Note to panel C: There are almost no differences in “timeliness” among the newspapers in the
sample in total and for the most important facts during the “resolution” period of February
1873.

16. The average frequency with which “lie” occurred (expressed as number of occurrences
in the first two paragraphs per article) was 1.591 for Republican papers, 0.288 for Democra-
tic and anti-Grant papers, and 0.463 for independent papers. The frequency of “we” was
0.424 for Republican papers, 0.715 for Democratic and anti-Grant papers, and 0.419 for in-
dependent papers.



two groups of papers even though the fraction of breaking news facts re-
ported was about equal by political affiliation.

Differences in factual coverage among the various types of papers dur-
ing the resolution phase of the story were not as great as in the breaking
news period. The pro-Grant papers reported the facts with the same fre-
quency as did the other papers. But other differences remained. The Re-
publican papers gave considerably less room to the complete story and
printed less of the Congressional testimony (figure 6.3, panel A, 1873).17

The spin of the papers switched. In the resolution phase the pro-Grant pa-
pers used the editorial “we,” whereas the others proclaimed more “lies”
(figure 6.3, panel B, 1873).

In sum, newspapers in the 1870s had just begun their transition from be-
ing highly politicized organs, as they were in the antebellum era, to being
more independent of political parties. When the Crédit Mobilier scandal
broke, Americans in some parts of the country did not hear about it for
weeks, and even when they were told the news, the facts were distorted for
many. Distortions came about for several reasons; among them is that
many papers were geographically removed from the nation’s political and
commercial centers and facts were still expensive to gather. The telegraph
and wire services had cheapened the cost of gathering news, yet it was still
an expensive proposition. Most of the distortion, however, came about be-
cause of the political alignment of the press.

Coverage of Teapot Dome by the Press

For the two-week breaking news period of Teapot Dome we have iden-
tified 104 articles in the seventeen newspapers, and in the week-long reso-
lution phase we found 381 articles among the same list of newspapers (see
appendix B, table 6B.2). We have coded these articles, as we did the others,
with respect to (a) size, (b) facts, (c) spin, and (d) timeliness. The results are
summarized by affiliation of the newspaper in figure 6.4. In the 1920s there
were eight Republican newspapers, five Democratic papers, and four in-
dependent ones (including the one financial press—the Wall Street News,
which broke the story).

By the 1920s American newspaper writing had come to look very much
like the fact-based reporting of major newspapers we read today. As op-
posed to those in the 1870s, stories in the 1920s were factually reported
when they were printed. Spin was not evident. In fact, we could not code
spin by newspaper for the 1920s since we found practically no use of the
word “lie” and of the editorializing “we.” We did, however, find other ways
in which reporting differed by type of newspaper.
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17. The average space devoted to the scandal (expressed as a fraction of the total size of the
newspaper multiplied by 10) was 0.688 for Republican papers, 0.919 for Democratic and anti-
Grant papers, and 2.584 for independent papers.
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B

Fig. 6.4 Reporting of Teapot Dome: Size, facts, and timeliness: A, “Breaking
news” period; B, Resolution period
Sources and methods: See appendix B.
Notes: Newspaper abbreviations are as follows:

Alb � Albany Evening Journal
Balt � Baltimore Sun



During the breaking news period of the Teapot Dome scandal in 1922,
all but one of the non-Republican newspapers printed more than one-half
of the facts (the DC Star is the lone exception; see figure 6.4, panel A). Four
of these papers printed three-quarters or more of the facts. Not only did
these papers print the stories, but they also did so in a relatively timely fash-
ion and devoted considerable space to the stories. By contrast, the Repub-
lican newspapers failed to print many of the stories. Albany, Philadelphia,
and Waterbury, for example, printed no stories on the subject of oil leases
during the more than two-week period after the Wall Street News pub-
lished the story on the Teapot Dome lease. Three Republican papers pub-
lished only one of the eight facts. By the 1920s these stories were available
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Fig. 6.4 (cont.)
Chic � Chicago Daily Tribune
Cin � Cincinnati Daily Gazette (not in 1920s)
DCS � DC Evening Star
DCP � DC Washington Post (only in 1920s)
Galv � Galveston Daily News
Hart � Hartford Courant
Minn � Minneapolis Tribune
NO � New Orleans (Times-) Picayune
NYH � New York Herald
NYS � New York Sun
NYT � New York Times
NYTr � New York Tribune (not in 1920s)
NYW � New York World
Phil � Philadelphia (Evening) Bulletin
SC � Sioux City (Daily) Journal
WSJ � Wall Street News (later the Wall Street Journal; only in 1920s)
Water � Waterbury Daily American

Newspapers are divided into groups by their stated political affiliations (in the Ayer directo-
ries). Supplementary information on the Republican Anti-Grant papers (Chic, NYTr) has
also been used. The sole financial newspaper (the Wall Street News) is included with the lat-
ter papers in the 1920s because it broke the Teapot Dome story and would probably have been
considered an apolitical newspaper at the time.

“Size” is the column length of the articles divided by the total size of the newspaper times
10. Thus, size is “relative size,” adjusted for the fact that some newspapers were larger than
others. Total size is length times width times the number of pages.

“Facts” is the fraction of the facts reported (see appendix B for the important facts) during
the demarcated periods.

“Spin” is measured in two ways. In both cases a count of particular words is done for the
first two paragraphs of all articles during the periods. In the first, the word “lie” and its vari-
ous synonyms are counted. In the second, the words “we” and “us” are counted. The use of
“lie” is generally used to spin the fact in the opposite direction. The use of “we” and “us” is
generally used to put greater emphasis (that is, editorialize) on the fact. The total counts are
scaled by the number of articles in the period for each newspaper.

“Timeliness” is measured by scoring the “facts,” dividing by the maximum score, and then
subtracting from 1. If a fact is reported on the first day that it could have been reported, the
newspaper gets a 0 score and thus a 1 in “timeliness.” If the fact is reported a day late, it gets
a score of 1, if two days late, it gets a 2, and so on. The maximum days late is (1 � the full length
of the period considered). The total score received by the newspaper is then divided by the
maximum possible score and subtracted from 1. A zero means that the newspaper never re-
ported the fact during the period considered.



to all papers and could have been reported in a timely fashion. The absence
of publication of the stories represents a degree of oversight that can fairly
be called suppression of the news.

During the resolution phase in 1924 (see figure 6.4, panel B), the papers
were less distinguishable from each other with one exception, which mir-
rors our findings in the Crédit Mobilier case. The non-Republican papers,
especially some aligned with the Democratic party, gave considerably more
(relative) space to the stories they printed.

The lesson from these case studies is that although reporting style greatly
changed from the 1870s to the 1920s, the aligned papers in the 1920s still
suppressed stories and gave far less room to the stories they had to print
that damaged their candidates. Because both of our scandals involved Re-
publican administrations, we do not know from this investigation whether
the Democrat newspapers did the same, but we would hazard a guess that
they did. The aligned press was often a biased and noninformative press.
But the aligned press had become a far smaller fraction of all dailies and an
even smaller fraction of circulation. Furthermore, even in cities that had
aligned dailies, the existence of competition with the independent dailies
would have fostered the informative press.

6.3 Understanding the Rise of the Independent Press

In documenting the rise of the informative press, we found both a re-
duction in overt bias and a substantial increase in the information content
of newspapers. We now seek to explain the transformation, building on the
growing literature that explores the economic forces that act to determine
the degree of bias and the amount of information in news articles.

The information content of the news will reflect a trade-off between the
demands of customers who seek knowledge and entertainment, and the in-
centives of suppliers who seek to earn profit and advance their ideological
views. A growing theory literature, including Mullainathan and Shleifer
(forthcoming), Gentzkow and Shapiro (2004), and Besley and Prat (2004), ex-
plores how these forces can lead firms to report biased news in equilibrium.

In this section, we follow Besley and Prat (2004) in modeling suppliers’
incentives as a trade-off between (a) profits from consumers who are will-
ing to pay for informative news and (b) direct payoffs from printing infor-
mation favorable to one political side or the other. Although such direct
payoffs to suppliers are not the only possible source of bias, they seem most
consistent with historical evidence on the incentives faced by nineteenth-
and early twentieth-century newspapers.18
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18. A model that locates the source of bias on the supply side seems most consistent with
the central empirical fact we document below: that the drop in bias in the late nineteenth and
early twentieth centuries coincided with falling costs and increasing advertising revenue. In-
tuitively, if suppliers trade off direct gains from skewing news against market profits, any



The most obvious source of such direct payoffs from the political slant
of information would be the individual political preferences of newspaper
owners themselves. We previously cited Thurlow Weed’s Albany Evening
Journal and Horace Greely’s New York Tribune as nineteenth-century ex-
amples of newspapers run by politically interested parties. Other examples
include Colonel McCormick of the Chicago Tribune and Harrison Gray
Otis and his descendants at the Los Angeles Times (prior to 1960), who had
strong right-wing views and ensured that their papers supported those po-
sitions.19

An additional source of payoffs to firms would be outside influence from
politicians or parties. This could take the form of direct bribes or kick-
backs, as in the model of Besley and Prat (2004). Perhaps the most famous
example of this kind of incentive is Secretary of State Thomas Jefferson’s
use of State Department funds to pay Philip Freneau to run the radically
partisan pro-Jefferson, anti-Federalist National Gazette. Outside influence
could also come from interest groups that provide biased information at
low cost, or politicians who are able to use the threat of curtailing report-
ers’ access to information to thwart unfavorable stories.

To develop the model formally, we assume that a newspaper first decides
a level of investment that determines the probability, q, that the paper will
acquire a story. The investment includes, for example, the number of re-
porters, reporter quality, and investment in infrastructure. The investment
cost is denoted K(q), where K(0) � 0, K(1) � �, K � � 0, K ″ � 0. We assume
that stories cannot be fabricated and that stories do not have spin. Instead,
the primary ideological question that the newspaper faces is whether or not
to suppress a story hostile to its viewpoint. The newspaper also determines
how much to spend to uncover new stories.

A story has ideological content, �, where � � {–�, �}. The ideological
content reflects the extent to which the story either helps or hurts politi-
cians of different political hues. Conditional on having observed �, the pa-
per can either print the story x � � or suppress it. Suppressing the story
could be interpreted to mean not referring to the event at all or engaging in
political editorializing that conveys no real information.

To capture the political bias of the newspaper, we assume that when the
paper prints a story with ideological value � the paper receives payoff r�.
As just mentioned, this could reflect the political preferences of owners or
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changes that increase the magnitude of market returns should reduce the degree of skewing.
Models that locate the source of bias on the demand side do not necessarily imply such a link.

19. It is interesting to note that whereas through the early twentieth century the usual com-
plaint was that newspapers were biased toward the right, allegations of bias today emphasize
the liberal views of reporters who supposedly slant their stories to the left. One explanation
for this switch, if indeed it occurred, could be an increase in reporters’ incomes. If the chance
to proselytize is a luxury good, then we should increasingly see reporters willing to accept
lower wages for the chance to push their own bias, as reporters become generally wealthier.



outside influence from politically interested parties.20 We assume, for sim-
plicity, r � 0.

We assume that there are P consumers who always buy the paper, and an
additional C consumers who buy the paper if it contains a new story. The
newspaper receives advertising revenue a per reader. The marginal cost of
printing a newspaper is c. Firm profits are thus (C � P)(a – c) � r� – K(q)
if they print an informative story with content � and P(a – c) – K(q) other-
wise. We assume for simplicity that a � c. The model immediately yields
the following proposition.

P 1: There exists an ideological value �∗ at which the newspa-
per is indifferent between publishing or not publishing the story. For values of
� greater than �∗, the newspaper strictly prefers publishing the story; for val-
ues of � less than �∗, the firm strictly prefers suppressing the story. The value
of �∗ equals –C(a – c)/r and therefore rises with c and r, and falls with a
and C.

P: The gains from including the story in the newspaper equal C(a –
c) � r�, and therefore when � � –C(a – c)/r the firm is indifferent between
publishing or not publishing a story. Since C(a – c) � r� is monotonically
increasing in �, the firm strictly prefers publishing when � � –C(a – c)/r,
and strictly prefers not publishing when � � –C(a – c)/r. The comparative
statics follow from differentiating –C(a – c)/r.

The value of �∗ denotes the degree of bias that has been introduced into
the newspaper because of its desire to publish stories that favor a particu-
lar political side. As �∗ rises, more stories are suppressed and the degree of
bias increases. The comparative statics therefore suggest that the degree
of bias is falling with net revenues per consumer (a – c), falling with C (the
marginal consumers that will be produced by a more informative paper),
and rising with r (the degree of supply-side bias).

Although these comparative static results are not surprising, they illus-
trate a fundamental trade-off in newspaper bias. The possible benefits from
selling more papers are weighed against the private gains from suppressing
politically charged information. In this model, as the size of the market in-
creases (causing C to rise) or as the gap between advertising revenues and
costs rises, leading (a – c) to rise, newspapers will become less biased. The
variable C can also be interpreted to reflect competition among papers.
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20. An important assumption built into this specification is that the direct political returns
to suppressing or printing a story do not depend on the number of readers (i.e., C and P). This
assumption seems an accurate description of some situations (i.e., payoffs from a politician
who has a fixed value of winning an election), while for other situations (i.e., an editor who
values the political views of each swayed reader) it is clearly a simplification. In the latter case,
our results would require that political payoffs increase more slowly in C and P than market
returns.



Suppose, for example, that most consumers prefer to read some newspaper
regardless of its information content but would prefer an informative one
over a noninformative one. Then a monopoly firm will sell to all readers re-
gardless of information content, whereas a duopoly firm will strictly in-
crease demand by providing information.21

We now turn to the equilibrium investment in information—the choice
of q. Expected newspaper profits equal (a – c){P � Cq[1 – F (�∗)]} �
qr ∫�

�∗�f (�)d� – K(q). Thus, the first-order condition is K�(q) �
[1 – F (�∗)]C (a – c) � r ∫�

�∗ �f (�)d�.

P 2: Investment in information by the newspaper rises with C
and a and falls with c and r.

P  P 2: Since K ″(q) � 0, the sign of the effect of any
variable x on q will be the same as the sign of the effect of that variable on
{1 – F [–C(a – c)/r]}C(a – c) � r ∫�

–C(a–c)/r �f (�)d�. Differentiation then reveals
that q is rising with C and a, and falling with c and r.

Proposition 2 echoes proposition 1 and shows that as markets expand,
we should observe more informative, as well as less biased, presses. De-
creases in costs, c, will also increase the incentive to acquire information
since the net returns from each reader are higher. If C rises with the level of
competition, then information acquisition will also rise with competition.
Lower levels of supply-side bias will also increase the tendency to acquire
information. Because bias involves the suppression of information, a
higher level of bias reduces the value of getting new information in the first
place.

The framework has suggested that we look at (a) production costs, (b)
market scale, (c) market competition, and (d) advertising revenues as
forces that should determine the amount of information and bias in news-
papers. We now turn to evidence on the news media in the nineteenth cen-
tury to see which of these forces can help us to understand the rise of the
informative press.

6.4 Evidence on the Causes of the Rise of the Informative Press

We turn now to the factors that the model predicts should impact the de-
gree of bias and the amount of information in the press, such as production
costs, market size, and advertising revenues. We will highlight the remark-
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21. Besley and Prat (2004) show formally that in a model where firms receive payoffs from
politicians to suppress harmful information, increased competition should reduce the degree
of bias. In their model, if N firms are all suppressing information in equilibrium, a single de-
viator who prints the information gets the same payoff as a monopolist. The bribe that must
be paid to each firm is thus independent of N, and the total bribe is increasing in N. In more
competitive markets, politicians find it more difficult to suppress information.



able changes that occurred in each of these variables across the nineteenth
and early twentieth centuries, although we acknowledge that these vari-
ables are interrelated and that we are treating each as a separate factor.

6.4.1 Production Costs

Perhaps the most important change in the production costs of newspa-
pers in the nineteenth century was the reduction in the price of newsprint.
The real price of newsprint fell by one-fifth from 1870, when the cost was
$25 per pound, to 1910, when it was $5 (see figure 6.5). Up through the
mid-nineteenth century virtually all newspapers were printed on relatively
expensive newsprint made from cotton or linen rags. Although the price of
rag paper began to decline in the 1830s with the invention of the Four-
drinier process, the price plummeted with the introduction, in 1867, of the
process for making paper from wood pulp (Emery and Emery 1992,
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Fig. 6.5 Newsprint prices, 1790 to 1930 (cents/pound, deflated by the WPI 1967 � 100, 
log scale)
Sources: 1790 to 1890: Lee (1937), pp. 742–43; 1890 to 1929: NBER Historical Macro Data-
base series m04093a,b, quarterly data on newsprint prices (http://www.nber.org/databases/
macrohistory/contents/). Wholesale Price Deflator: 1790 to 1889, U.S. Bureau of the Census
(1975), series E-52 (Warren and Person); 1890 to 1929, NBER Historical Macro Database,
quarterly WPI. On an annualized basis, the NBER series from 1890 to 1915 is the same as U.S.
Bureau of the Census (1975), series E-40. That for 1913 to 1929 is approximately series E-23
(BLS).
Notes: The NBER data are monthly, whereas the Lee data are at various intervals until 1860,
when they are annual. The Lee and NBER series are linked at 1890. The overlap numbers are
nearly identical. The Lee data for 1860 to 1890 are those paid by the New York Tribune. Be-
fore 1860, he pieced them together from several sources. The two series of newsprint data from
the NBER Macro History Database are linked at 1914. The deflators are linked at 1890 by
multiplying by 0.6854 (� 56.2/82) and again at 1913. The final deflator is constructed for 1967
� 100.



p. 188). With the exception of a sharp spike during the Civil War, prices de-
clined rapidly and continuously from then to the 1910s.

Newsprint was the single largest component of costs. In the first year af-
ter the New York Times was founded in 1851, newsprint accounted for fully
half of its operating costs (Mott 1962). Furthermore, the fraction of news-
print in marginal cost was considerably larger (the only other per-copy
costs were ink and the pressmen’s labor). A rough calculation suggests
that the cost of the newsprint in a single four-page issue of the 1851 New
York Times was approximately 1 cent, which was the same as the paper’s
cover price (the price was increased to 2 cents in 1852).

Changes in the price of newsprint, and the accompanying increase in cir-
culation, made it profitable to invent and invest in high-speed printing
technologies. These new technologies, similar to those in textiles a century
before, widened bottlenecks. Once the price of newsprint declined (simi-
larly for yarn), it was profitable to increase the speed of printing (weaving).
And once printing speeds were faster, it paid to invest in producing even
cheaper paper.

The most important innovations in nineteenth-century printing tech-
nology include steam-driven presses and presses using a cylindrical rather
than a flat-bed printing surface. Both innovations were introduced in the
mid-1800s and diffused rapidly after the Civil War. Hoe’s famed “lightning
press,” the first of the cylindrical presses, was unveiled in the mid-1840s.
The Linotype typesetting machine, which allowed type to be set automat-
ically from a keyboard, was first used in 1886 and was still in use as late as
the 1950s. Other innovations of the period include stereotyped plates that
could be easily reproduced for simultaneous printing on multiple presses,
automatic folders, and the half-toning process for printing photographs
(see, e.g., Emery and Emery 1992, chap. 9, and Mott 1962, chap. 30). The
typewriter, invented in the 1860s by C. L. Sholes, once an editor of the Mil-
waukee Sentinel, diffused rapidly in the editorial and reporting offices dur-
ing the 1880s when its price fell (Current 1954).

As the throughput of printing machines increased, average fixed costs of
operation plummeted. Although we have not located a time series on aver-
age fixed costs, we can approximate the change in costs by assuming that
the lifetime of capital and its depreciation rate did not differ by type of ma-
chine.

In 1850 a six-cylinder type-revolving press could print 12,000 impres-
sions an hour, and it cost (in current dollars) between $20,000 and $25,000.
By the 1890s almost all printers owned “web” presses, which used a con-
tinuous roll of newsprint, printed on both sides of the page simultaneously,
and automatically folded the paper. These presses were capable of doing
from 24,000 to 48,000 twelve-page papers in an hour and cost from $40,000
to $80,000 (in current dollars). Expressing the capital cost in constant dol-
lars and assuming no difference in the depreciation rate and lifetime by
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type of machine, average (per-page) fixed costs in 1890 were only 1/15 of
what they were in 1870 (an average decline of about 7 percent annually).22

The maintenance cost of web presses was probably greater than that of
earlier machines. But the newer presses automatically folded the paper,
saving on labor costs, and were probably run for more days per year and
more hours per day. We do not know the magnitude of these refinements,
but it is unlikely that the enormous decrease in our estimate of average
fixed costs would be substantially altered.23 Printing technology, more-
over, did not stand still. In 1895 Hoe introduced the “octuple press,” which
did 48,000 sixteen-page papers per hour, and in ten years the “double oc-
tuple” commenced operation, producing 144,000 sixteen-page papers per
hour.

Of course, the best evidence that the expansion of newspapers was
driven by cost-side changes is the actual sales price of newspapers. Al-
though there is scant evidence on newspaper prices for the antebellum pe-
riod, what does exist suggests a yearly subscription rate of from $87 to $110
(in 1982–84 dollars).24 Price, circulation, and size-of-newspaper data are
available in our data beginning with 1880 (see table 6.1, panel D). In 1880
the average annual (unweighted) subscription price was $57.41 (in 1982–84
dollars), and the price fell to $35.74 in 1920, although there was little
change from 1880 to 1910. The price data weighted by circulation display
a more extreme and continuous trend downward. Whereas the 1880 annual
subscription price (in 1982–84 dollars) was $71.76, it was $55.90 in 1890,
and $33.33 in 1920. Initially newspapers with the greatest circulations were
the most costly, but they became the least expensive by the end of the pe-
riod. From 1880 to 1920, therefore, newspaper prices for the average reader
decreased an average of 1.92 percent annually.

The decrease in price is even steeper when scaled by the physical size of
newspapers. Larger newspapers, not surprisingly, cost more. In the 1890–
1910 period, during which we can obtain data on the number of pages and
the size for each page, the price decline per unit area was an average of 3.37
percent annually (weighted and scaled) while the unscaled but weighted
decline was 1.54 percent. Although scaling by size provides a reasonable
quality adjustment, it is likely that the decrease we measure is on the high
side relative to one that considered the marginal valuation by consumers of
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22. The means of the ranges given were used and the CPI deflator was applied (Carter et
al. forthcoming). The presses are assumed to run for the same number of days, and mainte-
nance is assumed to be a fixed function of the initial cost. Most of the information on press
output and prices is from Mott (1962).

23. Typesetting also decreased in cost with the implementation of Linotype machines. In
1890 Linotype was three times faster than by hand, and typesetters received $4 for a nine-
hour day (Emery 1972, p. 338). Information on typesetting machines is too variable to esti-
mate cost savings since the Paige machine cost $12,000 but the Thorne/Simplex machine cost
just $2,000 (Mott 1962, p. 500).

24. Subscription rates are from Mott (1962, p. 203).



square inches of newspapers and that the decrease in cost per unit quality
is somewhere between the weighted measure and the size-adjusted (and
weighted) measure.

A third crucial set of innovations concerns communications. The con-
straints faced by early nineteenth-century newspapers in their quest to ob-
tain timely information on events in the United States or across the At-
lantic are hard to overstate. Virtually all news was transmitted by the
exchange of local newspapers or letters from correspondents through the
mails—carried either overland by horse or by sea. If these were delayed, as
they often were by bad weather, newsmen could find themselves in the
embarrassed position of the editor of the 1805 Orleans Gazette who wrote:
“No mail yesterday—we hardly know what we shall fill our paper with that
will have the appearance of news” (quoted in Mott 1962). A paper in
Boston in these years could expect to wait almost a week for news from
New York or Washington, a month for news from New Orleans, and sev-
eral months for news from England (Mott 1962).

The situation was alleviated somewhat by transportation and communi-
cations advances such as the improved pony expresses, steamships, rail-
roads, and even carrier pigeons. The key innovation, however, was the tele-
graph, first used in 1844. Telegraph wires soon connected all the major
cities of the United States. With the completion of the transatlantic cable
in 1866 instantaneous news was brought from Europe as well. The tele-
graph gave rise to the wire news services, among which the most important
was the Associated Press, founded in 1848 as a joint venture by major New
York City papers to share the cost of obtaining news by telegraph.

Also of great importance to the rise of the informative press was the em-
ployment of reporters and various types of editors. Up until the 1840s pa-
pers rarely employed reporters on a full-time basis. But by the 1850s, and
more so after the Civil War when correspondents were employed to send in
reports from the front, newspapers hired reporters in large numbers. By the
1870s, according to Emery and Emery (1992, p. 179), the average big-city
daily employed a chief editor, a managing editor in charge of news, a city
editor who supervised perhaps two dozen reporters, and a telegraph editor
who sorted through wire stories, as well as a host of specialty editors and
editorial writers. In the context of the model, the increase in staff should be
seen as an increase in the amount of investment in information acquisition,
or q.

6.4.2 Market Scale, Circulation, and Advertising Revenues

The substantial decrease in the cost of newspapers, together with an in-
crease in average city populations and income, meant that the period from
the end of the Civil War to the beginning of World War I saw enormous
growth in the scale of newspaper markets. The number of subscriptions for
the entire United States increased twelvefold between 1870 and 1920, from
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2.6 to 33 million (see figure 6.2). This represents an increase from about one
paper per day for every twenty inhabitants in 1870 to one per day for every
four inhabitants in 1920. In America’s larger cities the level of circulation
per capita was higher, but the increase was about the same. There was
about one daily per 5 urban residents in 1870 but one per 1.7 residents in
1920.25 The average urban adult, therefore, was purchasing more than one
newspaper per day, and likely reading even more.

While much of the increase in circulation was directly due to falling
costs, lower prices, and higher incomes, some of the increase in scale was
due to other demand-related factors. The population of America’s cities
grew rapidly during this period, and rising levels of education also may
have increased demand for daily news.

The increase in total circulation can be separated into increasing circu-
lation per capita and increasing population levels using a simple decom-
position.26 Focusing on our sample of large cities, total circulation rose
from 1.37 million dailies in 1870 to 20.5 million in 1920. Circulation of
dailies per capita increased from 0.194 in 1870 to 0.419 in 1890 to 0.606 by
1920 (see table 6.1, panel B).27 Based on the decomposition, total circula-
tion would have risen from 1.37 million to 4.27 million if only circulation
per capita had changed and not population, meaning 15 percent of the rise
in total circulation can be explained by increased per capita circulation
holding population constant at 1870 levels. But if circulation per capita
had stayed constant and population had grown, total circulation would
have risen from 1.37 to 6.593 million. Thus, 27 percent of the share of the
change in total circulation can be explained by the increase in population
between 1870 and 1920. The remaining share of the increase—fully 58 per-
cent—is due to the fact that both per capita circulation and population lev-
els increased in tandem. Soaring circulation levels are largely explained by
these concurrent effects.

The rise in readership was accompanied, not surprisingly, by a sub-
stantial increase in advertising revenue. Newspaper income became less
dependent on sales to consumers and more dependent on advertising.
Although a time series on advertising revenue does not exist, we have
information on advertising rates for urban dailies in 1880. It is clear from
the cross-section data that newspaper circulation was a primary determi-
nant of advertising revenues. An increase in circulation by 10,000 papers
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25. See table 6.1, panel B “circulation per capita,” inverted to be expressed here as one pa-
per per x residents.

26. 	 Total Circulation � 	 Per Capita Circulation 
 Initial Population � 	 Population 

Initial Per Capita Circulation � 	 Per Capita Circulation 
 	 Population

27. These figures, and all of table 6.1, apply to daily newspapers in the 100 largest U.S. cities
in all years from 1870 to 1920 (see appendix A). By “political” newspapers we mean all daily
papers except those that had special coverage, such as financial and theater.



was associated with a 28 percent increase in the advertising rate.28 Thus, it
is reasonable to think that advertising revenue continued to rise as total
circulation soared. Advertising revenues, according to one source, ac-
counted for 50 percent of newspaper income in 1880, rising to 64 percent
in 1910 (Emery and Emery 1988). This increase does not correspond ex-
actly to the parameter a in the model, which represents advertising rev-
enues per reader, but it does confirm the view that attracting a large au-
dience was the key to financial success for late nineteenth-century
newspapers.

6.4.3 Market Competition

The rise in market size was accompanied by an enormous increase in the
number of newspapers, as well as the number within each urban market.
The magnitude of the national transformation is illustrated by figure 6.2,
which shows the total number of daily papers printed in the United States.
The number climbed steadily through the middle years of the nineteenth
century and then exploded after 1870, from 500 to a peak of more than
2,500 around 1910.

Our data on urban dailies include the top 100 cities by population in
each of the census years 1870 to 1920 for a total of 152 cities (see table 6.1,
panel A for the number of cities in each year). In 1870 our sample contains
140 cities, and of these 25.7 percent (or 36) had no daily newspaper, 12.9
percent (or 18) had one daily paper, 30.7 percent (or 43) had two, and 30.7
percent (or 43) had three or more (table 6.1, panel A). In 1920, of the 150
cities included in the sample, just 3.3 percent (or 5) were left with no daily
newspapers, and 10.0 percent (or 15) had just one paper, while 83 had three
or more. Competition among newspapers of any political stripes had
clearly increased. But perhaps more important, there were more compet-
ing newspapers among the parties and the independents.

The rise in competition is important for several reasons. Competition
appears to have had the effect of inducing newspapers to provide more in-
formation relative to spin. Even when the behavior of newspapers did not
change, more newspapers meant a greater supply of information for the
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28. The regression is (with absolute values of t-statistics in parentheses; R2 � 0.813) as fol-
lows:

AdRate � 4.039 � 4.55 Circulation 
 10–3 � 0.205 City population 
 10–3 – 0.839 Evening 
(2.82) (17.6) (14.1) (0.56)

� 2.066 Morning
(1.39)

where AdRate is dollars per ten lines of advertising, and evening and morning indicate the
time of publication (the omitted category is another time of the day). The regression is run
over 325 political (non–foreign language) dailies that were aligned with a major political
party or were independent. See N. W. Ayer and Son (various years) and appendix A.



population. As long as one major newspaper in a city exposed corruption,
the story would get out.

In 1870 25 percent of cities with a daily had just a Democrat (D) or Re-
publican (R) newspaper (only 4 percent had just an independent paper), and
an additional 53 percent had competing D and R papers but no indepen-
dent paper (see table 6.1, panel C).29 Thus, 78 percent of the 140 large cities in
1870 probably had largely biased, uninformative reporting of events such as
Crédit Mobilier. By 1920, however, just 7 percent of cities with a daily had
only a D or R (32 percent had just an independent), and 8 percent had com-
peting D and R papers but no independent paper. In contrast, 54 percent
(40.7 � 13.1) had an independent paper and at least one D or R paper.

Changes in local competition can also be seen through the use of the
Herfindahl index. Using the appendix A data, we have calculated the aver-
age Herfindahl index in each city across the 1870–1920 period. The index is
defined in its usual manner as the sum of the squared market shares times
10,000 and thus bounded by (0, 10,000], where a lower number indicates
greater competition. The average Herfindahl index across cities is 6,916 in
1870, 6,531 in 1880, 6,410 in 1890, 6,215 in 1900, 6,295 in 1910, and 5,833 in
1920. As these numbers indicate, local news was never very competitive.
These numbers are higher in each year than they would be if every market
were split equally between two competitors. The cost of providing newspa-
per content (reporters’ salaries) is a fixed cost and together with physical
capital creates significant returns to scale (as in Berry and Waldfogel 2003).
Nonetheless, the index declines in almost every decade. The decline is even
more remarkable because the rapid decrease in the price of newsprint meant
that the ratio of fixed to variable costs most likely rose over the period.

The rise in newspaper competition is, of course, not a puzzle. Declining
costs and rising demand made it inevitable that there would be new en-
trants into the market. The presence of a robust market competing for con-
sumers appears to have coincided with an increase in the amount of infor-
mation contained in newspapers and a replacement of fact for vitriolic
argument.

6.4.4 Cross-City Evidence

In the previous section, we documented a remarkable concurrence of
different economic factors: declining costs and increasing scale, competi-
tion, and advertising revenues, all of which should (according to the model)
have increased information and reduced bias. Given the interdependence of
these variables, we cannot identify which of these variables is more impor-
tant. We turn to cross-sectional evidence to examine the relationship among
market size, information content, and political independence.

We provide two different forms of cross-city evidence. First, using the
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29. We categorize the ID and IR papers as independents.



data from the Crédit Mobilier episode, we can examine the correlation be-
tween newspaper circulation and the various measures of information we
extracted from newspaper coverage of the scandal. As mentioned above,
we have four different potential measures of news quality: the percentage
of facts recorded, the total number of stories, the relative size of the stories,
and the timeliness of the reporting of the stories. We have these measures
for both 1872 and 1873 and the circulation of the newspaper as of 1880.
While we obviously cannot interpret the relationship among these vari-
ables as causal, our model would clearly suggest that circulation and in-
formational content should be positively correlated.

In 1872, the relationships between all four of these variables and our
measure of circulation are indeed positive.30 If the New York Herald is ex-
cluded from the regression (it was a remarkably uninformative paper with
an astonishingly high circulation) then all of these correlations are statisti-
cally significant (with the Herald, two are and two achieve borderline sig-
nificance). Specifically, the correlation coefficient between circulation and
the percentage of facts is 0.335 (0.415 without the Herald ). The correlation
coefficient between the number of stories and circulation is 0.529 (0.729
without the Herald ). The correlation coefficient between the timeliness of
the stories and circulation is 0.382 (0.557 without the Herald ). The corre-
lation between the relative size of the stories and circulation is 0.788 (0.946
without the Herald ). Overall, newspapers with more circulation produced
more facts and stories of importance, did so in a timelier manner, and de-
voted, relative to the size of the paper, more space to them.

As mentioned above, there is less heterogeneity across newspapers in
1873, when the reporting of the facts of the case became more complete.
The relationship between circulation and the number of stories as well as
their relative size remains positive. The relationship between circulation
and facts and the relationship between circulation and timeliness are both
negative and insignificant.

During the Teapot Dome episode, there is a generally positive connec-
tion between circulation and both coverage and timeliness (but not at con-
ventional levels of significance). Newspapers with greater readership pub-
lish more facts. However, because coverage was generally more complete,
the relationships are much weaker than in the 1873 era. Still, the Teapot
Dome evidence continues to show that newspapers with more readers did
a better job of providing more complete coverage of the events. Great cov-
erage, however, was available to far more Americans.

A second form of evidence concerns newspaper independence across
cities. If falling bias is the result of increasing newspaper scale and circula-
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30. If instead of circulation we used a more plausibly exogenous measure—city popula-
tion—we obtain correlations that are larger in size with the exception of the relative size of
the stories.



tion, then the number and circulation of independent newspapers should
be increasing with city population levels and with the level of total reader-
ship by city. Hamilton (2004) has shown that in his sample (a subset of
ours, including the fifty largest cities for each year from 1870 to 1900) the
share of independent circulation was increasing in city population. We
perform a similar analysis with our expanded data set, examining the rela-
tionship between city size, city circulation, and independent newspapers’
share of circulation by city. In what follows, we report only the results us-
ing city population although those using city daily circulation are similar.

We report results in table 6.3 for a pooled cross-section time series re-
gression on 148 cities across six decadal years (1870 to 1920). The results
show the relationship between the logarithm of city population and the
share of the city’s circulation that is independent.31 In the pooled analysis,
we find that a 1 log point increase in population (roughly a 100 percent
increase in population) is associated with a 7.1 percentage point increase
in the share of circulation from the independent papers. The result holds in
every decade and using either definition of independent (only I or the inclu-
sive one that includes IR and ID): bigger cities had a greater fraction of
their circulation that was independent.
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Table 6.3 City population and the circulation share of independent
daily newspapers

Pooled City fixed effects

Variable Coefficient Standard error Coefficient Standard error

Log city population 0.0710 0.0168 0.0937 0.0418
1880 0.166 0.0362 0.159 0.0422
1890 0.181 0.0396 0.161 0.0479
1900 0.164 0.0388 0.140 0.0557
1910 0.247 0.0440 0.211 0.0667
1920 0.395 0.0476 0.357 0.0760
Constant –0.624 0.172 –0.852 0.428

R2 0.206 0.600
No. of observations 803 803

Sources: See appendix A.
Notes: Dependent variable: fraction of city daily newspaper circulation that was independent
(I � IR � ID). Independent newspapers are the Independent1 group (see notes to table 6.1).
That is, independent newspapers include those that were strictly independent as well as those
that were independent-Republican and independent-Democrat. Standard errors are robust
standard errors, clustered at the city level (148 cities).

31. In these regressions, we use the more inclusive measure of independence (I � IR � ID).
The results are similar using the less inclusive measure (only I papers). The coefficient on log
of city population is somewhat lower (although the mean of the dependent variable is as well),
and the significance of the coefficient in the city fixed effects model is lower.



To check the robustness of these results, we also use city fixed effects. By
doing so, we are identifying the effect using within-city variation. The re-
sults should be seen as testing whether cities that grew more rapidly had a
greater increase in the share of circulation that was from independent
newspapers. The estimated coefficient of 0.098, somewhat larger than from
the pooled ordinary least squares regression, should be viewed as confir-
mation that increases in market size are associated with increases in the rel-
ative size of the independent press.

If these coefficients are accepted as reflecting the impact that population
(or circulation) has on the relative circulation of independents, then we can
determine how much of the rise in the Independents resulted from rising
population (or circulation). In our sample of large cities, population in-
creased from 7.1 to 34.4 million between 1870 and 1920. If the coefficient
relating the share of independent newspapers to the logarithm of popula-
tion is 0.098, then the increase in population would predict a 15.5 percent-
age point increase in the share of circulation that is independent. This pre-
dicted rise is about one-third of the total increase of 46.8 percentage points
during the entire 1870–1920 period. Other factors we have identified
above—falling costs, increasing advertising revenue, and so on—presum-
ably accounted for much of the rest.

6.5 Summary: The Implications of the Informative Press 
for Corruption and Reform

We have documented significant changes in the news media during the
late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. A larger fraction of newspa-
pers no longer had a party affiliation, and the press was far less likely to use
partisan language in reporting. By comparing the coverage of the Crédit
Mobilier scandal with the Teapot Dome affair, some fifty years later, we
found that reporting became more complete, more timely, and generally
less dominated by spin.

We also have argued and presented evidence suggesting that this trans-
formation was the result of the rising scale and competitiveness in the
newspaper industry. Declining costs and increased city populations caused
a huge increase in scale. In 1870, a newspaperman might make more
money pleasing a local politician than in selling papers and advertise-
ments. By 1920 newspapers had become big business, and they increased
readership and revenue by presenting factual and informative news. Fol-
lowing these financial incentives, newspapers changed from being political
tools to at least trying to present a facade of impartial reporting.32
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32. One might wonder why technological change and larger markets do not act in concert
to spread unbiased and honest reporting everywhere today. Our answer is that some markets
are small and also that the governments of many countries are able to use their power to in-
fluence the press.



We have not directly confronted whether these changes made a differ-
ence to political outcomes.33 Gathering systematic evidence on this rela-
tionship remains a challenge for future work. Nevertheless, a range of an-
ecdotal evidence suggests that growing press independence did have a
significant impact on political outcomes, in particular on the incidence of
corruption.

First, there are many notorious examples of the rooting out of corrup-
tion by the press. Both the Crédit Mobilier and Teapot Dome scandals
were exposed by the press; the New York Times and Harper’s Weekly suc-
cessfully brought down Boss Tweed and Tammany Hall in 1871; and vari-
ous papers, such as Pulitzer’s St. Louis Post-Dispatch, were legendary for
their campaigns against corrupt politicians.

Despite the spin and bias of individual papers in 1872, it is hard to doubt
that the denizens of New York City were exposed to a steady stream of
facts about the Crédit Mobilier scandal. By contrast, residents of smaller
towns often had no opportunity to learn about major national events.
While the rise of the informative press may not have mattered in large cities,
it most likely did in most smaller cities and towns.

The prevalence of political investment in the press also provides indirect
evidence that politicians thought the press was important. It seems un-
likely that Alexander Hamilton would have been such a prolific polemicist
if he did not see it as a tool for political success or that Thomas Jefferson
would have put Freneau on the State Department payroll if Jefferson did
not see Freneau’s Gazette as an important tool in battling the Federalists.
Whenever politicians used resources, such as government contracts or out-
right bribes, to influence papers they affirmed the fact that press coverage
was thought to be significant.

For many nineteenth- and even twentieth-century politicians, newspa-
per publishing was an important stop on the path to political eminence.
Consider the political careers of one-time newspapermen like Horace
Greeley, Whitelaw Reid (New York Tribune publisher and unsuccessful vice
presidential candidate in 1892), and Thurlow Weed. James Cox, who
owned several papers and was governor of Ohio, ran unsuccessfully for
president in 1920, losing to Warren Harding, a fellow newspaperman (the
Harding family owned the Marion Star).34

Press exposure of major scandals often appears to coincide with elec-
toral losses for incumbents connected to the scandal. Every significant
Tammany Hall defeat coincided with a press campaign against municipal
corruption. The meager Republican showing in the 1876 election (the only
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33. On the role of the free press in controlling corruption in a cross-country analysis, see
Brunetti and Weder (2003).

34. The Marion Star gave some coverage of the Teapot Dome affair for which Harding was
implicitly involved. On April 21, 1922 (p. 2), it printed a small article on the questioning of the
Teapot Dome oil leases by Senator Kendrick (fact #3, see appendix B).



election between 1860 and 1884 when the Democratic candidate won the
national popular vote) may have been due to the exposure of the Grant-era
scandals such as Crédit Mobilier. Progressive politicians succeeded in oust-
ing incumbents when muckrakers, such as Lincoln Steffens, were regu-
larly exposing corruption. While we cannot prove that a more informative
press helped diminish corruption, it does appear that campaigns against
corruption succeeded when they were supported by news coverage.

During the decades from 1870 to 1920 when corruption appears to have
declined significantly within the United States, the press became more in-
formative, became less partisan, and expanded its circulation consider-
ably.35 It seems a reasonable hypothesis that the rise of the informative
press was one of the reasons why the corruption of the Gilded Age was re-
duced during the subsequent Progressive Era.

Appendix A

Newspaper Data, 1870 to 1920

We created balanced and unbalanced panels of cities and daily newspapers
at decade intervals from 1870 to 1920. The cities were selected in the fol-
lowing manner. The top 100 cities by population in each year were com-
piled. We then increased the size of the balanced panel by adding informa-
tion to the earlier years for cities that entered the sample later and also for
cities that were in the top 100 earlier but not later. Some cities merged or
were nonexistent in the earlier years. Thus, our total sample contains 152
cities, although the number of cities having a population is 140 in 1870, 149
in 1880, and then 150 for the remaining years. The balanced panel for all
five years contains 138 cities.

We collected various types of information on all daily newspapers in
these cities for the year closest to which we could obtain a copy of a na-
tional newspaper directory, such as N. W. Ayer and Son’s American News-
paper Annual or George P. Rowell and Company’s American Newspaper Di-
rectory. In most cases we were able to use the precise year. The information
available for the newspapers is as follows: city, state, paper name, whether
foreign-language press, type of paper, party affiliation, establishment date,
subscription rate, advertising rate (for some years), size of paper in pages
and square inches, circulation, and the accuracy of the circulation number
(e.g., whether it was certified). By “type of paper” we mean whether the pa-
per was nonpolitical, such as the financial and theater press, or whether it
was political, either aligned with a party or independent or some mixture.
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35. On the time-path of corruption, see Glaeser and Goldin (introduction to this volume).



Thus, by “political” we mean the regular, nonspecialty press. We generally
grouped cities that later merged—for example, Brooklyn and New York
City. We added data from the census on population and county name.

The full list of 152 cities (including those that later merged) is

AL Birmingham
AL Mobile
AR Little Rock
CA Los Angeles
CA Oakland
CA Sacramento
CA San Diego
CA San Francisco
CO Denver
CT Bridgeport
CT Hartford
CT New Haven
CT Norwich
CT Waterbury
DC Washington
DE Wilmington
FL Jacksonville
GA Atlanta
GA Augusta
GA Savannah
IA Burlington
IA Davenport
IA Des Moines
IA Dubuque
IA Sioux City
IL Chicago
IL East St. Louis
IL Peoria
IL Quincy
IL Springfield
IN Evansville
IN Fort Wayne
IN Indianapolis
IN New Albany
IN South Bend
IN Terre Haute
KS Kansas City
KS Leavenworth
KS Topeka
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KS Wichita
KY Covington
KY Louisville
KY Newport
LA New Orleans
MA Boston
MA Brockton
MA Cambridge
MA Charleston
MA Chelsea
MA Fall River
MA Gloucester
MA Holyoke
MA Lawrence
MA Lowell
MA Lynn
MA New Bedford
MA Salem
MA Somerville
MA Springfield
MA Taunton
MA Worcester
MD Baltimore
ME Bangor
ME Portland
MI Bay City
MI Detroit
MI Flint
MI Grand Rapids
MI Saginaw
MN Duluth
MN Minneapolis
MN St. Paul
MO Kansas City
MO St. Joseph
MO St. Louis
NE Lincoln
NE Omaha
NH Manchester



NJ Bayonne
NJ Camden
NJ Elizabeth
NJ Hoboken
NJ Jersey City
NJ New Brunswick
NJ Newark
NJ Passaic
NJ Paterson
NJ Trenton
NY Albany
NY Auburn
NY Binghamton
NY Brooklyn
NY Buffalo
NY Cohoes
NY Elmira
NY New York
NY Newburgh
NY Oswego
NY Poughkeepsie
NY Rochester
NY Schenectady
NY Syracuse
NY Troy
NY Utica
NY Yonkers
OH Akron
OH Canton
OH Cincinnati
OH Cleveland
OH Columbus
OH Dayton
OH Springfield
OH Toledo
OH Youngstown
OK Oklahoma
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OK Tulsa
OR Portland
PA Allegheny
PA Allentown
PA Altoona
PA Erie
PA Harrisburg
PA Johnstown
PA Lancaster
PA Philadelphia
PA Pittsburgh
PA Reading
PA Scranton
PA Wilkes-Barre
PA Williamsport
RI North Providence
RI Pawtucket
RI Providence
SC Charleston
TN Knoxville
TN Memphis
TN Nashville
TX Dallas
TX El Paso
TX Fort Worth
TX Galveston
TX Houston
TX San Antonio
UT Salt Lake City
VA Norfolk
VA Petersburg
VA Richmond
WA Seattle
WA Spokane
WA Tacoma
WI Milwaukee
WV Wheeling



Appendix B

Coding Newspaper Stories Concerning 
Crédit Mobilier and Teapot Dome

The Historical Events and Facts

We have chosen two major historical events, known as Crédit Mobilier
and Teapot Dome. Two relatively brief periods within each event were se-
lected. The first period begins with the breaking story, whereas the second
includes an incident that coalesced opinion, such as a congressional inves-
tigation or an admission of guilt. The periods span from one to almost four
weeks. Their lengths by event were determined by to equalize the frequency
of newspaper coverage between them. The dates used for each period per
major event are as follows.

Crédit Mobilier Period 1: September 4 to September 30, 1872

The period begins with the release by the New York Sun of a letter from
Rep. Oakes Ames to Henry McComb, once Ames’s associate in Crédit Mo-
bilier (written January 28, 1868), stating that Crédit Mobilier shares were
placed “where [they] will produce most good to us.” The names of con-
gressmen, senators, and the vice president were written on the reverse side
by McComb, supposedly from a list shown to him by Ames. The letter was
given to the Sun by McComb. The remainder of the period is taken up with
denials by those on the list.

Crédit Mobilier Period 2: February 14 to February 28, 1873

The events of this period include the conclusion of the House and Sen-
ate committees on the Crédit Mobilier scandal and the action of Congress
regarding implicated sitting members (table 6B.1).

Teapot Dome Period 1: April 7 to April 30, 1922

The period begins with a seemingly innocuous release by the Wall Street
News that the government, through Secretary of the Interior Albert Fall,
had leased oil lands—including one in Wyoming known as Teapot
Dome—to Harry Sinclair, owner of Mammoth Oil Company. The re-
mainder of the period concerns Senate demands for more information 
on the leases.

Teapot Dome Period 2: January 21 to January 28, 1924

The main event of this period is the admission by Edward Doheny,
whose company had received the Elk Hills oil leases, that he lent Albert
Fall $100,000. Sinclair’s lawyer also admitted to a loan to Fall by Sinclair
(table 6B.2).
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Table 6B.1 Crédit Mobilier facts during two periods

Period 1: September 4 to September 30, 1872
1 Sept. 4, 1872 New York (NY) Sun publishes letter (originally written 1/28/1868) from

Rep. Oakes Ames (MA) to Henry McComb stating that shares were
placed “where [they] will produce most good to us.” Names of
congressmen, senators, and the vice president were written on the reverse
side by McComb, supposedly from a list shown to him by Ames.

2 Sept. 5, 1872 Sen. Blaine (ME), in the Kennebec Journal, denied ownership of CM
stock.

3 Sept. 7, 1872 NY Sun revealed a second letter (written 1/25/1868) from Ames to
McComb also with list of names of those receiving shares.

4 Sept. 11, 1872 Rep. Dawes, in a letter, thanks the editor of the Syracuse Journal for
denouncing the Sun charges.

5 Sept. 13, 1872 Sen. Henry Wilson (MA), in a letter to the Troy Whig, denies
speculating.

6 Sept. 15, 1872 General Garfield (R, OH) denied NY Sun charge and stated that he held
no stock in CM or Union Pacific (UP).

7 Sept. 17, 1872 Ames, in a letter to his constituency, denied NY Sun charge.

8 Sept. 20, 1872 Rep. Scofield (PA) claimed he never received CM stock.

9 Sept. 25, 1872 Vice President Colfax, in South Bend, Indiana, speech, denied
wrongdoing.

Period 2: February 14 to February 28, 1873
1 Feb. 14, 1873 Senate Committee chaired by Sen. Morrill heard testimony from

McComb, Sen. Conkling (NY), and Sen. Patterson (NH).

2 Feb. 15, 1873 Senate Committee heard from Harlan regarding $10,000 from T. Durant
(UP) to Harlan’s campaign; testimony from Sen. Wilson (MA)

3 Feb. 17, 1873 Washington, DC Sunday Herald published the purported transcript of
the Ames memorandum book.

4 Feb. 18, 1873 Poland Committee (House) recommended the expulsion of Oakes Ames
and James Brooks (D, NY). Oakes found guilty of a misdemeanor.

5 Feb. 19, 1873 Senate Committee heard from Ames about Harlan.

6 Feb. 19, 1873 Poland Committee (House) heard from Vice President Colfax and
Joseph Fowler (ex-senator, TN).

7 Feb. 20, 1873 Wilson Special Committee (Senate) on the Union Pacific reported on
relations between the UP and CM.

8 Feb. 20, 1873 House referred to the Judiciary Committee the issue of impeaching the
vice president.

9 Feb. 22, 1873 Morrill Committee (Senate) heard from Sen. Paterson; Sen. Harlan
recalled.

10 Feb. 27, 1873 House voted to issue severe condemnations of Brooks and Ames but not
to expel them.

11 Feb. 27, 1873 Morrill Committee (Senate) recommended expulsion of Sen. Paterson.

Notes: CM � Crédit Mobilier.



Table 6B.2 Teapot Dome facts during two periods

Period 1: April 7 to April 30, 1922
1 Apr. 7, 1922 The Wall Street Journal reported that the U.S. government leased Teapot

Dome, one of the naval reserves, to Harry F. Sinclair of Mammoth Oil.

2 Apr. 14, 1922 Announcement of a Department of the Interior policy to store oil above
ground.

3 Apr. 15, 1922 Senate passed Sen. Kendrick’s (WY) resolution calling for detailed
information on the Sinclair lease.

4 Apr. 17, 1922 Acting Interior Secretary Finney announced the terms of the lease:
graduated royalties ranging from 12.5 to 50 percent.

5 Apr. 21, 1922 Sen. La Follette (WI) introduced a resolution calling for an inquiry into
the leasing of oil areas to influential companies.

6 Apr. 22, 1922 A joint letter transmitted by Navy Secr. Denby and Finney that in leasing
the oil reserves they were acting under the authority of Congress.

7 Apr. 28, 1922 Sen. La Follette charged that speculators on the New York Stock
Exchange netted $30 million from advance information.

8 Apr. 29, 1922 Senate passes resolution directing the Committee on Public Lands and
Surveys to investigate the leases.

Period 2: January 21 to January 28, 1924
1 Jan. 21, 1924 Archie Roosevelt (son of president) stated he severed ties to Sinclair.

2 Jan. 22, 1924 Subpoena issued for Fall and Zevely (lawyer to Sinclair) to testify before
Senate. Sinclair requested to attend.

3 Jan. 23, 1924 Sen. Caraway (AR) called for immediate action on his resolution to cancel
the Teapot Dome lease.

4 Jan. 24, 1924 Edward Doheny admitted that he had lent Fall $100,000 [“without
security . . . eventuating in the contract awarded to Doheny on Apr. 25,
following, through which he secured, without competition, a contract
giving him a preference right to a lease of a large part of Naval Reserve
No. 1”].

5 Jan. 25, 1924 Zevely testified about an additional $25,000 loan from Sinclair to Fall
after the Teapot Dome lease.

6 Jan. 25, 1924 Senate ordered an investigation on Indian Land Lease entered into by
Fall.

7 Jan. 27, 1924 President Coolidge stated he would appoint a special counsel.

8 Jan. 28, 1924 House recommended resolution granting $100,000 for Coolidge to
investigate the leases.

9 Jan. 28, 1924 Sen. Robinson (AR) submits resolution calling on the president to request
Navy Secr. Denby’s resignation.



The Coding

Every article concerning the two events in the time periods listed was
read and coded in the following manner to ascertain coverage, factual re-
porting, timeliness, and spin:

1. Size of article in column inches (excluding headlines).
2. Whether each fact given above was covered and on which day.
3. Spin is captured in two ways. We read the first two complete para-

graphs of each article and coded the number of times the first person
plural was used (“we,” “us”). The use of the first person plural indi-
cates editorializing. We also use the same paragraphs to count the
number of times words such as “lie” and “false” were used (there were
more than thirty different words in the 1870s articles that are syn-
onyms for “lie”).36

The Newspapers

We coded daily newspapers and included those that were instrumental
in breaking the story (such as the New York Sun in the case of Crédit Mo-
bilier). Where possible we included newspapers from smaller cities (such as
Sioux City), those geographically distant from the East Coast (such as
Galveston), and those in the nation’s capital. We attempted to incorporate
a mix of political parties, although Republican newspapers dominated in
general.

The full list of papers follows together with the approximate number of
separate articles published on the topic during the stated period (table
6B.3).
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36. The full list of words is as follows: baseless, calumny, canard, charlatan, cheat, decep-
tion, deceitful, dishonest, dishonesty, fabrication, fake, false, falsehood, fib, fiction, fraud,
groundless, hoax, humbug, hypocrisy, imposture, insincere, libel, meretricious, misrepresen-
tation, myth, perjury, prevarication, quack, slander, specious, and untruth. All parts of
speech were counted (e.g., noun, adjective, verb).
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Table 6B.3 Newspapers used for coding Crédit Mobilier and Teapot Dome articles

Number of articles for each period

Affiliation
Crédit Mobilier Teapot Dome

9/9/1872– 2/14/1873– 4/14/1922– 1/22/1924–
Newspaper 1880a 1920 9/30/1872 2/28/1873 4/30/1922 1/29/1924

Albany Evening Journal R IR 12 52 0 20
Baltimore Sun I ID 8 32 5 47
Chicago Daily Tribune R IR 31 54 9 15
Cincinnati Daily Gazette R — 12 29 ne ne
DC Evening Star I I 4 27 4 25
DC Washington Post D I ne ne 4 19
Galveston Daily News D ID 3 6 4 13
Hartford Courant R R 11 28 1 21
Minneapolis Tribune R R 2 14 9 15
New Orleans (Times-) 

Picayune D ID 6 24 4 18
New York Herald I I 4 46 8 25
New York Sunb I IR 40 42 4 18
New York Times R ID 24 42 11 40
New York Tribune R — 30 33 ne ne
New York World b D ID 26 45 6 38
Philadelphia (Evening) 

Bulletin R IR 4 30 0 15
Sioux City (Daily) 

Journal R R 3 21 2 20
Wall Street News 

( later Journal) — Financial ne ne 32 18
Waterbury Daily 

American IR IR 4 18 1 14

All listed newspapers, 
articles — — 224 543 104 381

Notes: ne � nonexistent for the period given. All newspapers were read from microfilm except the New
York Times and the Wall Street News, which are on-line newspapers with optical character recognition
(OCR) technology.
a1880 is used for political affiliation because many affiliations are missing for 1870. Note that the DC
Washington Post began publication in 1877 and is not in the 1872, 1873 sample.
bThere was both a morning and an evening paper in the 1920s. The microfilms used were for the morn-
ing paper.
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7.1 Introduction

Government policies toward business can be categorized into three
types: minimal, maximal, and decentralized (Frye and Shleifer 1997). A
minimal policy regime, often referred to as the “invisible hand,” leaves
most economic decisions to private agents, reserving the provision of only
a few essential public goods to the state. In maximal, or “iron hand”
regimes, the state is actively involved in economic activity, typically
through the pursuit of industrial policies that direct resources toward sec-
tors deemed important by politicians. Bureaucrats in maximal regimes
may be corrupt, but corruption—defined here as the sale of public assets
for private gain—is limited and does not impede economic growth (Mur-
phy, Shleifer, and Vishny 1993; Mauro 1995). In the decentralized, or
“grabbing hand,” regime, the state is made up of many independent bu-
reaucracies, each competing for rents, that together severely undermine
economic activity.

In the half century between President Washington’s inauguration and
that of Van Buren, many states experienced abrupt transitions from fairly
“iron handed” regimes to more “invisible” ones. Nowhere was this transi-
tion more apparent than in bank chartering policy, and nowhere was the
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transition more pronounced than in New York State, which witnessed a
shift from an iron-handed banking policy controlled by Van Buren’s pow-
erful Democratic Party machine in the early 1830s to a market-oriented
policy instituted in 1838.

In the early nineteenth-century United States, bank chartering was 
high-stakes politics. Because states tended to limit the number of corpo-
rate franchises, the available rents were potentially large and prospective
bankers spent freely in their efforts to obtain one. Reform proposals
emerged throughout the antebellum era, but significant reform did not
emerge until Michigan and New York took the lead in the late 1830s. These
states’ response became known as free banking. By 1860 some eighteen
states had enacted a variant of free banking, modeled on the 1838 New
York law. In this essay I describe the events leading up to the passage of
New York State’s 1838 free banking statute, showing how corrupt politics
and an iron-handed chartering regime gave way to free market reform and
a liberal general incorporation law. A restrictive franchise with a resulting
partisan distribution of political privilege in post-Revolutionary New York
led to electoral reform, culminating in a revised state constitution in 1821.
Once the political issues were resolved, public attention turned to the po-
litical manipulation of economic opportunities. The debate about the role
of government in the economy influenced the platforms of the three dom-
inant contemporary political parties. Ultimately, free banking represented
the confluence of Anti-Masonic populism, Democratic pragmatism, and
pro-business American Whiggism.

Traditional explanations of why free banking appeared when it did fail
to adequately account for why the 1838 bill passed when earlier bills had
failed. The traditional interpretation, offered by Redlich (1968) and B. Ham-
mond (1957), argues that free banking resulted from a combination of rad-
ical, laissez-faire, Jacksonian populism and an ill-informed, inflationist re-
sponse to the panic of 1837.1 Although New York’s Democratic machine
lost control of the party during the Jacksonian era, its strong egalitarian im-
pulse predated the Jacksonians by a decade or more. Indeed, Jacksonian
populism emerged as the party embraced much of the rhetoric and some of
the policies of the Anti-Masons, a party built on an opposition to privilege
and what New York governor William L. Marcy labeled political “spoils.”
Similarly, the inflationist explanation is lacking because calls for banking
reforms that had much in common with the 1838 act predated the panic of
1837 by at least a decade. The panic mattered because it opened the door to
the 1838 act, but not because it was an inflationist policy mistakenly be-
lieved to be a solution to panic-induced deflation. The panic mattered be-
cause it galvanized an electorate displeased with the corrupt practices of
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1. Hammond notes a growing frustration with the political corruption discussed below,
but he does not pursue the sources or depth of that frustration or its political and economic
ramifications.



Van Buren’s Democratic party machine. A Whig majority took control of
the New York legislature in the autumn 1837 elections, and Whigs inter-
preted their newfound power and popularity as a mandate to effect reforms,
including an overhaul of bank chartering policy. Thus, free banking did not
spontaneously emerge in the late 1830s in response to Jacksonian populism
and the panic of 1837. Rather, its passage was the consequence of a long
chain of events and an evolving popular notion of equality of economic op-
portunity that emerged in the late 1810s and finally found full expression in
the late 1830s. Using a narrative architecture, this article traces those events
and shows how a growing popular discontent with corrupt politics led to the
passage of New York’s 1838 free banking act.

7.2 Bank Chartering: A Legacy of Corruption in New York, 1803–37

This section first discusses the general conditions under which New York
state issued corporate charters and then turns to a discussion of bank char-
tering in the two decades prior to the enactment of free banking. In the
early nineteenth century, corporate privileges were reserved for organiza-
tions, such as libraries, schools, churches, and bridge and turnpike compa-
nies, that served the common weal. By the second quarter of the century,
however, corporations that served principally their owners received char-
ters. Between about 1820 and 1838, Martin Van Buren’s political machine
manipulated the charter-granting process to serve its allies and advance its
political agenda.

7.2.1 Early Chartering Practices

Between 1790 and 1810 corporate privileges were reserved for a select
few organizations, mostly nonprofit associations. Religious congregations,
schools, academies and colleges, medical societies, libraries, and benevo-
lent societies received more corporate charters than any other type of as-
sociation (Evans 1948). As the number of such organizations increased, the
demand for acts of incorporation consumed a growing proportion of leg-
islative time and energy, and between 1784 and 1811 New York enacted a
number of general laws for the incorporation of nonprofit organizations.
The law allowing free incorporation of religious institutions is of particu-
lar note because it promised denominational equality and the advantages
of incorporation to all congregations free of government interference
(Seavoy 1982, p. 3). Laws granting free incorporation to educational and
benevolent institutions reflected the leveling and improving spirit of the
post-Revolutionary era. The principal advantage of incorporation for a
church, educational institution, or charity was that the institution could
receive bequests and legacies as well as holding and legally defending prop-
erty under joint title in the name of the (changeable) membership rather
than holding it in trust.

Incorporation also promised several advantages for business, and cor-
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porate charters were eagerly sought by business promoters (Seavoy 1982,
p. 4). As with nonprofit institutions, incorporation protected the collective
ownership of real and personal property, encouraged the accumulation of
large pools of capital, limited investor risk in speculative enterprises, and
facilitated access to the courts. Post-Revolutionary New York reserved in-
corporation for new and large-scale businesses that did not compete with
existing proprietorships and partnerships. Incorporation also established a
supervisory role for the state. Turnpikes, canals, and bridges required spe-
cial powers, including eminent domain, condemnation, and incorporation.
Although the electorate looked favorably on such corporations, it also de-
manded public oversight to ensure that these firms neither abused their em-
inent-domain powers nor wandered from a previously approved route.
Bank and insurance company charters granted these companies broad
powers, but imposed numerous restrictions and often stripped sharehold-
ers of limited liability in the event of failure due to managerial incompe-
tence or fraud. Incorporation implied a balancing act. On one hand, it was
the state’s responsibility to promote the commonweal, and the corporation
was but one means to do so, mostly by promoting charitable and improve-
ment associations (Handlin and Handlin 1947). On the other, promoting
the commonweal sometimes required caution and restraint. Institutions
capable of providing large social benefits were capable of imposing equally
impressive costs. It was the state’s responsibility to strike the balance.

Like most other states, New York only grudgingly relinquished its con-
trol over business incorporation. Although Gunn (1988, p. 49) contends
that, between 1790 and 1820, the corporation evolved into “a modern, es-
sentially private, instrument of economic organization,” the evolution was
slow and fitful. Before 1800 New York chartered just 28 for-profit corpo-
rations, including 13 turnpikes, 4 banks, and 3 canals. During the next
decade, the state chartered 179 corporations, mostly turnpike, bridge, and
water companies (Evans 1948, p. 17). It was only in the years surrounding
the War of 1812 that the number of new manufacturing incorporations
(153) exceeded the number of newly incorporated public utilities (134).
Banking and insurance companies never represented more than a small
fraction of the total number of incorporations. Twenty-five insurance com-
panies were chartered between 1800 and 1820; just twenty-eight banks re-
ceived charters in the same period.

Bank chartering in New York became embroiled in partisan politics
from the beginning. Early banks, whether in New York or elsewhere, were
popularly identified by their founders’ political affiliations. New York’s
first banks were Federalist and Hamiltonian. Although Republicans dis-
trusted economic privilege and financial operations, they set aside their
concerns when they observed how banks could be harnessed to advance
a political agenda (Alexander 1906, p. 187; Wright 2002). As dispensers of
credit, banks favored those to whom they loaned, and, if controlled by a
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political party, a bank could insure that party supporters were dispropor-
tionately advantaged with share ownership and, perhaps, access to credit.2

The question is why frustrated borrowers did not just change parties.
Some undoubtedly did. But in early America, party affiliations among the
political and economic elite were publicly known long before banks came
into being, and changing parties did not erase years of built-up partisan
animosities. Even after banking became well established in the antebellum
era, party affiliation alone did not guarantee access to bank credit or own-
ership. Becoming a bank insider required open and dedicated service to the
party, something that opportunistic party switchers did not provide.

Because the legislature limited the number of bank charters, a charter
was valuable and prospective bankers were willing to pay potentially large
sums in return for a license. Allegations of bribery surfaced at least as early
as 1804 with the chartering of the Merchants’ Bank of New York City,
when it was disclosed that one state senator had promised shares to two
other senators, along with a guarantee that they could sell the shares at a
substantial premium after the charter was passed (Knox 1903, p. 397).3

Bribery finally became a public issue in 1812. A charter for the Bank of
America in New York City was crafted with a proposed capital of $6 mil-
lion, or six times the size of the then largest bank in the city. Although the
petitioners were Federalists, they hired two prominent Republicans—
David Thomas of Washington, DC, and Solomon Southwick of Albany—
to lobby a Republican-dominated legislature on their behalf (Alexander
1906, p. 194). Thomas was described as crafty, unscrupulous, and ambi-
tious, Southwick as handsome, personable, and charming. Their person-
alities complemented each other well, and together they became effective
lobbyists. But when the petitioners hired several other lobbyists, events
spun out of control.

Several charter requests were laid before the legislature in the opening
days of the 1812 session, and in his annual address to the legislature in Jan-
uary Governor Tompkins advised the legislature to be wary of bank pro-
moters who used “intrigue and hollow pretenses” to “corrupt and subdue
republican notions” (Lincoln 1909, p. 697). In March Governor Tompkins
chose to exercise his constitutional privilege to suspend the Assembly and
Senate for sixty days. In his message dismissing the legislators, Tompkins
alluded to improper means used in soliciting a bank charter in the previous
legislative session and accused four Federalist members of the Assembly
and one state senator of accepting bribes from the Bank of America’s lob-
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2. Lamoreaux (1994) shows that banks in early New England loaned disproportionate
amounts to insiders (shareholders and officers), as well as the friends, family, and business as-
sociates of insiders. Evidence concerning the extent of insider lending among New York’s
banks is mostly anecdotal but is consistent with the New England experience.

3. Wright (1997) finds that the first bribery accusations surfaced with the charter of the
New York State Bank in 1803. The accusations rose to the level of public scandal in 1812.



byists (Cole 1984, pp. 27–28). He asked the legislative members to return
home, consult with their constituents, and reflect on the enormity of their
actions (Lincoln 1909, p. 711). Tompkins also instructed the attorney gen-
eral to investigate. Several agents for the petitioners were indicted for
bribery, among them a former clergyman who was eventually sentenced to
the state penitentiary. Thomas was accused of liberally spreading the peti-
tioners’ money on both sides of the aisle, and both Thomas and Southwick
were indicted and tried. Both were acquitted, however, when the prosecu-
tion’s star witnesses—a state senator and the speaker of the Assembly—re-
fused to testify. Ultimately, Governor Tompkins’s decision to suspend the
legislature had no effect. Shortly after it reconvened, both houses approved
the Bank of America’s charter. Charges of bribery surfaced throughout the
1810s, but none rose to the level of the Bank of America scandal.

7.2.2 The Albany Regency, the Safety Fund System, 
and Chartering as Party Discipline

New York politics between 1810 and 1820 is a tangled tale of a waning
Federalist Party and a Democratic-Republican Party divided into as many
as a half-dozen factions, each claiming to represent the true Jeffersonian
faith (Countryman 2001, p. 300). Although there were minor ideological
squabbles, the party fractured mostly down sectional lines (Kass 1965,
p. 110). Even at the time it was recognized that the dominant faction would
be the one that provided a leader capable of quieting divisive voices, blunt-
ing sectional rivalries, and guiding members to a common purpose. Al-
though DeWitt Clinton was a charismatic visionary who could rally pop-
ular support for specific projects, such as the Erie Canal, he was unable to
organize supporters into a unified political party. Where Clinton fell short,
Martin Van Buren excelled. Van Buren’s gift was his ability to transform a
loose coalition of sometimes cooperative but often bickering factions into
a powerful, focused, and reasonably stable political machine.

Van Buren entered the state senate in 1813 with what a number of histo-
rians and biographers generously describe as a pragmatic approach to pol-
itics (Cole 1984, pp. 39–51). He rose to prominence in 1817 when, sensing
a strong and growing support for the project, he reversed his outspoken op-
position to the Erie Canal and delivered a powerful speech in support.4 His
speech vaulted him into the political leadership, and from this experience
Van Buren learned the value of being on the popular side of an issue. He
subsequently built a formidable coalition of Republicans called Bucktails
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4. Miller (1962, p. 45) argues that Van Buren’s decision to block passage of the Erie Canal’s
chartering act in 1816 was a political ploy. Van Buren asked for additional studies of the
canal’s routing and prospects because such a massive undertaking required careful and de-
liberate consideration. In the 1817 session, Van Buren could then steal Clinton’s thunder by
arguing that he was as supportive of the project as the others, but more cautious, scrupulous,
and fiscally responsible than his political rivals.



by their friends (so named because each wore a buck’s tail on his hat at
party conventions) or the Albany Regency by their detractors.5

By 1819, Van Buren’s Bucktails were already powerful enough to openly
challenge Governor Clinton’s nominations to the New York Council of Ap-
pointment, and his Bucktails dominated the 1820 legislative elections.6 Clin-
ton was reelected governor, but he was surrounded by Bucktails who con-
trolled the Council of Appointment and swept the state’s appointive offices
of Clinton supporters, replacing them with Bucktail men. At this point, Van
Buren favored young men on the rise, and his political appointees formed
the nucleus of New York’s Republican Party through the 1830s. By 1823 the
Regency was a well-entrenched, well-organized, smoothly operating politi-
cal machine—the pride of its supporters, the envy of its rivals, and the pro-
totypical machine for the next century (Cole 1984, p. 86).

Policy was developed by a small group of men who debated privately but
never squabbled publicly.7 Orders from the leadership were transmitted to
the legislative party caucus in Albany and disseminated through the hin-
terlands by the party press, including the highly influential Albany Argus,
and by appointed judges as they rode their circuits (Cole 1984, pp. 86–87;
Countryman 2001, pp. 300–302). At the grassroots level, the Regency con-
trolled the appointment of thousands of justices of the peace, county
judges, and examiners of chancery, who were all expected to further the
party’s agenda. Failure to do so resulted in the individual’s dismissal from
his patronage office. Although its control was never absolute, the Regency
was so effective that contemporaries commented on “the perfection of Mr.
Van Buren’s party discipline” (Cole, p. 155).

Charges of corruption swirled around nearly every bank charter intro-
duced between 1813 and 1821. In an attempt to mitigate corruption, the
state constitution of 1821 required a two-thirds majority of both houses to
incorporate a bank. Supporters of this measure argued that the superma-
jority requirement would lead to only truly meritorious bankers receiving
corporate privileges (Seavoy 1982, p. 128). Critics argued that the super-
majority requirement simply raised the stakes. If more votes were needed,
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5. Though the Revolutionary generation had largely passed from power by this time, la-
beling one’s political opponent a “monarchist” was still an effective political strategy. Thus,
by referring to Van Buren’s small circle of Republican (uppercase R) leaders as Regents, op-
ponents tarred them with the brush of anti-republicanism (lowercase r). Eventually, the tar
stuck and the electorate turned against rule by what was commonly perceived as the Regency
elite.

6. Under New York’s 1777 constitution, the Council of Appointment was composed of the
governor and four state senators who, by 1821, appointed nearly 15,000 local and state ad-
ministrative positions, including sheriffs, county clerks, city mayors, justices of the peace, and
all state officers except the treasurer, who was appointed by the legislature. It was this ap-
pointive power that formed the basis of the Regency’s spoils.

7. Even those Regency leaders who squabbled too much privately found themselves on the
outside. Once a trusted insider, William L. Marcy was eventually pushed out of the inner
circle even while he was Democratic governor of New York (Spencer 1959).



more legislators would have to be persuaded, through whatever means.
Whatever its effect on bribery, the two-thirds requirement’s effect on the
growth of banking was clear. Only 12 new banks were chartered between
1821 and 1828, with no new banks chartered in 1822, 1826, 1827, or 1828.
At the end of 1828, crisis loomed for the state’s banking system. Table 7.1
reveals that with less than $9 in authorized bank capital per capita New
York was less financially developed than Massachusetts (about $28 per
capita) or Pennsylvania (about $12 per capita).8 Moreover, the charters of
thirty of the forty banks then operating were due to expire during the next
five years (Root 1895, p. 288). If these banks’ charters expired and the
banks wound up without new ones to replace them, New York would be
without a legitimate financial sector and the Republicans would have failed
in their obligation to promote the commonweal.

The newly elected governor, Martin Van Buren, sought a solution to the
banking problem that could simultaneously address three issues. First, any
new banking policy needed to eliminate the chartering logjam created by
the two-thirds majority mandated by the 1821 constitution for all bank
charters. Second, a new policy needed to protect the public against pay-
ments system collapses. Third, chartering needed to remain under the Re-
gency’s control. Resolving the second issue would largely resolve the first.
One purpose of restrictive incorporation (legislative chartering) was that
the legislature owed a duty to the public to protect it from reckless, irre-
sponsible or excessively risky projectors. But because bankers received
charters more for their ability to subvert the political process than for their
business acumen (though the two need not have been mutually exclusive)
cautious legislators were reluctant to issue charters and set potentially bad
bankers loose on an unsuspecting public. Finally, Van Buren needed to
bend banking policy to his will. So long as the Bucktail Democrats could
retain control of issuing charters, loyal party members would be rewarded
with lucrative interests in newly chartered banks.

Van Buren’s solution was the 1829 Safety Fund Act.9 The act required all
subsequently chartered banks, whether their charters were de novo or re-
newed, to contribute an amount equal to 6 percent of their paid-in capital
to a fund that would reimburse noteholders and depositors of any failing
member bank. The act also laid down common charter conditions and es-
tablished one of the first banking oversight bureaucracies in the nation.

The act engendered broad support and unleashed a legislative supply
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8. Table 7.1 reports authorized bank capital per capita because these data are available for
the entire period. Using data for loans per capita or total bank assets per capita for 1820 and
after (when these data become reasonably reliable) does not appreciably alter the main con-
clusions. Massachusetts remains the most financially developed state, Pennsylvania lags far
behind, and New York is an intermediate case. In 1830, for instance, bank loans per capita in
Massachusetts were $45.85; in New York, $18.23; and in Pennsylvania, $14.25. By 1860 the
figures are Massachusetts, $96.80; New York, $51.63; and Pennsylvania, $20.41.

9. See Calomiris (1989) and Bodenhorn (2003) and sources therein for descriptions and
analyses of the Safety Fund.



that would satisfy a pent-up demand for new banks. Between 1821 and
1828, New York legislators chartered just twelve banks, only ten of which
opened (Fenstermaker 1965). Eleven de novo charters were issued in 1829
alone; nine more in 1830; nine more again in 1831; seven in 1832; eight in
1833; eight in 1834; and twelve in 1836. By making the banks mutually
responsible for one another’s debts, the act relieved concerns about the ca-
pabilities or actions of any single banker. Under the co-insurance scheme,
the costs of bad banking would fall primarily on the banks rather than the
public. With fewer concerns about bank quality, legislators could focus on
quantity. In short, the insurance guarantee calmed legislators’ fears, and
they chartered more banks—sixty-four de novo charters and twenty-nine
recharters between 1829 and 1836 (Root 1895, pp. 290–91). Despite the
rash of new bank charters, New York remained woefully financially under-
developed compared to its nearest commercial rivals (see table 7.1).
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Table 7.1 Bank capital per capita in Massachusetts, New York, and Pennsylvania
(for selected years; current dollars)

Year Massachusetts ($) New York ($) Pennsylvania ($)

1800 9.01a 5.81b 8.06a

1805 12.22 7.27b 10.04
1810 14.16 7.75b 7.41c,d

1815 23.07 15.93b 16.38d

1820 20.26 15.38b,e 14.02d,f

1825 25.74 16.04b n.a.f

1830 31.61 12.44b,e 10.84d,f

1835 45.36 14.72b,g 11.65f

1837h 54.99 16.43i 14.86
1840 45.75 15.15 14.04
1845 36.24 15.94 7.32
1850 37.13 15.29 7.43
1855 53.05 24.19 7.67
1860 54.00 28.72 8.80

Sources: Unless otherwise noted, estimates are based on capital accounts reported in U.S.
Comptroller of the Currency (1876) and U.S. Census Office (1872). Population estimates for
noncensus years calculated from continuously compounded growth rates between census
years.
Note: n.a. � not available.
aEstimates are for 1801.
bBank capital from Williams (1837, p. 235). Gallatin (1831, pp. 97–103) implies slightly differ-
ent figures: 1811, $7.57; 1815, $16.57; 1820, $13.83; 1830, $12.78.
cEstimate for 1811.
dEstimates from Gallatin (1831, pp. 97–103).
eFenstermaker’s (1965) reports for capital imply different figures: 1819, $0.84; 1830, $3.54.
f Fenstermaker’s (1965) reports for capital yield different figures: 1820, $6.37; 1825, $7.57;
1830, $9.51; 1835, $12.39.
gU.S. Comptroller of the Currency’s (1876, p. CIII) figure implies $14.14.
hLast year of legislative bank chartering in New York State.
iFenstermaker’s (1965) figure implies $16.21.



Because it was not meant to, the Safety Fund system did not reduce
chartering corruption, a fact that invited anti-Regency protest. One con-
temporary contended that “lobby men” still engaged in their “mercenary
employment[s],” and the Albany Evening Journal (hereafter AEJ ), an anti-
Regency newspaper, published numerous allegations of legislative bribery
(Johnson 1850, p. 611). On 13 April, for example, the AEJ reported that the
Chemical Bank’s charter passed after a long delay and “with the loss of the
reputation of a Senator.” In March 1833 Alvah Bebee was indicted for brib-
ing state assemblyman John De Mott. During a legislative hearing, Bebee’s
attorney argued that his client was being unfairly singled out. He had
knowledge of comparable cases in which “members of the Legislature had
received stock in banks, for charters on which they had voted, and there
had been no concealment in those cases—no sense of impropriety” (AEJ,
February 21, 1831). Indeed, Erastus Root, who served in the state assembly
between 1798 and 1830, claimed that “no one would hesitate, from motives
of delicacy, to offer a member [gratis] shares in a [proposed] bank” (Alex-
ander 1906, p. 190). After a brief debate, the House reprimanded Bebee
in a “forcible and solemn manner” and sent him on his way.10

Statistics reported in table 7.2 provide some appreciation for the poten-
tial scale for corruption and bribery. Between 1830 and 1837, the New York
State Assembly received 535 petitions, each one “praying” for a charter
from a group of would-be bankers. From those 535 petitions, Assembly
committees drafted and reported 236 separate chartering bills for debate
on the floor. Of those 236 bills, 134 eventually passed. Of those, only 53, or
less than half, later passed the Senate. While citizens could freely petition
the legislature, getting the eight members of the Assembly banking com-
mittee to take notice of a petition, turn it into a bill, and report it to the
floor demanded something notable or especially meritorious on the part of
the petitioners. It was common for petitions to be delivered in person by
groups of “interested citizens.” In most instances how those citizens’ inter-
ests were expressed is left to the imagination because even contemporary
critics generally did not report details of the bribes. In those few instances
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10. Bebee’s comments about members receiving shares in banks whose charters they had
voted on stand in contrast to the AEJ ’s recurring complaints about legislators’ purposely ex-
cusing themselves from votes on some bank charters. Excusing oneself from a vote was an odd
strategy for a legislator with a personal financial stake in the outcome, but there was a law
prohibiting lawmakers from voting on incorporation acts in which they had a personal inter-
est. Legislators who had been given or promised shares were under a legal obligation to ex-
cuse themselves. Of course, it does not mean that they did not influence the outcome through
vote trading or other forms of log rolling. It is clear from reading the biographies of several
members of the Regency that these men did not think it morally contradictory to accept
shares in return for legislative influence but then scrupulously adhere to the letter of the law
concerning voting rules. It was also not uncommon to draw a distinction between cash pay-
ments (bribes) and promises of shares (not bribes). It seems that the risks assumed in holding
shares, compared to the certainty of taking cash, led some legislators to believe that they were
fundamentally different transactions.



where the details became public, the most common form of a bribe was a
promise of a handful of free shares in the proposed bank should the char-
ter pass (J. Hammond 1852, p. 334; Seavoy 1982, p. 84). Given the low
probability of receiving a charter, cash payments were less common.
Promises of shares aligned the legislators’ and the promoters’ incentives.11

What is notable about the Regency leaders is that they channeled this
corruption to the party’s benefit rather than their own ends. Although the
party’s leaders did not line their own pockets, they made it possible for oth-
ers to line theirs. The Regency’s dominance, as Cole (1984, p. 95) notes, was
based on the spoils system. Regency leaders understood that bending the
system to their personal benefit would quickly alienate voters. But the
party leadership realized that political machinery was fueled with money
and jobs, and they distributed both to their friends and supporters. The Re-
gency aligned banks and party through the distribution of equity shares in
newly chartered banks to loyal party members.
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Table 7.2 Petitions received, bills reported, and chartering acts passed by New York Assembly
and Senate, 1830–37

House and
SenateAssembly Senate

Petitions Bills Bills Petitions Bills Bills Chartering 
Year received reported passed received reported passed acts

1830 23 22 12 37 34 13 9
1831 54 36 26 27 26 20 9
1832 91 49 19 23 19 16 7
1833 83 38 22 39 26 12 8
1834 92 31 21 33 24 13 8
1835 20 4 2 1 1 1 0
1836 118 54 32 36 28 19 12
1837 54 2 0 3 0 0 0

Totals 535 236 134 199 158 94 53

Source: Albany Evening Journal, various issues, 1830–37.

11. Calculating the economic costs of the distortions engendered by this rent seeking is be-
yond the scope of this paper, but the potential costs of rent seeking are widely recognized
(Murphy, Shleifer, and Vishny 1993). It is also notable that New York received substantially
less revenue, as a percent of all state tax revenue, from bank dividends and taxes than any
other state. Revenues from banks in New York exceeded 10 percent of state revenues in only
one decade, whereas they made up about one-fifth of average state revenues in the antebellum
era (Sylla, Legler, and Wallis 1987, pp. 400–401). New York’s relatively low tax yield from
banks was due to the state’s relative financial underdevelopment. It may also have resulted
from the policy of granting charters to party members who resisted returning those rents to
the state in the form of taxes. Small distributional coalitions, as Olson (1965) shows, will be
more effective lobbyists than large groups. Because banks were few and shares were closely
held and managed by party favorites, the Regency-controlled legislature may have been re-
luctant to impose substantial taxes on banks.



Beginning in 1811, every incorporation act appointed administrators
charged with distributing shares in the new bank. The issue of how shares
were allocated gained popular attention in 1825 when the opposition party
press publicized the distribution of the Commercial Bank of Albany’s ini-
tial public offering. The men appointed to distribute the stock allocated
most of the shares to themselves and a handful of friends. Political oppo-
nents contended that the administrators “had converted a matter of gen-
eral interest into an affair of individual profit and speculation” (Chaddock
1910, p. 252).12 During debate on the charter of the Bank of Herkimer
County, Assemblyman Isaac Van Duzer of Orange County offered an
amendment reducing the number of shares that the administrators could
subscribe from 200 to 50. The amendment was soundly defeated, at which
time Van Duzer exclaimed on the floor that the “Regency manifested no
disposition to surrender the source of ‘Spoils’” (AEJ, February 4, 1833).

It was 1837 before these distribution practices were changed. Twelve
banks were chartered in 1836, and the distribution of stock in these banks
was so partisan that even the Regency-appointed bank commissioners crit-
icized the abuses in their annual report to the state assembly. The commis-
sioners provided the details of the distribution of shares in the Jefferson
County Bank of Watertown. Nine appointed administrators kept the sub-
scription books open for two days, receiving more than 500 individual sub-
scriptions for varying numbers of shares. Because the offering was over-
subscribed, as nearly all new bank offerings were, the administrators had
to develop a distribution scheme. Although the administrative panel was
bipartisan, the Bucktails held a five to four majority, and their distribution
plan was adopted. Through proxies and powers of attorney the bank’s
12,000 shares were effectively divided between the nine administrators,
each of whom took his legal limit of 250 shares, and seven other men who
between them took 7,695 shares. At the time of the investigation, all 12,000
shares were held by just 36 men when about 500 had subscribed.13 The re-
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12. Limiting share ownership to a group of party friends and loyalists created potentially
sharp distributional effects. Lamoreaux (1994) shows that many New England banks were in-
sider affairs, wherein shareholders received the majority of their bank’s loans. To the extent
that New York banks were similarly insider institutions, non–party members were effectively
denied access to credit (assuming that the demand for credit exceeded the supply and banks
rationed credit based on party affiliation, which is consistent with even a casual reading of the
contemporary and historical literature). The existence of a secondary market for shares, even
if it was not particularly liquid, could mitigate this effect. If non–party members were willing
to pay more for credit than party members, they could buy shares and become insiders and
have preferential access to credit. In the latter instance, existing credit was (reasonably) opti-
mally allocated, but a wealth transfer from non–party members to party members occurred.
It does not, however, imply that the existing volume of available credit was socially optimal.

13. There was no formal secondary market in country bank shares so that shares traded in-
formally and price information was not made public. Nevertheless, the market value of the
Regency’s share giveaway was surely substantial. City bank shares regularly traded at prices
25 to 30 percent above par.



port suggested that the Jefferson County Bank case was typical. It repre-
sented one of the many ways the Bucktails encouraged and rewarded party
loyalty.

If the number of editorials appearing in the opposition press (the Albany
Evening Journal was the most prominent) is a fair measure, by 1837 the
public’s tolerance for spoils, especially in connection to bank chartering,
was waning. Flagrantly inequitable practices had fallen from favor and the
legislature moved to correct them in response to growing public dissatis-
faction. An 1837 act dictated that shares were to be sold at public auction.
No individual was allowed to buy more than five shares on the first day of
the auction or more than ten on the second or subsequent days. In an effort
to guarantee local ownership, buyers had to be residents of the bank’s
home county. To head off speculation, shares could not be sold until three
months after the entire capital had been raised. All transfers within the first
year had to be accompanied by an oath that the seller was the bona fide
owner and had not contracted to sell the shares prior to the initial auction.
Ultimately, the law was a dead letter because New York’s legislature never
issued another bank charter.

Capitalizing on the electorate’s growing frustration with Regency spoils
and a financial panic in 1837, Whigs wrested control of the state legislature
from the Democrats in the autumn 1837 elections. In the opening days of
the 1838 legislative session, a senate committee was established to study the
appropriateness of rewriting the banking laws to allow free entry of private
bankers and reform the system of chartering commercial banks. The com-
mittee reported back that the time had come to replace the current char-
tering system, which was “utterly at war with equal rights and free govern-
ment” (New York State Senate 1838, p. 4). As the end of the legislative term
approached, a free banking act was hammered out and passed in April.

After more than a decade of debate, New York passed the Free Banking
Act of 1838. In 1825 and 1828 special legislative commissions had studied
comparable proposals but had rejected them. Indeed, the initial 1828
Safety Fund proposal (adopted in 1829) included some features of the 1838
free banking act, namely free entry and bond-secured note issue, but they
were removed in favor of continued legislative chartering and regulatory
oversight. By the mid-1830s, however, appeals to equal rights were com-
monplace and state-sanctioned economic advantages were attacked from
all sides as usurpations of the true spirit of representative democracy and
laissez-faire economics. New York’s Free Banking Act, however, repre-
sented neither the inception nor the culmination of the electorate’s back-
lash against state-supported economic privilege. It was not, as Redlich
(1968) argued, incipient populism run amok. It was one step, albeit an im-
portant one, in New York’s movement toward greater political representa-
tion and economic liberty.
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7.3 Free Banking as Reform

Writing in the Regency-controlled Albany Argus in December 1836,
New York State Comptroller Azariah Flagg announced the party’s new
position. “The law as it now exists,” he wrote, “abridges the fair business
rights of individuals, discountenances the free use of capital, and is detri-
mental to trade and commerce” (Flagg 1868, p. 8). To have Flagg, a high-
ranking Regency official, publish such a statement in the official party
newspaper represented an announcement roughly comparable to, say,
Francis Perkins publicly announcing in 1936 that the Democratic leader-
ship considered the National Labor Relations Act an unconstitutional re-
straint of trade. Flagg’s editorial signaled widening cleavages within the
electorate, the party rank and file, and the party leadership.

Indeed, abuses like those surrounding the distribution of stock in 1836
had created deep fault lines within New York’s Democratic Party. Chur-
chill C. Cambreleng, Van Buren’s trusted lieutenant in the U.S. House of
Representatives, wrote Van Buren condemning the Regency’s banking
policy (Seavoy 1982, p. 129). How and why had the Regency’s leadership
changed their views? Why were they willing to abandon the Safety Fund,
often held up as one of their principal legislative achievements, just nine
years after its enactment? Was it, as B. Hammond (1957) and Dowd (1992)
contend, that the corruption involved in securing a bank charter and dis-
tributing shares had finally grown so politically indefensible or so socially
costly that the entire structure was thrown over?

It turns out that the causes were more complex. While corrupt practices
in the 1830s certainly played a role, free banking’s origins date back a
decade or more and represent not the culmination, but one leg of a long
passage wrought by changing attitudes among the electorate, changes the
Bucktails embraced only when they could no longer resist them and re-
main politically viable. A growing debate in New York over the extent of
political participation and the extension of the franchise carried over into
a parallel debate about the appropriate boundaries of economic freedom.
Banking policy represented the ground where these concurrent struggles
converged.

7.3.1 Setting the Stage for Free Banking

Free banking did not spontaneously emerge in 1838 without cause or
precedent. Neither was it culmination of a simple agrarian populism. It
was indicative of a broader push toward greater political and economic free-
dom occurring in states throughout the United States. In New York con-
stitutional reform in 1821 extended the franchise and eliminated two prin-
cipal sources of political and administrative centralization, the Councils of
Revision and Appointment. The Council of Revision retained veto power
over all legislation; the Council of Appointment made appointments to
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most municipal offices, including justices of peace, sheriffs, and mayors,
and formed the basis of the Bucktails’ spoils system. The constitutional re-
forms, resisted by the political elite for more than twenty years, conceded
greater political determination to the electorate through greater local ad-
ministrative autonomy and political self-determination.

Popular demands for greater political liberty led naturally to calls for
greater freedom of economic association. In the early nineteenth century
New York conceded greater freedom of association in religious, educa-
tional and charitable institutions instituting general incorporation laws for
these institutions, but the state closely guarded its chartering privilege for
business incorporation. As the economy developed in the northeastern
United States and profitability, even in agriculture, became more depend-
ent on access to credit and transportation, and to markets generally, the
notion that incorporation could be reserved for the few became increas-
ingly indefensible (Handlin and Handlin 1947, p. 113).

Several New England states liberalized incorporation in the early nine-
teenth century, but in New York the Bucktails retained control to bend in-
corporation to the party’s will. The original 1828 Safety Fund proposal, in
fact, included free incorporation and bond-secured note issue—the defin-
ing features of free banking—but Van Buren rejected these aspects of the
original proposal because the party would have lost an important element
of its spoils system. Even in 1838, when Governor William L. Marcy, one
of Van Buren’s lieutenants, signed the free banking act, he did so reluc-
tantly mostly because the free incorporation clause stripped the party of
one of its more lucrative sources of spoils. During the decade between 1828
and 1838, however, public opinion had turned strongly against the status
quo. The state had long since ceded freedom of association for religious,
educational, and charitable associations. It had long been asked to extend
the privilege of corporate freedom of association to business corporations.
It finally relented in 1838.

7.3.2 The Anti-Masons and Political Reform

The ultimate cause for banking reform can be traced to a long-
simmering demand for greater economic freedom. But one of the more im-
portant proximate influences and one that brought the demand to a boil
was an unlikely event—the disappearance on the night of 14 September
1826 of William Morgan, an unremarkable stonemason and disaffected
Freemason of Batavia, Genesee County, New York. In the 1820s, Freema-
sonry was popular. From just 347 lodges and 16,000 members nationally in
1800, there were 450 lodges and more than 20,000 members in New York
state alone in 1825 (Formisano and Kutolowski 1977). Bitter and nearly
broke, Morgan threatened to publish Freemasonry’s secrets. Local Ma-
sons, outraged by Morgan’s betrayal, torched David Miller’s printing shop
and had both men arrested on trumped-up charges. Both were released
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from jail, but Morgan was kidnapped and never seen again. Rumor had it
that a group of Freemasons spirited Morgan off to Fort Niagara, where he
was briefly detained before being taken into to boat, thrown overboard into
Lake Erie, and presumably drowned.

Investigations into Morgan’s disappearance implicated a number of
prominent Masons who were politically connected members of the Re-
gency. Sheriffs initially refused to arrest them. When they were arrested,
prosecutors refused to bring charges. When forced by popular outcry to
bring the conspirators to trial, the tribunals quickly became theater, at-
tracting hundreds of spectators. Newspapers published verbatim tran-
scripts, and news spread by word of mouth. For more than four years, the
public devoured the news, most of which demonstrated Freemasonry’s
(and, by association, the Regency’s) subversion of the political and judicial
systems. When most of the alleged conspirators were acquitted, a “fire-
storm of popular protest” was unleashed that grew into a legitimate politi-
cal movement (Gunn 2001, p. 374). One contemporary book concluded
that the abduction, murder, and cover-up was the work of hundreds of men,
including prominent legislators, lawyers, and sheriffs. Special prosecutors
appointed by the legislature reported on Masonic obstructionism and con-
cluded that the basic charges of conspiracy, kidnapping, and murder were
true.

Anti-Masonry’s appeal and, therefore, its political legitimacy grew be-
cause reasonable men believed that Freemasonry disproportionately in-
fluenced the administration of justice (Vaughn 1983). Several sheriffs,
prosecutors, judges, and other officials involved in the investigation and
prosecution of the crime were Masons. Most discharged their duties fairly
and impartially, but others manipulated the system to protect fellow Ma-
sons. Formisano and Kutolowski (1977, p. 153) conclude that a wide-
spread conviction that there had been “a systematic corruption of justice
. . . was far from fantastic.” Building a platform on equality before the law,
the Anti-Mason Party quickly emerged as a viable political force. The hot-
button issues in the 1828 New York election were less the burning national
issues of states’ rights and internal improvements than the candidates’
characters, Anti-Masonry, and whether it was time for special privilege to
give way to the popular will. Andrew Jackson polled an unimpressive 51
percent in New York; Van Buren won the governorship, but only because
two opponents, including Solomon Southwick, the Anti-Mason candi-
date, split the opposition vote (Benson 1961, p. 31).14

Anti-Masonry’s consequences were profound. Between 1828 and 1835
the number of Masonic lodges in New York fell from 490 to 80, and active
membership declined from 20,000 to just 3,000 (Benson 1961, p. 36). Once
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it had crushed its principal opponent, neither the movement nor the Anti-
Masonic Party petered out. An effective leadership with access to more
than forty-five newspapers expanded the message. Privilege subverted
more than criminal justice. Privileged and secretive organizations of all
types, including politically favored corporations, subverted all forms of re-
publican virtue. Equality before the law, equality of representation, and
equality of opportunity became the party’s watchwords. One speaker at the
1829 Anti-Mason convention insisted that “public opinion . . . must prop-
erly govern everything, which is properly subject to governmental power”
(quoted in Benson, p. 22). The party’s message appealed to a leveling im-
pulse: universal male suffrage, universal state-supported education, anti-
slavery, and better treatment of Indians, orphans, and the mentally ill (Van
Deusen 1944).

Anti-Mason calls for reform quickly incorporated the era’s hot-button
economic issues. The party favored strict enforcement of usury laws, elim-
ination of imprisonment for debt, expanding the transportation network,
and, of course, greater sectional equality in the distribution of banking
and financial services. Early histories of Anti-Masonry argued that it was
motivated by rural-agrarian jealousies of urban commercial wealth and
power. But Anti-Masonry was more than radical agrarian populism. It was
driven more by middle-class frustrations over lack of access to banks and
transportation infrastructure.

Many earlier banking historians, including B. Hammond (1957) and
Redlich (1968), too readily interpreted western squawking about the short-
age of banks as inflationist agrarianism. But Anti-Masonry had little to do
with radical agrarianism. Instead, it was the political manifestation of a
growing discontent among western merchants about lack of access to
banks and bank credit. And merchants outside the traditional Bucktail
strongholds had legitimate grounds for complaint. Table 7.3 reports bank
capital per capita by senate district at selected dates between 1830 and
1857.15 Not surprisingly, New York City outstripped all other regions, with
Albany a distant second. But even outside the two principal urban-
commercial areas, there were sharp disparities in the distribution of bank
capital. The Adirondack/Lake Champlain region (IV) had just $0.45 in per
capita bank capital, while the Finger Lakes region had $5.66. The eight-
region Gini index for 1830 is 0.69, implying substantial inequalities. More-
over, in 1830 fully two-thirds of all New York counties, mostly in western
and southern New York, were without a bank.

Passage of the Safety Fund, and the increased chartering that accompa-
nied it, led to more equally distributed bank capital per capita. Even in the
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Table 7.3 Per capita bank capital by New York State Senate district
(current dollars)

Bank capital per capita ($)

Senate district 1830 1837 1850 1857

I 51.18 56.17 36.56 65.38
II 1.77 7.44 9.22 12.07
III 11.67 19.04 16.50 33.02
IV 0.45 3.43 4.91 10.94
V 2.45 8.56 11.13 16.14
VI 1.49 5.64 5.43 10.50
VII 5.66 9.37 8.75 12.41
VIII 1.25 6.64 9.04 14.44

Gini index 0.69 0.48 0.35 0.36
Counties with no banks (%) 66.1 26.8 15.5 5.2

Sources: U.S. Department of State (1832, 1841), U.S. Census Office (1853, 1864), New York
State Assembly (1831, 1838, 1858), Daily Albany Argus (25 November 1850).
Notes: District I includes New York City and Long Island; district II, the counties just north
of New York City; district III, the counties surrounding Albany; district IV, the Adirondacks;
district V, the Syracuse, Oswego, Watertown areas; district VI, the Southern Tier, around
Binghamton; district VII, the Finger Lakes region; and district VIII, the western counties
from Rochester to Buffalo and south to the Pennsylvania border

relatively underdeveloped Adirondack/Lake Champlain region bank cap-
ital per capita increased from $0.45 to $3.43 between 1830 and 1837. The
Gini index declined to 0.48, and the number of counties without a bank de-
clined sharply. It took free banking and a long period of economic pros-
perity between 1845 and 1857 to bring about greater equality of per capita
banking capital and to provide nearly every county with at least one com-
mercial bank. By the mid-1850s, every senate district attained double-digit
per capita bank capital, and only three counties (5.2 percent) remained
without a commercial bank. By 1850, too, the Gini index declined to 0.36
and remained steady throughout the decade.

Given the disparities in the geographic allocation of bank capital in
1830, it is not surprising that Anti-Masonry cut across economic classes
(Kutolowski 1984; Formisano 1993). Indeed, support for Anti-Masonry
was stronger in townships with more improved acreage, higher population
densities, and higher values per acre. Anti-Masonry’s leaders were mostly
drawn from the middling to upper classes of western and southern New
York—regions where the transportation and financial revolutions had not
yet fully arrived (Kutolowski 1984). The Anti-Mason challenge was ele-
mentary, if somewhat naive: should not all men living in a democratic so-
ciety have equal access to the opportunities offered by a rapidly expanding
economy? Was it fair that the Masonic-dominated Regency granted unfair
advantages in the race for wealth and prestige? In this respect, the move-
ment appealed most strongly to those eager to “utilize participant politics



to gain further transportation improvements, banking facilities, and . . .
favorable local public policy” (Kutolowski, p. 281). Anti-Masonry flour-
ished where the market had brought some limited prosperity. Its leaders
wanted greater access to wealth-generating technologies—banks, canals,
railroads—controlled by the Regency.

It was some time before the egalitarian impulse was translated into spe-
cific policies, such as free banking (Benson 1961, p. 37), but the movement
gained momentum in the 1830s. In 1831, imprisonment for debt was abol-
ished. The state expanded funding for education. Feeder canals were pro-
posed, surveys done, and construction begun. Calls for the elimination of
restraining laws on private banking reemerged in 1835 and 1836. Free
banking was seriously debated in both houses of the legislature in 1837,
just as a movement for a new constitutional convention took shape. At the
Utica Convention of 1837 delegates called for the abolition of legislative
chartering in all forms, demanded the elimination of all regulations re-
stricting entry into any profession or occupation, and proposed a consti-
tutional amendment prohibiting future legislatures from passing laws that
favored one group over another (Gunn 1988, p. 172).

By 1837, legislative debates on banking policy were unmistakably Anti-
Masonic. In condemning the assembly’s committee on banks’ decision not
to report a bill for a bank, Assemblyman John Wilkinson of Onondaga
County fumed that “the citizens of New York [City] cannot, without arro-
gance, assume to judge the propriety of incorporating a bank at Utica”
(AEJ, March 22, 1836). That decision was best left to the citizens of Utica.
A group of citizens in Albion forwarded a petition to the legislature stating
that “the people are coming. . . . The spirit of reform is awake throughout
the State” (AEJ, March 28, 1837). Indeed, the reform spirit had grown so
strong that Regency governor William L. Marcy, in his annual message to
the legislature, urged reform. The current system was “unquestionably in-
jurious,” and it was “the essential characteristic of private property, that
the owner should not only have the right of exclusive possession, but the
liberty of free use” (AEJ, January 3, 1837). Marcy’s position, insofar as it
dealt with banking, represented a significant liberalization of Regency at-
titude and policy. His position was more Anti-Masonic than Democratic.

Anti-Masonry demonstrates the sometimes serendipitous nature of eco-
nomic reform; namely, how it can be dependent on events seemingly far re-
moved from the underlying issue. Could those Masons who tossed William
Morgan overboard have had any idea that they would unleash a political
movement that would shake Masonry and the Regency to their founda-
tions? Could they have contemplated the notion that the events they would
unleash would result in rewriting the contract between the state and the
business community? Of course not. This is not to argue that free bank-
ing depended on William Morgan’s unsolved disappearance. Something
akin to free banking had been proposed, but rejected as politically unpalat-
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able, in 1828, a half decade prior to the establishment of the Anti-Masonic
Party.

It does argue, however, that a seemingly unrelated, random event can be
a critical element in bringing a latent demand for change to the fore. In this
case, it led to the formation of an opposition political party that tapped
into a latent demand for change in banking policy, sharpened its focus,
and made it a prominent element of the party’s platform. As B. Hammond
(1957) and Redlich (1968) discuss, demands for greater access to bank
credit were just as strong in Ohio, Indiana, Kentucky, and elsewhere as in
western New York, yet change occurred at a more measured pace outside
New York. Although seventeen other states adopted free banking, there
was about a fifteen-year hiatus between free banking’s enactment in New
York and its adoption elsewhere (Rockoff 1975, p. 3).16 Without an event
such as Morgan’s disappearance to galvanize the electorate, change was
slower in coming. Thus, Anti-Masonry was, perhaps, not critical to
change, but it accelerated the pace of change.

7.3.3 The Confluence of Party Rhetoric and 
Political Change in the Mid-1830s

Regency support for free banking became official policy only when the
reform impulse was so far beyond their control that support for the repeal
of the Safety Fund system came from a Democratic splinter group known
as the Loco-Focos (or, sometimes, the Equal Rights Party). These were
mostly tradesmen and small entrepreneurs in New York City who believed
that the current system threatened their economic well-being. They be-
lieved that economic independence was based on property ownership. Any
government that passed laws that favored accumulation by the few, as the
Safety Fund did, was bad government. “A viable urban-industrial democ-
racy required that opportunities for business profits had to be equalized”
(Seavoy 1982, p. 130). And more than anything else, equality of opportu-
nity implied equality of access to bank credit. The elimination of chartered
commercial banking and its replacement with private banking was the best
means to achieve this end.

Likewise, Jacksonian Democrats were driven by a strong egalitarian im-
pulse (Schlesinger 1945; Sellers 1991). Jefferson’s Republicanism had ex-
tended equality of opportunity to the yeomanry in the newly settled West.
Banking policy in the early West was both inflationary and developmental
(Bodenhorn 2003). States such as Kentucky, Tennessee, and Illinois,
among others, established wholly state-owned banks to provide medium-
term mortgage credit to farmers wanting to buy land. As a result, migrants
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flowed in, bought up land, and, in a brief period, turned a frontier into a
thriving agricultural community. As the Jacksonians saw it, something
similar was needed to stem the rising tide of economic inequality in the
emergent urban-industrial regions of the East.17

Free banking aligned Anti-Masons, Jacksonians, and the Loco-Focos.
Loco-Foco calls for equality of opportunity appealed to the Jacksonians’
sense of fair play. The nagging issue for banking policy, however, was how
to simultaneously equalize opportunity and provide a safe, redeemable
currency. Two bills introduced in the 1837 session skirted the issue. One bill
would have repealed most of the 1804 restraining act that prohibited unin-
corporated firms from engaging in any banking functions. It would have al-
lowed for the creation of limited-liability partnerships granting unincor-
porated associations of individuals the right to engage in all pertinent
banking functions, except the circulation of notes (AEJ, March 18, 1837).
The second bill would have created unincorporated banks with all the priv-
ileges of banks, including note issue, but these banks would not be allowed
to circulate notes of denominations under $20 (AEJ, March 3, 1837). Both
bills protected the public from bad banking by limiting their ability to in-
teract with the public. Deposit banking was not yet widespread except
among merchants, and few people engaged in routine transactions had
much use for $20 or greater notes. Neither bill passed the state senate,
largely because the attorney general believed that they were both uncon-
stitutional in that they would have created de facto corporations in viola-
tion of the constitutional two-thirds requirement. In the end, the legisla-
ture rolled back certain features of the restraining act so that brokers could
engage in some limited private banking functions (Seavoy 1982, p. 150).

Before the autumn elections in 1837, panic swept the nation’s financial
markets. Banks suspended specie payments, and Whigs soundly defeated
the Bucktails at the polls. Whigs interpreted their victory as a mandate to
dismantle the Safety Fund, and many traveled to Albany intent to pass a
general incorporation law. Although William L. Marcy, the Bucktail gov-
ernor, publicly recommended passage of a free banking law, he remained
privately opposed. He understood that a general incorporation law would
undermine the party’s stranglehold on an important source of patronage.
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of banking. The latter contributed the lasting party rhetoric, but the former ultimately had a
greater influence on policy, as free banking in New York and elsewhere testifies.



Moreover, it might threaten the stability of the Safety Fund system itself.
Seavoy (1982, p. 152) contends, as well, that Van Buren’s subtreasury plan
at the federal level—predicated on the idea that the government should
separate itself from the business of banking—discredited the Regency’s
long and close connection with the state’s banks. Marcy was forced into a
corner and had little choice but to advocate passage of what he hoped
would be a carefully crafted general incorporation law.

In April 1838, New York enacted free banking. Gunn (1988, p. 229) con-
tends that the law represented “one of the most important pieces of state
legislation in the first half of the nineteenth century.” It reflected a trans-
formation in the role of the legislature in economic matters: a movement
away from, but not a complete abandonment of, the commonwealth ideal.
Incorporation became a purely administrative function. The legislature re-
linquished its power to confer privilege to a bureaucracy charged to imple-
ment a set of procedures and policies applicable to all. Free banking de-
politicized the business corporation and reflected the decline of legislative
authority in economic matters. The corporation lost its essentially public
character and became a purely private matter. It is ironic, however, that al-
though the franchise was substantially widened, free banking and similar
measures significantly restricted the electorate’s ability to influence social
and economic outcomes. Shortly after the public gained a greater say in
politics, the polity built firewalls between itself and the economy. It was
almost as if the electorate had come to appreciate the efficiency costs of
Mancur Olson’s (1982) distributional coalitions and did what it could to
eliminate some of the costs by taking away at least one mechanism for
establishing them.

7.3.4 The Consequences of Free Banking

Much was expected of free banking. A report of the select committee of
the Assembly effectively summarizes contemporary expectations for free
banking. A general incorporation law would eliminate the privilege and
monopoly associated with the Safety Fund system. It would eliminate one
source of legislative corruption and reduce log rolling. Bank ownership
would be more widely dispersed. The banks themselves would be more ra-
tionally located. Greater access to credit would encourage commercial and
manufacturing businesses. And, finally, it would increase and add stability
to the currency.

Two major aspects of free banking are relevant to the issues addressed in
this chapter, namely, privilege and greater equality of opportunity, espe-
cially among small-scale entrepreneurs. First, free banking replaced spe-
cial interest legislation with a “rule of law.” Relatively inflexible adminis-
trative procedures and policies replaced highly idiosyncratic, flexible,
personalized charter conditions. Regulators administering rules were less
prone to corruption than legislative committees and others given a mea-
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sure of discretion (Glaeser and Shleifer 2003). The administrative policy
was clear and precise and less likely to be subverted by legislative or judi-
cial corruption.

Second, free banking reflected the leveling impulse of the Jacksonian
era. The 1838 act brought together many of the features of the two 1837
proposals. One would have lifted restraints on individuals and partner-
ships wanting to operate private banks, and it was intended to promote the
establishment of relatively small institutions that could respond to and ac-
commodate local needs. The second proposal aimed to replace the current
system of chartering relatively large, incorporated commercial banks. The
final 1838 act included both features in that it established one standard for
larger joint-stock banks and a lesser standard for individual (effectively
note-issuing private) banks. Indeed, free banking encouraged small-scale
entrepreneurship fully consistent with Anti-Masonic and Jacksonian, even
Jeffersonian, rhetoric. In March 1850, for example, twenty-nine of forty-
seven individual banks had $20,000 or less in paid-in capital, and between
1840 and 1850 the capitalization of the average free bank declined from
$263,000 to $176,000.18

In its encouragement of small business, free banking advocates believed
they had simultaneously addressed the issues of corruption, privilege,
equality of opportunity, and protection of the public against incompetent
bankers through the 100 percent note-collateral provision. Some Jackso-
nians criticized banks because they believed that banks, and corporations
generally, occupied privileged positions, exercised disproportionate eco-
nomic power, and were capable of doing serious political and economic
damage. Anti-bank Democrats were convinced of the economic damage
that could be wrought by banks when, during the bank war, Nicholas
Biddle contracted the Second Bank’s credit and threw the economy into
recession. If a bank hiccuped and the economy fell into recession, what
might happen if one or more large banks failed? What if they aligned them-
selves in opposition to the commonweal? Such questions brought concerns
for the safety and security of bank creditors to the forefront. Free banking,
it was believed, simultaneously addressed these multiple concerns. In en-
couraging small banks, they would not obtain disproportionate political or
economic influence, and their ability to inflict losses would be limited.

Although loss rates for failed free banks in the 1840s were substantial,
by the 1850s the loss rate fell sharply and was well below that experienced
by the failures of eleven of the Regency’s Safety Fund banks. This reduced
loss rate in tandem with a more responsive allocation of bank capital made
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free banking attractive. Eventually seventeen other states passed free
banking laws modeled after New York’s. Three others significantly liber-
alized chartering and adopted bond-secured note issue. During the U.S.
Civil War, free banking went national when the national banking system
adopted several features of New York’s 1838 law. While Anti-Masonry was
not particularly exportable, as the party never became much of a factor
outside New York, free banking was eminently exportable. The reform im-
pulse of the Jacksonian era was strong, but translating the latent impulse
into specific policies differed from state to state. Investigating the political
conditions under which free banking was adopted elsewhere would be a
potentially fruitful line of future research.

7.4 Concluding Remarks

Free banking was neither Jacksonian laissez-faire run amok, as Redlich
(1968) would have us believe, nor was it a knee-jerk reaction by newly as-
cendant Whigs looking to tear down a prominent component of the Re-
gency’s political machine. It resulted from parallel movements begun in the
early nineteenth century that called for greater political and economic self-
determination. Changes in New York’s constitution in 1821 largely met the
former demands, but Van Buren’s Regency retained enough control over
the distribution of economic privilege, through special incorporation acts
for all types of businesses, to fester discontent.

An unlikely event, however, sparked the formation of a rival political
party, one committed to economic equality and one with an ability equal
to the Regency’s to get its message out to the electorate through the parti-
san press. Thurlow Weed’s Albany Evening Journal was an effective counter
to the Regency’s Albany Argus. Indeed, rarely a fortnight passed between
1830 and 1837 when there was not an editorial about banking or bank
chartering in Weed’s Journal. There were an equally small number of weeks
in which the Argus dared to discuss the subject.19 Apparently, the Regency’s
official strategy was to ignore Anti-Masonic attacks on its bank chartering
policy. That, in the end, may have been one of the Regency’s larger mis-
takes. It let the opposition define the debate and rarely responded with a
defense of its policy. The Regency’s silence must have appeared to many
contemporaries as conceding the point—that corruption was rampant,
that the Democrats were the party of “spoils,” and that they had no inten-
tion to reform the system. Such sentiments, combined with a common be-
lief that increased access to banks accelerated the rate of capital accumu-
lation and economic growth, spurred a reform impulse to which the
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19. This observation is based on a reading of nearly every issue of each newspaper pub-
lished between 1830 and 1837.



Democrats failed to respond. Free banking—and, later, general incorpo-
ration—was but one consequence of the leveling impulse in New York.
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8.1 Introduction

The history of public utility regulation in the United States has an odd
circular quality. During the late nineteenth century, gas and electric com-
panies were subject to limited regulatory oversight; by the early twentieth
century, they were subject to burdensome municipal regulation; and by
1940, most gas and electric companies were subject to state and federal reg-
ulation (Stigler and Friedland 1962; Troesken 1996). Yet during the 1980s
and 1990s, the regulatory bodies that had built up over the previous 100
years were abrogated, and gas and electric companies began operating in
regulatory environments akin to those that had existed in the 1880s and
1890s (Joskow 1989). Similarly, in the American water industry, the gover-
nance regime progressed from private provision with limited municipal
oversight during the nineteenth century to widespread municipal owner-
ship by the mid-twentieth century (Baker 1897; Troesken 1999). During the
1970s and 1980s, municipally owned water companies were privatized by
the score and returned to the governance regime that had prevailed during
the nineteenth century, with private provision and limited municipal over-
sight (Galiani, Gertler, and Schargrodsky 2003; Vitale 2001).

What explains the circularity of public utility regulation? At least three
possibilities suggest themselves. The first possibility is that technological
changes altered the viability of alternative governance regimes over time.
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The second possibility is that ideological changes altered the preferences of
voters and policymakers. During the early twentieth century, these ideo-
logical changes led policymakers to favor state-oriented solutions; by the
late twentieth century, these changes led policymakers to favor market-
oriented solutions. The third possibility appeals to the work of Mancur Ol-
son (1982), who argued that over time institutions tend to ossify and slow
economic growth as entrenched interest groups work to secure a greater
share of society’s resources. Olson’s work suggests that transitions in regu-
latory and governance regimes—whether from market-oriented to statist,
or vice versa—can dramatically improve the operation markets.

I argue that technological and ideological change can only partially ac-
count for the circularity of public utility regulation. Olson’s theory of in-
stitutional ossification, which suggests that occasional regime changes are
desirable in public utility markets, provides a more complete explanation.
In developing this line of thought I build on three observations. First, cor-
ruption is endemic to public utility industries; corruption exists, in some
form, across all regulatory and ownership regimes. Second, regime change
in utility industries does not eliminate corruption; it only alters the type of
corruption observed. Third, for any type of governance regime (e.g., state
regulation or municipal ownership) corruption grows increasingly severe
over time and, at some point, becomes politically untenable.

8.2 The Evolution of Public Utility Regulation

The following sections examine public utility regulation in the gas and
electric industries and the water industry.

8.2.1 The Gas and Electric Industries

Regulation in the gas and electric industries evolved in four distinct
phases: the first phase (ca. 1850–99) was a period of weak municipal con-
trol, referred to here as franchise regulation; the second phase (ca. 1900–
1909) was a period of aggressive municipal control, referred to here as mu-
nicipal regulation; the third phase (ca. 1907–77) was a period of state reg-
ulation; and the fourth phase (ca. 1978–present) has been characterized by
limited state and municipal control and competition, and in many ways it
mimics the first evolutionary phase described here.

In the first phase, gas and electric companies were regulated by munici-
pal franchises. Franchises gave utilities the power to dig up streets and op-
erate in particular cities and, in return for these rights, imposed obligations
on the utility in question. Typically franchises were written as long-term
contracts running from twenty to fifty years. These contracts also estab-
lished price ceilings and minimum service thresholds. Franchises often ex-
pressed price ceilings in nominal dollars. Nominal price ceilings, however,
worked poorly because the general price level fell steadily over the nine-
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teenth century and because the technology of producing gas and electric-
ity improved rapidly. These changes drove down the profit-maximizing
price for gas and electricity. Consequently, within a few years of being es-
tablished, price ceilings were typically not binding, even for firms holding
monopoly positions. For example, Cleveland issued a franchise to the
People’s Gas Light Company in 1867. The franchise prohibited the com-
pany from charging more than $3 per 1,000 cubic feet (MCF), yet by the
early 1870s, the company was charging only $2 MCF (Troesken 1996, pp.
12–15; Wilcox 1910).1

On occasion, cities supplemented their efforts to regulate gas and elec-
tric companies by encouraging competition. In large cities it was not un-
common to have as many as six or seven companies competing with one
another, and there is little question that such competition reduced utility
rates. For example, in Chicago during the late 1880s, competition among
multiple gas companies on the city’s west side drove gas prices down from
$2.25 MCF to $1.00. However, except for very large cities like Chicago and
New York, most markets were not sufficiently large to support competi-
tion, and even in those places where competitive price wars erupted, effec-
tive competition was short-lived. In Chicago, within a few years of the
aforementioned price wars, all of the city’s competing companies had
merged into a single firm, and gas rates in the city were increased by 25 per-
cent. The pattern observed in Chicago—competitive price wars followed
by merger and price increases—was also observed in Atlanta, Baltimore,
Buffalo, Cleveland, New York, and other large American cities (Troesken
1996, pp. 26–34).

It is important to be clear that municipal franchises were contracts. They
imposed obligations on both the city and the private utility company, and
they required the consent of both parties. City authorities could not uni-
laterally dictate the terms of the franchise. Indeed, in most areas, state con-
stitutions prohibited municipal governments from directly and unilaterally
regulating the rates charged by gas companies and other utilities without
express legislative permission. As one federal court explained, “the regula-
tion of the prices to charge consumers by gas companies is not one of the
powers essential to municipal government, and is not included in general
powers conferred on cities.” The same court went on to explain that unless
the state legislature explicitly granted regulatory powers to city govern-
ments, only the state could regulate gas rates: “and such power cannot be
exercised by a city unless it has been delegated by the state in express words,
or by fair implication from a power expressly granted” (Mills v. City of Chi-
cago, et al., 127 Fed. 731 1904, p. 731).
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The second phase in the evolution of public utility regulation took place
between 1900 and 1909. During this period, many states began to pass laws
authorizing municipal governments to directly regulate the rates charged
by gas and electric companies, as well as other utilities. The states that
passed municipal regulation laws were Arkansas, California, Florida,
Iowa, Kansas, Minnesota, Mississippi, Missouri, Nebraska, and Ohio.
The new municipal regulation laws meant that once a utility company’s
franchise contract with the city expired, city authorities could unilaterally
dictate rates; gas and electric companies did not have to consent to the
rates in order for them to become legally binding. Even in those states that
did not pass these general municipal regulation laws, it was not uncommon
to have the state legislature authorize specific cities to regulate utility rates.
For example, in 1887 Tennessee authorized the City of Memphis to regu-
late gas rates, subject to the provision that the city never set rates below
$1.50; other cities in the state continued to use municipal franchises to reg-
ulate gas rates.2

State regulation, the third phase in the regulation of gas and electricity,
began in earnest around 1910. However, harbingers of this phase could be
observed as early as 1887, when Massachusetts created a statewide com-
mission to regulate public utilities in the state. Other states that created
state regulatory commissions before 1910 were Georgia (1907), Michigan
(1909), New York (1907), Vermont (1908), and Wisconsin (1907). The
years between 1910 and 1920 witnessed the most rapid growth in state
public utility commissions, with the following twenty-nine states intro-
ducing such commissions: Alabama, Arizona, California, Colorado, Con-
necticut, Idaho, Illinois, Indiana, Kansas, Maine, Maryland, Missouri,
Montana, Nevada, New Hampshire, New Jersey, North Carolina, North
Dakota, Ohio, Oklahoma, Oregon, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, Tennes-
see, Utah, Virginia, Washington, West Virginia, and Wyoming (Stigler and
Friedland 1962; Troesken 1996, pp. 6–17).

Of the phases of regulation discussed thus far, state regulation appears
to have been the most durable and longest lasting. It was not until 1978 that
the fourth phase in the regulatory history of gas and electricity was
reached. In 1978, Congress passed the Public Utilities Regulatory Policy
Act. Ostensibly designed to promote renewable energy sources, this law en-
couraged entry into the gas and electric industries across the United States
and according to one authority “demonstrated the viability of competitive
entry into the capital-intensive power generation business” (White 1996,
p. 207). The competition-promoting aspect of this law was furthered when
Congress passed the Energy Policy Act of 1992. The Energy Policy Act
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mandated that the operators of regional transmission networks act as com-
mon carriers and allow unaffiliated producers to transmit power over their
networks. The economic logic underlying this law was that the transmis-
sion of power had the characteristics of a natural monopoly but that the
production of such power did not. In the years following the Energy Policy
Act, individual states began allowing power consumers to purchase gas
and electricity from any number of competing producers (White 1996).

8.2.2 The Water Industry

The water industry in the United States passed through three regulatory
phases. In the first phase (1800–1879) privately owned and operated water
companies were governed by municipal franchises, which, as noted above,
were a weak form of municipal control. The second phase (1880–1970) was
marked by municipal ownership, and private water companies governed by
municipal franchises were replaced by municipally owned enterprises. The
rise of municipal ownership began slowly during the late nineteenth cen-
tury and grew quickly during the early twentieth century. Between 1890
and 1920, the proportion of water companies that were municipally owned
grew from 43 percent to 68 percent. Similarly, between 1880 and 1932 the
number of municipally owned water companies grew from 293 to 7,853
(Troesken 2001).

8.3 Corruption and Other Problems

All of the contractual mechanisms described above—franchise regula-
tion, municipal regulation, state regulatory commissions, and municipal
ownership—are imperfect devices, and each is susceptible to corruption,
rent seeking, and other economic distortions. Understanding how these
problems vary across different regulatory regimes is essential if one is to ex-
plain the link between corruption and the circular evolution of public util-
ity regulation.

Before discussing the problems associated with each regulatory regime,
a definition is in order. For my purposes, corruption refers to the illicit sale
of political influence. The sale of political influence can take many forms,
including the following: patronage arrangements (politicians buy votes by
offering plum jobs at above-market wages); political extortion (politicians
can extract bribes from private utility companies by threatening to impose
confiscatory regulations and taxes); and industry capture (private utilities
spend resources to make friends with regulators). For these examples of
the definition of corruption offered above, the word illicit is critical. The act
of selling political influence is not, in and of itself, corrupt. For example,
through franchise bidding schemes, private utility companies pay for the
right to an exclusive and legally protected market. As long as the fees
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private utilities pay for this right are returned to voters, either directly in the
form of reduced taxes or through the provision of public services, this is a
completely legitimate sale of political influence. The act only becomes cor-
rupt if politicians pocket for themselves some or all of the proceeds of the
sale.

8.3.1 Municipal Franchises

Municipal franchise regulation in many ways mirrored the franchise bid-
ding schemes advocated by Demsetz (1968). Demsetz argued that by auc-
tioning off the exclusive right to operate in a particular market, local gov-
ernments could secure the benefits of regulation with none of the costs. Ex
ante competition for the franchise, not a costly and corruptible adminis-
trative agency, would govern the behavior of the utility. As long as Dem-
setz’s bidding scheme is fair and open, the utility that won the franchise
would offer rates and service such that the utility would earn zero eco-
nomic profits; price would equal average total cost. This solution is, of
course, second best. A first-best solution would force the utility to adopt
marginal-cost pricing and offer the utility a subsidy to compensate for its
losses (Telser 1969, 1971). In an exchange with Telser (1969), Demsetz
(1971) argued that concerns about marginal cost pricing were relatively
unimportant in the context of public utility markets. History suggests
Demsetz was correct on this point; there are much bigger fish to fry, par-
ticularly those related to corruption.

Franchise bidding schemes are subject to myriad corrupt and inefficient
practices. The most obvious potential source of corruption relates to the
initial sale of the franchise. It is easy to imagine scenarios whereby politi-
cians allow producers to charge rates above average cost and then split the
subsequent excess rents with producers through outright bribes and polit-
ical donations. Different forms of corruption can also emerge depending
on the length of the utility’s franchise. Consider the case of a public utility
that is offered a very short franchise, say for five years. Because the utility’s
assets are much longer lived, when the franchise comes up for renewal there
are potential holdup problems. Politicians, for example, could claim that
the utility failed in some areas of performance and then deny renewal. Lo-
cal politicians could then undervalue the exiting firm’s capital and split the
rents with the entering firm, which acquires the capital at bargain rates
(Miller 1993).

8.3.2 Regulatory Commissions

State regulatory commissions are subject to two problems. The first
problem is not related to corruption and stems from the mechanics of rate
regulation. State commissions in the United States set utility rates high
enough to allow private utilities to earn a reasonable rate of return on their
capital investments, typically around 8 percent. Rate-of-return regulation
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creates strong incentives for private utilities to exaggerate the size of their
capital stock so that they will be able to charge higher rates. Jarrell (1979)
presents evidence that, during the mid-twentieth century, privately owned
electric companies that were regulated by state commissions had suspi-
ciously high levels of capital investment. But private utilities need not cook
their books to get favorable treatment; simply by investing more in capital
investments than would unregulated firms, private utilities are able to se-
cure a more favorable rate base (Averch and Johnson 1962).

The second problem comports with the definition of corruption offered
above and is the long-standing idea that regulatory commissions are sub-
ject to industry capture. Crudely put, industry capture occurs when regu-
lators get too close to the industry they regulate and begin promoting the
interests of the industry at the expense of broader societal interests. More
formally, one might think of industry capture in the context of the well-
known work by McCubbins, Noll, and Weingast (1987, 1989). In this
work, administrative agencies (like regulatory commissions) embody a
contract between the legislature that created them and the interest groups
that originally lobbied for them. It is in the interest of the legislature that
creates an administrative agency to make it difficult for subsequent legisla-
tures to undo their legislative actions, which represent a contract with the
interest groups. It is also in the interest of the creating legislature to design
a set of rules so that no matter the political, ideological, or economic back-
ground of the administrators, the agency will reflect the needs and wishes
of the interest groups with whom the legislature struck its bargain. When
subsequent legislatures undo the original contract, it is called coalitional
drift. When subsequent administrators undo the original contract, it is
called bureaucratic drift (Macey 1992; Shepsle 1992).

Industry capture is a type of bureaucratic drift. As the word itself con-
notes, capture upsets the original contract between the legislature and the in-
terest groups, and it does so because the regulators get cozy with the indus-
try. The legislature that creates a regulatory commission can try to limit the
amount of coziness through any number of rules. It might, for example, pro-
hibit commissioners from working in the regulated industry for some num-
ber of years after leaving the commission. It might also prohibit commis-
sioners from communicating with industry leaders outside of a narrow set of
official channels. But no matter how many rules the legislature makes, there
always exists the possibility that the ideological or economic backgrounds of
future regulators will undo the legislature’s original commitments.3
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8.3.3 Municipal Ownership

Municipal ownership is subject to the following three types of problems,
which depending upon one’s perspective might be considered corrupt.
First, the assets of public utilities are long-lived, with distribution systems
lasting 50 to 100 years before they are fully depreciated. Yet the time hori-
zons of local politicians and voters—that is, those who control the assets
under municipal ownership—are relatively short. Politicians come up for
election every few years, and most voters move once or twice in a lifetime.
This means that, confronted with a choice between the long-term viability
of the utility system and an immediate short-term payoff, such as reduced
rates for consumers or well-paying jobs for political supporters, politicians
would invariably choose the short-term payoff. Investments that pay off ten
to twenty years down the road are of little use to politicians concerned with
the next election, or for voters with weak ties to the municipality served by
the utility system in question.

The incentive to sacrifice the long-term viability of the capital stock for
short-term payoffs can be minimized by granting control over investment
and finance decisions to federal authorities (while most voters move from
town to town, relatively few move from country to country) or by creating
an oversight agency that is immune to short-term political cycles (as are
many state judiciaries). The problem with these solutions is that they are,
by their construction, immune to democratic forces, even though one of
the standard justifications for public ownership is that it allows for a more
democratic and egalitarian distribution of resources.

A second and related concern is the idea that municipal ownership sup-
ports a giant patronage scheme. In particular, politicians might garner sup-
port by giving away jobs at the local gas and electric companies. Nobody
said it better than George Washington Plunkitt, the inimitable boss of
Tammany Hall (Riordon 1994, p. 78):

Some of the reformers are sayin’ that municipal ownership won’t do be-
cause it would give a lot of patronage to the politicians. How those fel-
lows mix things up when they argue! They’re givin’ the strongest argu-
ment in favor of municipal ownership when they say that. Who is better
fitted to run the railroads and the gas plants and the ferries than the men
who make a business of lookin’ after the interests of the city? Who is
more anxious to serve the city? Who needs the jobs more?

Progressive Era conservatives worried that as the number of municipally
owned utilities grew, so too would the number of municipal employees.
Eventually municipal employees would come to dominate local politics.
“One day,” prophesied Robert Porter, the “unconsidered trifles who cluster
round the local authority” would grow into a political “Frankenstein,” a
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collective monster “so huge” that its “creators would not be able to con-
trol” it (Porter 1907, p. 109).4

The third concern with municipal ownership relates to the transition
from private to public ownership. Consider the case of a city trying to pur-
chase a private water company. Because the water company’s capital is
fixed, the city can use its power to regulate and tax strategically to reduce
the water company’s asking price. This difficulty is compounded by the fact
that in nearly all situations there is a bilateral monopoly problem: there is
only one seller (the private utility company) and only one buyer (the city).
Of course, to the degree the municipality and the water company anticipate
these difficulties, they can devise their primary contracts accordingly and
minimize some of the problems associated with the transition from private
to public ownership. Unfortunately, in practice, it was difficult for parties
to anticipate every possible contingency, and some contracts simply were
not allowed by the courts. Consequently, the actual transition from private
to public ownership has, at least in the United States, frequently resulted in
litigation—during the early twentieth century, about one-third of all at-
tempts by cities to municipalize private water companies in their jurisdic-
tions culminated in litigation (Troesken and Geddes 2003).

8.4 Corruption and Municipal Franchises, 1850–1905

During the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, cities and private
utility companies contracted through municipal franchises. As stated
above, this arrangement mimicked the franchise bidding scheme proposed
by Demsetz (1968). In theory, franchise bidding schemes sounded great. If
the private utility (city) refused to agree to the rate ceiling (limits on regu-
latory authority), the city (private utility) could have turned to another
private company (city) that was more amenable to such promises. Their ac-
tual historical performance was much less satisfactory, however. In prac-
tice, there was a dearth of firms competing for the right to enter specific ur-
ban markets, and more seriously, the absence of even a single firm willing
to enter with only the promise of competitive returns. All potential en-
trants seemed to realize that there were substantial risks of ex post oppor-
tunism, no matter what cities might have promised in writing. Conse-
quently, as compensation for this risk, private firms generally refused to
enter unless there was a real possibility of recouping most of their invest-
ments within a relatively short time span. This meant that to attract private
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4. Although municipal ownership might have facilitated patronage arrangements, it was
not a prerequisite for patronage. Private utility companies and local politicians could just trade
favors directly: “you hire our friends and political supporters, and we’ll go easy on you the next
time the city sets gas rates.” In describing the situation during the late nineteenth and early
twentieth centuries, Yearly (1970, pp. 117–18) observes that in return for favors from local
politicians, private utility companies “were obliged to respond not only with cash but also with
places for those who, though deserving, could not be accommodated on the public payroll.”



capital, cities typically had to permit utility companies to charge rates at or
near monopoly levels (Troesken 1997; Troesken and Geddes 2003).

The promise of high profits, even it came with risks, was sufficient to at-
tract private investors. For monopolistic franchises with few regulatory
constraints, private companies were willing to pay handsomely, and it was
this willingness to pay that helped finance much corruption. To highlight
the connection between monopolistic franchises and corruption, consider
the following examples. During the early 1900s, in Grand Rapids, Michi-
gan, the mayor and multiple members of the city council were implicated,
and eventually convicted, in a scheme to sell a lucrative franchise to a pri-
vate water company. The politicians and the promoters of the water com-
pany were eventually caught, tried, and convicted. Their trials garnered
nationwide attention and were front-page news in cities as far away as
New York and Phoenix. At one point during the trials, at least one defen-
dant tried to bribe jury members to vote against conviction.5

In Chicago in 1894, the promoters of a local railway company spent lav-
ishly to secure passage of a valuable franchise that faced widespread voter
opposition. Four members of the city council received $25,000 each for
their votes in favor of the franchise, and other members of the council re-
ceived $8,000 each for their votes. One particularly important Chicago
politician was said to have received $100,000 for his role in securing pas-
sage of the franchise. W. J. Onahan, for two years the comptroller for the
City of Chicago, believed that all of the bribery and graft associated with
the sale of franchises cost the city millions of dollars that otherwise could
have been used to lower taxes:6

If the city . . . had received proper annual compensation for all the fran-
chises that have been ignorantly and corruptly disposed of for nothing,
Chicago would today have income enough to run its affairs without levy-
ing a dollar of taxation on real estate or personal property. . . . The street
railways, the gas companies, the electric lighting companies, the tele-
phone companies, the water privileges, the dock privileges . . . every one
of these favored interests, which secured their privileges by bribing Al-
dermen and corrupting officials, ought to [pay] millions in annual trib-
ute to the city.

In St. Louis in 1898, the promoter of a local railway company paid bribes
between $3,000 and $17,500 to local politicians in return for securing a
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5. See Arizona Gazette (Phoenix), December 1, 1903, p. 1, and December 2, 1903, p. 1; and
the following issues of the New York Times: November 15, 1903, p. 2; November 22, 1903,
p. 1; December 1, 1903, p. 1; December 2, 1903, p. 3; and December 27, 1903, p. 2. For some
of the legal issues surrounding the trials of the men convicted in this scheme, see the follow-
ing court cases: People v. Albers, 137 Mich. 678 (1904); People v. Mol, 137 Mich. 692 (1904);
People v. McGarry, 136 Mich. 316 (1904); and People v. Salsbury, 134 Mich. 537 (1904).

6. The information and quotation in this paragraph are from Stead (1894), pp. 176–77
and 199.



franchise to operate in the city. In the end, the promoter paid about
$250,000 in bribe money, none of which was returned to the city. The pro-
moter, however, was eventually convicted and sentenced to five years in
prison, as were several prominent St. Louis politicians. The same basic
story obtained when St. Louis granted lighting franchises. Once, in the
midst of all this graft and corruption, a newly elected member of the city
council expressed concern that if voters discovered such schemes he and
other politicians might be voted out of office. His colleagues “laughed”
and “assured him that the political power of the boodlers was too great.”7

The histories of Chicago, St. Louis, and Grand Rapids, while perhaps ex-
ceptional in terms of the richness of the historical record and the detailed
information about the amount of money that changed hands, are repre-
sentative of a much larger pattern of graft and corruption associated with
the granting of franchises to private utility companies.8

8.5 Corruption and Municipal Regulation, 1900–1915

As stated above, during the early twentieth century, many states began
to pass laws authorizing municipal governments to directly regulate the
rates charged by gas and electric companies, as well as other utilities
(Troesken 1997). These new municipal regulation laws meant that once a
utility company’s franchise contract with the city expired, city authorities
could unilaterally dictate rates; gas and electric companies did not have to
consent to the rates in order for them to become legally binding. Although
the political origins of this form of municipal rate regulation have not been
studied extensively, the existing evidence seems to suggest that it was con-
sumers and local politicians who pushed state legislatures to authorize mu-
nicipal governments to regulate utility rates unilaterally (Troesken 1996,
pp. 55–63). Consumers saw municipal regulation as a way to get lower util-
ity rates while local politicians saw it is a way to extract rents from the in-
dustry more effectively. Unfettered municipal rate regulation probably
helped to reduce utility rates to consumers, but it did not eliminate the
presence of corruption, and might have even exacerbated it.

Describing municipal regulation of urban transit systems during the
late twentieth century, Pashigian (1976, p. 1258) writes: “With some ex-
ceptions, the regulatory agencies [at a local level] have been captured not
by the transit firms of the industry but by the riders.” Observers of the
early twentieth-century gas industry said the same thing. In a speech be-
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7. These events are recounted in an article published by a St. Louis district attorney, Folk
(1903).

8. See, for example, Brown (1905), National Civic Federation (1907), National Municipal
League (1896), Rosewater (1903), Zueblin (1918), and Steffens (1964). See also Troesken
(1996, pp. 45–49) for the corruption associated with the granting of gas company franchises
in Chicago.



fore the Pacific Gas Association, an officer of a San Francisco gas com-
pany stated:9

When the time for the regulation of rates arises, a [city] councilman or
supervisor, elected on a platform that calls for a reduction in the gas and
electric rates, is hardly in a proper frame of mind to listen to evidence
and impartially vote thereon. No matter what the evidence is, if he does
not vote for a reduction a large number of citizens, and all of the daily
papers, will accuse him of being biased in favor of the corporation.

Forrest McDonald, biographer of Samuel Insull and noted historian, con-
curs: “At the turn of the century, public utilities were regulated by munici-
pal governments. Such regulation was governed largely by political con-
cerns; shrewd politicians . . . recognized . . . that voters were often inclined
to respond favorably to attacks on utilities” (McDonald 1957, p. 117).

A few examples illustrate the politicized and often corrupt nature of
municipal regulation. In 1905 Illinois granted the Chicago City Council
the authority to regulate gas rates. A few years later, Carter Harrison ran as
a Chicago mayoral candidate. Harrison, and several candidates for city
council, promised that, if elected, they would reduce gas rates in the city
from 85¢ to 70¢. After Harrison and his friends won they launched an in-
vestigation into the costs of manufacturing and distributing gas. The ex-
pert they hired, W. J. Hagenah of the Wisconsin Public Utilities Commis-
sion, recommended a 77¢ rate. According to Hagenah, anything lower
than 77¢ would not allow producers a reasonable rate of return. Chicago
authorities promptly fired Hagenah and hired Edward Bemis. After paying
Bemis five times the salary they paid Hagenah, Chicago authorities got the
result they wanted. Bemis recommended, and the city eventually passed, a
70¢ rate ordinance. Ironically, earlier in his political career Carter Harri-
son had opposed attempts by the city to regulate gas rates, arguing that the
city would use the power to regulate rates only as a way of “blackmailing”
Chicago gas companies—if the gas companies did not pay off the city
council, the city would order them to reduce rates (Troesken 1996, pp.
67–73).

On May 4, 1891, the Cleveland City Council passed an ordinance re-
quiring the city’s two gas companies to reduce their rates from $1.00 to
$0.60. The ordinance grew out of a plan launched by Cleveland’s newly
elected mayor. The mayor thought the city paid too much to light streets
and public buildings. He directed several members of the city council to
meet and devise a plan to lower the city’s gas bill. At one of these meetings,
one council member suggested that private consumers also paid too much
for their gas. Someone else said that the price of gas for private consumers
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9. From a speech delivered before the Pacific Gas Association at its annual convention in
the fall of 1908. The speech was reprinted in the American Gas Light Journal, September 28,
1908, p. 527.



should be reduced to 60 cents. The other council members agreed that 60
cents was a good rate. Within a few days, and without any investigation
into the costs of manufacturing gas, the council passed an ordinance set-
ting rates at 60 cents.10 Officials in other cities exhibited a similarly cavalier
attitude.11

Perhaps the clearest example of outright corruption occurred in San
Francisco. In 1906, fifteen of the city’s sixteen supervisors took bribes from
the Pacific Gas Light and Coke Company in return for reducing not to 75¢
but to 85¢ per 1,000 cubic feet. These supervisors had been elected on the
Union Labor platform which during the preceding election had promised
voters that rates would be reduced to 75¢ (Jacobson 2000, p. 99).

Although substantive due process12 protected utility companies from the
most egregious forms of municipal regulation, securing that protection
was neither cheap nor timely. Recall the story about Chicago and the 70¢
gas ordinance. After the city enacted the ordinance, Chicago gas compa-
nies sued for injunctive relief. They claimed, among other things, that 70
cents was a confiscatory rate. Litigating in every state and federal court
imaginable, the city and Chicago gas companies battled for nearly two
decades before the gas companies won (Troesken 1996, pp. 71–72). Liti-
gating substantive due process questions took so long, in part, because of
the rules adopted by the courts. For example, the courts granted immedi-
ate injunctive relief only when there was overwhelming evidence that regu-
lators had set confiscatory rates. In more ambiguous cases, the courts al-
lowed the rates to go into effect. If after the rates went into effect the
company continued to find them confiscatory, it could file another claim.13
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10. The following issues of the Cleveland Leader and Herald describe the battle between the
city council and the gas company: May 5, 1891, p. 8; August 11, 1891, p. 8; August 12, 1891,
p. 5; August 25, 1891, p. 8; August 28, 1891, p. 8; November 14, 1891, p. 8; and June 1, 1892,
p. 1.

11. One might ask if the examples from Cleveland and Memphis truly illustrate corrup-
tion. They clearly illustrate bad public policy, but this is not necessarily the same thing as cor-
ruption. What happened in Cleveland and Memphis was corrupt in the following sense. Lo-
cal politicians used gas rates as a way to score short-term political points at the expense of the
longer-term and broader interests of voters in both cities. One might also argue that had vot-
ers been fully aware and informed of the long-term consequences of such capricious regula-
tory behavior they would not have tolerated such actions.

12. Substantive due process, which grew out of the Fourteenth Amendment, protected
private utility companies against confiscatory rate regulation—regulation that set rates so
low that firms could not earn a reasonable rate of return. The famous Reagan and Smyth v.
Ames decisions established the rule: when regulators set rates too low, they violated produc-
ers’ Fourteenth Amendment rights. Reconstructionists intended the Fourteenth Amend-
ment, adopted in 1868, to protect recently emancipated slaves from the ravages of Jim Crow.
As it read, the amendment guaranteed all persons “equal protection of the laws” and forbade
governments from depriving “any person of life, liberty, or property, without due process of
law.” Whatever its original purpose, though, by the late nineteenth century, the Fourteenth
Amendment protected all industries against overzealous regulatory policies. See Hovenkamp
(1991) and Troesken (1996), p. 12.

13. See William R. Wilcox v. Consolidated Gas Company of New York, 29 S. Crt. 192 (1908),
and Des Moines Gas Company v. City of Des Moines, 35 S. Crt. 811 (1914).



Municipal rate regulation undermined the long-term viability of private
utilities in much the same way as termites destroy a home: slowly eating
away at unseen support structures. Once local politicians acquired the abil-
ity to regulate utility rates unilaterally, they abused that authority to win
election or extort bribes from private utility companies. This raised the
costs of operating private utilities and discouraged future investment in
utility industries. As Troesken (1996, pp. 74–76) shows, the implementa-
tion of municipal regulation of gas rates in Chicago was associated with a
slowdown in investments in new gas lines in the city. Other studies show
that onerous municipal regulations discouraged capital formation in the
gas and water industries throughout the United States (Troesken 1997;
Troesken and Geddes 2003). In the case of water, underinvestment posed
serious public health risks, leaving cities vulnerable to epidemics of ty-
phoid, cholera, and diarrheal diseases (Troesken 2001).

8.6 Corruption and State Regulation, 1907–70

Between 1907 and 1922, nearly thirty states created statewide commis-
sions to regulate public utilities (Stigler and Friedland 1962; Stotz and
Jamison 1938, p. 450). Legislators created regulatory commissions largely
in response to the lobbying efforts utilities. Utilities lobbied for state regu-
lation because they saw it as a politically expedient way to undermine the
periodic shakedown schemes implemented by local authorities. Testifying
before the Illinois legislature, an official of the People’s Gas Light and Coke
Company (of Chicago) pleaded (Chicago Tribune, April 28, 1905, p. 6):

By city regulation you place it in the hands of the people interested to sit
in judgement of their own case. Despite their protestations of fairness
they could not restrain from giving themselves the best of it. Therefore
we fear city regulation. . . . [W]e do not want to be at the mercy of the
city. Let there be a commission appointed, a state commission appointed
by the governor. . . . Let this commission examine books and investigate
accounts, let the commission fix rates.

Blackford (1970 and 1977), McDonald (1957, 1958 and 1962) and others
document the same patterns in many other states.

Although utilities supported state regulation because they believed it
would undermine the onerous policies of local regulators, it is important
to be clear that in a perfect world they would have preferred to have been
subject to no rate regulation whatsoever. Furthermore, there is evidence
that consumers and municipal governments played an instrumental role in
shaping the creation of state public utility commissions. Indeed, state com-
missions represented, at least initially, a compromise position among util-
ity companies, local governments, and consumer groups (Troesken 1996,
pp. 79–89). The nature of this compromise was highlighted by the Illinois
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General Assembly (1913, p. 861) when the assembly recommended the cre-
ation of a state regulatory commission:

If municipalities are incapable of protecting their citizens for any reason
from the unjust exactions of public service corporations, it is the duty of
the State to protect them in such a manner it deems right and proper.
Conversely, if the citizens of a municipality, through their representa-
tives, take such action as will destroy or confiscate public utility invest-
ments, it is likewise duty of the State to assert its paramount authority to
the end that justice may be accorded to citizens interested in such con-
cerns.

In short, state regulatory commissions were designed to protect the inter-
ests of both consumers and producers from the opportunistic behavior of
competing parties (Goldberg 1976; Troesken 1996).

During the early years of state regulation, it appears that the regulatory
commissions did a reasonably good job balancing the interests of con-
sumers and producers. Existing studies of the effects of utility regulation
during the period from 1915 through 1940 find that the commissions kept
rates substantially below their monopoly levels but at the same time not so
low that they were confiscatory (see, for example, Troesken 1996, pp. 81–
93, and Twentieth Century Fund 1948).

This early optimism, however, eventually gave way to pessimism, and
since the 1960s a series of studies have emerged suggesting that regulation
during the late twentieth century has been much less effective. In a seminal
paper, Stigler and Friedland (1962) compared electric rates in states with
and without state utility commissions; their data come from the early twen-
tieth century when regulatory regimes varied across space. Stigler and
Friedland found that rates and profits were not significantly lower in states
with utility commissions. From this, they concluded that state regulation
allowed utility companies to charge high rates and earn monopoly profits.
Similarly, Moore (1970) estimates demand and cost equations to isolate the
effects of regulation. Moore uses a cross section of electric utilities operat-
ing in 1962. He finds that state regulation lowered rates from monopoly lev-
els by only 3 percent.14

The evolution suggested by the extant literature is that state utility regu-
lation grew increasingly pro-producer over time and that state commis-
sions gradually came to be captured by the interests of private utility com-
panies. Although the origins of the deregulation movement of the late
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14. A study by Meyer and Leland (1980) is slightly more sanguine and finds that state reg-
ulation can, in some cases, have a substantial effect on utility rates. Meyer and Leland pool
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ing procedure used, allow for the possibility that the effectiveness of regulation varies over
time and across space. Allowing for this possibility distinguishes Meyer and Leland’s study
from earlier work. They find “pervasive differences” in “regulatory impact across states.” In
a few states, state regulation significantly reduced utility rates; in other states it did not.



1970s and early 1980s remain puzzling to many students of political econ-
omy (e.g., Peltzman 1989), one possibility is that industry capture and cor-
ruption became too costly to be sustained and that deregulation was pur-
sued as a means to reduce these costs. It is still too early to tell if the
deregulation of private utility companies was a complete success (see
Joskow 1989, 1997). Nonetheless, if history is any guide, it would seem that
to the extent current governance frameworks mirror those that were tried
in the past (i.e., franchise bidding schemes), they too will give way to prob-
lems of corruption.

8.7 Corruption and Municipal Ownership, 1880–1970

Largely a response to concerns about corruption (Glaeser forthcoming),
the move to public ownership was, at least initially, associated with dra-
matic and observable improvements in the operation of utility industries.
In particular, public acquisition was associated with dramatic price reduc-
tions; expansions in service to previously underserved neighborhoods;
and, in the case of water, reduced disease rates especially for poor socio-
economic groups. In terms of the effect of public ownership on prices, con-
sider the following. In 1899 the federal government conducted a survey of
the rates charged by public and private water companies. Including nearly
one-third of all water companies then operating in the United States, the
survey found that the rates charged public water companies were, on aver-
age, 24 percent lower than the rates charged by private companies (U.S.
Commissioner of Labor 1899). However, the discount offered by public
companies varied with size; small public companies offered large discounts
from comparably sized private companies while large public companies
offered little, if any, discount from comparably sized private companies.
Historical time series data suggest the same interpretation: utility prices
fell sharply after public acquisition (see, for example, Thompson 1925).
Formal econometric studies comparing the rates of public and private util-
ity companies during the late twentieth century provide further corrobo-
ration: publicly owned utilities tend to charge lower rates than privately
owned utilities (e.g., Peltzman 1971; Kwoka 2002).

The experiences of Billings, Montana, and New Orleans, Louisiana, il-
lustrate the dramatic improvements in service quality and the reduction in
waterborne disease rates that often followed public acquisition. Before be-
ing taken over by the city, the Billings Water Company had no purification
plant and only a limited system of mains. After acquiring the company in
1915, city officials immediately began raising funds to build a purification
plant and extend mains to all areas of Billings (Engineering News, Febru-
ary 18, 1915, p. 365).

In New Orleans, the New Orleans Waterworks Company began opera-
tions in 1878. A private corporation chartered by the State of Louisiana,
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the company was the exclusive supplier for the portion of New Orleans
located on the north side of the Mississippi River. Court documents and
government investigations indicate that the company distributed water
from the Mississippi unfiltered. Because thousands of municipalities up-
stream of New Orleans dumped raw and untreated sewage into the Mis-
sissippi, failure to filter and chlorinate water generated serious outbreaks
of waterborne diseases such as typhoid fever and infantile diarrhea. In ad-
dition to being tainted by disease, the water distributed by the New Or-
leans Waterworks Company was visibly muddy. Consequently, almost no
one used the water for drinking, and instead most city residents purchased
bottled water or used cisterns to collect rainwater. When the National
Board of Fire Underwriters visited New Orleans at the turn of the century,
they found the city’s water system wholly inadequate, and recommended
the city take immediate steps to extend mains and increase the number of
fire hydrants.

During the 1890s, residents of New Orleans grew so dissatisfied with the
high rates, poor service, and rampant political corruption associated with
the New Orleans Waterworks Company that they began pushing to have
the company’s charter revoked. These efforts were successful, and the state
supreme court appointed a receiver to liquidate the company’s assets in
1901. The city initiated proceedings to acquire the New Orleans Water-
works Company in 1903 and acquired the water system in 1908.15

Soon after the city acquired the water company, there was an unprece-
dented expansion in service. Miles of water mains per 10,000 persons grew
by a factor of 4.5 between 1905 and 1915. Besides extending mains to all
areas of the city, local officials also installed a water filtration system im-
mediately after acquiring the waterworks in 1908—the new filtering system
employed sedimentation, coagulation, slow sand filtration, and mechani-
cal filtration. The installation of filters and the extensions in service re-
duced waterborne disease rates in New Orleans. In the years before the city
municipalized the water system, typhoid rates in the city rose steadily, but
after the system was municipalized in 1908, the trend was reversed and ty-
phoid rates began a permanent downward trend (Troesken 2001).

But the initial benefits of public acquisition eventually gave way to prob-
lems as politicians began using municipally owned utility systems to win
short-term political payoffs and in the process allowed the associated in-
frastructure to deteriorate. In particular, investments in patronage and un-
remunerative rate structures steadily displaced investments in upkeep and
new equipment. Nathan Matthews, a Boston mayor, lent credence to this
hypothesis as early as 1894 when he argued that local politicians derived
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electoral benefits by setting water rates at municipal plants below those
that would have prevailed at private plants: “there have been deliberate at-
tempts in various cities . . . to reduce rates below the point of profit . . . for
the mere purpose of deriving some temporary popularity for the adminis-
tration that happens to be in power” (Matthews 1894, p. 3). Matthews be-
lieved that this practice would, in the long run, undermine the financial vi-
ability municipal utilities and city finances, and delay the construction of
needed improvements in utility systems.

In terms of using employment at municipal utilities to garner political
support, there is much historical evidence to suggest that patronage was a
serious problem. Exploiting a sample of nearly 90,000 workers in turn-of-
the-century America, Troesken (1999) provides evidence that in cities
where patronage was widespread, state and local employees earned 40 per-
cent more per hour, worked 16 to 17 percent fewer hours, and earned 22
percent more per week than comparable workers in the private sector. Sim-
ilarly, a study conducted by the National Civic Federation—a lobbying
group that strongly favored municipal ownership—claimed that municipal
employees often had to pay sizable annual assessments to incumbent
politicians. Such assessments were intended to defray the costs of local
elections. Workers that failed to pay their assessments were fired. Data re-
ported by the National Civic Federation suggest that the size of assess-
ments ranged between 2 and 4 percent of a worker’s annual salary depend-
ing on the worker’s occupation (National Civic Federation 1907, pp. 488–
92).

In addition, the federation found that employees of publicly owned util-
ities were often required to work in local elections. Politicians also hired
more workers than needed just so that they would have more supporters
come election time. Conditions at the Wheeling Gas Company, a munici-
pally owned and operated firm, were described as follows (National Civic
Federation 1907, p. 492):

The Superintendent of the Gas Works requires his employees to assist in
the primaries and the elections. It is partly on account of the political
usefulness of these gas workers that the Superintendent has employed
about 20 per cent more men than are needed to do the work. He makes
his appointments as much as possible to conciliate the Councilmen.

Elsewhere the same gas plant was characterized as follows (National Civic
Federation 1907, p. 156):

The management is honeycombed with politics. Appointments in the
gas department are parceled out and controlled by the councilmen. All
employees are supposed to belong to the party in power. Should that
party change, it is probably true that the whole force in the department
would change. All employees are regularly assessed for campaign pur-
poses . . . the assessment ranging from $2 to $75.
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The National Civic Federation (1907, pp. 149–52) found the same level of
patronage and political influence at the municipally owned and operated
gas works in Philadelphia.

The cumulative effect of patronage and unprofitable rate structures was
a long-term decline in service quality. By the late 1970s, municipally owned
water systems in the United States were in such disrepair that many were
unable to meet federal guidelines for water quality. The response to this was
privatization; by privatizing these systems officials hope to inject new cap-
ital and life into urban water supplies, in much the same way that munici-
palization had done some fifty to seventy years earlier.

The long-term effects of patronage and low rates has been made clear in
a recent paper by Paul Gertler and his coauthors. Galiani, Gertler, and
Schargrodsky (2005) describe the motivation and effects for privatization
of municipal water systems in Argentina. They show that municipal com-
panies had such bloated payrolls that those companies were unable even to
replace or repair existing water mains when they burst. As a result, whole
urban neighborhoods were often without water service for weeks at a time.
Infant mortality rates from diarrheal diseases were high until the water sys-
tems were privatized and patronage employment eliminated. Galiani,
Gertler, and Schargrodsky show that infant mortality rates fell by as much
as 25 percent following privatization and that these reductions were par-
ticularly large for the poorest segments of society.

8.8 Alternative Interpretations

There are at least two other plausible explanations for the circular his-
tory of public utility regulation. One possibility is that regulatory regimes
changed in response to technological changes. For example, perhaps gas
and electric utilities were deregulated during the 1980s and 1990s because
technological changes altered the cost structure of producing these com-
modities. There are three problems with this interpretation. First, while
one might be able to identify technological changes in the production of
electricity that made the industry more competitive (Joskow 1989; White
1996), it is difficult to identify similar changes taking place in the gas and
water industries. Second, there exists an historical counterexample. Dur-
ing the nineteenth century there were, in fact, technological innovations
that lowered the fixed costs associated with manufacturing lighting gas.
These technological changes induced much entry in the gas industry in the
short run, but in the long run they played a central role in promoting more
aggressive forms of municipal and state regulation (Troesken 1996, pp. 21–
57). Third, the deregulation and privatization of gas, electricity, and water
occurred at the same time as deregulation in airlines, trucking, banking,
telecommunications, railroads, cable television, and brokerage services
(Winston 1993, 1998). It seems unlikely that such a large and diverse group
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of industries simultaneously experienced technological changes that made
regulation less attractive.

This third point—that simultaneous regime change was observed across
a wide spectrum of industries—is strong evidence in favor of an explana-
tion rooted in ideological change. In particular, during the late twentieth
century, policymakers and voters began to prefer market-oriented solu-
tions to problems and pushed for deregulation and privatization. By the
same token, during the early twentieth century, the rise of Progressive Era
politics was associated with a preference for state-centered solutions to
problems. As a result, municipalization and state regulation grew increas-
ingly common. One needs to ask, however, why ideology was changing.
Was there a shift in preferences independent of some underlying economic
or political pathology? While there is room for debate on this question,
there is much evidence to suggest that ideological changes about the proper
role of the state in regulating public utilities were driven by genuine dissat-
isfaction with the operation of utility markets. For example, the discussion
above shows that voters began demanding state regulation of gas and elec-
tric utilities in response to real problems associated with various forms of
municipal regulation. By the same token, it is clear that the deregulation
and privatization waves of the 1980s were a response to a growing body of
evidence showing that regulation and public ownership had failed on sev-
eral important margins (Winston 1993, 1998).

8.9 Concluding Remarks

In conclusion, it is useful to contrast the findings of Galiani, Gertler, and
Schargrodsky (2005) and with my own research (Troesken 2001). Galiani,
Gertler, and Schargrodsky present clear and incontrovertible evidence that
privatizing water systems in Latin America had a large and beneficial effect
on waterborne disease rates and that these benefits were particularly large
for the poor. In contrast, my research shows that municipal acquisitions in
the United States some 100 years earlier had the same effect: they reduced
waterborne disease rates substantially, and this was particularly true for
the poor (Troesken 2001). How does one reconcile the findings of Galiani
and colleagues with my earlier work? Or more precisely, why would one ex-
pect privatization to reduce waterborne disease rates in one context and
municipalization (the exact opposite process) to reduce disease rates in an-
other context?

This paper has offered one possible avenue of reconciliation. Based on
the historical evidence presented above it appears that corruption, and the
necessity to eliminate corruption when it gets too costly, accounts for the
efficacy of regime change. In this context, the direction of regime change—
from public to private, or private to public—is of second-order impor-
tance. What matters is some radical reshuffling of the institutional matrix
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to disrupt the underlying corrupt relationships. Unfortunately, this disrup-
tion is only temporary, and gradually new forms of corruption emerge and
must again be broken down by institutional change.
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Workplace safety was a centerpiece of Progressive Era reforms. Between
1869 and the early 1900s state governments established safety regulations
for mines and factories and reformed the liability for workplace accidents.
In the 1910s nearly all state governments adopted workers’ compensation
laws that changed the employers’ liability for workplace accidents from
common law negligence liability to a form of strict liability. The safety re-
formers’ stated aims were to reduce the risk faced by workers and ensure
that the families of workers injured or killed in accidents received reason-
able medical care and compensation for lost earnings. Yet large employers
often wielded significant clout in state government during this period and
likely worked to shape the legislation to aid their own interests. This paper
explores the extent to which large employers, measured by average number
of employees, subverted the safety reform process, including the adoption
of safety legislation, its scope, and the resources devoted to enforcement of
the laws.

Defining subversion is a controversial issue, and scholars have different
opinions on the scope of what should be considered subversion. In their
discussion of the rise of the regulatory state, Glaeser and Shleifer (2003,
p. 402) suggest that “subversion” can be defined as a series of legal or ille-
gal strategies that powerful interests might follow to weaken the impact of
regulations or shape the rules to their benefit.

The legal ones include acquiring favorable legislation and regulation
(even after an accident), lobbying for an appointment of friendly law en-
forcers (including both judges and regulators), hiring top lawyers, or us-
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ing delay tactics in case of a suit. Illegal subversion strategies include in-
timidating and bribing judges, regulators, or juries.

Their definition covers a broad range of activity, so it is useful to divide sub-
version into subcategories. The pressure for favorable legislation and regu-
lation and lobbying for friendly enforcers might well be considered lobby-
ing or “rent-seeking” behavior that would be followed by any interest group.
Success in such lobbying has been described as “capture” of the legislature
or the regulator in various studies.1 Although unions and others might cap-
ture the legislature or the regulator, most discussions of capture examine
ironic situations where the target of the regulation, the employer in this case,
controls the process. The hiring of top lawyers and the legal use of delay tac-
tics in suits or administrative hearings could be more narrowly defined as
“gamesmanship,” while the illegal practices are pure “corruption.”

The workplace safety laws were the result of the conflicts and compro-
mises that arose from the interest group struggles between reformers and
employers, and large employers played a central role in the process. Re-
formers sought to impose the workplace safety changes on large employ-
ers because they saw the increased mechanization in their workplaces as a
source of increased risk and they feared that large firms were wielding too
much power over the existing system. Large employers might have followed
two different strategies that would have subverted the reformers’ goals:
work to shape new laws in such a way to raise their rivals’ costs, or follow
a defensive strategy at every turn.

I follow a two-pronged approach to examining how large employers in-
fluenced the safety laws. First, I analyze the variation across states and time
to establish the relationship between the average number of employees per
establishment and the extent of regulation. A finding that large employers
were associated with earlier adoption of regulation, more breadth of regu-
lation, and more resources devoted to enforcement is consistent with either
reformers imposing regulations on large firms or large firms’ raising rivals’
costs. Had large employers followed a defensive strategy, we would expect
them to be associated with slower adoption, limited breadth, and fewer re-
sources devoted to enforcement. Second, I supplement the quantitative
analysis with analytical narratives that describe in more depth the extent to
which employers shaped the legislation and the actual enforcement of the
laws in various states. The results show that there is no single coherent
story that can be told about all industries. In coal mining large employers
followed a defensive strategy, limiting the breadth of regulation, pressing
for regulations that were enforced more against workers than against em-
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1. Becker (1983), Stigler (1971), Pelzman (1976), and Buchanan, Tollison, and Tullock
(1980) discuss how interest groups might capture the legislative process. Once the rules are in
place we might also see both capture and corruption of the regulatory process (Kolko 1963,
1965).



ployers and managers, and weakening the enforcement of the laws. In man-
ufacturing, on the other hand, safety regulations were introduced earlier in
states with larger average establishment sizes. This finding suggests that re-
formers may have succeeded in imposing regulations on large manufactur-
ing employers. However, the finding is also consistent with large firms
working to raise rivals’ costs. Analytical narratives suggest that manufac-
turing employers at times shaped the legislation to their benefit and that
the regulations were often poorly enforced.

9.1 Large Firms and Regulation

Progressive Era social reformers, workers, and unions called for safety
regulations as a means to resolve “market failures.” They perceived that
expansions in the use of machinery and increases in the pace of work, typ-
ically in large firms, increased the dangers that workers faced. They argued
that employers profited by skimping on safeguards, that labor markets pro-
vided inadequate wages to compensate workers for workplace dangers,
and that insurance and the legal system were designed, both in theory and
even more so in practice, to limit payments to injured workers. They antic-
ipated that the reforms they proposed would contribute to better work-
place safety and increase the actual payments received by injured workers.
These changes would leave workers better off because wages would not
fully adjust downward.2

A number of Progressive leaders, including Woodrow Wilson, saw regu-
lation as a means of curbing the worst excesses from the expansion of large
firms. Using the reformers’ claims as a guide, Glaeser and Shleifer (2003)
built an elegant formal model that examines optimal accident prevention
in a situation where amoral firms are willing to subvert the existing regula-
tory system when the benefits of subversion exceed the costs.3 A set of rules
that might be optimal in the absence of subversion could be suboptimal if
firms have incentives to subvert the system. The rules under negligence li-
ability in the late 1900s called for full compensation of the injured worker
if the worker could show in court that the employer had not exercised due
care. As employers increased the number of workers, the potential for
large-scale accidents and thus the stakes for court decisions on liability
rose accordingly. Even accidents with only a single accident victim could
lead to high stakes for a larger firm because a negligence decision that went
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2. Fishback and Kantor (1995, 2000) find that when workers’ compensation was intro-
duced union members actually did not experience wage cuts that offset improvements in
postaccident payments, while nonunion workers experienced reductions to varying degrees.
Even nonunion workers who experienced reductions saw improvements in their welfare be-
cause they were better insured against accidents.

3. For discussions of optimal design of regulation and liability, see Landes and Posner
(1987), Shavell (1987), Polinsky and Shavell (2000), and Glaeser and Shleifer (2003).



against the employer might set a precedent that raised the probability that
the employer would lose in later cases. The greater stakes for large em-
ployers increased the benefit to the employer of subverting the process. By
introducing safety regulations, which imposed smaller penalties prior to
accidents for failure to follow established procedures, and workers’ com-
pensation, which called for workers to receive two-thirds or less of their
lost earnings, the stakes of regulatory decisions were lowered.4 Large em-
ployers had less incentive to subvert the process than before, so that regu-
lations and workers’ compensation might have worked better than negli-
gence liability with no regulation.

The relationships described by these reform hypotheses suggest that re-
formers in states with larger employers would have anticipated greater
benefits from regulation and thus pressed harder. If reformers imposed the
regulations on larger employers, states with larger firms would have
adopted regulations earlier and been more likely to have had a broader set
of regulations. The impact of large firms on state decisions about enforce-
ment resources is less clear. Reformers intent on making sure that the reg-
ulations were followed by large firms typically demanded more resources
per worker for enforcement. But there may have been countervailing ef-
fects that would have weakened this demand. If the cost of inspection in-
cluded a substantial fixed cost for visiting an establishment plus a cost per
worker in the establishment, states with larger establishments could have
reached the same level of enforcement as states with smaller establishments
with a smaller budget per worker. This potential lower enforcement cost
per worker might have offset the reformers’ greater demand for enforce-
ment resources in states with larger employers.

Reformers, however, were not the only groups determining safety legis-
lation. The laws were forged through the interplay of interest group strug-
gles, coalition formation, and compromise in state governments between
1869 and 1930. Large employers, in particular, wielded significant political
clout.5 Not only did they have more funds to lobby legislators and finance
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4. The stakes involved in many decisions were lower under workers’ compensation than
under negligence liability. Under negligence liability the stakes in each decision were high be-
cause each involved an all-or-nothing decision about fault. In contrast, most workers’ com-
pensation disputes arose over the extent of the injury and measures of the workers’ wage in
determining the appropriate values to plug into the state’s formula for compensation. The re-
maining decisions, however, were all-or-nothing decisions with far-reaching consequences
for workers’ compensation policy. Decisions on what constituted a work-related injury and
opinions on whether the employer was willfully negligent (which removed the restrictions on
compensation) established the boundaries of workers’ compensation and were similar in
scope to the stakes in a major negligence case. Given the large number of settlements under
negligence liability, the annual number of these boundary decisions may have been similar to
the number of negligence cases that were actually decided by the courts.

5. For studies of the roles played by major employers during the Progressive Era, see, for
example, Wiebe (1962), Weinstein (1967), Lubove (1967), Moss (1996), Graebner (1976),
Aldrich (1997), and Fishback and Kantor (2000).



political campaigns, but large firms employed large proportions of work-
force. In 1909 establishments with over 500 workers employed up to 58 per-
cent of manufacturing workers in some states (24 to 28 percent nationwide)
despite accounting for less than 2 percent of all establishments. To the ex-
tent that employers could influence their workers’ votes, they could deliver
a substantial part of the electorate. Thus, government officials faced lower
political organizing costs in dealing with a few large firms than in negoti-
ating with groupings of small firms.

As large employers sought legislation favorable to their own interests,
they would have followed one of two paths consistent with the broad defi-
nition of subversion: a defensive strategy of obstructionism against the de-
mands of reformers or attempts to adopt and design regulations to raise
rivals’ costs. In following the defensive strategy employers would have
prevented or slowed the adoption of safety legislation by pressuring legis-
lators to kill the bills in committee or on the legislative floor. If that failed,
they would have worked to limit the scope of the legislation through
amendments or compromise proposals, while removing the teeth of the
regulation by providing inadequate funds for enforcement. If legislation
were enacted, employers would have sought to weaken it further by con-
trolling regulators and actively fighting fines in court. If larger employers
adopted a full-scale defensive strategy, states with larger employers would
have adopted the regulations later, chosen regulations with less breadth,
and provided fewer resources for enforcement.

Large employers might have adopted an alternative strategy to press for
regulations that raised their rivals’ costs.6 By lobbying for regulations that
codified their own practices they could have raised rivals’ costs and not
their own by forcing other employers to switch practices. To the extent that
there were economies of scale or high fixed costs to compliance, the aver-
age costs of complying were larger for smaller firms. States with larger
firms therefore would have been more likely to press for earlier adoption,
an expanded scope of regulations, and more resources for enforcement to
insure that the other firms were forced to comply. The attempt to raise ri-
vals’ costs might have benefited only large firms at the expense of other
firms and workers. On the other hand, large employers would have found
the political sledding smoother if their proposals had meant an improve-
ment in the welfare of workers at the firms that had to change to comply
with the new regulations. Large employers were more likely to pay higher
wages, offer better benefits, provide model housing and towns, and provide
safer workplaces (Jacoby 1997, chap. 1; Fishback 1992, chap. 9; Brandes
1970). Regulations raising safety standards with only limited loss in em-
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6. Ann Bartel and Lacy Glenn Thomas (1985) claim that the Occupational Safety and
Health Administration’s (OSHA) persistence despite relatively little measured impact on ac-
cident rates since 1971 is the result of lobbying by large and unionized employers.



ployment would have led reformers, workers in smaller firms, and unions
to become willing members in a coalition with large firms to lobby for the
new legislation.

9.2 Workplace Safety Regulation and Liability Reform, 1869–1930

Just after the Civil War the government’s role in workplace safety was
largely confined to adjudicating disputes over injury claims in the common
law courts. Over the next several decades, the structure of common-law
workplace accident compensation evolved through a series of court deci-
sions.7 Under the full-blown liability system in the late nineteenth century,
workplace accident compensation was based on common law rules of neg-
ligence combined with the defenses of assumption of risk, fellow-servant,
and contributory negligence. If a worker was injured on the job, he bore the
burden of proving that his employer had failed to exercise due care in pre-
venting the accident and that the employer’s negligence was the proximate
cause of the injury. Judge Learned Hand once described due care as requir-
ing the employer to prevent accidents when his costs of accident prevention
were lower than the expected costs of the accident. If an injured worker was
able to show his employer’s negligence, then he was theoretically entitled to
compensation up to the amount of his financial losses from the accident
(lost wages and medical expenses) plus remuneration for “pain and suffer-
ing.” Even if the employer was found negligent he might not be liable if he
could invoke any of three defenses: that the employee had assumed the risks
associated with the employment (assumption of risk); that a coworker (fel-
low servant) had caused the accident; or that the worker himself was negli-
gent or had not exercised due care (contributory negligence).8 The studies
of accident causes in the late 1890s and early 1900s often suggested that
worker fault was the cause of a very large percentage of the accidents, so
court rulings of no compensation were likely in a large number of cases.

Lawrence Friedman (1985, pp. 300–301) argues that the system devel-
oped to encourage industrial enterprise; the courts knew that imposing
strict liability on industrial enterprises would have stunted the growth of
industry.9 Employers likely had a hand in the development of the system as
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7. For discussions of the early evolution of the common law of workplace accident com-
pensation cases, see Tomlins (1988 and 1993, chap. 10). The basic principles for liability would
continue to evolve into the early 1900s. See Friedman (1985), Friedman and Ladinsky (1967),
and Fishback and Kantor (2000, chap. 2).

8. See Posner (1972, p. 32), Landes and Posner (1987), and Fishback and Kantor (2000,
pp. 30–33).

9. Gary Schwartz (1981) challenges this “industry subsidy” view with an ample number of
exceptions from his analysis of cases in California and New Hampshire. Numerous economic
analyses have suggested that negligence liability combined with the three defenses can be an
optimal accident prevention system in theory under specific conditions. See Landes and Pos-
ner (1987), Glaeser and Shleifer (2003), Shavell (1987).



they defended themselves against negligence suits and lobbied elected offi-
cials in the selection of judges. In examining the actual operations of the
system, Shawn Kantor and I (2000) found little or no documented evidence
that bribery of judges and juries was a significant problem in negligence li-
ability cases.10

On the other hand, the high costs of going to court might have con-
tributed to significant gamesmanship in settlement negotiations. Empirical
studies suggest that under the de facto system the legal rules provided a base-
line guide as to what to expect when people went to court. The compensa-
tion in settlements was loosely correlated with the de jure rules, but there was
a great deal of noise in the system. The fear of delay, of gamesmanship by
the employer or the insurer, and the workers’ own high costs of going to
court (25 to 40 percent of the compensation in contingency fees plus emo-
tional costs) might have prevented some workers with legitimate claims from
receiving compensation. In the samples of settlements collected by various
state employer liability commissions, few families received payments that
might match the present value of a lifetime stream of earnings. On the other
hand, some workers with more generous employers, with employers seeking
to avoid the nuisance of a suit, or with better access to legal advice might well
have fared better than the expected payments under the highly restrictive de
jure rules (Fishback and Kantor 2000). The views of accident causation
evolved away from blaming the worker in the early 1900s with the publica-
tion of Crystal Eastman’s Work Accidents and the Law. Had workers’ com-
pensation not been adopted, it is probable that more workers would have re-
ceived compensation after Eastman’s findings had become widespread.

If there was gamesmanship and subversion of the negligence liability
system, it might well have been practiced more by the middlemen than by
the employer. In nearly every state liability commission report, employers
and workers complained of the large transactions costs in the system.
Lawrence Friedman (1985, p. 484) summarizes these claims: the system
“siphoned millions of dollars into the hands of lawyers, court systems, ad-
ministrators, insurers, claims adjusters. Companies spent and spent, yet
not enough of the dollars flowed to injured workmen.” We have no way of
knowing how much of the transactions costs were devoted to gamesman-
ship, but the primary beneficiaries of the negligence system may well have
been the trial attorneys, an interest group that opposed workers’ compen-
sation in some states.
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10. To develop a sense of the publicity of judicial bribery just prior to the introduction of
workers’ compensation I created a sample of corrupt events using the ProQuest search engine
on the New York Times index for the period 1900 to 1910 using the word combination “judge”
and “bribe.” The search unearthed five episodes where judges had reported to the press on at-
tempts to bribe them but there was no evidence that they had accepted the bribe. In seven
cases the judges were charged with and sometimes convicted of bribery or corruption, but
only two could be related to workplaces.



9.2.1 Coal Safety Regulations

As the negligence system evolved, states began to supplement it with di-
rect regulation soon after the Civil War. The first industry to be widely reg-
ulated was coal mining, among the most dangerous industries of the era.
Pennsylvania led the way in adopting coal mining regulations in 1869 for
anthracite mines. The states with significant bituminous coal production
introduced regulations between 1872 and 1912 in the order presented in
Table 9.1.11 Federal involvement began with the formation of the Bureau of
Mines in 1911, but the agency was informational and did not obtain coer-
cive powers until 1941 (Graebner 1976).

As a rough guide to some of the correlates of the adoption of the law,
table 9.1 includes information on workers per mine, the number of coal
workers, and the number of coal union chapters as of 1880. Simple corre-
lations suggest that states with larger mines tended to adopt earlier. The
correlation between average mine size in 1880 and the year of adoption is
–0.4. The simple correlation seems to be inconsistent with the defensive
hypothesis, while being consistent with the reform and raising-rivals’-costs
views of large firms. However, there were other important factors influenc-
ing the timing of adoption. For example, unionization and the overall size
of industry in 1880 were also negatively correlated with the year of adop-
tion; the simple correlations are –0.55 and –0.49, respectively. The multi-
variate analysis that follows isolates the impact of each, holding the other
factors constant.

The early regulations were rudimentary and were focused on mapping the
mines, providing appropriate ventilation, and preventing explosions. Often
they were targeted at smaller operations where the operators’ knowledge of
customary safety practices was likely to be more limited. As the technology
of mining improved with the introduction of cutting machines, electricity,
and mechanical motors, the regulations expanded, particularly after 1900.
To capture the major changes after 1900, I develop a mine regulation index
that counts the number of regulations that the states had adopted from the
following list: the mine must be sprinkled or rock dusted, a fire boss must ex-
amine the mine for gas daily in gaseous mines, mine management must pro-
vide adequate timbers to prop the roof, underground electric wires must be
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11. Although this paper focuses on industry, railroad regulation and liability also went
through a series of transformations. The dangers in the railroad industry were a driving force
in the development of the common law liability regime (Tomlins 1993, chap. 10). State rail-
road commissions between 1840 and 1890 imposed some rudimentary safety regulations.
Federal safety regulations began in 1892 with the Railroad Safety Appliance Act. The safety
laws for railroads were targeted specifically at railroading at the state and federal levels. Ac-
cidents for interstate railroad workers are still handled under a negligence liability system, al-
though the fellow-servant defense and assumption-of-risk defenses have been eliminated and
contributory negligence has been replaced with comparative negligence. See Clark (1891),
Aldrich (1997), and Kim and Fishback (1993).
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insulated, miners must not ride on coal cars underground, permissible ex-
plosives must be used, state inspectors must pass a qualifying exam, inspec-
tors can close the mine immediately for some violations, inspectors have the
power to make arrests for safety violations, mine foremen must be licensed
by a state board, all miners must be licensed by a state board, foremen must
ensure that all men have training, and the foreman must make a minimum
number of visits to the workplace each day. As seen in table 9.1, the number
of clauses varied between zero in some states without mining laws to eight in
Pennsylvania. By 1930 most states had expanded coverage, and the number
ranged from three in Texas to ten in Pennsylvania.

A key to effective laws is their enforcement. Table 9.1 contains the in-
spection budget in 1967 dollars per coal worker, which is based on the
salaries and the number of inspectors listed in the mining law or in appro-
priations bills for each state. Most inspection budgets in 1902 were less
than $2 per worker, although New Mexico and Utah were spending over $4
per worker. Generally, the budgets had expanded along with the breadth of
the laws by 1930.

9.2.2 Manufacturing Safety Regulations

The states’ interest in regulating safety in factories also developed soon
after the Civil War. Massachusetts led the way in 1869 in establishing a bu-
reau to collect information on wages and working conditions for factory
workers, and roughly half of the states had followed suit by 1890 (see table
9.2). Massachusetts was the first state to add teeth to the law by establish-
ing factory inspectors in 1879. Roughly 40 percent of the states added a
factory inspector within five to fifteen years after creating a labor bureau
or department (see table 9.2). Some states like West Virginia and Tennessee
provided for an inspector without actually appointing one. Table 9.2 also
contains information on average establishment size, total manufacturing
workers, and the number of chapters of trade unions in 1880. As was the
case for the coal regulations, simple correlations show that all three were
associated with earlier adoption (–0.43, –0.51, and –0.40, respectively, with
the initial laws and –0.51, –0.56, and –0.35, respectively, with the factory
inspector laws). The factory safety laws were amended during the Progres-
sive Era in response to new technologies as well as to the grisly lessons
learned from horrible accidents like the Triangle Shirtwaist Factory fire in
New York in 1910.

9.2.3 Liability Law Changes

The increasing use of factory and mine inspectors coincided with the
states’ experimentation with employer liability laws that limited one or
more of the three defenses in the 1890s and 1910s.12 Unions and workers

Did Large Employers Subvert Workplace Safety Reform, 1869 to 1930? 295

12. See Fishback and Kantor (2000, appendix G) for categorizations of the state laws.
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quickly became dissatisfied with the inadequacy of employer liability laws.
In addition, employers sought relief from increasing uncertainty about the
three defenses and a seeming increase in “jackpot” awards. Insurers, fur-
thermore, sought ways to resolve problems with moral hazard and adverse
selection in insuring workers. The solution for all was workers’ compensa-
tion.

The move to workers’ compensation in most states in the 1910s altered
the liability rules in mining and manufacturing from negligence liability to
strict liability. The laws established that all workers injured in the course of
employment or in activities arising out of employment were expected to
receive compensation from employers. Unlike negligence liability, which
was supposed to fully compensate workers for their loss, workers’ compen-
sation imposed limits so that injured workers were to be paid a maximum
of two-thirds or less of their income loss. Maximums on weekly payments
meant that many workers received substantially less than two-thirds of
their income while injured.

Ultimately, large employers strongly influenced the adoption of workers’
compensation legislation. Fishback and Kantor (2000) find that the ma-
jority of people in each of the major interest groups—employers, workers,
and insurers—gained from its passage. Employers saw a reduction in un-
certainty about large jury awards and managed to pass much of their in-
creased insurance premiums back to their workers in the form of higher
wages. Workers on average received higher accident payments than under
negligence liability and were better insured even if their wages adjusted
downward. Insurers saw an expansion in their business, despite the intro-
duction of state insurance in a number of states.

Most states developed some form of administrative body to replace the
courts in administering workers’ compensation. A handful of states, led by
Wisconsin in 1911, carried the process a step further and created industrial
safety commissions that not only administered workers’ compensation but
expanded into a rule-making body that wrote an extensive safety code for
Wisconsin industry. As seen in table 9.2, eighteen states had established in-
dustrial commissions by 1930. However, only California, Massachusetts,
New York, Ohio, Pennsylvania, and Utah had made substantial use of
their rule-making ability.

9.3 The Role of Average Employer Size in the 
Development of Safety Regulations

The simple correlations between the year of adoption and average size
from 1880 using the data from tables 9.1 and 9.2 suggest that safety legis-
lation was adopted earlier in states with larger employers. Yet we also know
that earlier adoption was related to more unionization and the overall
number of workers to be regulated, so a multivariate analysis is needed to
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isolate the impact of larger employers. The adoption of legislation was a
dynamic process that took place over at least thirty years, so it is also im-
portant not only to capture the differences in key variables in cross-section
in 1880 but also to take into account the changes in the key variables over
time. Finally, the models of the relationship between large employers and
regulation predict relationships that extend beyond the adoption of the
laws to their scope and the resources devoted to enforcement. Therefore, I
developed a state-level panel data set to examine the relationship between
the average size of employers and the timing of adoption of safety legisla-
tion, the breadth of coverage of regulations, and the resources devoted to
enforcing the rules.

Table 9.3 shows the predictions from the various models for the rela-
tionship between large employers and changes in safety regulations. It is
important to consider how well the measure of employer size fits the theo-
retical concepts of employer size in the models. The measure of size used is
the average number of workers per establishment (or per mine) because it
is the only measure of size that is consistently available for the years 1870
through 1912, when the leading mining and manufacturing safety regula-
tions were first adopted.13 Average establishment size might differ in two
states because the entire distribution of establishments in one state has
shifted upward or because the distribution in one state is more skewed to-
ward larger establishments.

In the hypothesis that reformers imposed regulation on large employers,
both general increases in size and skewness toward very large firms might
be considered important. Reformers worried about general increases in
size across the entire distribution because larger establishment size was
typically associated with increased mechanization that might have con-
tributed to greater accident risk. Meanwhile, Glaeser and Shleifer (2003)
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13. Information was not available on the size of multi-establishment firms. The average es-
tablishment size understates the average size of firms because it does not take into account
firms that had multiple establishments. My impression is that multi-establishment firms more
commonly ran large establishments so that the measurement error might not be a serious
problem. Further, multiestablishment firms tended to own establishments in multiple states.
Their political influence in those states was likely to be influenced by the size of their estab-
lishments in those states.

Table 9.3 Predicted signs of the relationship between average workers per
establishment (mine) and safety regulations

Probability of Enforcement Breadth 
Motives adoption budget of laws

Reform Positive Uncertain Positive
Large employers’ defensive strategy Negative Negative Negative
Large employers raise rivals’ costs Positive Positive Positive



emphasize the importance of very large firms in their descriptions of re-
form in the face of potential subversion. In the employer defense hypothe-
sis both a skewed distribution with a few very large firms or a general in-
crease in the size of all firms would have made it easier for employers to
resist reform efforts. In the skewed distribution a few large firms with many
employees faced low costs of organizing and would have greater resources
with which to mount their defenses. This result would hold even if larger
average firm size represents larger size across the entire distribution of
firms. The increase in size meant that each firm might have more resources
to devote to lobbying, while successful employer lobbies would face lower
costs of organizing because fewer firms would be necessary to reach criti-
cal mass. The raising-rivals’-costs hypothesis depends primarily on skew-
ness toward large firms in the distribution because one set of employers is
seeking to impose regulations that would be costly to another set of em-
ployers. In that case one might expect that large firms would have more
success in raising rivals’ costs when the share of very large establishments
is higher either as a share of the number of establishments or as the share
of employment in those firms.

When the data are available to make comparisons after 1900, it appears
that the measure of average establishment size used here likely captures
some of the differences in skewness toward large establishments. The cor-
relation between average number of workers per establishment and the per-
centage of establishments with more than 500 workers in manufacturing in
the states is 0.887 in 1904, 0.928 in 1909, and 0.928 in 1914. The correlation
between average workers per establishment and the share of workers in es-
tablishments employing over 500 workers is 0.68 in 1909 and 0.65 in 1914.

In estimating the impact of large employers, the analyses control for in-
terest group pressure from unions, who wielded influence in the states
where they had a strong presence, as well as the number of workers in-
volved in the activity to be regulated. Mulligan and Shleifer (2004) suggest
that there may be substantial fixed costs to regulation; efficiency concerns
imply that regulations will not be established until the population to be reg-
ulated is large enough that the benefits of regulation overcome these fixed
costs. Larger populations might also be associated with more regulation in
the raising-rivals’-cost model. The returns to large firms from using regu-
lation to keep rivals out would rise significantly as the overall size of the in-
dustry increased. In several empirical tests Mulligan and Shleifer (2004)
find regulatory populations to be associated with expanded regulations in
a series of settings. In the analysis that follows, larger regulatory popula-
tions also contributed to earlier adoption of the initial manufacturing and
coal regulations. Finally, regional differences in attitudes toward regula-
tion are controlled with a dummy for the southern states in the adoption
regressions and state fixed effects when examining coal inspection budgets
and the breadth of coal regulations. The analysis that follows suggests that
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southern states were slower to adopt factory inspection regulation and coal
mining regulations.14

9.3.1 Establishment Size and the Introduction 
of Manufacturing Regulations

Analysis of the correlates related to the adoption of manufacturing reg-
ulations and workers’ compensation show that states with more workers
per establishment tended to adopt the new policies earlier. Using the panel
information in manufacturing, I estimated a proportional hazard model
with time-varying covariates for the introduction of the two types of man-
ufacturing regulations: first, the initial introduction of some form of labor
administrative body with or without coercive power; second, the introduc-
tion of factory inspectors to enforce regulations. Since most states had
their own mine inspection departments, most of the bureaus and factory
inspectors specialized in manufacturing; therefore, the correlates in the
adoption analysis are focused on measures of manufacturing activity. In
the underlying panel of data, states who have not yet adopted are observed
at the end of each decade and matched with information on average size
and the number of manufacturing workers from the beginning of the
decade. The state’s final year in the panel is its year of adoption, which is
matched with information from the prior census. See the notes to table 9.4
for a more detailed description.

The results in table 9.4 show that larger establishments were associated
with earlier adoption of both factory administrations and factory inspec-
tors. Hazard ratios greater than one imply increased probability of adop-
tion in any year given no prior adoption (consistent with earlier adoption),
and ratios less than one imply decreased probability of adoption in any
year (consistent with later adoption). At the margin an increase of one
worker per establishment was associated with a 5.8 percent higher proba-
bility of adoption of some form of labor administration, and 5.3 percent
higher probability of adopting a factory inspector law. Both are statisti-
cally significant at the 10 percent level. It is relatively common to see differ-
ences in correlates across states of 1 standard deviation in either direction.
A one standard deviation increase in average firm size of 5.3 workers per
establishment was associated with roughly a one-third increase in the
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14. In the regressions, I have experimented with other control variables, but none were
found to be statistically significant in the analysis. I tried several measures of political activ-
ity in all of the adoption and coal regulation equations, including shares of votes for populist
presidential candidates in the 1890s, voting for Republicans and Socialists for president in the
1900s, and Poole and Rosenthal’s (1993) spatial coordinates for the location of U.S. senators
along conservative/liberal spectrums and rural/urban spectrums at various times. The mea-
sures generally had small and statistically insignificant effects. Since Mark Aldrich (1997) and
William Graebner (1976) suggest that large explosions contributed to expanded regulations,
I developed a measure of large-scale accidents for the study in table 9.6, but its impact was al-
ways small and statistically insignificant.



Table 9.4 Hazard ratios for factors influencing the introduction of state labor administrations
and factory inspectors, 1869–1930

(1) (2)

Hazard 1 SD Hazard 1 SD
Variable Mean SD ratio effect ratio effect

A. Introduction of some form of labor administration
Manufacturing workers 7.57 5.34 1.058 0.31 1.056 0.30

per establishment (3.24) (2.83)
Manufacturing workers (000s) 33.82 63.92 1.005 0.32 1.006 0.38

(2.48) (4.03)
Manufacturing union 30.91 68.86 1.003 0.21

chapters, 1880 (0.71)
Union index 6.11 3.05 1.019 0.06

(0.55)
Southern state 0.29 0.734 0.725

(–1.06) (–1.14)
p 2.811 2.736
Wald chi-square 47.30 45.82

(3) (4)

Hazard 1 SD Hazard 1 SD
Variable Mean SD ratio effect ratio effect

B. Introduction of factory inspector
Manufacturing workers 7.90 5.26 1.053 0.28 1.054 0.28

per establishment (1.74) (1.65)
Manufacturing workers (000s) 41.66 68.32 1.009 0.61 1.008 0.55

(5.91) (7.51)
Manufacturing union 32.36 73.18 0.998 –0.15

chapters, 1880 (–1.49)
Union index 6.67 3.35 0.973 –0.09

(–0.62)
Southern state 0.29 0.419 0.429

(–2.06) (–1.99)
p 3.254 3.420
Wald chi-square 110.63 110.29

Notes and sources: The 1 standard deviation (SD) effect is the change in the probability of adoption in a
specific year given that the state had not yet adopted associated with a one standard deviation increase
in the variable. The values are hazard ratios from a Weibull hazard estimation with time-varying covari-
ates. The z-scores in parentheses below the hazard ratios are based on robust standard errors and the null
hypothesis that the hazard ratios are equal to one. If h(t) � h0(t) e

X(t)�, then each hazard ratio reported
above equals eb, where b is an element of �. Time zero (t � 0) is 1860 in the model. The Weibull model
assumes that the hazard takes the form h(t) � p t p–1eX(t)�. Time zero (t � 0) is 1860 in the model. Esti-
mates for p in all of the models are statistically different from one in Wald chi-square tests with four de-
grees of freedom, implying that the probability of adoption rose substantially over time.

Information on the timing of adoption is in table 9.2. Observations in the data set were constructed
the following way. States were observed in the last year of the decade with information on workers and
workers per establishment from the beginning of the decade. In the year the state adopted, the year for
that observation is the year of adoption. For example, Maine adopted its first labor administrative law
in 1887. The first Maine observation is for the end of the 1860s, the year is recorded as 1869, the adop-
tion indicator is zero, and values for average workers per establishment and total workers are from 1860. 



conditional probability of adopting some form of labor administration in
any year and a one-fourth increase in the probability of introducing a fac-
tor inspector.

The findings are inconsistent with the view that large firms were suc-
cessful at obstructing the introduction of legislation. The adoption of the
early labor administrations without inspection might have been a situation
where both large firms and unions anticipated benefits, or where unions
succeeded in imposing the legislation on larger employers. The union haz-
ard ratios are all greater than one, consistent with unions contributing to
earlier adoption. Although we cannot reject the hypothesis of no effect in
the statistical model, extra qualitative evidence from Elizabeth Brandeis
(1935) suggests that these early labor bureaus were often created in re-
sponse to pressures from the National Labor Union and the Knights of
Labor.

The adoption of factory inspection is more consistent with the raising-
rivals’-costs model in a situation where reformers and reformers were not
anticipating much gain. While large firms were associated with earlier
adoption, unions were not. The hazard ratios for the union measures were
both less than one, and increases of 1 standard deviation in the union mea-
sures reduced the probability of adoption in any one year by 9 to 15 per-
cent. The effects are not statistically significant, so it is too strong at this
point to say that unions were categorically opposed to the introduction of
the factory inspectors. Yet there is evidence that union leaders circa 1900
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Table 9.4 (continued)

The second Maine observation records the year as 1879, the adoption indicator is zero, and the census
values are from the 1870 census. Since Maine adopted in 1887, the final Maine observation shows the
year as 1887, the adoption indicator as one, and the values for workers per establishment and total work-
ers are from the 1880 census. For Massachusetts, which adopted in 1869, I included a value for 1865 with
census information from 1860 attached; the 1869 observation uses 1870 census information. There were
179 observations for the analysis of the introduction of any labor administration, with three of the forty-
eight states not adopting by 1930. In the factory inspector analysis there were 229 observations, with
eight of the forty-eight states not adopting by 1930. Information on workers and establishments from the
censuses for 1860, 1870, 1880, and 1890 is from U.S. Bureau of the Census (1895, pp. 67–69). Data on
workers and establishments from the 1900, 1910, and 1920 censuses are from U.S. Bureau of the Census
(1933, pp. 43–600, and 1902, pp. 58–61). In the 1904 manufacturing census, the Census Bureau focused
the survey on factories and eliminated the hand trades. I spliced the data for total workers and workers
per establishment after 1900 with the earlier series by multiplying by the ratio in 1900 of workers in fac-
tories and hand trades to workers in factories. The same procedure was followed for workers per estab-
lishment. Information on unionization at the state level is sparse, and two measures of unionization were
tried. Neither fully covers the period. The union index is described by Fishback and Kantor (2000,
p. 263), who developed it for 1899, 1909, 1919, and 1929 for their workers’ compensation study. High val-
ues of the index imply that the state has a higher share of workers in industries that at the national level
were more unionized. For observations prior to 1899, the 1899 values of the index were used to approx-
imate the union index for observations. In the other version of the estimation, the number of manufac-
turing union chapters is the number of local unions and chapters of national unions associated with
manufacturing in the state as of 1880 from the Weeks Report (Weeks, 1886, pp. 14–19). States were given
the same value in each year observed. Southern states included Maryland, Virginia, Kentucky,
Arkansas, Oklahoma, Texas, and all states south and east of those states.



were skeptical of the benefits of regulation on the grounds that business
interests wielded significant clout in the legislatures and were likely to
strongly influence the writing of the regulations. Instead, they focused on
organizing drives in which they argued that workers would benefit more
through the collective bargaining process than they would by relying on leg-
islatures (Weinstein 1967, p. 159; Skocpol 1992, pp. 205–47; Asher 1969,
p. 457).

The adoption of workers’ compensation in the 1910s, on the other hand,
was a win-win situation for large firms, unions, and reform groups. In sta-
tistical work on the timing of adoption of workers’ compensation Shawn
Kantor and I (Fishback and Kantor 1998, 2000, pp. 106–11, 256–57)
found that large firms, unions, and reform groups all were associated with
earlier adoption of the laws. These relationships showed up in comparisons
of means for groups of states who adopted earlier, as well as in multivari-
ate analysis with a wide range of controls. In addition, there was ample
qualitative evidence that all three groups after 1909 lobbied for the general
concept of workers’ compensation although in some states there were in-
tense struggles over the choice of benefit levels and the state’s role in insur-
ing workplace accident risk.

9.3.2 Average Mine Size and Coal Regulations

The results are quite different for the relationship between average mine
size and the adoption of coal mining regulations from 1869 to the mid-
1890s. I estimated a similar proportional hazards model for a panel of data
for the twenty-four states that produced more than 500,000 tons of bitu-
minous coal consistently by 1925. An additional cross-sectional observa-
tion has been added for Pennsylvania anthracite coal because Pennsylva-
nia adopted separate regulations and inspection departments at different
times for the two types of coal. More details on this panel are found in the
notes of table 9.5. Larger coal mines were not associated with earlier adop-
tion of the coal safety legislation, whether large mines are measured in
terms of workers per mine or output per mine. The hazard ratios in table
9.5 are not statistically significantly different from one, and the effects of
changes of 1 standard deviation are very small. The absence of a relation-
ship between adoption and mine size suggests that either large firms were
indifferent to the coal regulations or they were unsuccessful at staving off
the efforts of reformers. The impact of unionization suggests that it might
have been the latter. An increase of 1 standard deviation in the number of
coal union chapters in the state raised the probability of adoption in a spe-
cific state by 40 to 47 percent.

More insight into the role played by large firms can be gained by exam-
ining their impact on the breadth of regulation and the resources devoted
to enforcement. I created a panel data set for the years 1902, 1910, 1920,
and 1930 for the twenty-three leading bituminous coal mining states with
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Table 9.5 Factors influencing the introduction of coal mine safety laws, 1869–1912

(1) (2)

Hazard OSD Hazard OSD 
Mean SD ratio effect ratio effect

Coal workers per mine 42.41 51.34 1.001 0.05
(0.38)

Coal workers in state (000s) 2.28 6.85 1.047 0.32
(2.11)

Tons per mine (000s) 18.67 27.41 0.999 –0.03
(–0.08)

Total tons in state (millions) 0.89 2.29 1.164 0.38
(2.09)

Coal union chapters 3.38 8.99 1.052 0.47 1.044 0.40
(2.50) (1.72)

Southern state 0.28 0.400 0.398
(–1.74) (–1.80)

p 3.417 3.271
Wald chi-square (4) 86.19 62.24

Notes and sources: A 1 standard deviation (OSD) effect is the change in the probability of adoption in a
specific year, given that the state had not yet adopted, associated with a 1 standard deviation increase in
the variable. The values are hazard ratios from a Weibull hazard estimation with time-varying covari-
ates. The z-scores in parentheses below the hazard ratios are based on robust standard errors and the null
hypothesis that the hazard ratios are equal to one. For notes on the Weibull hazard model see table 9.4.
Time zero is 1860. Estimates for p in all of the models are statistically different from one in Wald chi-
square tests with four degrees of freedom, implying that the probability of adoption rose substantially
over time. Observations in the data set were constructed the following way. States were observed in the
last year of the decade and were matched with information on miners, miners per mine, tons produced,
and tons per mine from the beginning of the decade. In the decade when the state adopted, the year of
the observation was the year of adoption. For example, West Virginia adopted its mine safety law in
1883. The first West Virginia observation is for the end of the 1860s, the year is recorded as 1869, the
adoption indicator is zero, and values for miners et al. are from 1860. The second West Virginia obser-
vation records the year as 1879, the adoption indicator is zero, and the census values are from the 1870
census. Since West Virginia adopted in 1883, the final West Virginia observation shows the year as 1883
and the adoption indicator as one, and the values for workers per establishment and total workers are
from the 1880 census. For Pennsylvania anthracite, which adopted in 1869, I included a value for 1865
with census information from 1860 attached; the 1869 observation uses 1870 census information. States
were not included in the sample unless they consistently produced more than 100,000 tons of coal by the
1920s. Anthracite and bituminous coal in Pennsylvania are treated as two separate state observations
because Pennsylvania had separate regulatory codes and inspection staffs for the different types of coal.
Southern states were Alabama, Arkansas, Kentucky, Maryland, Oklahoma, Tennessee, Texas, and Vir-
ginia. The twenty-five states led to seventy-nine observations, and all states adopted the law during the
period under study. Information on production, number of mines, and employees is from the following
U.S. mining censuses: U.S. Bureau of the Census (1865, pp. clxxiii–clxxiv) for 1860; (1872, pp. 760–67)
for 1870; (1886, pp. 681–87) for 1880; (1892, pp. 347–48) for 1890; and (1905, 709–17) for 1902. Infor-
mation for 1910 came from U.S. Geological Survey (various years). The coal union chapters figure is the
number of local unions and chapters of national unions associated with coal mining from the Weeks Re-
port (Weeks, 1886, pp. 14–19). The number of chapters in Pennsylvania were split evenly between the an-
thracite and bituminous observation. The number of chapters was the same for each state for all years
that they were observed.



evidence on the breadth of coal mining regulations and the appropriations
for coal mining inspection per coal worker in the state measured in 1967
dollars (see table 9.1).15 The information on regulations and inspection
budgets was then matched in the panel with evidence on the average num-
ber of employees per mine in the state, the United Mine Workers of Amer-
ica (UMWA) membership as a percentage of the coal workforce in the
state, and the number of miners in the state. Estimations are also per-
formed with firm size and industry scale measured as production per mine
and total production.

The model is estimated both without and with state and year fixed
effects. The fixed-effects estimation controls for some types of unmeasured
heterogeneity across states and time. The year effects are incorporated to
control for shocks to the national economy and technological shocks to
mining technology common to the entire mining industry in each year that
would have influenced the choice of safety regulations and the level of in-
spection at particular points in time. The state effects are included to cap-
ture geological differences in mining deposits that influenced mining prac-
tices as well as long-term attitudes toward political reform that were
invariant across time within the states.

The panel regression results in table 9.6 are consistent with the view that
large coal employers worked to limit breadth of the legislation, possibly
offsetting efforts by coal unions to expand the regulations. The law index
displays a negative relationship with average mine size that is stronger with
controls for state and time effects. The coefficients are statistically signifi-
cant at confidence levels of roughly 15 percent in two-tailed tests. Increases
of 1 standard deviation in average mine size led to reductions in the law
index of close to half of a law. The large employers’ efforts to restrict the
breadth of laws appear to have been counteracting lobbying by the
UMWA. In the estimation without state and year effects, increases of 1
standard deviation in the percentage of miners in the UMWA were asso-
ciated with a more than half a law increase in the regulatory index. The
UMWA’s efforts appear to have been correlated with time-invariant fea-
tures in the states, because the inclusion of fixed effects in the model re-
duces the size and statistical significance of the UMWA coefficient.

Even after limiting the breadth of legislation, larger mines were also as-
sociated with reduced resources for enforcement. Average mine size dis-
plays a negative relationship with the inspection budget per coal worker
that increases in size and in statistical significance with the inclusion of
state and year effects. The fixed effects estimates in panel A in table 9.6 sug-
gest that a 1 standard deviation increase of 35.7 workers per mine is asso-
ciated with a reduction in the inspection budget of 64¢ per worker in 1967

306 Price V. Fishback

15. North Dakota was in the adoption sample, but missing data forced its elimination from
the study of inspection budgets and coverage of the laws.
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dollars. Similarly, a 1 standard deviation increase in tons produced per
mine in panel B in table 9.6 was associated with 55¢ per worker less in the
inspection budget. There may be other explanations for the negative rela-
tionship between average mine size and inspection budgets. If there were
substantial economies of scale in inspecting each mine, a smaller inspec-
tion budget per mine worker might have achieved the same results as the
average mine increases in size. However, there was plenty of evidence that
reformers were pressing for large budgets per worker to enhance enforce-
ment and reduce accident rates. They were right to do so, as empirical stud-
ies show that increased inspection budgets inspection per worker (or per
ton) were associated with lower accident rates (see Aldrich 1997, pp. 337–
38, and Fishback 1986 and 1992).

Meanwhile, the UMWA share of employment had no positive relation-
ship with the size of mine inspection budgets. Problems with inadequate in-
spections and the emphasis on prosecutions of miners in some of the states
documented later in the paper might have led the UMWA to shift their
efforts away from pressing for stronger government enforcement of the
laws. Instead, they relied on their own negotiations with employers to press
for compliance with the aspects of the code that the union was interested
in enforcing.

9.4 Narrative Evidence on Employer Influence in Coal Mining

The quantitative analysis suggests that larger coal employers adopted a
defensive strategy against coal mining regulations rather than one of rais-
ing rivals’ costs. Large firms were not associated with later adoption of the
early coal regulations, but they were negatively related with the breadth of
coal regulations and the size of the inspection budget. The view that large
employers were following a defensive strategy receives ample support from
narrative evidence from various states at various times.

The leading studies of coal mining legislation all suggest that employers
significantly influenced the writing of coal regulations.16 Mark Aldrich
(1997, pp. 69–71), for example, finds that most of the early laws were “in-
complete, poorly written, and hard to enforce” and often bore “the strong
imprint of operator influence.” In Colorado, mine inspectors considered
the original 1883 law to be “very incomplete” and “wholly inadequate.”
When the law was revised in 1913, it was “the product of a committee dom-
inated by large operators . . . and it largely codified their practices.”

William Graebner’s (1976, pp. 72–87) description of the evolution of
West Virginia mining law suggests that through 1907 the law had little or
no bite. Mine operators and even the mine inspectors were opposed to new
legislation. In cases where proposed laws limited their mining methods, the
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workers themselves actively opposed change. In response to a series of
large mine explosions, the legislature passed a revision in 1907 in which
mine operators played a major role. Two additional explosions led the chief
mine inspector to become more of an activist in proposing legislation, yet
an investigative committee that studied many of the explosions published
a report that concluded that changes in the law would do no good. The leg-
islature, in response to the demands of mine operators, rejected all of the
chief mine inspector’s recommendations for new regulations.

One sign that the mining laws were influenced by employers is that a
number of them restricted the behavior of miners in ways that employers
had had trouble enforcing within their mines. These restrictions often pro-
moted safety but required extra effort for no obvious gain in pay on the
part of the miners. For example, both Illinois and West Virginia banned the
practice of “shooting off the solid,” in which miners blasted without mak-
ing an undercut at the base of the seam. The practice required more explo-
sives, produced smaller, less valuable chunks of coal, and generally was
considered more dangerous. It was popular with miners because it was
much less strenuous than lying on one’s side and hacking away at a wall of
coal and rock for several hours before blasting the coal. The miners’ re-
sponse was to routinely disregard these and other restrictions that they
found onerous.17 When I estimated the impact of coal mining laws on acci-
dent rates (Fishback 1986, 1992, pp. 115–20) there were only three regula-
tions that passed statistical significance tests in reducing accident rates: re-
quirements that foremen visit workplaces more often, that miners use
permissible explosives, and that miners not ride on coal cars. All of these
are devoted at least in part to monitoring and changing the behavior of
miners, which is consistent with a view that employers used regulations to
help them enforce their own desired limits on the miners’ behavior.

Lobbyists who are trying to take the teeth out of legislation often seek to
limit the funds available for enforcement. In a number of states, there were
not enough inspectors budgeted to meet the minimum number of visits of
mines required in the mining statutes.18 Low salaries led to high turnover
of inspectors and limited the department’s ability to attract talented in-
spectors. Inspectors earned only about 50 percent more than the average
salaried worker in manufacturing in 1910 and less than 10 percent more
in 1920.19 West Virginia Governor John Cornwell in 1919 described their
rate of pay as “less than that of men who drive mules” (quoted in Graebner
1976, p. 90). With larger budgets, the mine departments likely would have
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had an impact on accident rates, as econometric studies by Fishback (1986,
1992) and Aldrich (1997, pp. 337–38) find that expansions in resources for
inspection were associated with lower accident rates.20

Although much of Graebner’s (1976) work on mine safety implies that
many mine inspectors were honest advocates for safer mines, there were
still worries about a revolving door between mine management and the
inspection service. There were few opportunities to move up within the in-
spection bureaucracies, so some state mine inspectors accepted positions
with coal companies at 50 to 100 percent pay increases. Many state in-
spectors were already sympathetic to the problems mine owners faced in
running mines because they had moved to the job from posts as mining
managers or superintendents. Union leaders were livid when the coal mine
operators in 1908 “engineered” the appointment to West Virginia chief
mine inspector of John Laing, himself the owner of several mining proper-
ties. After leaving office, Laing became the head of the Kanawha County
Coal Operators’ Association.21

Mine owners were not shy about pressuring the inspectors. In 1908 a
West Virginia inspector stated “there are coal operators who will endeavor
to have a district inspector removed from office rather than obey the min-
ing laws, or carry out the recommendations made by an inspector.” As a
general rule, the mine owners appear to have had the advantage in the in-
terest group struggle over inspector appointments, even in highly union-
ized states. In Illinois, where the UMWA was strong and the inspection
staff had a reputation for being somewhat radical, a frustrated miner
claimed: “There is not an inspector in the state who is not holding his job
through the influences of some coal operator” (Graebner 1976, p. 91).

Most mining laws contained fines and potential jail sentences for offen-
ders, but the inspectors could not impose these unilaterally. Instead, they
disclosed their findings to a state or local government prosecutor who de-
cided whether to take the offenders to court. The courts determined
whether there was a violation and set the size of the fine.22 There is little ev-
idence of prosecutions of employers for mining violations in Pennsylvania,
Ohio, and West Virginia prior to 1904. The number of prosecutions then
rose to a peak at 395 in 1910 and 312 in 1911 (compared with approxi-
mately 3,200 mines and 250,000 employees) before trailing off to zero after
1912. Nearly all of these prosecutions were targeted at miners and not su-
pervisors or mine owners. Miners accounted for 159 of the 163 prosecu-
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tions in West Virginia in 1910. Of 489 prosecutions between 1908 and 1911
in Pennsylvania, 392 were directed at mine workers, only 27 at superinten-
dents, and 70 at foreman and fire bosses (Graebner 1976, pp. 97–100). Fur-
ther, the probability of paying penalties was even lower. In Ohio in 1911 the
total amount collected in fines under a new mining law came to $400, and
this was a law described as having strong penalty provisions.

One reason for the lack of prosecutions may have been the intransigence
of the courts. According to Graebner (1976, p. 99), when coal inspectors
closed mines, which they did infrequently, they “received as much opposi-
tion as aid from local courts”:

West Virginia inspectors, moreover, evidently ceased prosecuting oper-
ators and managers when it became clear that they could not be con-
victed. . . . A district inspector reported that workers had ‘completely
lost all confidence in the local courts . . . [and were] thoroughly con-
vinced that justice could not be obtained towards the enforcement of the
mining laws.’

9.5 Employer Influence of Legislation and Enforcement in Manufacturing

Earlier adoption of the initial manufacturing regulations in states with
larger establishments is consistent with both the reform and raising-rivals’-
costs hypotheses. A completed data set on the factory inspection resources
and the breadth of the specific manufacturing safety regulations is not yet
available, so I cannot do the same tests that I did for coal mining. Qualita-
tive evidence, however, suggests that at least in some states manufacturers
wielded the same types of influence as coal employers did over the type of
laws adopted. Problems with enforcement of regulations also carried over
into manufacturing.

The introduction of factory safety legislation in Washington State in
1903 offers an example of how manufacturing employers influenced the
writing of safety legislation. Safety regulations often served as focal points
in negligence cases for issues related to “due care” and “assumption of
risk.” Employer violation of regulations eased the burden for workers in
demonstrating employer negligence, while the absence of a violation could
prevent recovery. When workers violated regulations targeted at their ac-
tivities, employers were better able to invoke the contributory negligence
defense.

Washington employers pressed for factory safety legislation in reaction
to a series of court decisions related to the negligence liability system. One
aspect of the assumption of risk defense had always been a major irritant
to workers and reformers. In a number of cases workers reported malfunc-
tions or lack of safeguards that increased their risk of injury, were told to
return to work, and then were injured. Compensation had been denied on
the basis that the workers had known the risk in the now more dangerous
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setting and assumed it when they returned to work. In Green v. Western
American Company (1902) the Washington Supreme Court eliminated the
assumption of risk defense in these situations. Fearing the complete elimi-
nation of the assumption of risk defense, employers played a significant
role in the passage of Washington’s Factory Inspection Act in 1903. Under
the new act employers were to be considered negligent for accidents in set-
tings where they violated the inspection acts. However, the law also pro-
vided for certifications that the employers’ workplace was “safe.” A num-
ber of lower courts then invoked the assumption of risk defense to prevent
recovery by injured workers in several cases involving mines so certified.
The Washington State Supreme Court disagreed and reaffirmed that lack
of safeguards on machines was negligence whether the mine was certified
or not. In 1905 the employers went back to the legislature and succeeded
in altering the language of the Inspection Act so that employers had only
to provide a “reasonable” safeguard (as opposed to a “proper” one). This
change in language may have worked for a while but ultimately proved to
be of little help to the employers, because the Supreme Court finally elim-
inated the assumption of risk defense by arguing that a machine lacked
necessary safeguards by virtue of being the cause an accident (Tripp 1976,
p. 535).

Inadequacy of inspection resources might have been an even more se-
vere problem for the factory inspectors than for coal inspectors. There
were far more factories than mines, and Brandeis (1935, pp. 632–33) notes
that inspectors typically investigated only upon complaint. Rarely were the
factory inspectors in a position to routinely and randomly inspect a sig-
nificant share of the factories. Problems with enforcement likely con-
tributed to the conditions that led to the deaths of 146 garment workers in
the horrendous Triangle Shirtwaist Fire in New York City in 1911.23 On the
day of the fire, many workers reported that a key door to a stairway was
locked, a violation of the factory regulations.

Just prior to the fire a State Labor Department inspector had reported
an inadequate fire escape (Stein 1962, pp. 181–89), but jurisdictions over
fire escapes were not well established. The factory inspection laws gave the
inspector the power to demand a proper fire escape, but the factory in-
spectors claimed that the courts had ruled that fire escapes were outside
the labor department’s jurisdiction. Building safety therefore came under
the jurisdiction of the New York City superintendent of buildings, to
whom a report had been forwarded by the labor inspector. When the Asch
building, where the fire broke out, was planned in 1900, the building in-
spector had agreed to allow the architects to forgo a required staircase be-
cause they promised that the fire escape they planned would act as a third
staircase all the way to the ground. When the building was erected, the
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agreement was violated and the fire escape only reached the second floor.
When this was pointed out in 1911, Building Department officials de-
fended themselves by saying that their resources were inadequate. The
department had only forty-seven inspectors to inspect 50,000 buildings.
They claimed: “We do not hear of violations of the law in the old build-
ings unless they are particularly called to our attention.” In that year the
Fire Department had designated over 13,000 buildings as dangerous, but
the department could only inspect 2,051. Once they found a violation, the
building inspectors argued, they still faced significant obstacles in pun-
ishing the violators. “We must enforce all our rulings through the civil
courts. When we bring an action, there is invariably a long fight. The
record will show the owner is usually the victor.” In other cases they hesi-
tated to call for changes because “It would work a great hardship on the
owners of buildings to require changes. This is especially true of fire es-
capes.”24

In the aftermath of the Triangle Fire the State Labor Department was
overhauled and New York State adopted a series of new fire-related regu-
lations. Appropriations for labor issues in New York quadrupled between
1911 and 1915 to over a million dollars, but this coincided with expansions
of duties in other areas and the development of workers’ compensation.
Although this is described as the golden era of labor regulations in New
York, the inspection budgets per manufacturing worker were lower there
than inspection budgets per miner in most coal mining states.25 The in-
crease in budgets still did not resolve the enforcement issue. A February
1916 editorial in the New York Times claimed that of 3,711 violations by
factories of the new stairway regulations, “only 246 owners complied with
the law, and two prosecutions were begun!” (The Industrial Commission,”
New York Times, February 23, 1916, p. 12).26

9.6 Summary

Did large employers subvert workplace safety reform? I found few ex-
amples of documented bribery or other illegal corruption, but there was
considerable evidence that a number of actions by large employers met the
broader definition of subversion in the introduction. The quantitative
analysis of the relationship between average establishment size and regula-
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tions in the states and the analytical narratives suggest that we cannot tell
one coherent story about the influence of large employers. Rather, we must
tell one story for coal mining and another for manufacturing. In the coal
industry, large employers practiced a defensive strategy, limiting the
breadth of mining regulation and inspection resources per miner. Large
employers in manufacturing, on the other hand, were associated with ear-
lier adoption of safety regulations and workers’ compensation.

A question remains as to why large employers adopted a defensive strat-
egy in coal mining and less so in manufacturing. My sense is that there were
two key factors, the focus on one industry in the coal regulations and the
lack of women working in the mines. Coal regulations were targeted nar-
rowly at a specific industry, while manufacturing regulations and workers’
compensation often covered a broad range of industries. Labor relations in
mining were more fractious than in most industries, and the reform pro-
posals that employers opposed were often made by unions. The organiza-
tion of opposition to objectionable laws was made easier by the narrowly
defined interests of the large coal employers, who were already organized
into coal associations to deal with labor relations and other issues specific
to the industry. Since mines were often in isolated areas, coal employers
wielded much greater political clout locally and thus likely had more influ-
ence over the enforcement of the laws in the courts (Fishback 1992, 1995).
Manufacturing safety regulations, on the other hand, covered a broader
range of industries, and the regulations might have left many industries
only mildly constrained. Large employers interested in fighting the laws
therefore found it more difficult than in coal mining to organize the fight
across a set of employers in different industries.

Another key factor explaining the difference in strategies was the gen-
der of the workers involved. Coal mines employed no women. Reformers
found protective labor legislation of all kinds easier to sell for women and
children, while employers found such legislation harder to obstruct. A
number of the manufacturing safety regulations were designed to improve
safety and workplace conditions for women and children in textiles and
other industries. Thus, large employers who had moved away from em-
ploying women and children found it fruitful to join with reformers in
pressing for regulations that raised the costs to employers who still relied
on them. The protection of women and children likely played an impor-
tant role in the introduction of workers’ compensation, as well. Workers’
compensation received so much support in part because it insured that the
share of women and children receiving compensation when their bread-
winners were injured or killed rose to 100 percent from less than 50 per-
cent under negligence liability. This move dovetailed with Progressive Era
mothers’ pension programs that provided benefits to widows and chil-
dren.
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10.1 Introduction

The late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries witnessed the birth of
the American regulatory state. During the Progressive Era, federal au-
thority over banking, insurance, transportation, competition, and inter-
state trade in food and drug products greatly expanded. Indeed, it is dur-
ing this period that the federal government began to displace state and
local governments as the primary source of regulation in the economy.
Government regulation became not only more federal, but more intrusive.
The question is why.

Broadly speaking, there are three views of the emergence of the federal
regulatory state.1 One is a public interest view that argues that federal reg-
ulation arose to solve market failures that state and local governments
could not address, and that Progressive Era reformers interested in im-
proving consumer welfare lobbied in favor of these regulations. While this
account is supported by a large historical literature, it fails to explain why
regulation, as opposed to the court system, was needed to safeguard con-
sumer welfare (Glaeser and Schleifer 2003). A second view is that regula-
tion was adopted to give a competitive advantage to business groups. This
regulatory capture argument is intuitively appealing, but it cannot account
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for why there was so much contemporaneous popular support for regula-
tion. A third view emphasizes the role played by the muckraking press and
entrepreneurial bureaucrats in galvanizing public support for regulation.
The exact mechanisms by which these interests influenced the adoption of
regulation, however, have not been explored. While the first view empha-
sizes the efficiency-improving role of regulation, the latter two suggest that
regulation may have had dubious effects on consumer welfare.

In this chapter, we examine these three explanations for the adoption of
Progressive Era regulation through the lens of federal food and drug legis-
lation. In 1906 the federal government enacted the Pure Food and Drugs
Act, the first federal law that gave regulators unprecedented authority over
interstate trade in food and drug products. The central issues we investigate
are the timing and nature of support for the food and drugs act. We also
explore the early enforcement of this law and its effects on consumer wel-
fare. The passage of this act can reveal much about the entire Progres-
sive agenda and the establishment of the Food and Drug Administration
(FDA).2

We find that aspects of all three views of regulation explain the adoption
of the Pure Food and Drugs Act, that producer, consumer, and bureau-
cratic interests maneuvered to mold the law to their benefit, and that the
muckraking press influenced the timing of adoption. Both the legislative
history and statistical analysis underscore the desires of various producer
groups to tilt the competitive playing field, of federal bureaucrats to ex-
pand their regulatory mandates, and of Progressive reform interests to en-
sure that consumers were not deceived about the quality of food and drugs
they purchased. Even so, while several pure food and drug bills were con-
sidered during the 1890s and early 1900s, none were passed. Conflict
among these competing interests made it impossible to form an enacting
political coalition. In 1905–6, however, with the publication of Upton Sin-
clair’s The Jungle along with sensational muckraking articles in leading
magazines and newspapers, popular opinion in favor of food and drug reg-
ulation was electrified, and this in turn facilitated the formation of an effec-
tive coalition in favor of final passage of the law.

We also find that because the interests behind the legislation were unable
to entirely shape the enforcing agency or the legal environment in which
enforcement took place, these groups did not ultimately benefit from reg-
ulation as initially anticipated. Accordingly, while a combination of the
three views of regulation furnishes an explanation for why regulation arose
at the time that it did, it does not provide a complete account of the ulti-
mate effect of policy. A more eclectic approach that takes into account the
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abilities of interest groups to influence the institutional environment is
needed to fully understand the causes and consequences of Progressive Era
regulation.

10.2 Market Changes and a Conceptual Framework 
for Analysis of Reform

Three important developments characterized the market for food and
drugs in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. The first was the
introduction of new and cheaper food and drug products that threatened
to erode the dominant position enjoyed by older products. These compet-
itive changes gave rise to trade wars among rival firms. The second was
scientific advances that increased the complexity of many products. This
situation created opportunities for cost-saving deception by some firms
through alteration or adulteration of their products in ways that con-
sumers could not easily perceive. Uncertainty about product quality, in
turn, placed consumers at risk of being cheated about quality or, more omi-
nously, of being poisoned. The third was the creation of national markets
that affected consumers, producers, and government agencies. Increas-
ingly, consumers purchased food and drugs that were made in other states,
often outside the jurisdiction of local or state courts and regulatory bod-
ies. In disputes over product quality, individual state regulations and tort
actions were ineffective as remedies. Additionally, firms producing for the
national market were faced with different and often conflicting regulatory
environments that made compliance and product standardization difficult.
Growing interstate trade and general concerns about product safety there-
fore created new opportunities for federal regulators to extend their man-
dates. In contrast, state regulatory officials were often jealous of their pre-
rogatives and suspicious of any expansion of federal authority. All in all,
these developments in the market for food and drugs meant that the de-
mand for federal regulation during the Progressive Era could come from
three different sources, described below.

10.2.1 Regulation as a Solution to Market Failure

Asymmetric information about product ingredients and product quality
created concerns that there was a “lemons” problem in the market for
many food and drug items (Akerlof 1970). Because consumers could not
detect many forms of food and drug adulteration, markets could not al-
ways guarantee the delivery of quality food and drug products (Darby and
Karni 1973; McCluskey 2000). Hence, there was a productive role for prod-
uct quality regulation by scientific experts, who had a comparative advan-
tage in judging the quality of food and drug items. Since national markets
were involved, federal politicians could improve consumer welfare and also
garner votes by adopting federal regulatory legislation. Under this view
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there was a market failure to be corrected, and the Pure Food and Drugs
Act and its administering agency were a means of solving the problem; reg-
ulation was consumer driven and aimed at solving real economic problems.

10.2.2 Rent Seeking through Regulatory Capture

An alternative view based on the work of Kolko (1963), Stigler (1971),
and Peltzman (1976) highlights the role of regulation in advancing specific
producer interests rather than the efficiency gains from regulation. Firms
captured the regulatory process in order to raise the costs of their rivals
through constraints on entry or other production restrictions (Wood
1986). This action benefited firms that sought to mitigate any advantages
their rivals gained from the adoption of new production technologies.
Politicians responded because these groups could offer votes and cam-
paign contributions in exchange. At the state level, some laws were de-
signed to strategically advantage local and regional producers who faced
new interstate competitive pressures. More national producers and inter-
est groups, in contrast, sought federal legislation to create uniform regula-
tory standards, thwart more aggressive state regulation, and to disadvan-
tage other producers. If the regulations were effective, successful producer
groups could secure monopoly rents through higher prices and reduced
output. Hence, under this view, the principal advocates of the legislation
were industry groups seeking competitive advantages relative to their ri-
vals. The Pure Food and Drugs Act was an example of the capture of gov-
ernment by business interests, and the Bureau of Chemistry and FDA
were agents of that capture. The distributional gains secured by business of-
fered no consumer benefits. Indeed, by restricting entry, the law may have
harmed consumers.

10.2.3 Rent Seeking by Enterprising Federal Bureaucrats and the Press

A final possibility emphasizes the roles played by entrepreneurial federal
bureaucrats seeking to expand their jurisdictions and agency budgets
(Niskanen 1971) and by muckraking journalists seeking to sell newspa-
pers, magazines, and books. These two parties formed a natural alliance in
favor of regulation because the press could publicize the self-serving “sci-
entific” concerns of federal regulators about food and drug safety. Muck-
raking publications could galvanize public support for regulation through
grisly tales about consumers being defrauded and even poisoned. Addi-
tionally, sensational muckraking disclosures attracted readers. These
claims were credible because new production technologies and products
were not well understood by consumers and their quality and health effects
could not be easily assessed. If regulation were adopted by taking advan-
tage of limited consumer and voter information, it too would provide little
or no welfare gain for consumers. Accordingly, under this view, consumers
were manipulated by an aggressive press and federal bureaucracy seeking
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to exploit their ignorance of the content of new products and processes.
Enactment of the Pure Food and Drugs Act was a response less to real eco-
nomic problems than to rising consumer concerns fueled by a newly effec-
tive, sensational media. The major proponents of the law then were con-
sumer groups, the muckraking press, and federal bureaucrats.

To see how each of these views performs in explaining the adoption of
federal regulation we turn to an examination of the market for food and
drugs in the late 1800s and the legislative history of federal food and drug
regulation.

10.3 Market Changes and the Legislative History of Federal Regulation

Regulation may have had multiple advocates with different objectives.
The key constituencies potentially involved in food and drug regulation in-
clude ideologically motivated Progressive reformers, state regulators, fed-
eral regulators, incumbent firms producing “old” goods, entrant firms pro-
ducing “new” goods, the muckraking press, and consumers. These parties
had conflicting incentives for federal regulation of product quality. These
differences shaped political constituencies as well as the nature of the con-
flict surrounding proposed pure food and drug bills.

10.3.1 The Changing Market and Producers’ Incentives 
to Lobby for Regulation

Expanding markets combined with advances in food processing gave
rise to new products that better met the needs of certain market segments
and were cheaper than those produced by older firms. These older firms
thus had an incentive to organize to obtain government support in block-
ing or limiting the spread of these new products.

Consider the following products and their impacts on the market. Oleo-
margarine, the first viable butter substitute, was introduced to the Ameri-
can market in the early 1870s. Invented in 1869 by the French chemist
Mège-Mouries, oleomargarine (margarine) quickly became popular
among working-class households because it was considerably cheaper
than butter (Dupré 1999). Similarly, declining transportation costs and the
development of the refrigerated rail car made it possible for large meat
packinghouses located in Chicago, St. Louis, and other midwestern cities
to slaughter cattle centrally and ship prepared beef carcasses (known as
“dressed beef”) to eastern markets. By the 1880s, sales of dressed beef ri-
valed sales of locally slaughtered meat in New York, Boston, and other
cities on the east coast (Yeager 1981; Libecap 1992). Advances in chem-
istry gave rise to a new form of baking powder—alum-based baking pow-
der—that was cheaper than traditional cream of tartar baking powders.
Additionally, other improvements in canning and preserving technology
made it possible to expand both the geographical and temporal distances
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between the production and consumption of fruits, vegetables, meats, and
seafood.

As a consequence of these developments, conflicts among competing
factions of the food trade became common. Dairy producers, threatened
by the growing popularity of oleomargarine, slandered oleomargarine as
“the greasy counterfeit” and, importantly, sought regulations at the state
and federal level to stem the growth of the oleomargarine trade. Local
butchers, in concert with disgruntled cattlemen, charged that dressed beef
was unsafe and lobbied for meat inspection and antitrust to disadvantage
the large Chicago packinghouses. A long and protracted battle emerged
between the cream of tartar baking powder interests and the alum-based
baking powder interests, each of whom charged that the other product was
dangerous to health and attempted to obtain regulation that disadvan-
taged the other product. Similar conflicts also arose between “straight”
and “blended” whiskey producers, each claiming that the other product
was impure and unsafe for consumers. The arrival of newer, cheaper sub-
stitute products clearly stimulated a demand for regulation on the part of
certain producer groups who desired regulation as a way of shifting de-
mand away from competing products (Wood 1986, pp. 152–80).

Indeed, some of the laws regulating the food industry were closely tied to
the efforts of industry groups to weaken their rivals. For instance, regula-
tions enacted by state governments that required oleomargarine to be col-
ored differently from butter, that prohibited the use of oleomargarine in
boarding houses, prisons, or in restaurants, or that tightly regulated or
even prohibited its sale were enacted primarily to benefit dairy farmers.
Further, the 1886 Oleomargarine Tax enacted by Congress required oleo-
margarine producers to mark and stamp their product in various ways, im-
posed an internal revenue tax of $0.02 per pound on oleomargarine, and
levied a fee of $600 per year on oleomargarine producers, $480 per year on
oleomargarine wholesalers, and $48 per year on oleomargarine retailers
(U.S. Senate 1900–1901; Lee 1973; Dupré 1999).

Correspondingly, the 1891 Meat Inspection Act was enacted in part to
satisfy a coalition of cattlemen and local butchers in eastern markets, who
wanted regulation that would stem the growth of the dressed meat trade
and disadvantage the large Chicago packers. The large packers, however,
also supported the law because it helped to create foreign markets for their
meats by requiring inspection of cattle and hogs destined for interstate and
foreign commerce (Libecap 1992).

10.3.2 The Changing Market and Consumers’ Incentives 
to Secure Regulation

Consumers also had reasons to be worried about changes in the market
for food and drugs. As food production moved out of households and into
impersonal markets, and as foods became more sophisticated as a result of
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advances in manufacturing and processing, it became increasingly difficult
for ordinary consumers to discern product quality and composition. Fears
about the quality of food products—specifically about the ingredients con-
tained in foods, as well as in the nutritional value of foods containing chem-
icals, preservatives, and other manufactured components—began to be ex-
pressed by chemists, home economists, public health officials, and other
reform-minded individuals. These parties expressed their concern for con-
sumer welfare by highlighting the potential problems and by calling for a
more active role for government.

For instance, there was a burgeoning literature on how food was “adul-
terated” (i.e., cheapened through the addition of impurities) by manufac-
turers and distributors in an effort to obtain dear prices for cheap items,
and on the consequences of food adulteration for health and longevity.
“We buy everything, and have no idea of the processes by which articles are
produced, and have no means of knowing beforehand what the quality
may be,” wrote Ellen Richards, one of the leaders of the home economics
movement, in her 1885 book entitled Food Materials and Their Adulter-
ation. “Relatively we are in a state of barbarous innocence, as compared
to our grandmothers, about the common articles of daily use” (quoted in
Strasser 1989, p. 255). Asymmetric information about food ingredients
thus gave rise to the perception that there was a lemons problem in the mar-
kets for many food and drug items.

State and federal agencies were attracted to the issue, and studies con-
ducted by analytical chemists employed in state and federal public health
and agricultural departments revealed extensive food adulteration. Ac-
cording to a 1902 Senate Report that surveyed the findings of several adul-
teration studies conducted during the prior two decades, food adulteration
was reasonably common (U.S. Senate 1902). Numerous independent stud-
ies found that milk was watered down or skimmed without warning. Oth-
ers found butter to be cheapened by the addition of oleomargarine. Cot-
tonseed oil was often added to lard that was marketed as “pure leaf lard.”
Glucose and chemical preservatives were frequently added to canned and
prepared goods without indication on product labels. Many of these ac-
tions were documented in 1887 in Food Adulteration and Its Detection by
J. P. Battershall, a chemist employed by the U.S. Public Health Depart-
ment.

Claims were also made by advocates of regulation that adulterated food
posed health risks, but the available evidence was more mixed, perhaps be-
cause understanding about the basics of human nutrition was very primi-
tive at the time, even among leading physicians and public health officials.
In testimony to congressional hearings on food adulteration in the late
1890s and early 1900s, physicians and scientists disagreed about the nutri-
tional value of preservatives like borax and salicylic acid, about the effects
on human digestion of alum-based as opposed to cream of tartar–based
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baking powders, and about the health risks associated with the consump-
tion of artificial sweeteners like glucose (U.S. Senate 1899–1900; Young
1989, pp. 140–45).

Charges that particular food products were poisonous and could lead to
death were largely unsupported, since there was little evidence of wide-
spread poisonings resulting from the consumption of dressed beef, canned
fruits, vegetables, and meats, or other manufactured and processed food
items.3 Much of the scientific debate involved government officials, and it
centered on the more subtle consequences of food consumption on diges-
tion and nutrition.

Reputation mechanisms may have been a market solution for reducing
consumer uncertainty about food quality. Product branding proliferated as
producers of canned and processed foods like Swift, the National Biscuit
Company, and H. J. Heinz worked to establish reputations for providing
high-quality products (Strasser 1989). Retail grocery chains like A&P and
Kroger also emerged in the late 1800s, partly in response to the need to as-
sure consumers of the quality of foodstuffs (Kim 2001).

In general, however, it was difficult for consumers to know if the foods
they ate were harmful or healthful, or if chemical preservatives or low-
quality ingredients had been added to their food. Hence, market-based so-
lutions to the asymmetric information problem, which relied on ex post
verifiability of product quality, likely were insufficient to guarantee the de-
livery of those dimensions of quality that had “credence” characteristics
(Darby and Karni 1973; McCluskey 2000). This sentiment was expressed
by a member of the Forty-Ninth Congress (1885), who made the following
argument in a speech to the House on the need for pure food regulation:

In ordinary cases the consumer may be left to his own intelligence to pro-
tect himself against impositions. By the exercise of a reasonable degree
of caution, he can protect himself from frauds in under-weight and in
under-measure. If he can not detect a paper-soled shoe on inspection, he
detects it in the wearing of it, and in one way or another he can impose
a penalty upon the fraudulent vendor. As a general rule the doctrine of
laissez faire can be applied. Not so with many of the adulterations of
food. Scientific inspection is needed to detect the fraud, and scientific in-
spection is beyond the reach of the ordinary consumer. In such cases
the Government should intervene. (Congressional Record 1885, pp.
5040–41)

Concerns about food quality generated demand for food regulation
among advocates for consumers. Progressive reform groups—most no-
tably women’s groups like the General Federation of Women’s Clubs
(GFWC), the Women’s Christian Temperance Union (WCTU), as well as
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leaders of the home economics movement and public health officials—lob-
bied for regulations that banned the sale of adulterated and misbranded
food products.

Accordingly, some of the food regulations enacted during the Progres-
sive Era appear to have had clear public interest motivations. In particular,
the general pure food and dairy laws enacted by state governments during
the last two decades of the nineteenth century were aimed at improving the
accuracy of product labels. While the content and form of these laws var-
ied somewhat from state to state, in general the goal of these regulations
was to ensure that mixtures and impurities that were added to products be
indicated clearly on product labels. In so doing, these state pure food laws
helped solve a lemons problem in the market for many food products. This
action benefited certain consumers, who desired better information about
product quality, as well as higher-quality producers, who felt that regula-
tion would help them segment the market for their wares (Law 2003).

10.3.3 Market Changes and Government Officials’ Incentives 
to Secure Regulation

Efforts to expand regulation provided opportunities for state and federal
bureaucracies to increase their budgets, staffing, and authority. Regulation
by “experts” made sense to advocates because chemists and other scien-
tists employed in government agencies had a definite comparative advan-
tage over consumers in detecting food adulteration. Indeed, during the
1880s and 1890s, most state governments enacted “pure food” and “pure
dairy” laws that outlawed the sale of adulterated foods and that gave offi-
cials employed in state pure food agencies the authority to seize adulter-
ated and misbranded products and prosecute manufacturers and dealers
who violated these regulations (U.S. Senate 1900–1901).

By the 1890s, however, it became clear that state governments were not
optimally positioned to systematically regulate the content of food labels.
This was for three reasons. First, the expansion of interstate trade in food
products made it increasingly difficult for state governments to regulate
goods produced out of state or even enforce their own pure food laws. Al-
though state governments had the authority to regulate goods produced
and sold within their borders, they had no authority over the production of
goods in other states and could not control the sale of out-of-state goods
sold within their boundaries. By shipping goods in an “original and un-
broken package,” out-of-state manufacturers and distributors could cir-
cumvent a state’s pure food regulations (U.S. Senate 1899–1900, pp. 529–
30).

Second, the pure food laws enacted in many states were often not en-
forced. Although nearly every state enacted a pure food law between 1880
and 1900, only half of these state laws entrusted enforcement to a particu-
lar state agency (Law 2003). The pure food laws enacted by the remaining
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states were essentially window-dressing laws that had little bite. Narrative
evidence presented by Goodwin (1999, pp. 68–70) suggests that enforce-
ment was limited or even nonexistent in those states that did not have an
enforcement agency. While there is some evidence that lax enforcement in
some states may have been in response to pressure from particular food
manufacturers (Okun 1986), a close examination of congressional testi-
mony on proposed food and drug bills and other contemporary sources
does not suggest that “corruption” of state regulators by industry interests
played a systematic role in undermining state efforts. Regulation was lax in
many states not because manufacturers deliberately made it so but rather
because government in general was small and budgets were limited. As a
result, pure food regulations in many states did little to solve the asymmet-
ric information problem regarding product ingredients.

Finally, in testimony to Congress, manufacturers and distributors en-
gaged in interstate trade in foodstuffs also complained that compliance
with several different state regulations was costly. These manufacturers and
distributors desired a uniform federal pure food law because they felt that
it would reduce compliance costs and because a national law might pre-
empt more onerous state regulation. For instance, according to the direc-
tor of a large Chicago wholesaler,

The various states throughout this country . . . have passed pure-food
laws, and in the distribution of merchandise—some kinds of merchan-
dise—I find that at times errors are very likely to crop up in the shipping
of goods in these states on account of the lack of uniformity, as the law
of one State differs from the law of another, so that for the last ten years
the merchants and manufacturers of Chicago have been clamoring for a
national pure-food law, in the same manner that we clamored for a na-
tional bankruptcy act. It requires a lawyer for each State to know what
the requirements are in each state in order to know the rules that prevail
in them. (U.S. Senate 1899–1900, p. 73)

As the push for federal regulation intensified, however, conflict arose
among bureaucrats at the federal and state level regarding who should en-
force a federal pure food law and who should have authority to set food
standards. Beginning in 1887, the Bureau of Chemistry, an agency within
the Department of Agriculture, began to publish several high-profile stud-
ies documenting the nature and extent of food adulteration in the United
States. Under the leadership of Dr. Harvey Wiley, the Bureau of Chemistry
began to develop a reputation for its analysis of food adulteration in Amer-
ica. By the mid-1890s it became clear that the Bureau of Chemistry would
become the agency responsible for enforcing a federal pure food and drugs
law.

Federal officials within the Bureau of Chemistry faced a strong incentive
to lobby for federal pure food regulation since they would capture the ben-
efits of regulation through an expansion of their regulatory mandate. Reg-
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ulators from some states opposed federal regulation, partly because it had
the potential to make them redundant, but also because they were suspi-
cious that federal regulators (specifically, Harvey Wiley) would not be in-
dependent of certain manufacturing interests with whom Wiley had ties.
On the other hand, the Association of Official Agricultural Chemists
(AOAC) as well as regulators from other states were solidly behind Harvey
Wiley and the Bureau of Chemistry. Jockeying among bureaucratic inter-
est groups thus also contributed to political stalemate over regulatory re-
form (Coppin and High 1999).

10.3.4 Political Stalemate and the Muckraking Press 
in the Timing of Regulation

The conflicting objectives of business, consumer, and state and federal
government interests created a political stalemate and blocked action at
the federal level for food and drug regulation. Consider for example, the
Paddock Bill, introduced in 1890 by Senator Paddock of Nebraska to pro-
tect producers and consumers against commercial fraud in food products
(adulteration) and to improve the reputation of American food products
abroad and thereby promote exports. Despite claims of widespread sup-
port for the bill from citizens, state legislatures, wholesale grocery and drug
associations, boards of trade, and farm organizations, no action was taken
in 1890 or 1891. Corn and hog producers, who were waging a trade war
against adulterated lard that had cottonseed oil added to it, were strong ad-
vocates, and in 1892 the bill was reintroduced to the Senate in a weakened
form. It passed the Senate, but in the House cottonseed oil producers,
through their congressional representatives, were able to prevent it from
becoming law (Anderson 1958, pp. 78–80; Young 1989, pp. 97–99).

Similarly, competing baking powder interests stalled other federal pure
food bills. In these cases, producers of cream of tartar baking powders
wanted the regulations to be written in a way that put alum-based baking
powders at a competitive disadvantage. Naturally, producers of alum-
based baking powders wanted assurances that the regulations would not be
enforced in a way that discriminated against their product. Hence, accord-
ing to Anderson (1958, p. 135), by 1900 “the situation had reached a point
where, no matter how the bill was phrased, it would encounter opposition
from either of the two great camps of baking powder producers.”

Additionally, conflict among straight and blended whiskey producers
contributed to political gridlock over efforts to secure a pure food law in
the early 1900s. Straight (distilled) whiskeys, produced in Kentucky, Mary-
land, Virginia, and Pennsylvania, competed with cheaper “blended” (rec-
tified) whiskeys, produced in Illinois, Indiana, and Ohio. Straight whiskey
interests, who were the incumbent producers, viewed blended whiskeys as
impure products and sought regulation that would disadvantage blended
whiskies, which were rapidly gaining market share. Pure food bills were
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drafted to require that “mixtures, compounds, combinations, imitations or
blends” (blended whiskey) be “labeled, branded, or tagged, so as to show
the character and constituents thereof.”4 Concerned that this clause would
force blended whiskey manufacturers to disclose valuable trade secrets, the
National Wholesale Liquor Dealers’ Association, the trade organization
of blended whiskey producers, organized successfully to fight these bills
(Young 1989, pp. 165–68).

Finally, disagreement over whether pure food regulation should include
medicines—in particular, drugs that were not listed in the United States
Pharmacopoeia (USP) or the National Formulary (NF)—also generated
political opposition to federal regulation. Selected progressive reform
groups, in particular women from the WCTU, wanted patent medicines
and proprietary nostrums to be regulated because of their alcohol content.
Organized medicine, represented by the American Medical Association
(AMA), also desired regulations that limited the availability of “quack”
drugs (Anderson 1958, pp. 169–71). The AMA was motivated in part be-
cause of the health risks posed by patent medicines, but also because, by
functioning as a substitute for physicians’ services, patent medicines were
a competitive threat to physicians.

The trade organizations for patent medicines, the Proprietary Associa-
tion, and other drug producers, as well as newspapers that were dependent
on patent medicine advertising as a source of revenues, lobbied against
proposed pure food and drug regulations that would include drugs not
listed in either the USP or the NF.5 They feared that the federal govern-
ment would begin to regulate the therapeutic claims made about their
products. According to the Proprietary Association’s Committee on Leg-
islation, regulation that defined drugs more broadly “would practically
destroy the sale of proprietary remedies in the United States” (quoted in
Young 1989, p. 169).

These legislative conflicts might have effectively prevented adoption of
any federal law had it not been for the rise of muckraking journalism and
its sensational claims that raised the political costs of opposing regulation.
Indeed, muckraking journalism, by making the issue of food and drug
adulteration emotionally salient, served as a coordinating device through
which diffuse consumer interests were harnessed.

Several factors contributed to the appearance of muckraking journalism
in the late 1800s, and these factors were closely tied to the undercurrents of
Progressive reform more broadly and to food and drug regulation more
specifically. Many Progressive reformers were writers and journalists, who
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believed in the “power of the pen” to inform readers of social and eco-
nomic problems and to persuade ordinary citizens of the need for reform
(Hays 1957). Further, technological and organizational developments
made it possible for these writers and journalists to reach a larger audience
than ever before. The adoption of high-speed presses and the perfection of
halftone photoengraving reduced production costs and improved the qual-
ity of illustrations. Declining postal rates during the 1880s and 1890s low-
ered the cost of distributing periodicals throughout the nation. The growth
of a national market for consumer products and the sale of magazine and
periodical space to national advertising companies made it possible for pe-
riodicals to be sold to consumers at extremely low prices (often less than
ten cents per copy). Owners of periodicals like McClure’s, Cosmopolitan,
Colliers Weekly, Everybody’s, and Munsey’s soon discovered a profitable
combination in the marriage of low-cost, high-distribution, advertising-
intensive magazines with sensational journalism that exposed readers to
important social and economic problems (Chalmers 1974; Filler 1976).
Hence, muckraking journalists like Samuel Hopkins Adams, Ray Stan-
nard Baker, Henry Demarest Lloyd, Upton Sinclair, Lincoln Steffens,
Charles Edward Russell, and Ida Tarbell were hired by these periodicals to
write articles exposing unscrupulous business practices, slum urban con-
ditions, and political corruption.

Two major muckraking episodes appear to have been especially critical
in the enactment of the Pure Food and Drugs Act (Anderson 1958; Young
1989; Carpenter 2001). One was the publication in 1906 of Upton Sinclair’s
The Jungle, which exposed unsanitary conditions in Chicago meat-packing
plants and generated public outrage over the quality of meat.6 First pub-
lished as a serial in the muckraking journal Appeal to Reason, Sinclair’s
novel revealed how the large meat packers deceived consumers about the
quality of their products. Sinclair described how “potted chicken” con-
tained no chicken at all; how meat that had turned sour was rubbed with
soda to remove the smell; how moldy sausage rejected from Europe found
its way back into the American market; and how meat was contaminated
on the slaughterhouse floor. The direct result of Upton Sinclair’s muck-
raking was the 1906 Meat Inspection Act, which significantly expanded
the U.S. Department of Agriculture’s (USDA) inspection of the slaughter-
ing, packing, and canning of meats (Young 1989, pp. 221–50).

The second muckraking episode was a set of articles published in Col-
liers that revealed how patent medicine manufacturers were using their
power over the press to defeat state regulation, but, more important, it
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6. Sinclair’s main objective in writing The Jungle was to provoke outrage over industrial
working conditions of immigrants rather than to reveal deception on the part of the meat
packers regarding product quality. See Young (1989, p. 252).



alerted the public to the dangers associated with the use of patent medi-
cines. In a November 4, 1905, article, “The Patent Medicine Conspiracy
against the Freedom of the Press,” Mark Sullivan exposed the influence of
the patent medicine industry over the press and state efforts to regulate
proprietary remedies. This attack on the nostrum industry was accompa-
nied by a series of articles by Samuel Hopkins Adams, also published in the
autumn of 1905, which pointed to the dangers associated with the indis-
criminate use of patent medicines and the widespread presence of alcohol
and opiates in these drugs. “Gullible America,” wrote Adams, “will spend
this year some seventy-five million dollars in the purchase of patent medi-
cines. In consideration of this sum it will swallow huge quantities of alco-
hol, an appalling amount of opiates and narcotics, a wide assortment of
varied drugs ranging from powerful and dangerous heart depressants to
insidious liver stimulants; and, far in excess of all other ingredients, undi-
luted fraud” (quoted in Carpenter 2001, p. 269).

The effect of Adams’s muckraking about patent medicines on the pro-
gress of regulatory reform was dramatic. By making the public aware of
the dangers of patent medicines, Adams informed citizens of the possible
public benefits of regulation and therefore provided consumers with a
stronger incentive to lobby actively for food and drug regulation. Congress
was thus inundated with petitions from women’s groups and other con-
sumers throughout the country who demanded regulation of patent medi-
cines. Harvey Wiley and the Bureau of Chemistry supplied chemical analy-
ses of patent medicines to advocate groups who desired more evidence of
their dangers. Adams’s articles were reprinted in the Journal of the Ameri-
can Medical Association and distributed to physicians throughout the
country, who in turn lobbied Congress for regulation (Anderson 1958,
pp. 172–80; Carpenter 2001, pp. 269–70).

Muckraking journalists clearly benefited from the increased sales and
prestige generated by their revelations. However, since the Bureau of
Chemistry was the organization that would be empowered to enforce a fed-
eral food and drug law, it is not surprising that Wiley, more than any other
individual in the federal bureaucracy, tirelessly strove to drum up political
support for a federal food and drug law. For instance, during the early
1900s, Wiley conducted a series of high-profile experiments on USDA em-
ployees (who became popularly known as the “poison-squad”) on the
effects of preservatives on human digestion. Wiley also spoke regularly at
women’s club events about the extent of food and drug adulteration and its
consequences for human health (Carpenter 2001, pp. 263–66). Addition-
ally, a close relationship between Adams and Wiley was forged as the for-
mer gathered materials for his Colliers articles (Young 1989, p. 203). The
alliance between the Bureau of Chemistry and a muckraking press was vi-
tal in forging an enabling political coalition to enact a federal food and
drug law.
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10.4 Econometric Analysis of the Theories of Progressive Era Reform

The legislative history of the Pure Food and Drugs Act suggests that
each of the three views of Progressive Era reform contributed to the adop-
tion of federal food and drug regulation. We now turn to an econometric
analysis of congressional voting on two key food and drug bills to provide
an additional empirical test of these three hypotheses. By correlating con-
gressional voting on proposed pure food bills with variables that capture
the influence of different groups, we can illustrate how competing interests
aligned themselves over regulation. Evidence that proxies for key producer
and consumer interests influenced congressional voting provides support
for the regulatory capture and public interest views of regulation. Addi-
tionally, by comparing votes on food and drug legislation before and after
the muckraking episodes of 1905, we can determine the effect that the
muckraking press and its bureaucratic allies had on the enactment of leg-
islation, which provides a partial test of the third hypothesis for regulation.

Unfortunately, roll call data on congressional votes on the various pure
food and drug bills introduced prior to 1905 are scarce. Bills never reached
a vote, or if they did, no roll call was tabulated. Prior to the February 21,
1906, Senate vote on the bill that became the Pure Food and Drugs Act,
we were only able to find one recorded roll call vote of interest to us: the
March 3, 1903, Senate vote on whether or not to consider the Hepburn-
Hansborough bill. This bill was very similar to the 1906 law. It called for
federal regulation of patent drugs not listed in the USP or the NF, and it
required disclosure of ingredients aimed particularly at blended whiskeys
and food manufacturers who used preservatives in their products.

Hence, for our empirical analysis, we examine how different interest
groups with a stake in the legislation shaped Senate voting on March 3,
1903, and February 21, 1906.

10.4.1 Econometric Analysis of Senate Voting in 1903

By 1903 the main interests that were engaged in the debate over pure
food and drug regulation were (a) patent medicine manufacturers and or-
ganized medicine, who opposed or supported the Hepburn-Hansborough
bill because of its patent drug regulation; (b) food manufacturers who used
preservatives and glucose, who feared that regulators would target their
items unfairly; (c) straight and blended whiskey manufacturers, who took
opposing sides on the pure food issue; (d) large food manufacturing firms
engaged in interstate trade, who desired federal regulation in order to re-
duce regulatory compliance costs; and (e) consumer-oriented progressive
reform groups who desired regulation in order to improve the informa-
tional accuracy of product labels. In our regression framework, we include
variables that capture the influence of these interest groups in each state.
We also control for party membership and include first-dimension D-
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Nominate scores to hold constant a senator’s ideology.7 Descriptive statis-
tics for the regression variables are shown in table 10.1.

Column (1) of table 10.2 displays probit regression estimates of the fac-
tors shaping Senate voting on whether or not to consider the 1903 Hep-
burn-Hansborough Bill. The marginal effects of each of the explanatory
variables (evaluated at their means) on Senate voting are shown in the first
column of table 10.3. Overall, the regression results are consistent with the
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7. First-dimension D-Nominate scores are widely used to measure a legislator’s ideologi-
cal position on economic issues. D-Nominate scores use Congressional roll call votes as the
basis for the estimation of the spatial (ideological) position of individual legislators. See Poole
and Rosenthal (1997) for a more detailed discussion of how D-Nominate scores are con-
structed.

Table 10.1 Descriptive statistics by state

Variable Mean Standard deviation

Dependent variable
Vote in 1903 (Yes � 1) 0.32 0.46
Vote in 1906 (Yes � 1) 0.71 0.46

Producer interest variables
Value of patent medicine production per capita ($) 0.67 0.84
Number of physicians per 1,000 in 1900 1.63 0.53
Number of NFMA firms per 100,000 0.13 0.22
Blended whiskey indicator (0, 1) 0.07 0.25
Straight whiskey indicator (0, 1) 0.09 0.30
Large food manufacturing indicator (0, 1) 0.48 0.50

Consumer interest variables
WCTU dues per 1,000 0.32 0.20
Protestant index 0.24 0.13

Other controls
Republican indicator (in 1903) 0.64 0.48
Republican indicator (in 1905) 0.63 0.48
First dimension D-Nominate score (in 1903) 0.18 0.65
First dimension D-Nominate score (in 1905) 0.21 0.64

Notes and sources: Voting data as well as information on the number of National Food Man-
ufacturers Association (NFMA) firms in each state are from the Congressional Record (1903,
1906). The value of patent medicine production is in dollars and is taken from U.S. Bureau of
the Census (1905). The number of physicians in 1900 is from U.S. Bureau of the Census
(1900). The large food manufacturing indicator variable is a binary variable that equals 1 in
states that have food manufacturing firms that produce in excess of $1,000,000 of output and
0 otherwise. Data on food manufacturing production are taken from the U.S. Bureau of the
Census (1905). Blended and straight whiskey indicators are included to measure the influence
of blended and straight whiskey manufacturers. Blended whiskey and straight whiskey were
produced in different states. The blended whiskey indicator is a binary that equals 1 for IL,
IN, and OH and 0 otherwise. The straight whiskey indicator equals 1 for KT, MD, VA, and
PA, and 0 otherwise. First-dimension D-Nominate scores are from VOTEVIEW (http://
voteview.uh.edu). Lower scores indicate a more “liberal” ideology toward economic issues.
The Republican indicator is a binary variable that equals 1 if a senator was Republican and 0
otherwise. Information on party membership was also taken from VOTEVIEW. WCTU dues
per capita and the Protestant index were supplied by Tomas Nonenmacher and Lee Alston.



qualitative evidence on the configuration of producer and consumer inter-
est over food and drug regulation. The results also are supportive of the
capture view of regulation but provide more limited support for the public
interest view. Other things being equal, an increase in the size of the patent
medicine industry in a state had a negative and statistically significant
effect on the probability that a senator from that state would vote in favor
of the bill. Additionally, an increase in the number of physicians per capita
in a state, a measure of the established medical industry, had a positive but
not significant effect on the likelihood a state’s senator would vote in favor
of the bill. In states where blended whiskeys were produced, senators were
less likely to vote for regulation, whereas in states where straight whiskeys
were manufactured senators were more likely to vote for regulation. An in-
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Table 10.2 Probit regression estimates of the factors shaping Senate voting on pure
food and drug regulation in 1903 and 1906

Vote in 1903 Vote in 1906 
(Yes � 1) (Yes � 1)

(1) (2)

Constant –1.00 –0.18
(0.68) (0.76)

Value of patent medicine production per capita –0.73∗∗ –0.20
(0.31) (0.22)

Number of physicians per 1,000 persons in 1900 0.14 0.63∗
(0.39) (0.37)

Number of NFMA firms per 100,000 persons 0.001 0.09
(0.08) (0.09)

Blended whiskey indicator –6.76∗∗∗ –0.26
(0.43) (0.71)

Straight whiskey indicator 2.23∗∗∗ 1.94∗∗∗
(0.62) (0.71)

Large food manufacturing firm indicator 0.24 0.96
(0.45) (0.76)

WCTU dues per 1,000 1.30 3.87∗∗∗
(0.95) (1.34)

Protestant index 0.06 0.79
(1.70) (1.95)

Republican indicator 0.51 1.89∗
(0.76) (1.01)

First dimension D-Nominate score –1.38∗∗ –0.83
(0.76) (0.81)

McFadden R2 statistic 0.32 0.30
Likelihood ratio statistic 34.47∗∗∗ 30.37∗∗∗

Notes: Regressions were estimated by a probit model. Heteroskedasticity-robust standard er-
rors are in parentheses.
∗Statistically significant at the 10 percent level.
∗∗Statistically significant at the 5 percent level.
∗∗∗Statistically significant at the 1 percent level.



crease in the number of food manufacturers in a state who used preserva-
tives (proxied by membership in the National Food Manufacturers Asso-
ciation, or NFMA) had a positive but statistically not significant influence
over the likelihood that a state’s senator would vote in favor of pure food
regulation. Reform interests (proxied by WCTU dues per capita and the
Protestant index) had a positive but statistically insignificant impact on the
probability that a senator would vote in favor of regulation.8

The coefficient estimates suggest that those producer interests who per-
ceived that regulation would disadvantage their products (patent medicine
makers and blended whiskey producers) opposed regulation, whereas
those who felt that regulation would place them at a competitive advantage
and who played a role in shaping the features of the proposed food and
drug bill (organized medicine, straight whiskey makers) supported it. The
fact that senators representing organized medicine and straight whiskey
interests were more likely to vote for regulation is consistent with the regu-
latory capture argument since both of these groups sought regulation to
disadvantage their lower-cost rivals. While the coefficients on the reform
interest variables are both positive, they are not significant, which fur-
nishes weak evidence consistent with the public interest hypothesis. That
these reform interest variables are not significant is perhaps unsurprising,
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Table 10.3 Marginal effects of explanatory variables on Senate voting in pure food
and drug regulation in 1903 and 1906

Vote in 1903 Vote in 1906
(1) (2)

Value of patent medicine production per capita –0.14 –0.04
Number of physicians per 1,000 persons in 1900 0.02 –0.04
Number of NFMA firms per 100,000 persons 0.002 0.13
Blended whiskey indicator –0.13 –0.02
Straight whiskey indicator 0.42 0.39
Large food manufacturing firm indicator 0.04 0.20
WCTU dues per 1,000 0.25 0.77
Protestant index 0.01 0.16
Republican indicator 0.10 0.38
First dimension D-Nominate score –0.26 –0.16

Note: These values are based on the probit regression estimates reported in table 10.2 and are
calculated at their mean values.

8. Qualitatively similar results were obtained when we used WCTU membership per capita
(instead of WCTU dues per capita) to proxy for reform interests. Additionally, the inclusion
of income per capita does not materially affect the results. The Protestant index measures the
presence of evangelical Protestant groups in each state. This is a reasonable proxy for Pro-
gressive reform interests, since membership in Progressive reform groups was heavily domi-
nated by evangelical Protestants.



since consumers, being a large and heterogeneous group, faced high col-
lective action costs (Olson 1965).

Among the political control variables, Republican Party membership
does not play a significant role in voting in 1903, but the D-Nominate score
has a significant and negative coefficient. More positive D-Nominate
scores indicate a more conservative ideology, and such ideologically moti-
vated senators were more likely to vote against an extension of federal reg-
ulation.

10.4.2 Econometric Analysis of Senate Voting in 1906

We can empirically evaluate the role that muckraking journalism played
in breaking the political deadlock over pure food and drug regulation by ex-
amining the factors that shaped Senate voting in 1906 on the bill that be-
came the Pure Food and Drugs Act. In our analysis of Senate voting in 1903
(the premuckraking period) we found that patent medicine and blended
whiskey interests had a negative and statistically significant influence on the
probability that senators would vote in favor of considering the Hepburn-
Hansborough bill, while reform interests had a positive but statistically in-
significant influence on Senate voting. If muckraking journalism about
patent medicines (which began around October 1905 with the publication
of Samuel Hopkins Adams’s articles in Colliers) provoked widespread con-
sumer interest in favor of regulation, it would have helped to break the po-
litical deadlock over food and drug regulation. Accordingly, in an exami-
nation of Senate voting in the postmuckraking period (after October 1905),
antiregulation producer interests should be less likely to have a negative and
significant influence over Senate voting, and Progressive reform interests
should have a positive and significant influence over Senate voting. Anti-
regulation producer interests should be less significant because muckraking
should have made it more costly for politicians representing these groups to
continue to oppose regulation. Reform interests should become significant
factors influencing Senate voting if muckraking, by increasing the perceived
benefits of food and drug regulation, galvanized consumer-oriented groups
to actively pressure politicians to back reform.

Column (2) of table 10.2 presents probit regression estimates of the fac-
tors shaping Senate voting on February 21, 1906; the corresponding mar-
ginal effects are shown in the second column of table 10.3. The coefficients
representing blended whiskey and patent medicine interests are no longer
statistically significant, whereas one of the coefficients representing reform
interests (WCTU dues per capita) is positive and significant. These post-
muckraking regression results conform to our predictions regarding the
role that muckraking journalism played in breaking the political deadlock
over regulatory reform. By making the issue of food and drug quality emo-
tionally salient, muckraking provoked proconsumer interests to lobby for
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regulation and made it more costly for politicians representing antiregula-
tion business groups to continue to block regulation. In our regression
framework, this is suggested by the fact that one of our proxies for reform
interests is now positive and significant, while our proxies for patent med-
icine interests and blended whiskey interests are no longer significant.9

The Republican Party variable becomes positive and significant in 1906,
reflecting President Theodore Roosevelt’s efforts to push his party in Con-
gress to support food and drug regulation in the wake of the publication of
Upton Sinclair’s The Jungle (Anderson 1958, p. 181; Young 1989, p. 254).
Prior to 1905–6, food and drug regulation was not a particularly partisan
issue. The D-Nominate variable no longer has a significant effect on Sen-
ate voting. With consumer/voter reaction to muckraking revelations, it be-
came more costly for conservative senators to continue to oppose regula-
tion, making ideology less important.

Overall, these regression results provide evidence supporting each of the
three views of regulation. The straight whiskey variable and the number of
physicians per capita are positive and significant, which supports the reg-
ulatory capture hypothesis for regulation. Per capita WCTU dues also
have a positive and significant effect on the probability that a senator voted
for regulation. This suggests the importance of organized consumers as a
pro-regulation constituency, which is consistent with the public interest
view. However, the fact that this variable is positive and significant in 1906
(postmuckraking) but not in 1903 (premuckraking) suggests that the
muckraking press and its bureaucratic supporters also played an impor-
tant role in generating broad consumer interest in regulation. Hence, taken
together, the evidence is also consistent with the possibility that consumers
were manipulated by a muckraking press.

10.5 Enforcement of the Pure Food and Drugs Act and 
the Long-Term Benefits of Regulation

Given that a mixture of consumer, industry, and bureaucratic interests
were involved in the struggle for federal food and drug regulation, it is
worth investigating the welfare implications of this law. Was federal regu-
lation, once enacted, enforced in a way that benefited specific industry
groups at the expense of competitors and overall economic efficiency? Or
did enforcement of the Pure Food and Drugs Act ultimately produce ben-
efits for consumers and improve the efficiency of food and drug markets?

It is difficult to address these issues because few scholars have systemat-
ically analyzed the impact of the Pure Food and Drugs Act on the markets
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9. As before, we find that using WCTU membership per capita yields qualitatively similar
results. Additionally, the coefficient estimates are robust to the inclusion of other variables
like income per capita.



for food and drugs. Nevertheless, what we know about enforcement of the
law suggests that no view on its own is satisfactory. The evidence on early
enforcement of the act (under the stewardship of Dr. Wiley) suggests that
certain industry groups were favored, which would be consistent with the
regulatory capture view. According to Coppin and High (1999), Wiley at-
tempted to enforce the law in ways that favored straight whiskey makers
and that advantaged manufacturers that did not use preservatives in their
foods. Controversy surrounding Wiley’s enforcement efforts and his resig-
nation from the Bureau of Chemistry in 1911, however, prevented these
groups from obtaining longer-run benefits. While certain industry interests
may have “captured” Wiley, their influence did not extend to his successors
or to the bureau more generally. Indeed, the personnel of the bureau and
its leadership in the post-Wiley period consisted primarily of professional
bureaucrats, whose interests were not closely aligned with industry. Hence,
because those pro-regulation industry groups who stood to gain most from
regulation did not ultimately control the administering agency, they did
not realize the expected long-term benefits from reduced competition from
substitute products. This outcome weakens the argument in favor of a reg-
ulatory capture view of regulation.

Did consumers then capture the benefits of regulation? The evidence
from the post-Wiley period suggests that although the Bureau of Chem-
istry attempted to enforce the Pure Food and Drugs Act in ways that im-
proved the quality of food and drugs and that reduced asymmetric infor-
mation about food and drug quality, the bureau was not always successful
in achieving these objectives. Because the bureau was small with limited re-
sources, and because the Pure Food and Drugs Act was difficult to enforce
in the courts, the agency relied upon rewards to firms that complied with
the law. For instance, as one way to promote compliance with the law, it
provided quality certification and direct technical advice on how to im-
prove product quality (Law 2004). Effective enforcement, when it hap-
pened, generally yielded socially beneficial outcomes; the bureau’s product
certification efforts reduced asymmetric information about the quality of
foodstuffs, and as a consequence of its offering technical assistance to
firms, the quality of many foods improved (Robinson 1990; Young 1992).

These efficiency-enhancing outcomes are more consistent with the public
interest view than the regulatory capture view. Certain producers benefited
from these enforcement efforts because they were assisted by the bureau’s
expertise, but there were few restrictions on entry, the classic capture objec-
tive. Nevertheless, it is notable that enforcement successes could only be
achieved when industry also stood to gain from the bureau’s expertise.10
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10. It is also noteworthy that those industry groups that benefited from the bureau’s ex-
pertise were different from those groups that anticipated that the Pure Food and Drug Act
would tilt the competitive playing field to their advantage. See Law (2004).



When industry could not benefit from the bureau’s actions, effective en-
forcement was unlikely since it was difficult for the agency to prosecute
manufacturers in court. For instance, the 1912 Sherley Amendment to the
law required the agency to prove fraud in order to obtain a conviction
(Young 1967, pp. 49–51). As a result, the patent medicine and proprietary
nostrum industry—the industry whose products provoked widespread con-
sumer interest in favor of food and drug regulation in the first place—was
never successfully regulated. The fly-by-night nature of much of the nos-
trum industry, combined with the fact that it was extremely difficult for the
bureau to uphold its rulings in court, meant that the agency was generally
ineffective in controlling misleading therapeutic claims (Young 1967,
pp. 60–65; Temin 1980, pp. 27–37). Accordingly, while consumers benefited
from enforcement of the Pure Food and Drugs Act, they did not benefit in
the way that they had originally anticipated—through improved informa-
tion about drug quality and safety.

10.6 Conclusion

We explored the origins and effects of the Pure Food and Drugs Act of
1906. Both the narrative and statistical evidence suggest that a nuanced
combination of the three main views of Progressive Era reform (regulatory
capture, public interest, rent seeking by bureaucrats and the press) explains
the adoption of the law. Regulation was sought by specific producer, con-
sumer, and bureaucratic interests to advance their private goals. Because
their objectives conflicted a political stalemate ensued. The muckraking
press eventually galvanized widespread consumer interest in food and drug
regulation and broke the impasse, allowing the law to be finally enacted.

Even so, without examination of enforcement, it is impossible to know
whether these interest groups obtained the benefits of regulation that they
anticipated. If not, the impact of regulation may fail to conform neatly to
the predictions of any of the three theories of regulation. Because those
producer interests who initially sought regulation for private gain did not
shape the composition of the Bureau of Chemistry and the incentives it
faced, enforcement of the Pure Food and Drugs Act did not dramatically
change competitive conditions to their advantage. Similarly, because those
consumer groups who lobbied for regulation did not anticipate that the
Pure Food and Drugs Act would be so difficult to enforce in the courts, reg-
ulation also failed to significantly improve the quality of information about
patent medicines. Hence, the “public interest” was not advanced in the
market that mattered most to these consumers. Perhaps the one group that
obtained lasting benefits from regulation was the Bureau of Chemistry. By
successfully lobbying for legislation, Wiley secured the future of his agency.
This was only a partial success, however, since the bureau’s authority was
very limited and the agency remained relatively small until the late 1930s.
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The bureau’s enforcement efforts produced some gains for consumers
and certain food producers, but the margins along which these gains were
realized were not anticipated by those interest groups that lobbied actively
on behalf of regulation in the first place. Accordingly, the history of the Pure
Food and Drugs Act suggests that understanding the origins and impact of
Progressive Era regulation requires analysis not only of interest group mo-
tivation but also of the organizational and institutional constraints that
limit the benefits that such groups are ultimately able to obtain.
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Prior to the New Deal almost all public social welfare spending, or what
contemporaries called “relief,” was provided by local governments. The
administration of local public relief had long been associated with patron-
age, political manipulation, and corruption. Between 1933 and 1940, fed-
eral, state, and local governments combined to spend $2 billion per year to
provide relief to at least 2 million cases (families) per month. In 1933, when
unemployment reached 25 percent, the federal government introduced a
relief program redistributing 4 percent of gross national product (GNP) to
a quarter of all the nation’s families. The possibility of providing cash pay-
ments to a quarter of the nation’s families offered an opportunity for cor-
ruption unique in the nation’s history. Surprisingly, however, while the ad-
ministration of public relief was widely regarded as corrupt before 1933,
the modern federal/state public welfare system that developed out of the
New Deal reforms is often castigated as bureaucratic, but rarely corrupt.
What changed? How did the country enter the Depression with a public
welfare system riddled with political manipulation and emerge with one
that was not?

Our answer is straightforward. The president, Franklin Roosevelt, and
other members of the executive branch gained little or nothing from the
kinds of local corruption involved in public relief. But they stood to incur
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enormous losses if the New Deal relief program was perceived as politi-
cally manipulative and corrupt by the voting public. Roosevelt and the
Democrats brought relief to millions of families every month, and the grat-
itude of relief recipients was Roosevelt’s political payoff. Other politi-
cians—senators, representatives, governors, and mayors—wanted to con-
trol relief and use it for political gain. Both houses of Congress, the states,
and local governments maneuvered, manipulated, and cajoled to get their
hands on a share of the billions spent each year on relief. Although Roo-
sevelt made substantial concessions to Congress and to state and local gov-
ernments in the administration of relief, he sought to curb corruption at
the state and local level by his influence over the discretionary allocation of
relief funds, by establishing offices to investigate complaints of corruption,
and, in the long run, by bureaucratizing the administration of public wel-
fare. During the New Deal, when the relief programs were reorganized to
give the Roosevelt administration more control over the distribution of
funds within states, it used that control to limit state and local political ma-
nipulation and increased the responsiveness of the allocation of funds
within states to the high-minded goals of relief, recovery, and reform. Pol-
itics was paramount in the structure of New Deal relief programs; it just
turned out that the best political outcome meant a reduction in corruption
at the state and local level. This does not mean that Roosevelt did not use
the administration of relief for his own political ends. There is ample evi-
dence that presidential politics mattered in the distribution of relief funds.
Corruption by others was curbed because it was in Roosevelt’s political in-
terest to see it curbed.

We begin by discussing the types of corruption involved with relief dur-
ing the New Deal. We present a brief overview of the New Deal programs,
followed by a more detailed history. We then trace how political influences
shaped the administration of relief programs and document how relief ad-
ministered by the national government differed from relief administered by
states.

11.1 Defining Corruption and Political Manipulation

Corruption has many dimensions. During the Great Depression the
New Deal Democrats were often accused of “playing politics with relief.”
This dimension might be considered corruption by some observers or po-
litical business as usual by others. Whatever we called it, the way relief
could be used for personal or political gain clearly differed by level of gov-
ernment. Roosevelt explicitly stated the goals of the New Deal as “relief,
recovery, and reform.” A growing political economy literature has tried to
evaluate whether Roosevelt pursued those goals or whether he used New
Deal policies, particularly the allocation of federal grants among the
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states, to pursue political goals.1 For example, if the level of unemployment
in states did not affect the allocation of relief spending across states, but the
margin of Roosevelt’s victory in the 1930s presidential election did affect
allocations, this is evidence that Roosevelt was playing politics with relief.
At the state level, governors occasionally required administrative employ-
ees to make contributions to political parties. At the local level, political
machines were often accused of selecting from potential relief recipients on
the basis of party or requiring recipients to vote for machine candidates.
These are all examples of politicians using the administration of relief to
further their political ambitions, in the large and in the small.

Clear examples of corruption occurred through time-honored methods
of fraud and featherbedding. For example, relief workers could be assigned
to work on projects that benefited private landowners rather than the
public;2 suppliers could overbill for materials and make kickbacks to proj-
ect supervisors;3 or workers could pad their hours and receive benefits for
work they never performed.4 At their margins, these criminal types of cor-
ruption may be indistinguishable from playing politics. But they are sub-
stantively different enough that reducing political manipulation requires
different policies than reducing criminal corruption. It appears that the
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1. The literature begins with Arrington (1969, 1970), Reading (1973), and Wright (1974)
and continues in Wallis (1984, 1987, 1991). Anderson and Tollison (1991) criticized Wright
and Wallis for not including congressional information, which led to the response by Wallis
(1998) and the exchange between Fleck (2001) and Wallis (2001). Couch and Shugart (1998
and 2000) examined New Deal spending as well. Investigation of the determinants of county
allocations and a summary of the entire literature can be found in Fishback, Kantor, and Wal-
lis (2003). The overall fiscal implications of the New Deal for national, state, and local gov-
ernments is discussed in Wallis and Oates (1998).

2. A restriction on the “extension or improvement of streets and utilities in relatively un-
derdeveloped areas . . . was the direct result of cases developed by the Division [of Investiga-
tion], some of which were prosecuted in Federal courts, showing that, at times and through
subterfuge, real estate firms or developing companies, for example, sought to divert relief
funds to their own benefit in constructing streets and private utilities in undeveloped areas to
the enhancement of the value of the real estate owned by them” (WPA Division of Investiga-
tion 1943, p. 7).

3. “This type of case involved the submission of false time claims to the government in the
rental of equipment; the short delivery of materials to WPA projects by venders, at times in
collusion with WPA supervisory employees; or the furnishing of equipment or material be-
low the specifications of the contract which resulted in loss to the Government. Cases of this
character frequently involved considerable amounts of money. . . . In this connection, it
should be remembered that the Works Projects Administration operated a program consist-
ing of projects which ranged from the building of two miles of farm-to-market road in Texas,
to the construction of LaGuardia Airport at New York City” (WPA Division on Investiga-
tion 1943, p. 23).

4. “Due to the fact that the program employed large numbers of people, frequently in
rather small units, an operation involving the preparation of a vast number of payrolls, irreg-
ularities in connection with these payrolls were the most common type of complaint. These
irregularities in general consisted of normal and routine “padding” operations in which per-
sons were paid for time when they were absent from their WPA duties or were dually em-
ployed” (WPA Division of Investigation 1943, p. 21).



New Deal was successful at reducing some forms of political corruption in
the administration of welfare. Fraud, however, will always be with us, and
its reduction requires eternal vigilance.5

The administrative structure of a government program limits the meth-
ods available to combat corruption. In general, corruption depends on ad-
ministrative discretion. Officials can be corrupt only if they have some lee-
way to make decisions. The creation of rules and procedures is one way to
limit corruption. For example, Roosevelt could only play politics with the
allocation of relief funds between the states if the executive branch pos-
sessed the power to allocate funds at their discretion. If funds are allocated
by a formula or a rule—for example, equal per capita grants or matching
grants—the federal administrator does not possess the option of playing
politics along this dimension. Similarly, if a local case worker has the dis-
cretion to set the monthly relief benefit for each case, he or she has much
more opportunity to be corrupt than if relief benefits per case are fixed.

While discretion and rules are, to a certain extent, substitutes as govern-
ing devices, it is rarely possible to construct an administrative mechanism
without some discretion. In the hectic days of 1933 it was extremely diffi-
cult to come up with sensible rules. As a result, the key aspect of adminis-
trative structure was who had administrative discretion. Was it lodged with
the national government, with the president, or with the state and local
governments? Our central hypothesis maintains that political manipula-
tion at the state and local level in the administration of federal relief funds
was reduced when administrative discretion lay with the executive branch
of the national government. Criminal corruption was reduced by the
promulgation of rules and vigorous prosecution of offenders. The tests of
this proposition developed in the empirical section depend, of course, on
identifying political manipulation or criminal corruption, and then distin-
guishing whether corruption was addressed by creating rules or changing
the location of administrative discretion.

11.2 A Brief History

The history of the New Deal relief programs falls into two eras: from
May 1933 to the summer of 1935, and after the summer of 1935. The peri-
ods are distinguished by the amount of administrative discretion exercised
by the national government and the discretion remaining in the hands of
state and local officials. Table 11.1 provides a list of the major New Deal re-
lief programs. The first columns of the table give the beginning and ending
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5. The evidence for the New Deal’s success at eliminating political corruption is the virtual
absence of complaints, for example, that party orientation of a recipient has any impact on
the probability of getting a Social Security check or an Aid for Families with Dependent Chil-
dren (AFDC) payment. Evidence that political corruption was important before the New
Deal is presented in the historical section.



dates for each program (several Social Security programs are still in force).
The last column classifies programs by their administrative character: that
is, how discretion was allocated within the program. In “national” pro-
grams the national government exerted a preponderance of administrative
influence. In “federal” programs state and local governments shared ad-
ministrative discretion with the national government and in many pro-
grams possessed the preponderance of influence. Table 11.2 lists the aver-
age monthly number of cases receiving relief for the nation as a whole and
for each of the major relief programs.

In the spring of 1933 the Federal Emergency Relief Act created the Fed-
eral Emergency Relief Administration, known as FERA, the largest and
most important relief program up to 1935. Roosevelt chose Harry Hopkins
as the FERA administrator. The original act appropriated $500 million to
be allocated among the states, half on a matching basis and half at the dis-
cretion of the administrator. Once funds were granted, however, FERA
funds legally became the property of the states. Hopkins attempted to raise
the standards of relief administration, but his ability to do so was limited
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Table 11.1 Major relief programs, dates, and administrative character

Started Ended Agency Administration

May 1933 Fall 1935a Federal Emergency Relief Administration (FERA) Federal
April 1933 July 1942 Civilian Conservation Corp (CCC) National
November 1933 March 1934 Civil Works Administration (CWA) National
Spring 1935 1942 Works Progress/Projects Administration (WPA) National/federal
1935 1994b Rural Electrification Administration (REA) National
1937 1946c Farm Security Administration (FSA) National
Summer 1935 Present Old Age and Survivors Insurance (OASI) National
Summer 1935 Present Unemployment insurance Federal
Summer 1935 1974d Old Age Assistance (OAA)c Federal
Summer 1935 1974d Aid to the Blindc Federal
Summer 1935 1996e Aid to Dependent Children (ADC)d Federal

Sources: National Resources Planning Board (1942, pp. 26–97); Fishback and Thomasson (forthcom-
ing); Alston and Ferrie (1999, pp. 91–98); Columbia University Press (2005).
Notes: “Federal administration” refers to joint administration by the state and national governments.
“National administration” refers to programs administered by the national government. General relief
was provided by local governments throughout the period.
aSome FERA projects were phased out over a period lasting through March 1937.
bThe Rural Electrification Administration in 1949 was authorized to make loans for telephone improve-
ments and in 1988 was permitted to give interest-free loans for job creation and rural electric systems.
Its duties were assumed by the Rural Utilities Service when it was abolished in 1994.
cThe Farm Security Administration took over the role played by the Resettlement Administration begun
in 1935. Some of its programs were eventually taken over by the Farmers Home Administration in 1947.
dOld age assistance and aid to the blind were almost entirely superseded by the Supplemental Security
Income Program in 1974.
eAid to Dependent Children was renamed Aid to Families with Dependent Children in 1962, and the
program was replaced by Temporary Aid for Needy Families in 1996.
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by the relative independence of state relief administrations. Hopkins
could, and did, threaten to withhold federal grants for relief to states with
corrupt, politically manipulative, or inefficient relief administrations.
Withholding funds, however, was a blunt policy tool that worked to the
direct disadvantage of the unemployed in the state, in contradiction to
FERA’s mandate.

In 1935, Roosevelt submitted an “economic security act” to Congress.
As passed, the act provided a permanent, nationally administered program
of old age insurance, which we call Social Security today. It also provided
for a national payroll tax for unemployment insurance programs run by the
individual states; 90 percent of the payroll taxes paid in each state were
held in trust for that state. Finally, the act provided relief for three cate-
gories of persons: old age assistance, aid to the blind, and aid to depend-
ent children. The categorical programs were financed from general rev-
enues and allocated among the state by strict matching grants. Federal
grants to states were determined solely by state expenditures. As a result, it
was the states, and not the federal government, that controlled spending on
the categorical programs.

The second element of the 1935 reforms was the creation of an “emer-
gency” relief program, funded by a series of ongoing emergency relief ap-
propriation acts. Under the act of 1935, Roosevelt created the Works Pro-
gress Administration (WPA) and a number of smaller relief programs: the
National Youth Administration (NYA), the Rural Electrification Admin-
istration (REA), the Farm Security Administration (FSA), and others. The
WPA, also headed by Hopkins, was structured so that Roosevelt could
make discretionary allocations between the states, and, importantly, WPA
officials retained the right to approve individual projects within states.
Over time, Congress required a larger degree of state and local participa-
tion. This moved the WPA closer to a matching program, but matching was
never complete. The WPA also financed a number of nationally adminis-
tered programs in the arts—theater, literature, and history—that did not
have state or local sponsors. After the summer of 1935, the WPA was the
largest single relief program.

Our hypothesis is that Roosevelt found it in his interest to reduce cor-
ruption and political manipulation, particularly at the state and local lev-
els, while Congress and state and local governments continued to press for
a relief structure that allowed them to use relief to their own political ad-
vantage. The key element, therefore, was the allocation of administrative
discretion. If the president possessed administrative and fiscal discretion,
he and Hopkins could reduce corruption and political manipulation at the
state and local levels. Likewise, if state and local relief administrators pos-
sessed administrative and fiscal discretion, they could pursue their own
political ends. Accordingly, our empirical approach considers the develop-
ment of administrative policy. We examine the specific role that adminis-
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trative discretion played in the difference between Senate and House ver-
sions of bills, differences that correspond directly to the interests of state
and local governments. We also compare the allocation of funds within the
states under FERA and the WPA. Hopkins possessed a much wider range
of policy instruments to control the distribution of federal funds within
states under the WPA, and we expect and find that the allocation of WPA
spending differed significantly from the FERA allocations. When Roo-
sevelt and Hopkins gained more discretion over the distribution of funds
within the states, they paid more attention to promoting relief, recovery,
and reform and to reducing fraud and other forms of illegal corruption.

11.3 Early Relief: 1933 to 1935

Early twentieth-century American social welfare policy had its roots in
the English Poor Law. Relief was administered locally through a complex
network of public and private agencies, ranging from the poorhouse to the
Community Chest, that assessed need and distributed benefits. The intel-
lectual high ground in the emerging field of social work was dominated by
private, rather than public, organizations. The centuries-old debate over
using relief to care for the truly needy as opposed to providing a dole for
the idle, shiftless, and worthless produced a philosophy of social welfare fo-
cused on the individual case. Social workers identified the deserving poor,
and relief was tailored to meet the needs of the needy and to discourage the
dissolute. Independent private social agencies could make these distinc-
tions without bias. The preference for private rather than public relief was
further strengthened by the general low regard for the capacity of local
governments, which were run by local machine politicians and staffed by
untrained politicos as rewards for political service.6 Public relief agencies
were tainted by the possibility of the using relief for political purposes. Pa-
tronage and political influence—political manipulation—rather than the
interests of the poor were believed to motivate public relief.7
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6. On the general low opinion in which local government was held by public administra-
tion experts and political scientists in the early years of the twentieth century see Brock (1988,
pp. 50–83). “When Americans used the word ‘politician’ in a derogatory sense (as they often
did), they had most in mind the local official in city wards, townships, or counties seeking pa-
tronage and spoils, favoring friends, juggling contracts, and acknowledging some obligation
to their party but none to the community. Civic reformers, students of public administration,
and almost every issue of the American Political Science Review produced abundant evidence
of local incompetence” (p. 51).

7. “There was ample evidence in the reports of the studies already mentioned that this sys-
tem [pre–New Deal local relief] encouraged petty graft as well as the use of relief for political
power. Merchants sometimes failed to report the death of customers who were on the relief
lists and continued to collect for their private tills the pittances of the dead from the relief
funds of the town or county. Legal restrictions on pauper voting were usually not enforced in
the states where they existed. Hence men and women on relief built up a solid vote for officials
from whom they got relief” (Brown 1940, p. 16).



The sharp division between the proponents of private and public relief is
clear evidence of the deep-rooted concern over competence, political ma-
nipulation, and corruption in the administration of public relief.8 It is very
difficult to credibly measure the extent of corruption in the administration
of relief before, during, or after the New Deal. It is, however, a matter of
historical record that a significant share of relief was administered by
private social welfare agencies before 1933, and that private administration
was preferred to public administration largely on grounds of competence,
political manipulation, and corruption. These fears did not miraculously
disappear in 1933. As we discuss, private social workers continued to argue
that public relief was potentially corrupt well into the mid-1930s. By the
1950s, when social welfare advocates continued to complain about the in-
adequacy of relief in the state-administered categorical programs, charges
of political manipulation were much less common.9 This is clear historical
evidence of a reduction in its prevalence in the administration of relief over
the course of the New Deal.

Because of the dominance of the private relief administration in the
1920s, it came as a surprise when the newly formed Committee on Social
Statistics reported in 1929 that, in fifteen large cities, 71.6 percent of all re-
lief funds, whether disbursed by public or private agencies, came from lo-
cal governments.10 Relief, it turned out, was often publicly financed even
where it was privately administered. As the depression deepened, both
public and private sources of funds were called upon. The growing burden
of relieving the unemployed was well beyond the ability of private agencies,
and relief spending by local, and eventually state, governments rose
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8. “Most relief workers on either the private or public side were chiefly bent on destructive
criticism and critical comment regarding the opposition” (Brown 1940, p. 45). “The commu-
nity of interests in public welfare shared by both the voluntary social agency and the political
authority have not always prevented the private agency from viewing the government as an
inimical and antagonistic body opposed to the constituents of the private agency, instead of
being their political creature and the medium of their democratic expression of their ideals
and purposes” (Joseph Logan, quoted in Brown 1940, p. 53). Brown’s first chapter is a dis-
cussion of the national, state, and local responsibility for relief and the conflict between
private and public relief advocates.

9. Brock (1988), Brown (1940), and Katz (1986, pp. 36–57) talk extensively about the prob-
lem of politics, corruption, and relief prior to the 1930s. Historical studies of the post–New
Deal programs spend almost no time discussing corruption. Harsh critics of the welfare sys-
tem, such as Piven and Cloward (1993) and Katz (1986), argue that relief has become an in-
strument of social control but concede that relief has become more professionally adminis-
tered. There is little discussion of corruption in the distribution of relief funds after the New
Deal. Patterson (1967, 1986) discusses the problem of corruption prior to the New Deal and
the political debates between Congress and Roosevelt during the New Deal.

10. See Brown (1940, p. 55). “The amazement with which this information was received
and the significance attached to it are shown by the extent to which the figures are cited in the
literature of the period. They appear like a refrain, in conference papers and reports, maga-
zine articles, statements of policy and recommendations for programs put out by national and
local agencies, both public and private. They are quoted with satisfaction and triumph by pro-
ponents of public welfare and with some consternation and trepidation by private agency ex-
ecutives” (Brown, p. 56).



steadily.11 Public relief officials, who had taken a backseat to professional
private social workers for decades, began exerting a larger influence in
planning for a larger relief effort. But the leaders of the social work move-
ment had their roots in private social agencies, and these leaders assumed
important positions in the national government after 1933. They brought
with them the idea that local public relief administration was inefficient
and subservient to politics.

Those ideas posed problems for Roosevelt and Hopkins when they be-
gan operations under FERA. The dominant philosophy of private social
work in the 1920s was to determine what was best for each relief recipient
on a case-by-case basis, allowing the local relief agency the maximum de-
gree of flexibility and discretion in spending money. The prospect of dis-
tributing $500 million in federal government funds through the existing
system of local public relief agencies presented a nightmare of accounta-
bility for Hopkins. Giving control of the funds to state and local public re-
lief agencies seemed guaranteed to exacerbate the use of relief for political
and corrupt purposes. Giving control of the funds to private agencies
seemed guaranteed to insure that millions of decisions about who would
receive how much relief would be made by social workers in the best inter-
est of the needy, with no possibility of consistently explaining why one per-
son received relief and another did not.

Roosevelt and Hopkins were in a hurry, however, and their initial deci-
sions about FERA reflected the need to start quickly. In the summer of
1933 they had to figure out how to get hundreds of millions of dollars in re-
lief to millions of families throughout the country. FERA required Hop-
kins to distribute the money to the states, even though most states had no
formal structure for administering relief. The understanding was that most
of the money would be distributed by local relief agencies. Hopkins and
FERA were given some discretion in passing out money between the states
(in the initial $500 million appropriation, half the money allocated by
matching state and local contributions and the other half as allocated at
the discretion of the administrator on the basis of need). By November
1933 the rule-based matching features of the allocation were dispensed
with and Hopkins was given full discretion to pass out the funds to the
states while taking into account need and state and local contributions to
the effort. Hopkins could use this discretionary fiscal power to influence
the standards of relief administration within individual states. The origi-
nal appropriation seriously underestimated the nation’s relief needs. The
FERA spent roughly $4,000 million between the summer of 1933 and
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11. New York was the first state to establish an unemployment relief agency, the Tempo-
rary Emergency Relief Administration (TERA) in May 1931. Roosevelt was governor, and
Harry Hopkins was appointed the first TERA administrator. By May of 1933, twenty-two
states had provided some money for unemployment relief, but not all states had a function-
ing state relief administration.



the summer of 1935, under a series of emergency Congressional appropri-
ations.

Hopkins made three key administrative decisions in 1933: (a) all relief
funds would be spent by public agencies; (b) relief benefits would be set on
a case by case basis using a need based standard;12 (c) FERA would enforce
the highest standards of relief administration possible, would use the threat
of withholding funds to enforce and persuade state and local relief admin-
istrations to meet those standards, and would vigorously prosecute state
and local relief officials who used relief for their own political purposes.

With the establishment of these rules, Hopkins began to implement pro-
cedures to insure the efficient administration of relief. The FERA initiated
a program requiring each state to file monthly financial and administrative
reports, detailing case loads, benefit payments, and administrative costs in
each county. Hopkins continually pressed states to increase the amount of
funding they provided for relief, to raise the standards of relief administra-
tion, and to reduce corruption and the political use of relief. But Hopkins
was continually frustrated in these efforts. A FERA monthly grant was
legally the property of the state it was granted to. Hopkins could only
threaten to withhold funds from a state, severely constraining his ability to
affect the administration of relief within a state. Eventually, FERA estab-
lished a division of investigation that looked into over a thousand com-
plaints (ranging from the trivial to the felonious). Yet even here Hopkins
became frustrated because FERA’s decentralized structure meant that the
states were responsible for the investigations and the attention paid to root-
ing out fraud and corruption varied significantly across states.

The goal of FERA was getting the maximum amount of relief to the
largest number of people, quickly, and with a minimum of administrative
costs.13 The state and local share of relief expenditures varied from a high
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12. Local relief agencies investigated each case, determined the amount of resources avail-
able to each family or individual in need, and then determined the benefits to be paid each
month as the difference between the families’ available resources and the relief “standard” for
families of a given size. This reflected the philosophy of private social work that each case
should be treated individually. This opened the door to wrangling about the determination of
benefits. On the other hand, it was popular with the social workers who staffed local relief
agencies and it gave the entire relief structure an inherent fiscal flexibility. Since benefits were
determined case by case on the basis of need, it was relatively easy, when budgets got tight, to
reduce all benefits slightly. Had benefits been flat and fixed, adjustments to budget fluctua-
tions would have had to come in the number of cases rather than the generosity of benefits,
which was something everyone wanted to avoid. Budget flexibility turned out to be important:
the initial FERA appropriation was intended to last two years but was exhausted by the fall
of 1933. The FERA received new appropriations roughly every six months. The flow of na-
tional, state, and local funds to local relief agencies was never steady.

13. During the winter of 1933–34, Roosevelt established the Civil Works Administration
(CWA), which was a temporary program designed to provide jobs for 4 million unemployed.
The CWA was a “national” program, in the sense that the federal government issued checks to
individual recipients, and CWA administrators nominally worked for the federal government.
In effect, the CWA was largely administered by FERA personnel. Most were state and local
employees temporarily transferred to the federal government’s payroll during the winter.



of 62 percent in Rhode Island to a low of 5.4 percent in Alabama. There
was constant friction between FERA and state governments over the ad-
ministration and financing of relief. Hopkins threatened to withhold
FERA grants to several states that refused to increase state contributions.
The disputes were significant in twelve states. He made good on his threat
to withhold funds in Colorado and Missouri. Dissatisfaction with the way
relief was administered led Hopkins to take over, or “federalize,” the ad-
ministration of relief in six states.14 In North Dakota, Governor Langer
was indicted and convicted for extorting kickbacks from federal govern-
ment employees, although he wiggled out of serving jail time. In Ohio,
Governor Davey had a feud with Hopkins over the administration of relief.
When Roosevelt finally authorized the federalization of relief in Ohio, his
letter began “My Dear Mr. Hopkins: I have examined the evidence con-
cerning corrupt political influence with relief in the State of Ohio. Such in-
terference cannot be tolerated for a moment. I wish you to pursue these
investigations diligently and let the chips fall where they may. This
administration will not permit the relief population of Ohio to become the
innocent victims of either corruption or political chicanery.”15

Roosevelt reaped enormous political gains from the relief programs:
he was seen as the source of relief for millions of American families. At the
same time, garnering the credit for relief obligated Roosevelt to bear the
political costs of corruption and political manipulation when it was ex-
posed.16 Roosevelt might be willing to risk appearing to be playing politics
in distributing relief funds if he received the benefits. Roosevelt, however,
received no direct benefits from corruption and political manipulation by
others in the system. Thus, Roosevelt’s interest in a system that would not
be corrupted or manipulated at the state and local levels were at odds with
the interests of individual Democratic senators, congressmen, governors,
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14. The six states were Oklahoma, North Dakota, Massachusetts, Ohio, Georgia, and
Louisiana. Federal officials federalized relief in Oklahoma on 2/23/34 when the governor an-
nounced that he would not apply for relief unless he had control over the distribution; in
North Dakota on 3/1/34 as the result of charges that employees of the state relief administra-
tion were being assessed for political contributions; for work relief in Massachusetts on 3/7/
34 because the state had a statute that all grants from the state had to be distributed on a pop-
ulation basis, not on a need basis; in Ohio on 3/16/35 in a dispute over whether Ohio had sup-
plied a fair share of relief funds; and in Louisiana (4/8/35) and Georgia (4/19/35) due to long-
running disputes between the governors and federal administrators over the use of the funds.
Hopkins withheld funds from Colorado in December 1933 and from Missouri in April 1935
until the state legislatures produced funds to help pay for relief. Threats to withhold funds
went out to Alabama and Kentucky in 1933 and to Illinois in 1934. See E. A. Williams (1939,
pp. 170–78, 203–5).

15. As quoted in Brown (1940), p. 210.
16. The “political economy of New Deal spending” literature provides a thorough, but

somewhat inconclusive, picture of the overall use of federal allocation of grants between the
states for political purposes. See the citations in footnote 1. There is evidence that Hopkins
was in direct contact with relief administrations in large cities, including important and in-
fluential Democratic machine politicians. See Dorsett (1977).



mayors, and state legislators who benefited much less from relief if they
could not use it for their own political purposes.

The decision to make FERA a joint effort of national, state, and local
governments was mandated by the national emergency in 1933. There was
no other way to spend several billion dollars on relief on short notice with-
out using the existing relief bureaucracy. The decisions made by Harry
Hopkins about how relief would be administered inevitably involved set-
ting the interests of the federal government at odds with state and local
governments and, critically, involved conflicts between the president and
Congress over how the relief program should be structured. Out of the res-
olution of these conflicts emerged the modern welfare state.

11.4 Relief after 1935

Planning for a more permanent relief system began in 1933. From
FERA’s beginning its loose administrative structure embroiled Hopkins in
arguments with governors and state relief systems across the country about
how much financial support state governments would provide, how relief
benefits were to be determined, what constituted adequate relief, whether
relief was to be given in cash or in kind, and over state and local efforts to
bend the administration of relief to serve political ends. Characteristically,
Republicans accused Hopkins of playing politics with relief while Democ-
rats accused Hopkins of appointing Republicans to important relief posts.
There was no happy medium for Hopkins. His only certain solution to cor-
ruption was to create a national relief agency, staffed by civil servants an-
swerable only to Hopkins; that solution was not acceptable to Congress or
state and local governments. The compromise reached in 1935 enabled
Hopkins and the federal government to put some bounds on the agency
problem they faced in allocating federal relief at the local level.17

The second stage of New Deal relief administration was marked by the
passage of the Emergency Relief Appropriation Act of 1935 (ERAA) and
the Social Security Act of 1935 (SSA). The two bills embodied the com-
promise between the president and the Congress. Both bills were intro-
duced in January; the ERAA was passed in March and the SSA in August.
Two distinctions were critical: between employable and unemployable per-
sons and between the emergency and the permanent relief programs. The
ERAA appropriated $4.8 billion for the relief of the unemployed, to be
spent at the discretion of the president, through agencies unnamed in the
bill but to be created under its authority (these ultimately included the
WPA, REA, FSA, and NYA). This was emergency legislation: a one-time,
temporary appropriation of funds for the relief of employable persons
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17. The compromise between Congress and Roosevelt in 1935 is studied in detail in Wallis
(1991).



(people who would have been employed had it not been for the Depres-
sion).18 The emergency appropriation was intended to tide the country over
until the “permanent” relief structure could be put in place.

The SSA created the permanent program. Congress placed old age in-
surance under the administration of the national Social Security Board.
Administration of the categorical relief programs was lodged with state
governments and financed by matching national grants. Unemployment
insurance was funded by a nationally administered payroll tax. Unem-
ployment insurance (UI) programs were administered by state govern-
ments, which could draw on their individual state funds. Because states had
a right to draw on their UI funds and the rules in categorical programs
called for federal matching of qualified state expenditures, the national
government had virtually no control over spending in this part of the wel-
fare system.19 Although the Social Security Board was responsible for ap-
proving the initial design of state programs, actual administration of the
programs was left up to the states. Significantly, the board was explicitly
prohibited from interfering with personnel policies of the state adminis-
tration or withholding matching funds because of personnel policies. Con-
trol over patronage in unemployment insurance and categorical relief pro-
grams was firmly located at the state and local level. The board did have
some ability to enforce standards of relief administration, a power that be-
came important later. During the FERA administration, Hopkins had
used the threat of withholding funds and federalizing relief to pressure
state relief administrations. Those tools were taken away from the national
administration in the SSA.

The elements of the compromise were clear. Roosevelt was given a free
hand in the administration of emergency relief for the remainder of the De-
pression. The emergency programs created under the ERAA, of which the
WPA was the most important, provided the lion’s share of relief for the rest
of the 1930s. How Roosevelt used his authority was up to him, subject to
Congress’s power to approve further appropriations. Congressional De-
mocrats lost the immediate advantage of controlling relief. But their posi-
tion as the majority party was strengthened by the prospect of Roosevelt’s
reelection, and they could reasonably expect to share in some of the bene-
fits of administering relief through the normal political process. Roosevelt
and Hopkins could not afford to alienate powerful congressional interests.
And in the permanent program almost all of the discretionary powers over
relief administration had been reserved for the states. There the national
government’s hands were tied, fiscally and administratively.

Private social welfare professionals were incensed at what they perceived
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18. There were also Emergency Relief Appropriation Acts in 1936, 1937, 1938, and 1939.
19. The Social Security Board could exercise fiscal influence in times of crisis. For example,

when states exhausted their unemployment insurance trust funds, the board could impose ad-
ministrative changes on states in return for providing funds.



to be a betrayal of their basic principles. Control over the permanent relief
program was given back to the states. National support and administration
of relief were abandoned. Responsibility for general relief, relief for those
who did not fit into a category of relief supported under the Social Secu-
rity program, was returned to local governments. Only the needy who were
unemployed, aged, blind, or dependent children came under the protection
of the federal system. The social welfare professionals feared that the com-
promise of 1935 cast relief back into the realm of politics: “One of the
greatest difficulties in the way of sound organization [after 1935] was polit-
ical interference with legislation and standards of personnel. . . . The fact
remains that much of the confusion and many of the backward steps taken
in state and local administration were due to political pressures” (Brown
1940, p. 321).

11.5 Congress and the Politics of Relief: Geography and Jurisdiction

Political institutions that endure must provide political actors with in-
centives to maintain the system. Prior to 1933, local governments domi-
nated the provision of public relief and the financing of private relief. Ac-
cepted wisdom was that local public relief could be used more effectively
for political purposes than private relief: relief was more likely to go to the
politically connected needy, or at least to those in need willing to pledge
their vote; that relief expenditures were likely to line the pockets of patrons;
that funds were likely to go to wards or counties where votes mattered; and
that administrative jobs went not to those with professional training but
those enjoying political patronage. If the New Deal relief programs chal-
lenged these local prerogatives, why did politicians elected from state and
local constituencies support the New Deal reforms? Or, as many have ar-
gued, did elected politicians support New Deal relief programs because
they believed that they perpetuated, rather than reformed, the local politi-
cal abuses of relief ?

In this section, we examine the passage of New Deal legislation to de-
termine whether Congress played politics with relief. Did the House and
Senate design the rules and administrative authority in the relief bills in
ways that enhanced their own gains from the relief programs? First, differ-
ences between House and Senate versions of the same bill are examined to
see if the two branches of Congress designed the rules for allocating funds
between large and small states in a predictable way. Large states are better
represented in the House and small states in the Senate. These differences
provide a simple and clean test of whether politics mattered in the political
economy of New Deal spending. Second, differences between House and
Senate versions of the same bill are scrutinized to see if the House was more
likely to create administrative discretion and authority at the local level
and if the Senate was more likely to create administrative discretion and
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authority at the state level. Since using relief for political ends required ad-
ministrative discretion, these results give us an indirect indication of what
politicians hoped to accomplish by structuring the relief programs in par-
ticular ways. The ten important pieces of relief legislation during the New
Deal are listed in tables 11.3 and 11.4.

Congress influenced the geographical allocation of relief spending in
two ways. First, within a given program legislation could specify that funds
be spent in a particular way or according to a given formula. For example,
in the Federal Emergency Relief Act, HR 4606 72nd Congress, the Senate
bill appropriated $500 million to be divided between a $300 million match-
ing fund ($3 state to $1 national matching rate) and a $200 million discre-
tionary fund to be allocated by the relief administrator. The House bill al-
located $250 million to each fund. The Act was ultimately passed with the
House allocation. We can compare how the $50 million would have been
allocated under the House and Senate versions, using the actual allocation
of funds in the discretionary and matching funds to guide the counterfac-
tual. Alternatively, Congress could have distributed funds between pro-
grams with different patterns of allocation. In the ERAA of 1935, HR 9830
73rd Congress, the Senate proposed a transfer of $100 million in FERA
funds to the Public Works Administration (PWA); the House version did
not transfer the funds. Since FERA and the PWA expenditures across
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Table 11.3 Regressions for the 48 states of the difference in predicted spending between the
House and Senate versions of bills on the voting share in House

Act title Bill number Constant Votes R2 Critical vote

Emergency Relief and Construction Act HR 12445 –0.601 14.39 0.03 15.2
of 1932 (–1.75) (–1.22)

Federal Emergency Relief Act of 1933 HR 4606 –0.03 3.89 0.13 2.8
(–0.72) (–2.60)

Emergency Appropriation Act of 1935 HR 9830 –11.38 277.51 0.14 15
(–2.99) (–2.71)

Emergency Relief Appropriation Act of 1935 HJR 117 –6.49 157.26 0.22 15.1
(–5.07) (–3.59)

Emergency Relief Appropriation Act of 1936 HR 12624 –1.38 33.71 0.42 14.9
(–8.22) (–5.86)

Emergency Relief Appropriation Act of 1938 HJR 361 –0.82 19.81 0.08 15.1
(–2.90) (–2.04)

Emergency Relief Appropriation Act of 1939 HJR 679 0.18 –4.13 0.0007 15.9
(–0.27) (–0.18)

Notes and sources: The dependent variable in all regressions is the difference in per capita spending be-
tween the House and Senate versions of the bill in each state. The independent variable in each regres-
sion is the state’s share of total votes in the House of Representatives. There are forty-eight state obser-
vations, and all regressions have forty-six degrees of freedom. The t-statistics are in parentheses below
the coefficients. Allocations in House and Senate bills taken from copies of the bills in the Law Library,
Library of Congress, as described in Wallis (1981).



states were different, we can compare the House and Senate allocations by
examining how the $100 million would have been spent under the two pro-
posals.

The difference between the House and Senate allocation of funds to state
i is

(1) DFi � House allocationi � Senate allocationi .

The proposition that the House will allocate more funds to large states bet-
ter represented in the House than in the Senate can be tested using the re-
gression

(2) DFi � a � b � Voting Sharei ,

where the independent variable is the voting share of state i in the House.
The House and Senate differed over the allocation of funds in seven of

the ten pieces of New Deal relief legislation. Estimates of equation (2) for
those seven bills are shown in table 11.3. The dollar differences ranged be-
tween $50 million and $200 million, significant amounts of money but
fairly small portions of the overall appropriations. In five of those cases the
differences between the House and Senate versions were positively and sta-
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Table 11.4 Features of relief bills where the Senate version favored state interests over
local interests

Senate bill favored state over local interests?

Bill Project Recipient 
Bill title number Money Patronage selection selection

Emergency Relief and Construction Act 
of 1932 HR 12445 Yes

Emergency Relief Act of 1933 HR 4606 No Yes
Act of February 15, 1934 HR 7527 Yes Yes
Emergency Appropriation Act of 1935 HR 9830 Yes
Emergency Relief Appropriation Act 

of 1935 HJR 117 Yes Yes Yes
Emergency Relief Appropriation Act 

of 1936 HJR 12624 Yes Yes
Emergency Relief Appropriation Act 

of 1937 HJR 326 Yes Yes
Emergency Relief Appropriation Act 

of 1938 HJR 361 Yes Yes
Emergency Relief Appropriation Act 

of 1939 HJR 679 Yes Yes Yes

Notes and sources: Entries correspond to differences in the House and Senate versions of each bill, where
Yes means that the Senate version favored state over local interests; No means that the Senate version
did not favor state over local interests; and blank cells mean that there was no difference in this aspect
of the House and Senate versions of the programs. House and Senate bills taken from copies of the bills
in the Law Library, Library of Congress, as described in Wallis (1981).



tistically significantly related to a state’s voting share in the House. In the
other two cases the coefficients were statistically insignificant, one positive
and the other negative. Geographical interests in most cases were an im-
portant determinant of differences between the House and Senate.

A curiosity of the regression results lends additional support to the geo-
graphic story. We can solve for the voting share in the House that results in
no difference between the House and Senate versions (that is, x � –a/b
from equation [2]). The last column in table 11.3 lists the implied “critical
size” for each regression estimate. In six of the seven cases, states with fif-
teen votes in the House received more money from the House bill than the
Senate bill. Only nine states had 14 or more votes in the House, but the to-
tal vote of those states was 217, one vote shy of a majority of the 435 House
votes. The nine states that, on average, benefited more from the House ver-
sion than the Senate version were the minimum number of states required
to pass legislation in the House.

The House and Senate allocations differ in systematic and understand-
able ways. Unemployment, and therefore relief spending at the state level,
was concentrated in the large industrial states of the northeast and upper
Midwest. These states were much better represented in the House, and the
House pursued programs that allocated relative large amounts of money to
large states. An important way of doing that was through matching grants,
since the more wealthy, industrial, and hard-hit states spent more of their
own state and local funds on relief and therefore qualified for larger match-
ing grants. The Senate, on the other hand, tended to prefer (relative to the
House) programs and methods of allocation that favored the geographi-
cally large, sparsely populated states of the west and Midwest. They pre-
ferred allocation formulas, like population or land size, that funneled more
money into the west. They also showed a strong preference for large public
works projects, like the type conducted by Harold Ickes and the PWA, lo-
cated primarily in western states with an abundance of public land, over the
small, often urban work relief projects conducted by Harry Hopkins and
the WPA.20

Jurisdictional differences between the House and Senate were more
marked and more important than geographic differences. Jurisdictional
matters determined which level of government possessed elements of ad-
ministrative discretion. Geographical differences usually arose over sub-
stantial amounts of money but were minor in relation to the whole relief
package, and they never proved to be a significant impediment to the pas-
sage of legislation. Jurisdictional disputes, however, were fought over cen-
tral issues of administrative control and, on at least one occasion, were ca-
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20. The importance of land area in the literature on the political economy of New Deal
spending reflects the geographic differences between the east and west. See Wallis (1998) and
the ensuing exchange between Fleck (2001) and Wallis (2001).



pable of bringing the whole legislative process to a halt.21 There were four
dimensions of administrative discretion: decisions about money, patron-
age, project selection, and recipient selection. In general, we expect the
House to locate administrative control over these functions at the local
level and the Senate to locate control at the state level. table 11.4 lists the
ten relief bills, whether there was a difference in one of these four areas, and
whether the difference was as expected. An example from each category
follows.

Money: The very first relief bill, HR 12445 72nd Congress, authorized
the Reconstruction Finance Corporation (RFC) to make loans to the
states for relief purposes. The Senate version of the bill restricted RFC
loans to the states. Local governments could not apply. The House version
of the bill allowed cities to apply directly to the RFC for loans, rather than
going through the state government. In this case the House version was
adopted.

Patronage: In the ERAA of 1935, the House proposed that any county
relief agency be required to hire its administrative employees from the res-
idents of that county, which would have given local relief authorities and
congressmen strong control over patronage. The Senate version stipulated
that administrative employees within a state had to live within the state, but
employees from one county could be hired in another county. Neither re-
strictive residency requirement survived in the final bill.

Project selection: Under the WPA, a class of projects called “federal
projects” were financed and administered directly by the WPA with no
state or local sponsorship. The most prominent of these were the art and
theater projects. In the Emergency Relief Appropriation Act of 1939, both
versions of the bill eliminated all federal theater projects, and the House
version of the bill required that any new federal projects have a local spon-
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21. The case where a jurisdictional dispute prevented any legislation from passing was, in-
terestingly, a relief bill proposed in the last Hoover Congress. The jurisdiction at issue was na-
tional versus state. In January of 1932 a bill sponsored by Senators LaFollette and Costigan,
72nd Congress S. 3045, proposed the creation of a Federal Emergency Relief Board that
would be given $375 million to allocate between the states for relief purposes and an equal
amount for highway construction. Forty percent of the $375 million would be divided be-
tween the states on the basis of population, the remainder to be allocated at the discretion of
the relief board. The bill failed to pass the Senate, but not because of lack of support for re-
lief. A substitute bill was proposed by Senators Black, Walsh, and Bulkley, which differed in
only two ways. The substitute bill provided loans rather than grants and allocated all of the
$375 million on the basis of population, thereby eliminating the need for a federal board of
any kind. The substitute bill failed by a vote of 48 to 31, and the original bill failed the next
day, after extensive debate, by a vote of 48 to 35. Only fifteen senators voted for both bills—
in all eighty-one senators had expressed voting support for some kind of relief program. The
bill failed to pass because of differences over how the program should be administered, specif-
ically whether the states should answer to a national relief board or be completely free to ad-
minister relief on their own. Since only a handful of states had any existing relief program, the
struggle in the Senate was over administrative arrangements that might be created, not inter-
ests that already existed.



sor. The Senate bill had no provision for local sponsorship. The local spon-
sorship provision stayed in the final bill.

Recipient selection: There was never a hard and fast legislative decision
on who should select the recipients for the WPA. In practice, local relief
agencies “referred” potential recipients to the WPA, and it was usually im-
possible to receive a WPA relief job without the referral.22 Local relief
agencies were not paid, at least not directly, for this task and so effectively
remained independent of the WPA. Hopkins and the WPA several times
requested funds from Congress to pay local relief agencies for providing re-
ferral services, and a provision for payment was included in several Senate
bills. In every case the provision was eliminated from the bill by the House.
Hopkins was unable to exert even indirect control on local recipient selec-
tion by providing money for the referral service, money that could have
been withheld or reduced.

These examples are indicative of House and Senate concerns in relief leg-
islation. As table 11.4 shows, differences in the kind of administrative ar-
rangements preferred by the House and Senate were frequent, persistent,
and systematic. In seventeen of the eighteen cases where the House and
Senate differed over administrative procedures, the differences are as pre-
dicted.23 Both senators and congressmen were interested in locating ad-
ministrative control of the relief program at the level of government where
they exercised the most control.

11.6 Roosevelt’s Interests: Comparing the Intrastate Allocation 
of FERA and WPA Funds

Dividing administrative control over relief between national, state, and
local governments was the key element in the compromise of 1935. Con-
gress located administrative control over the permanent categorical relief
programs, unemployment insurance, and general relief at the state level.
The national government was given control of the emergency relief pro-
grams and the permanent social insurance program. Roosevelt and Hop-
kins were given a blank check for $4.8 billion in the ERAA of 1935. The
magnitude of the change in New Deal relief administration cannot be un-
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22. It was possible to get a nonrelief WPA job without a referral. These jobs were either
supervisory or administrative. See Howard (1943, pp. 356–65) for a discussion of referral
policy.

23. The one anomaly is a special case. In the original Federal Emergency Relief Act the
Senate inserted a provision enabling the federal government to take over the administration
of relief in a state. This was called “federalizing” relief, and it clearly weakened state inde-
pendence, which we would not expect the Senate to do. Later, in 1934, Senator McAdoo from
California asked Hopkins to federalize relief in California, because he was in a political battle
with the faction of the party controlling the relief administration. It appears that the anom-
aly in table 11.5 was the result of the anticipated political gains that would come to Senators
from “federalization.” Those gains, it turns out, never materialized.



derestimated. Although control of the permanent welfare program re-
mained largely with the states, the permanent program took time to imple-
ment. For the remainder of the 1930s and the depression, the national gov-
ernment would be the largest provider of relief in the country, and the
ERAA of 1935 gave Roosevelt and Hopkins wide latitude and discretion in
how they administered that relief.

The WPA succeeded FERA as the primary national program for the
relief of the unemployed. Like FERA, the WPA under Hopkins provided
work relief to over 2 million cases each month. Under the FERA structure,
Hopkins had not possessed the discretion to allocate funds within states.
When a state strayed from the administration’s goals, the public was likely
to blame the Roosevelt administration as much as or more than they
blamed the state and local politicians. To guide the state back to the proper
path, Hopkins could try friendly persuasion or go to the extreme of with-
drawing funds or federalizing relief. But he had no intermediate punish-
ments. This was not a problem under the centralized structure of the WPA.
The WPA’s administrative employees worked directly for the federal gov-
ernment, and the WPA administrators controlled the intrastate allocations
of WPA funds.24

The next section examines the WPA rules and procedures adopted by
Hopkins to control illegal corruption in the distribution of relief. This sec-
tion examines how centralization limited political manipulation in the dis-
tribution of funds. Roosevelt’s critics argued that greater federal control
under the WPA allowed Roosevelt and Hopkins to better manipulate relief
allocations for political purposes. If we are correct that Hopkins and Roo-
sevelt sought to limit political manipulation by state and local officials
within the states, we should see that the distribution of relief within states
more closely matched the stated goals of relief, recovery, and reform under
the WPA than under FERA and that political considerations had less in-
fluence on intrastate allocations under the WPA than under FERA. Infor-
mation on the allocation of WPA and FERA spending from over 3,000
counties is used to examine the differences in the intrastate distribution of
WPA and FERA funds. In order to compare allocation policies directly,
the values for every variable (dependent and independent) for each county
are normalized by subtracting the state mean for that variable and then by
dividing the difference by the standard deviation within the same state. As
a result every variable has a mean of zero and a standard deviation of 1
within each state. This facilitates comparison of the coefficients determin-
ing spending for FERA, the WPA, and the difference between the two pro-
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24. There is one caveat. The WPA’s grants were not distributed in the absence of state and
local activity. States and local jurisdictions lobbied for and spent resources to obtain funds
from both FERA and the WPA. Some of the difference in the distribution within states under
the WPA and the FERA may reflect differences in state and local behavior, as well as differ-
ences in Hopkins’s administrative policy.



grams.25 We include key variables that influence the distribution of relief
grants, as discussed in the literature on the allocation of New Deal funds.

One group of variables measures economic conditions across counties
that reflect the New Deal’s stated goals of relieving financial distress, pro-
moting recovery, and redistributing income. Relief spending should have
been positively related to a measure of unemployment (measured in the
1930 census), negatively related to economic growth from 1929 to 1933
(measured as the change in log retail sales per capita between 1929 and
1933), negatively related to a measure of the share of high-income people
(the percent of the population paying income taxes in 1929), and negatively
related to a measure of average consumption in 1929 (retail sales per capita
in 1929). Unemployment relief programs were targeted at urban areas, so
the coefficient on percent urban should be positive.

The second group of variables reflects political factors. The Roosevelt
administration may have used the allocation of funds to promote their
prospects for reelection by rewarding long-term loyal Democrats (mea-
sured by the mean percent voting Democrat in presidential elections from
1896 through 1928), by trying to attract voters who were relatively fickle in
their support of the Democrats (measured by the standard deviation of the
percent voting Democrat from 1896 through 1928), by rewarding voters
who swung to Roosevelt in 1932 (the percent voting for Roosevelt in 1932
minus the mean percent voting Democrat from 1896 through 1928), or by
spending more in areas with higher turnout (the number of presidential
votes in 1932 relative to the population in 1930).26

The first two specifications in table 11.5 show the results for the WPA
and FERA separately. With regard to the economic variables, both pro-
grams provided more funds per capita in urban areas, provided more funds
in counties with higher unemployment, and provided fewer funds to
higher-income counties as measured by retail sales per capita. The FERA
provided more funds, while the WPA provided fewer funds, to counties
with higher tax returns per capita. On the political side, both FERA and
WPA gave less money to counties that traditionally voted Democratic and
more money to counties that swung to Roosevelt in 1932 and that had
higher voter turnout. The FERA gave more funds to counties with higher
variance in their party voting, while the WPA gave less to these counties.
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25. We have also explored using the ratio of the county observation to the state mean and
had the same general results. We have also run the analysis by demeaning the variable but not
normalizing. Demeaning the variables does not completely eliminate the scale differences be-
tween the WPA and the FERA. The WPA spent more money, so that the variance in spend-
ing was likely to be higher. In such a situation the WPA and FERA could have responded to
the same differences in unemployment by raising spending by 5 percent in that county, but be-
cause the WPA spent more on average, the 5 percent will generate a larger coefficient for the
WPA than for the FERA.

26. See Wright (1974); Fleck (1994, 1999, 2001); Wallis (1998, 2001); and Fishback, Kan-
tor, and Wallis (2003) for empirical analysis of relief spending using these variables.



Our specific interest, however, is in the differences between the responses
of the FERA and the WPA to key variables; therefore, we focus on the third
specification in table 11.5 where the dependent variable is per capita WPA
spending minus per capita FERA spending. The results of the comparison
are consistent with our view that when Hopkins gained more control of the
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Table 11.5 Comparison of regression coefficients for factors determining the
intrastate allocation of FERA and WPA funds across counties

WPA FERA WPA minus FERA
Variable (1) (2) (3)

% urban, 1930 0.216 0.125 0.091
(7.54) (4.29) (3.27)

Tax returns per capita, 1929 –0.005 0.076 –0.081
(–0.15) (2.52) (–2.79)

Retail sales per capita, 1929 –0.208 –0.153 –0.055
(–6.74) (–4.87) (–1.84)

Retail sales per capita growth, 29–33 –0.016 –0.13 0.114
(–0.87) (–7.03) (6.44)

% unemployed, 1930 0.282 0.227 0.055
(13.9) (11.04) (2.77)

Democratic loyalty, 1896–1928 –0.061 –0.069 0.008
(–3.28) (–3.64) (0.43)

Swing, 1896–1932 –0.034 0.03 –0.064
(–1.74) (1.48) (–3.33)

Turnout, 1932 0.048 0.078 –0.03
(2.63) (4.21) (–1.69)

Roosevelt swing, 1932 0.048 0.056 –0.008
(2.25) (2.60) (–0.4)

R2 0.127 0.099 0.037
Adjusted R2 0.124 0.097 0.034
No. of observations 3061 3061 3061

Notes and sources: t-statistics in parentheses. The unit of observation is the county. The values
for the county for each variable have been normalized by subtracting the state mean and di-
viding by the state standard deviation. WPA and FERA spending information is from the U.S.
Office of Government Reports (1940). It was converted to per capita spending by dividing by
the population in 1930. Retail sales information from 1933 is from U.S. Department of Com-
merce, Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce (1936). The 1929 retail sales information,
percent urban in 1930, population in 1930 and 1940, and the ratio of unemployed to gainfully
employed in 1930 are from the update of historical, demographic, economic, and social data
for the United States from 1790 by Michael Haines and ICPSR (2005). The population figures
used to create our per capita estimates for 1929 and 1933 retail spending were calculated using
linear interpolations of the 1930 and 1940 populations. The tax return information comes from
U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce (1932). The
mean Democratic share of the presidential vote from 1896 to 1928, the percent voting for Roo-
sevelt in 1932 minus the mean Democratic share from 1896 to 1928, the standard deviation of
the Democratic share of the presidential vote from 1896 to 1932, and the percent of adults vot-
ing in 1932 were all calculated using information from ICPSR’s (1999, no. 1) U.S. Historical
Election Returns, 1824–1968. The data set consists of 3,061 counties and county-city combi-
nations in the United States. The New Deal program information was reported for some com-
bined counties. For a list see Fishback, Kantor, and Wallis (2003, pp. 304–5).



intrastate allocations he reduced state and local political manipulation by
focusing spending more on relief, recovery, and reform.

The WPA distributed relatively more funds within states to areas with
greater unemployment, lower economic activity, and a higher urban share
of the population. Because of the way the variables were scaled, a one-unit
change in a variable represents a change of 1 standard deviation in each
variable. A 1 standard deviation increase in the unemployment rate pro-
duced an increase in WPA funds that was 0.055 standard deviations larger
than the response by FERA. A similar increase in retail sales per capita in
1929, our measure of economic activity, was associated with a reduction in
WPA spending that was .08 standard deviations greater than for FERA
spending. A 1 standard deviation increase in percent urban led to a re-
sponse by the WPA that was .09 standard deviations larger. All three differ-
ences are statistically significant. The differential response in WPA and
FERA spending in urban areas is particularly telling. Representation in
state legislatures was skewed in favor of rural areas. The national govern-
ment was already distributing large amounts of aid to farmers through
agricultural programs. Hopkins wanted FERA and the WPA to focus on
relief of unemployed workers, not low-income farmers. Thus, when Hop-
kins gained control under the WPA he managed to shift funds back to ur-
ban areas. There is one exception in our findings. The FERA was more re-
sponsive to the depths of the crash between 1929 and 1933, as measured by
the growth (or reduction) in retail sales per capita in those years.

The results in table 11.5 for the political variables suggest that Hopkins
and Roosevelt resisted the temptation to take advantage of greater discre-
tion by more vigorously pursuing political goals when they gained more
control under the WPA. The effects of long-term swing voters and voter
turnout on intrastate allocations were statistically significantly lower by
0.06 and 0.03 for the WPA than for FERA, respectively. The response to
the Roosevelt swing voters was also lower under the WPA but not in a sta-
tistically significant way.

The major bone of contention in the political economy of New Deal
spending debate is whether economic or political factors influenced the al-
location of federal spending. These results clearly show that when control
over the intrastate allocation of relief funds shifted from state and local
politicians to Hopkins the political influence on intrastate allocations was
reduced and intrastate allocations were more responsive to economic con-
ditions.

11.7 Rules and Procedures

The switch from the FERA to the WPA offered Hopkins more than
greater discretion over how relief funds were allocated within states. It also
gave him more central authority over the monitoring of relief administra-
tion. The WPA continued FERA’s efforts to collect financial information
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from state and local agencies in a timely manner. Because WPA funds were
federal funds, the WPA was better able to audit the finances on individual
projects whether the projects were carried out by state or local govern-
ments or by the WPA itself. Administrative discretion was reduced in sev-
eral areas. The WPA introduced a “security wage” policy that set the wages
of WPA employees according to a formula that took into account the em-
ployees’ skill, the size of the locality in which the work was performed, and
the prevailing wage for work in the area. Hours of work and standards of
construction on WPA projects were more closely controlled.

The move from the FERA to the WPA allowed Hopkins to reorganize
and strengthen the investigations of complaints concerning improper ad-
ministration of relief and corruption. Under FERA such investigations
were carried out by small staffs at the federal or state level. The adminis-
tration of relief “was a new problem and a new field of investigative work,”
and the approaches taken were as “variable as the number of states them-
selves” (WPA Division of Investigation 1943, p. 1). The FERA established
a Division of Special Inquiry in October 1934 that operated out of the
Washington, D.C. office. Investigative efforts often were uncoordinated
and were hampered at times by the transfer of legal ownership of relief
funds to the state on reception of the grant. States, as a result, were the pri-
mary investigators when charges were raised.

Roosevelt’s executive order creating the WPA established a “division of
progress investigation” designed “to coordinate the pertinent work of ex-
isting investigating agencies of the government so as to insure the honest
execution of the relief programs” (WPA 1943, p. 4). The division had its
own director and field organization directly responsible to the administra-
tor. The functions of the division

covered the investigation of all complaints alleging fraud or loss to the
government or violations of Federal statutes as they applied to the ex-
penditure of relief funds. More specifically these functions included the
handling of complaints that funds were being diverted to private rather
than public benefit; that false statements had been made in obtaining al-
locations or benefits from relief money; that pay rolls for either personal
services or the rental of equipment by WPA were being padded; com-
plaints of extortion or kickbacks, of theft or embezzlement, or bribery or
the collection of illegal fees; that false compensation claims had been filed
by WPA employees or that fraud existed in competitive bidding on gov-
ernment contracts; that vendors to the government were not delivering in
line with their contracts; that forgery had been committed in work as-
signments, time reports, or other official documents, and other less com-
mon types of fraud in the handling of federal funds. (WPA 1943, p. 5)

The division later investigated violations of the Hatch Act, prohibiting
“pernicious political activity” and provisions passed by Congress in 1939
preventing aliens from receiving WPA employment.

A staff of fifty was based in Washington, supplemented by field offices in
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fifteen cities, originally, and later in the regional offices. The number of field
agents peaked in number at seventy-three, supplemented by “resident
agents” throughout the country.27 There were plenty of complaints. The
records of the investigative division take up 415 cubic feet plus numerous
rolls of microfilm in the national archives. In 1937 alone, the division con-
ducted 3,280 investigations.

The division evaluated complaints, investigated them if necessary, and
then, if a problem was found, turned cases over to the attorney general’s
office for prosecution. The division investigated and reported on 17,352
cases. In 8,811 of these the charges were substantiated. A total of 2,215
were referred to the attorney general for criminal prosecution. Of the re-
maining 6,596 substantiated cases, 4,496 persons were dismissed, de-
moted, suspended, reprimanded, or debarred. When a subcommittee of
the Committee on Appropriations of the House investigated the WPA in
1940 they could not uncover a single serious irregularity that had not pre-
viously been investigated by the division.

The switch from the FERA to the WPA gave Hopkins a great deal more
authority over the activities of state and local WPA projects. It is clear that
he took this opportunity to establish better monitoring of the programs.
He and Roosevelt were concerned that charges of corruption left to fester
and later be uncovered by congressional investigations would significantly
damage the success of the program and ultimately the administration.
Therefore, they established a more centralized investigative division that
routinely investigated complaints and pressed for the prosecution of polit-
ical manipulation and criminal corruption.

11.8 Concluding Remarks

The modern American welfare state was created during the New Deal.
Prior to 1933, the burden of caring for the needy and unemployed fell on
local governments. By late 1935, a system of nationally funded and ad-
ministered old age insurance was in place; federally funded and state-
administered programs providing old age assistance, aid to dependent chil-
dren, aid to the blind, and UI were in place; and a substantial emergency
relief structure with both national and state components was working to
see the nation through the last years of the Depression. Before 1932, the ad-
ministration of public relief was widely regarded as politically corrupt, a
concern so prevalent that a significant portion of the nation’s relief systems
were administered by private social welfare agencies. Although political
opponents of the New Deal often complained about the use of relief for po-
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27. Agents were often young, and 85 percent had professional or college training as
lawyers, accountants, and engineers. A number had been investigators for the Federal Bureau
of Investigation (FBI) or in other settings.



litical purposes, by 1940, charges of corruption and political manipulation
had diminished considerably. Corruption and political manipulation
within the relief programs were reduced. How this contributed to the over-
all level of corruption and political manipulation in the political system
within the New Deal is not clear. The importance of political machines is
often claimed to have declined over the course of the New Deal, partly be-
cause the provision of national relief undercut the provision of local relief
by the machines. But as we have documented, part of the relief system re-
mained in the administrative hands of the local governments, albeit with
more supervision from the Social Security Board.28

The transformation of public relief in the United States occurred be-
cause of the political interests of President Roosevelt and his administra-
tion. Local officials, state politicians, and members of Congress were in a
position to use relief for political purposes: getting politically connected
people on relief, letting contracts for materials and supplies to political al-
lies, and using administrative jobs to reward loyal followers. Roosevelt, on
the other hand, had little use for this type of political machination. The
gratitude of millions of relief recipients and the general public impression
that the administration was moving decisively to relieve the worst victims
of the Depression garnered votes for Roosevelt. That support would have
evaporated if relief had been administered in a visibly corrupt manner.

The Federal Emergency Relief Administration, the first New Deal relief
program, was created in the spring of 1933 to rapidly distribute millions of
dollars to families in immediate need of financial assistance. It was impos-
sible for Roosevelt and Hopkins to solve the agency problem they faced.
The crisis forced them to distribute relief money through the established
local public relief administrations; it was the only existing structure ca-
pable of administering relief to over 4 million families each month. In-
evitably, some of the $4 billion distributed to states between 1933 and 1935
was used to further the political ends of state and local politicians. The
FERA’s loose administrative structure did not give Roosevelt and Hopkins
the administrative tools to limit local politicians from capturing some of
the rents for themselves. As we have seen, Congress was complicit in the
political maneuvering. The Senate persistently sought to allocate more
money to small states well represented in the Senate, while the House
worked to allocate more money to large states better represented in the
House. The Senate tried to locate administrative control of relief at the
state level, and the House tried to locate control at the local level. Both
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28. Dorsett concludes his study of the New Deal and the machines this way: “The second
wrong assumption is that the federal government, by assuming responsibility for welfare pro-
grams, thereby destroyed the machine’s useful role as a service institution. Actually, the dis-
tribution function was not preempted by the federal government: under the New Deal many
welfare programs were financed in Washington, but they were directed at the local level” 
(p. 113).



were generally hostile to locating administrative control at the national
level.

The deal struck in 1935 with the passage of the Emergency Relief Ap-
propriations Act and the Social Security Act gave the Roosevelt adminis-
tration authority over the distribution of emergency relief. Congress en-
sured, however, that states retained control over important elements of the
permanent relief program—unemployment insurance, aid to the blind, old
age assistance, and aid to dependent children—but were subject to federal
oversight. Although we stress the difference in the interests of Congress
and the executive branch, this should not obscure the importance that all
Democrats placed on reelecting Roosevelt. Giving Roosevelt control over
the emergency relief program allowed him to claim credit for providing re-
lief and employment to millions of families every month. Voters responded
by supporting Roosevelt. When Roosevelt and Hopkins obtained more
control over the intrastate allocation of WPA relief funds, they targeted the
allocation of funds within states more at the high-minded goals of relief, re-
covery, and reform and resisted increasing the role of presidential politics.

The other side of the bargain gave states more control over the adminis-
tration of categorical relief and unemployment insurance, as well as com-
plete fiscal autonomy. But state independence came with a catch. The So-
cial Security Board could not force states to spend more or less on relief,
nor could it decide who would staff administrative positions, but it could
and did require that relief be administered in a fair and impartial manner.
The development of welfare entitlements and the evolution of higher stan-
dards of welfare administration in the states under the watchful eye of the
Social Security Board are a subject beyond our current story.

Our explanation for why the New Deal relief policies sought to reduce
corruption and political manipulation does not imply that Roosevelt did
not play politics with relief. It was in Roosevelt’s political interest to reduce
political manipulation and corruption in the administration of relief at the
state and local level. It was political interest, and not only enlightened so-
cial policy, that contributed to the reduction in corruption.
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